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HAVE YOU HAD YOUR COPY OF "ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES"?
Whatever your age or experience-whether you are one of the " old school
or p newcomer
to Engineering anxious to hold your position in the more difficult cla4s of p-eacE-you must
read this highly informative guide to the best paid Engineering posts.

The Handbook contains among other intensely interesting matter, paiticulats of B.Sc.,

A.M.I.Mech.E., A.M.I.E.E., A.M.I.A.E., A.M.LP.E., A.M.Brit.I.R.E.,
CITY & GUILDS, CIVIL SERVICE, and other important Engineering Examinations.
outlines courses in all branches of CIVIL, MECHANICAL, ELECTRICAL,
AUTOMOBILE,, RADIO, TELEVISION, AERONAUTICAL and PRODUCTION
ENGINEERING,
BUILDING (the

DRAUGHTSMANSHIP,
great

after -war

career),

GOVERNMENT

rei es S

EMPLOYMENT,

R.A.F. MATHEMATICS, MATRICU-

LATION, etc., -and explains the unique advantages of our Employment Department.

WE DEFINITELY GUARANTEE

Pis C tie a

NO PASS - NO FEE'

Vol.' 20.

No. 452

NEW SERIES

FEBRUARY; 1944

If you are earning less than £.10 a week you cannot afford to miss reading " ENGINEERING
OPPORTUNITIES " ; it tells you everything you want to know to make your future secure and describes many chances you are now missing.
In your own interest we advise you to
write for your copy of this enlightening guidee/to well -paid posts NOW - FREE and without
obligation.

BRITISH INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
409, SHAKESPEARE HOUSE, 17, 18 & 19, STRATFORD PLACE, LONDON, W.I.

THE B.I.E.T. -IS THE LEADING INSTITUTE OF ITS KIND IN THE WORLD
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new and

improved
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generator operates from A.C.
Mains and covers a total
range from 100 Kilocycles to
46 Megacycles in six wavebands, the
dial being directly calibrated in
S147011.
^

...... \

frequency. The output is smoothly
variable up to approximately
100,000
Microvolts, and either
internal modulation at 400 Cycles
or external modulation can be
used. Iron cored coils are used on
all bands. The instrument is thoroughly screened and a mains filter
is

fitted, reducing radiation to a

minimum. A screened output lead
is supplied with every instrument
together with a book of instructions.
Price £14 14s. Od. complete.
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Write far technical brochure.

.TAYLOR ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENTS, LTD.
419-424, Montrose Avenue. Slough, Bucks. Slough 21381 (4 tines)
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The Wh.ys and,.
Wherefores of Distortion,
are Discussq in this Issue
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Practical Wireless

PREMIER RADIO

NEW PREMIER S.W. COILS
4- and 6 -pin types now have octal pin spacing and
will fit International Octal valve -holders,
4 -pin Type
6 -Pin Type
Price
Type Range
Price
Type Range
04

04A
04B
04C
04D
04E

04F

04G
0411

9.15 m.
12.26 m.
22.47 rn.
41.94 m.
76.170 m.
150-350 m.
215-550 m.
490-1,000 m.
1,000-2,000 m.

2;6
2;6
2;6

9.15 rn.
06A 12.26 m.

26
2/6
313041-

06

2/6

06B 22.47 m.
06C 41.94 m.
06D 76.170 m.

2i6
2'6

Chassis Mounting
Octal Holders
101d. each.

4'-

New Premier 3 -Rand S.W. Coil, 11-25,
38-86 m., 4,9.
Rotary Wave Change to suit above. ye.

25-33,

I.F.
TRANSFORMERS
Iron -cored 450-470

CONDENSERS
.0001 Inf., 1,8,

.0003 rat,

.0003 mf., Differential,
21.1.

Binocular,

F.,

1/6.

10/6 each.

Celestion 810. P.M. Speaker. 29/6.
Celestion 10in. P.M. Speaker, 49/6.

High-grade large

Output unit. Response 45-7,500 cycles. Low hiss
Level. 23/-.

Premier Super -Moving Coil hike, Permanent
Magnet model requiring no energising. Sensi-

tivity 56db. Impedance 15 ohms. Excellent
reproduction of speech and music, 25/5/-.
Microphone Transformers. 10/6 each.
Crystal :Mike. Response Is flat from 50-5,500 cycles
with a slightly rising characteristic to 8,000
Output level is minus Stklb. Price 39:6.

52/6.

MOVING -COIL SPEAKERS

Pentode Output Transformers, al watts, price

PREMIER MICROPHONES

cycles.

SWITCHES

QMB. panel mounting, split knob type 2 -point
on,off, 2/- each. DP on/off, 3;6.

Valve Screens, for International and U.S.A. types,
Resin -cored d So/der. 73d. per coil.

The above speakers are fitted with output trans-

VOLUME

Push-Racl Connecting Wire, 21d. per yard.

Systollex Sleeving, 2mm., 2/6 per doz. yards.
Screened Braided Cable. Single, 1;3 per yard.
Twin, 1:6 per yard.
30 amps. charge, discharge Bakelite case. 19;6 each.
-Pin Ceramic Chassis Mtg. English Type Valve Morse. The Premier Oscillator supplied complete 3/9 each. Carbon type, 7 holders,
1/6 each.
with valve, on steel chassis, price 27/6. Practice 5 000 10,000, 4/8 each.
key, 3;3. TX key, 510. Super Hey, 11 6. 3 -Henry Wire wound type, 5.000 Amphenol Octal Chassis Mounting Valve holders. International type, 111; each. English
Chokes (as used in Oscillator), 10'- High-pitched and 10,000 ohms, 5,6
each.
type, 1 2 each.
Buzzer, adjustable note, 3,'- each.
formers.

ROTAX METERS

Send for details of other radio

All en-

accessories available.

quiries must be accompanied by
a 2...a. stamp.

CONTROLS
Carbon type, 20,000,
1
meg., and 2 sang.,

ALL POST ORDERS TO : JUBILF.E WORKS, 167, LOWER CLAPTON ROAD,
LONDON, E.5. (.1 ////n/e,f 4723)
CALLERS TO : Jubilee Works, or 169, Fleet Street, E.C.4. (Central 2837)

Blueprints, Ca. each.
1937 Crystal Receiver
..
The " Junior Crystal Set
STRAIGHT SETS.

-

Blueprints, ls. each.

One -valve

All -Wave 17nipen (Pentode)

Beginners' One-valver

..

The " Pyramid " One-valver (HF

Two -valve : Blueprint, Is.

The Signet Two (D & I F)
Three -valve : Blueprints, is. eaoh

Selo:tone Battery Three (1), 2LF
(Trans))

Summit Three (SF Pen, D. Pen)
Pentode Three (HP Pen, D
(Pen), Pen)
..
Hall Mark Cadet (D, LF, Pen (Be'.))
F. J. Canon'. Oliver Souvenir (MT
Pen, D (Pen), Pen) (All -Wave

Cameo Midget Three (D, 2 LF
Three)

.

(Trans))

1936 Sonotone Three-FOUr (HF
Pen, HE Pen, Westeetor, Pen)
Battery All -Wave Three (D, 2 LF

(R))

The Monitor (DE Pen, D, Pen) ..
The Tutor Three (HP Pen, D, Pen)
The Centaur Three (SG, D,
..

The " Colt " All -Wave Three (13,
2 LF (RC & Trans))

The " Rapids " Straight 3

(D,

2 LF (RC a Trans))
F. J. Camm's Oracle All -Wave
Three (11F, Det, Pen) ..
1938 " Triband " All -Wave Three
(11F Pert, It, peal

ChB)

TESTING INSTRUMENTS

and high accuracy, make pos-

Electrical
A

Measuring

high-grade

Instrument

I3 -range

D.C.

meter providing direct readings
of voltage, current and resist-

test prods and crocodile

Universal

that economy of time

clips.

AvoMinor

Electrical Measuring Instrument

can now only be accepted which
bear a Government Contract Number and
Priority Rating.
Orders

Winder House, Douglas Street, London, S.W.1

PW76.
PW10
PW37
PW39
PW48

Push Button 4, Battery Model ..
Push Button 4, A.C. Mains Model

SHORT-WAVE SETS.
One -valve : Blueprint, Is.

PW51

PW53

The " Fleet " Short-wave Two
(I) (BF Pen), Pen)
Blueprints, is
L. emir..
Experimenter's Short-wave Three
(SG, D, Pow)
Trans))

PW78

PW84

The -index letters which precede the
Blueprint Number indicates the periodical in which the description appears:
Thus P.W. refers to PRACTICAL
WIRELESS, A.W. to Amateur Wireless,
W.M. to Wireless Magazine.
Send (preferably) a postal order to
cover the cost of the Blueprint
(stamps over 6d. unacceptable) to
PRACTICAL
WIRELESS Blueprint

PW88*

PW38A.

Dept., George Newnes. Ltd., Tower
House. Southampton Street. Strand,

PW91*

- PW30A.

.

roves'

The Band -Spread S.W. Three
(HF Pen, Is (Pen). Pen)
Blueprints, ls. each.

Portable (HF Pen. D, Pen)
Perm Flyweight Midget Portable
(s(1, D, Pen)
Four -valve : Blueprint, Is.
" Imp " Portable 4 (D,
LF
(Pen))

-

-

W.C.2.

SUPERHETS

PWCS

PORTABLES

F. J. C,amm'a ELF Three-valvei

-

-

1?00e0

-

Blueprint, Is.
S. W. Converter -Adapter (1 valve)

Mains Sets : Blueprints, le. each.
tiepin& Super Three A.C.

rW77.
PWSO.

Holiday Portable (SG, D, LP,
Claes B)
Family Portable (HF, D, RO,
Trans)

..

B.B.C. Speeia I One-valver

11V92.

Melody Ranger Two (D, Trans)..
Full -volume Two (SG det. Pen)..
A Modern Two-valver
Three-ralve : Blueprints, Is. each,
£s 5s. S.G. 3 (SG, I), Trans) ..
Lucerne Ranger (SG, D, Trans)..

PWI7
PW:34B

A.C. Twin (D (Pen), Pen)

Double -Diode -Triode Three (11F
Pen, DDT, Pen)
D.C. Ace (SG, I), Pen)
A.O. Three (SO, I), Pen) ..

A.0 Leader (AF Pen, D, Pow)
1):C. Premier (HF Pen, 0, Pen) ..
IThique GIF Pen, D (Pen), Pen) ..

F. J. Camm's A.C. All -Wave Silver
Souvenir Three (HP Pen, D, Pen)

"All -Wave," A.C. Three (D, 2

£5 5s. Three De Luxe Version

PW46

Transportable Three (SO. b, Pen)
Simple -Tune Three (SG, D, Pen)
Economy Pentode Three (SG, D,

PW83
PWSO.

A.C. Fury Four Super (SO, 50,
11, Pen) A.C. Hall -Mark (HF Pen, D.,
Push -Pull)

Universal Ball -Mark (HF Pen, D,
Push -Pull)

..

F. J. Carnm*s " Limit " All -Wave
Four (HP Pen, D, LF, P)
SOTERHETS,
Battery Seta : Blueprints Is. each.
,
P5 Superhet (Three, a
F. J. Canon's 2 -valve Superhet
Mains Sets : Blueprints Is. each.
A.C. £5 Superhet (Three -valve)

D.C. £5 Superhet (Three -valve) .

(SCI. D, Trans)

.

" W.M." (1934 Standard Three
Pen)

..

(SG, D, Pen)) ..
ra 3e. Three (SG, D, Trans)

...

1935 Ea 6s. Battery Three (SG,

PW18.
PW19.

PW23'
PW25.
PVV29

PIV:ifies
P1V3511.

PW30a

PIV50*

PW70

hfains Record Ali-1Vave 3 (Hi

Two -valve : Blueprints, Is. each.

PW340

Maine Operated

Two -valve : Blueprints, ls. each,

_

PW89

PIV56

P11'20*

D, Pen) .
.
PTP Three (Pen, 1), Pen)
Certainty Three (SO, D, Pen) ...
Minttube Three (SG. I), Trans) .
All -wave Winning Three (SG, D;

AW427
AW444
AW450*

65s. Four (SG, D, RC. Trans)

Self-contained Four (SG, D, LF,
Cl. B)

Lucerne Straight Four (SG,
LF, Trans)

Five -valve : Blueprints, le. ed. each.
Super-quallty Five (2 MP, 1), RQ,
Trans) ..
.
.
Class B Quadradyne (2 SO, D, LF
Class B)

New Class B Five (2 SG, D, LP
Clam B(

PW34D

Two -valve : Blueprints, ls. each.

PW 47

Economy A.C. Two (ID, Trans) A.O.

Consoelecigic Two (D, Pen) A.C.

Three -valve : Blueprints, ls. each.

Home Lover's New All-Electrio
Three (SG, D. Trans) A.C.
Mantovani A.C. Three (B.F. Pen,

PW-lo

pW43*
PW42

- 0011331
Tyfru3a

- 0011384
- W1.1404.

- W31320

--

£15

ISs. 19.36

A:a. Radiogrant

D, Pen)
Four -valve : Blueprints, Is. ed. each..
All Metal Four (2 SG, 0, Pen) -.

Harris' Jubilee Radiogram (HF,
Pen D,LF,

WM344.

- W111340

.

Mains Operated.

P W45-

PW67

- AW370

;,4

£5 Is. Battery Four (HF, D, 2L.,
The H.R. Four (SG, SG, D, Pen)
The Auto Straight Four (HF, Pen,
HF, Pen, DDT, Pen) ..
.

- AW452

Herne -made Coil Two (D, Pen) ...
Three -valve : Blueprints, le. each.

- AW440

Two -valve Maim Short -saver (D,
Pen) A.C.
..
.. ..
Three -valve : Blueprints, I,.

.

Standard Four -valve A.C. Short.
waver (SG, D, RC, Trans)
..
S.W. One -valve Converter (Price
64.)

Enthusiast's Power Amplifier (1/6)

Listener's 5 -watt AC. Amplifier
(1/6)

Radio.Unit (2v.) for 00.M392 (1/-).

Harris Electrogram battery am plater (1/-)

De Luxe Concert A.G. Mali*.
New Style Short-wave Adapter
Short-wave Adapter (1/.)
E.L.D.L.C. Short-wave Converter
Wilson Tone Master (1/-)
The W.111. AA). Short-wave Con-

- 19M397.

- AW483.

-

W31352

- 0011391'

I FREE

BA uD

iCE

EAU

-- Awno
wmmr

-- wmae
wmae
- worm;
- WM403*

- Wholes
- AW450

-- WY4408
wmoe
- WM4087

verter (1/-)

-

COUPON

I

This coupon is available until February
7th, 1944, and must accompany all
Queries and Hints.

I

PRACTICAL

WMS74

- WM401
- 0031329
- W12388

- AW438
- W11350

MISCELLANEOUS

- AW403
- AW383,

tvaltea

(HP, Pen, D, RC, Trans)
..
Standard Four-valver Short -waver

...
..
(SO, D, LF, P) ..
- AW43.5*
: Blueprint, Is. ed.
- Wid271 Superhet
- W16327 Simplified Short-wave Super Mains Operated
- W51337 Two -valve . Blueprints,
ls. each.

- WM371
- WM389
- WM393
- WM3964

AW447

Four -valve : Blueprints, ls. Bd. each.
A.W. Short-wave World-beater

- AW422.

WM354

AW393

Roma Short -W -aver
Two -valve : Blueprints, Sr. each.

Experimenter's 5 -Metre Set (/),
Trans, Super-regen)
The Carrier Short -waver (SG,

- WM409*
- AW41.21

- WM351.

--

Ultra -short Battery TWO (SG, det

- AW387
- AW388
- AW392

W31400

Four -valve : Blnepriats,

.

0011367
Tyers Portable (SG, D, 2.Trans)
SHORT-WAVE SETS. Battery Operated
One -valve : Blueprints, le. each.
S.W. One-valver for America ..
AW429*

MAGAZINE
CRYSTAL SETS.

One -valve : Blueprint, is.

- WM359*

Four -valve : Blueprints, ls. ed. rash.

AMATEUR WIRELESS AND WIRELESS

150 -mile Crystal Bet .-

WM395.

PORTABLES

- PW48A

Blueprints, 6d. each.
Four -station Crystal Set ..
1934 Crystal Set

-W1d407

Battery Sets : Blueprints, Is. ad, each.
'Varsity Four
The Request All -Waver

MISCELLANEOUS

PW72*
PW-82.

structional details are available, free
with the blueprint.

PVir95.

..

The Prefect 3 (D, 2 LF (RC and

PIV61
P1VO4

-

full

of print, but an asterisk beside the
blueprint number denotes that con-

PW60

Three -valve

PW55

PW62

PWar

--

Battery Operated.

Two -valve : Blueprints, is. each.

Three -valve
MiV49*

-

blueprints are drawn

The issues
containing
descriptions of these sets are now out

PW73'
" Qualitone " Universal Four
Four -valve.: Double -sided Blueprint, Is. ed.

Midget Short-wave Two (D, Pen)

Pen, D, Pen)
Four -valve . Blueprints le. each.
A.C. Fury Four (SG, SG, D. Pen)

AUTOMATIC COIL WINDER & ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT CO., LTD

-

PW93.

maintenance.

Sole Proprietors and Manufacturers :-

..

Simple S.W. One-valver.

which is the essential feature
of profitable servicing and

resistance. Supplied with leads,

test prods and crocodile clips.

-

bet 4

PW135.

PW545

dustry, they set a recognised
standard of accuracy and fine
workmanship by which other
instruments are judged.

A 22 -range A.C.ID.C. moving
coil precision meter providing
direct readings of A.G. voltage,
D.C.
voltage, current and

PW31A

LF (RC))
A.C. 1938 Sonotone DTP Pen, 11F
Pen, Westector. Pen) ..

Extensively used by radio
enmanufacturers, service
gineers and throughout in-

ance. Supplied in cas<with leads,

HF Pen. I), Pen (RC))

A.C. Radh.grant Two
(0, Pow)
Three -valve : Blueprints, ls. each.

" Avo " Instruments by their
simplicity, extreme versatility

The D.C. AvoMinor.

(SG), LF, Cl. 11)
Fury Four Super (SG, SG, I), Pm)
Battery Hall -Mark 4 (11F Pen,
D, Push -Pull)
" Acme " All -Wave 4 (111, Pen, i5
(Pen), LF, Cl. B)
The " Admiral " Four (HF Pen,

Selectone.

Regd. Trade Mark.

PIV34.

F. J. Camm's A.C. Superhet 4
P. J. Carom's Universal £4 Super -

SPECIAL NOTICE
THESE
size.

STRAIGHT SETS. Battery Operated.

Nucleon Class B Four (SG, D

PRECISION

PW71*

Battery Operated.

The fltforvicane" AllWave Three
(SG, D (Pen), Pen)
F. J. Canines " Push -Button "
Three (HE Pen, D (Pen), Tet)
Four -valve : Blueprints, Is. each
Beta Universal Four (SG, I), LF,

sible

Blueprint.

CRYSTAL SETS

Chromium Collapsible Type Microphone Standi

Goodman's 3lin. P.M. Speaker, 15 o hms Voice Coil
H.F. CHOKES
30/Roles. 611n. P.M. Speaker, 3. ohms Voice Colt, 25!... S.W. H.F.1/3.10-100 m.,

Rola 8in. P.M. Speaker, 3 ohms Voice Coil. 25:-.
Above speakers are less output transformer.

SOO. 800. 704, 600, 500 ohms. 5.5.

Transverse Current Mike.

No of

PRACTICAL WIRELESS

180 60+60 ohrrfs, 5/6 1.000 ohms, .2A, tapped at

plain and with
flying lead, 7/6 each.

.0005 rot, 2/9 earl).

2 -gang .0005 in:f. Condensers, with trimmers, 7/6.
Brass Shaft. Couplers, tin. bore, 7311. each,
Flexible Couplers, lin. bore, 1:2 each.

Mains Resistances, 660 ohms .3A, tapped 360 +

kern,

BAKELITE.
DIELECTRIC
REACTION

BLUEPRINT SERVICE

I

WIRELESS,

FEB.

1944

'Phone : VICtoria 3404-3

All applications respecting Advertising in this PublicItion should be addressed to the ADVERTISEMENT DIRECTOR.
GEORGE NEWTIES, LTD., Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand, London, W.C.2. Telephone : Temple Bar 4363,

-

PRACTICAL WIRELESS,

132

MAINS cable leads. 5ft., 1/- each.
ODD TWIN II.F. CHOKES, 1/6 each.
INTERNATIONAL Octal Base valve -

ON DON CENTRAL
RADIO STO

holders, 8d. each, 713 doz.
NEW VOLUME CONTROLS. Less switch.
with long spindle, 1 meg. 3/-.
CAN TYPE ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSER. 200 mid.. 20v. working, 3/3.
BRAIDED SLEEVING, 2 m.m., 6d. per
yd. length. 5/6 doz.: 3 m.m. 8d. yd. length,
7/- doz.

YAXLEY TYPE SWITCHES
4 -way, 3-bank, with shielded
Length
'oscillator section.

from strip plea approx. a/

Sin., spindle 2ia.
5 -way, 6 -bank with 3

PLUGS AND JACKS. complete. 3'6.
COPPER WIRE, TINNED, 18, 20 gauge,
}lb. reel.
T.C.C: CONDENSERS, .1 mfd. 5,000v.
wkg. 5/8.
TWIN TRIMMERS, ceramic 250 m.mfd.,
8d. each, 5/- doz.
COPPER WIRE, heat resisting, 8d. coil.
CONDENSERS, straight, 3 -gang. large
spindle. 2/6 each.
MAINS DROPPERS, 0.2 amp. 3/6, .03
amp., 4/6.
PUSH BUTTON UNITS, 7 -way, 2/9, 8 -way,
3/7, 9 -way, 3/- ; knobs. 2d. each.,
" Plessey '
4 -gang
CONDENSERS,
screened 6Iin. x 391n., 4/6.
HENLEY " Electric Soldering Irons,
new. Straight bit. 13/6 each. Pencil Bit
14/6 each. Resin -cored solder, 4,- lb. reel.
T.C.C. TUBULAR& brand new, 25 mfd.,
12v. ; 50 mid.. 12v., 1/3.
SOLDER, ]lb. reels, fine all -tin instrument

Length

Rodney 2180.

SOUTHERN RADIO'S WIRELESS

BARGAINS
SCREWS and Nuts, assorted gross of each
(2 gross in all), 10/-.
SOLDERING Tags. including Spade Ends,
8/- gross.
PHILCO 3 -point Car Aerials, excellent for
short-wave and home aerials. 7/6.
LIMIT Tone Arms, universal fixing for all
types of Sound Boxes and Pick-up Heads,
10/-.
..ACE " P.O." Microphones, complete with
transformer. Ready for use with any
receiver. 7/-.
CIRCULAR Magnets, very powerful, IIM.
diameter by pin. thick, 1/6 each, 15/- per doz.
ERIE Resistances. Brand new, wire ends.
All low value from .8 ohms upwards. A few
higher value are included in each parcel,
1 and 2 Watt. 100 resistances for 30/-.
MAJLTICON Master Mica Condensers. 28
capacities in one from .0001 etc.; etc., 4/ each.
SPECIAL ASSORTED PARCEL FOR
SERVICE MEN
100 ERIE 'resistances (description above),
24 assorted Tubular Condensers ; 6 Reaction .Condensers. .0001 ; 12 lengths InsuIsited Sleeving ; 75ft. Push -back Connecting
wire ; Soldering Tags, Screws, Wire. etc.,
65/-. All brand new.
CRYSTALS (Dr. Cecil). 6d., with cats whisker. 9d. ; complete crystal detectors,
2/6 ; 75ft. wire for aerials, etc.. 2/6 ; 25 yds.
Telsen Reaction
Push -back wire. 5/Condensers, .0001, 1/9 'each ; Telsen large
disc drives, complete with knob, etc. (boxed),
Insulated
reeving,
type W 184, 2/6 each ;
assorted yard lengths, 3/6 doz. ; single
screened wire, doz. yards. 10/-,
LOUD Speaker Units. =shrouded, Midget
type. 4/- Metal case condensers, .1+ .1* .1.

4/3

Special Offer
Metal Cased 'Condensers
APPr42. 3105.

4 mfd. 4x11 spin.
2 mfd. 4x11 x En.

1/- each ; Push-button Switches, 3 -way,
41- ; 8 -way, 6/- (complete with knobs) ;
Bakelite Escutcheon Plates for 8 -way
P.-)3. Switches, 1/6 ; Hundreds of other

Bargains.
SOUTHERN RADIO SUPPLY CO..
48, Lisle St., London, W.C. Gerrard 6853
WANTED.-S/P Switch to fit Milnea IT.T.
Unit.- W. Dunalrigton, Heck, Snaith,
Goole,

WANTED. -Eddystone Bandspread Outfit,
S.W. Colls.--Symonds, 5. John Street, City
Road. Cambridge.

6/6
4/6
2/8

-

.,
2 mfd. 4x1 x 111n.
../2/6
..
2 mfd. 2fic 1 x111n.
Also 250 mid. 2.5r. In bakellte case . 216
GOODMAN'S P.M. SPEAKERS, without trans-

formers. Sin., 211, 8ln- 39/.,

1515.,

Pest and puking, 1/6 each extra.

47/8

MAINS TRANSFORMERS

Input 200/250v. A.C., 350-0-350v. 120 MA.,
4v.,2 a. 4r. 3 a., 6.3v. 4 a. Weight Illb.,
42/6.
H.M.V.

TRANSFORMERS.

5,000v.,

26v.

tapping, 12/8.
TWIN SCREENED PICK-UP LEADS, fitted
2 plugs, bit. Bin. long, 2/9.
No Extra Oberst"; lei Postage, etc
See also our classified advertisement on p. 131

23, LISLE STREET,
LONDON, W.C.2

AFTER THE WAR !

The advance in Radio Technique after
the war will offer unlimited opportuni-

ties of high pay and secure posts for.
those Radio Engineers who have had the

foresight, to become technically qualified. How you can do this quickly and
easily in your spare time is fully explained in our unique handbook.

Full details are given of

& Guilds Exams.
and particulars of up -td -date courses
in Wireless Engineering. Radio
Servicing, Short Wares, Television,
Mathematics, etc., etc.
We guarantee "NO PASS -NO FEE."
Prepare for to -morrow's opportunities
and post-war competition by sending for
this very Informative 112 -page guide
NOW -FREE and without/obligation.

BRITISH

INSTITUTE OF

ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
(Dent. 242).
17, Stratford Place, London, W.1.

RELAYS

;

POWER Rheostats. Cutler -Harmer, 30
ohms, 4/6 each ; Pointer Knobs. instrument
type, fin. spindle hole (Black or Brown).

7/..

Twin bank, 4 -position,
with screw
Oak Switches, 21in. spindle, corns. with K/M
knob, 4 -way, 2 -bank with connecting block.

MIXED RESISTORS. Each packet contains same selection. 2/8 doz.

ostage must he included. Mio C.O.D.
FRED'S RADIO CABIN FOR BARGAINS. 75, Newington Butts, S.E.11.

tions, adaptable
to many uses.
from stop Plate

approx. 61in., spindle

solder. 3/8 11b., or }lb. reel 1/-.

SWITCHES. Double -pole, double -thread,
8d. each. Also mains on -off toggle switches,
1/6 each.
T.C.C. BLOCK CONDENSERS, 100 mfd.
50v. wkg.. 3/9 each.
MAINS DROPPERS, with variable sliders,
total 1.000 ohms, .2 amp., 4/8 each., .3 amp.
5/6 each.
MAINS FLEX. flat. equal to 14/36 gauge,
doz. yds.
(lid.

sec-

screened

ranee
wide
Londe: Relays
includes a variety of

The
of

TYPES APPROVED
by
AIR MINISTRY
M.A.P.
ADMIRALTY

Ask for details and
leaflet SPN/PW.

London, S.E.20.

EDC Converter, 210 v, D.C., 230 v. A.C.,
1.08 amps. Sound proof cabinet with all,
radio 'fittings. Little used. 120. -Major
Morey, Cotonhurst, Shrewsbury.

7 VALVE Philco Car Radio with new

battery and charger. Perfect house radio.
Nearest offer £20. -Box lea,. " Practical
Wireless." Tower House, Southampton

Relay ML (for D.C. only).
207,

Phone : STD 6258:9.

U

Street, W.C.2.
WANTED. -Universal Multi -range Meter.

Well known make. -Write M. Kelly, 24.
Bulverhyth'6 Road, St. Leonards. Sussex.

TROPHY.---8-Tube Comm. Rcvr. Sep.
Speaker, Pre -selector and Half -wave
Doublet Ant. Perfect Cond.. £22.-Lamsley.
59. Canning Road, Wealdstone, Mddx.

COULPHONE Radio New Longton, Nr.
Preston. New goods only. Tungsrarn
valves. English and American Rectifiers.
10/6. Mains Transformers : 350 v. 10O
4 v. 6 a.. 4 v. 21 a., 32/6 ; 350 v. 120 m.a.,
6.3 v. 3 a., 5 V. 3 a., 33/6. Mains Transf.
bobbins. std. rep. Eng. and Amer.. MSRola P.M., less transformer, 5in.. 20/- ;
61M., 22/- ; 8in., 24/- ; 10in.. 29/6. Bin,
Celestion P.m. with Transformer. 30/-.
Cored solder, 4/8 lb. Tinned copper wire.
218 Ob., 2 mm, systotlex, 3d. yd. Barretter
resistors, 6/... Line cord. replacement
resistors. 800 ohm. 2 adjustable tappings.
6/9. Parafeed L.F. Transformer 4 : 1, 5/- ;
50 mid. 12 v., 2i- : 25 mid, 25 v.,Erie,
resistors, 1 watt, 9d. ; watt, 6d. ; I watt
44. Pushback wire, 100ft.. 6/.. Switch
cleaner, 21 bottle. Power Pentode Output
transformer, 7/6. Bell transformer, 6/6.
Valveholders, Id. per pin. Stanelco electric
soldering irons, 21/-. Tubular and silver
mica condensers, all sizes. Volume controls
with switch, 5/9. Less switch, 4/9. 450
watt iron elements, 2/3. S.A.E. for stock
list.

REWINDS. -Mains and Output Transformers Field Coils
Pick-up Heads -

Promptly executed. Philips D.C. Converters
bought, sold, exchanged. Valves B V A.
Brand new, good selection. Send S.A.E.
for price list.-A.D.S. Co., 261-3-5. Lichfield
Road. Aston, Birmingham, 6.
MORSE made easy .geing the " Autocode "
Designed by Profeesional Telegraphist.
You make it yourself from simple instructions. Drawings and templates supplied.
Send 3/- (to Include postage, etc.) and
receive the Autocode Manual. -Hardy
BCWHAFT, London, W.1.

SITUATIONS VACANT
MOBILE Cinema Operators Men (Sub-

standard) required immediately. Able drive
car. Free training given where necessary.
Knowledge of radio an advantage. Mobile
Cinema Services, Surbiton.-Atiply Box 104,
" Practical Wireless," Tower House.
Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2.
" ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES "L -FREE 112- page guide to training for
A.M.I.Mech.E., A.M.I.E.E.: and all branches of Engineering and Building. Full. of
advice for expert or novice. Write for free
copy, and make your peacetime future
secure.-B.I.E.T. (Dept. 242B). 17, Stratford
Place, London, W.I.
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BY THE EDITOR

statement on the supply of radio receivers -a
statement which has the approval of the Board
of Trade. It affirms that broadcast listening has always
been recognised by the Government as a matter of
national importance, and it excuses the lack of supplies
on the ground that the radio industry is fully engaged
on work of the highest priority, and this difficulty had
to be overcome in planning the production required to

not favour the marketing of receivers on the pool

system. It smacks too much of a people's set, as in
Germany. It smacks of State control, which this

country does not want, and after the war will not have.

We therefore think the R.M.A. should have insisted

that manufacturers be allowed to complete their receivers

on their own individual lines. -Under the present
system the public will gain the impression that the

replace worn-out sets and those destroyed by enemy only difference lletween one manufacturer's wares and
action. The radio industry has been given authority another lies in the design of the cabinet.
to complete the receivers which were left partly finished
when the manufacturers changed over to the production
of radiolocation equipment and pother war requirements.
Seventy-five thousand civilian sets still required

completion on September 30th last, and these will be
made available as soon as possible.
In view of the inadequacy 'of this quantity to meet

present demands, arrangements have been made to
import a substantial number of sets from America, and
xo,000 have already arrived in this country. The
imported sets are of widely varying types and the
work of testing and repairing when necessary ter ensure
suitability for the British market is in hand. It is
anticipated that the majority of these sets, and also
the 75,90o British sets, will be on the market early

American Ratio Production
TOTAL radio production in America, which about a year
ago stood at £6,000,000 a month, is now approaching
£6o,000,000 a month, representing a considerably greater

rate of increase than that of total war production.
All such production is for the armed Services. In the

majority of the military sets being made, receiver and
transmitter are associated. A number of radio products
are still secrets of war, and new developments have to

be met by widened training in operation and maintenance,
but are responsible for intensified research and develop-

ment, usually by privalt companies, standardisation,

purchase, storage and distribution. The war has brought

about an increased use of " Wallkie Talkies " and
" Handy Talkies." During 1941, the last normal year
of production, about 13,000,000 domestic broadcast
Replacement Sets
receiving sets were manufactured in America, and in
FOR 1944, arrangements are well advanced for the April, 1942, when production ceased in favour of
production of wartime receivers in this country. manufacture of military equipment, several million sets
There is a great and ever-growing
remained in the hands of manur-facturers and dealers. There are
need for replacement sets and
still certain models on hand
parts, and the production of these I Editorial and Advertisement Meer
for purchase, all of them, of
is being c.arried out with the full
"Practical Wireless." George Newnes, Ltd.,
Tower
House,
Sontbantpton
Street,
Strand,
I
coiffise, well over a year old. If
approval of the Government.
Temple Bu 4363.
'Phone
W.C.2.
The sets will be made to a
automobile sets are included, there
Telegrams : Hewers, Rand, London.
standard design by various manuRegistered at the G.P.O. for transmission by
are 6o,ockt.,000 receiving sets in the
Canadian
Magazine
PM.
United States -about one set for
facturers, but will not be sold

in 1944.

under the trade names of their

I

mains and battery operation, and

I

LEARN MORSE CODE the Candler way.
See advertisement on page 122,
RADIOLOCATION.-Students of both
Sexes trained for important War -time
Appointments. Also for Peace -time Careers
in all branches of Radio and Television.
Boarders accepted. Deferment of calling -up
armanged. Male Students accepted for
Merchant Navy Course up to 18th Birthday.
Low inclusive fees. College .in ideal
peaceful surroundings. 2d. stamp for
prospectus..- 'Wireless College, Colwyn

of Instructional Text may be obtained. post
free, from the Secretary, Bush House.
Walton Avenue, Henley-on-Thames, Oxon.

ranCA1

MOre Radio Sets

those areas most urgently in need
of sets, but substantial quantities

THE Tuitionary Board of the Institute of
Practical Radio Engineers have available
Home Study Courses covering elementary.
theoretical, mathematical, practical and
laboratory tuition in radio and television
engineering : the text is suitable coaching
matter for I.P.R.E. Service entry and
prose essive exams ; tuitionary fees -at
pre-war rates -are moderate. The Syllabus

]i

iVAYI n)

THE Radio Manufacturers' Association has issued a good working order. Whilst it is pleasing news, we do

makers. They will be sets for A.C.

Radiocerts (3) W.C.1.

11
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COMMENTS OF THE MONTH

Unique Poetal course
for 1st or 2nd class Certitkilltes with
occasional optional attendance. North
London, 2 minutes station. - BCM/

RADIO Operators.

BaY.

LONDE XAnerley
LTD.
Road,
Analey Works.
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AMPLION twin H.F. binocular chokes, 1/9.

distribution will be through normal
trade channels, with preference to
are not likely to be available before
June, i.944: The prices of these
wartime sets and the imported

sets will be covered by maximum
price orders.
The annual peacetime output or
the radio industry was in the
neighbourhood of 1,250,000 sets.
Few have been made since the

war began, and the numbers now
planned will not provide for the

replacement of those sets which are
still in good working order. They

are intended for members of the
public without means of listening,
and existing sets should receive
careful treatment to keep them in

;
I

The Bator will be pleased to consider
waits of a practical nature suitable for
publication in PRACTICAL *WIRELESS.

Such

in the U.S.A., it is apparent that

naelodirrldof the sender.

families own more than one radio

ewes

Whilst the Lehrer does

if a
',iron': 0:Z it reborn O'em
enclosed.

stamped and addressed ""4"'
..471Lierzsmtz inehntled for the Editor

e bailor, PRACTICAL

I
I
!
:

tiouthantplon Street, Strand, w.e.2.

Owing to the rapid progress 10 the design of

wireless apparatus and to our efforts to keep
our readers in touch with the latest develop-

assets, we gice no warranty that apparatus
described in our eoi,trnns is not the 'subject
of letters pedant.
Copyright in all drawing., phonographs and
articles publieked its PRACTICAL WIRELESS is

:

!

every two inhabitants. Since there
are only about 31,000,000 families

articles should be ,written on one side of the
paper only, and should rontain the name and

specifically reserved thrbughout the countries
signatory to the Berne Conrention and the
U.S.A. Reproductions or imitations of any
'of these are therefore expressly forbidden.

PRACTICAL WIRELESS incorporates "Amateur
Wireless."

The fact that goods mode of rare materials
in short guppy outing to tear conditions are
adurtised in this paper should not be taken
a as indication that they are nwessartly

eraikak for report.

a

goodly

number of American

with which to listen to the goo

standard broadcast stations almost
continuously radiating programmes.
As in this country, so in America,
many domestic receiving sets are
deteriorating from age and lack of
adequate service, the grdatest
difficifity at the present time being
the shortage of valves.
In this country we need an
immediate modification of the
Board of Trade licensing system,
which is operating against the
interests of the public.
It is
grossly unfair that local traders

should be allowed power of veto
Over other traders who may wish
to

service

apparatus.

or

sell

wireless

90
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ROUND THE

0

Utility Radio Sets
UTILITY radio sets are not likely to be available in
large quantities before June this year. They will
IA made to a standard design by manufacturers for use
with A.C. mains and batteries, and will be sold through
normal trade channels, with preference to areas where
sets are most scarce. About 75,00o U.S. sets are also

PRACTICAL. WIRELESS

February, 19,44

February, 1944

WIRELESS

-AUSTERITY'
RADIO, LTD.
(Formerly F. H. WILSON)

," Songs from the Shows "
WATT, who happens to be one of the B.B.C.'s
JOHN
best broadcasters, as well as being its Director of

Variety, returned to the air on December 28th in the
Forces programme. "Songs from- the Shows," which
has not been heard for several years, is coming back.
There will be a resident team of singers and the music
expected on the market early in the New Year.
for this famous and highly popular series will be played
by the B.B.C. Revue Orchestra, conducted by Charles
Teheran Conference Televised
and John Watt will co -produce with Henry
IT is reported from New York that the National Groves,
Reed as well as introduce. The Revue Orchestra has
Broadcasting Company sent out from its television lately been winning high praise for itsnble and versatile
station on top of the Empire State Building in New performance in the weekly " Baadstand."
York newsreel scenes of the Teheran conference.

Films were flown by the U.S. Army Air Corps

from Persia to the United States, and within

it few hours of their release were being radiated
from New York and relayed to another television
station in Philadelphia.

Bad Wireless Station
THE Bari Broadcasting Station, which was
recently captured intact by the 8th Army,

When assembled these Kits give excellent reproduction on Medium and
Long Waves. Supplied complete with
chassis 8in. x 61in. x 2lin. Valves,
M.C. Speaker, and wiring diagram,
(Regret no cabinets.) 3 controls.
A.C. 8-V. (+RECTIFIER) KIT;

is the first radio station on the European mainland
to fall into British hands. This 2o -kW. Marconi

transmitter, which was employed as a relay
station, was erected in 1932.

V.M.H.F. Pen.,

Triode, L.F. Pen..
Rectifier. M.C. Speaker. Price 210 10s.
Post 111. plus 3;6 packing (returnable).
BATTERY 3-V. KIT. V.M.H.F. Pen..
Triode Detectors -and Output Tetrode
P.M. Speaker. Place 27. Post 1/1, Plus.
Delivery
2/6 packing (returnable).
1 month.
3 -gang CONDENSERS .00025 with
ceramic insulation, 7;6. Also .0005.
ceramic insulation, with trimmers,

Radio Relays

DESPITE the fact that there is'now one less
exchange, the number of subscribers to
radio relay exchanges is still increasing. There
are at present 276 exchanges, and the number
of subscribers increased by i,64.4 during the
three months to June 30th, making a total of
455,588 subscribef!s at that date.
I.E.f

10;6.

AERIAL AND H.F. TRANSFORMERS with reaction, medium and long
waves. Iron cored:on medium waves,
loading coil on long waves. 10.'- per

Meetings

pair.

THE Institution of Electrical Engineers held. a
special meeting in the Lecture Theatre of
the Institution on November 25th to commemorate the life and work of Nikola Testa.
A lecture, illustrated by examples of Tesla's

MAINS VOLT DROPPING RE-

SISTOR% .2 amp. 1,000 ohms, 2 variable
sliders.
; .3 amp. 750 ohms. 2 variable
sliders, 7',
10-vvArr
WIRE -WOUND
RESISTORS, 2,000, 500 and 150 ohm, 2.6
each.
CHASSIS. Ilndrilled steel. painted.
new, 101 x 8 x 2Iin., 7/6: 8 x x 2Iin.,

experimental work, was delivered by Dr. A. P. M.
Slides were .shown
Fleming, C.B.E., NE.Sc.
illustrating some of Tesla's pioneer 'wor.,Ic in the
early 'eighties, and interesting. practical demonstrations were given with various pieces of
apparatus, including high -voltage discharges

4/6 each.
MAINS TRANSFORMERS.
230 v. A.C., Output 300-0-300.

Input
6.3 v.
4 amp., 5 v. 2 amp., 4 v. 4 amp., 4 v.
2 amp.. 80 m.a. Screened primary
colour coded. Good transformer for

_through several feet of vacuum tubes, and the
production of four -foot sparks
atmosphere.

Mixed valves. 32.1. Also Input 200-250
Output 350-0-350. 80 mat., 4 v.
4 amp.. 4 v. 2 amp. Screened primary.
Also Input 200-250 A.C., Output
350-0-350, 150 MA. 6.3 v. 5 amp., 5 v.
2 amp. 35/-.
VOLUME CONTROLS. '1 meg. and
I meg. with switch. 6!6 each. 25,000
and 50.000 ohms, less switch, 4.'- each.
AERIAL AND ILE. TRANSFORMER with reaction, colour coded, 10;6

through the

A.C.

.0;-,

There are no daily newspapers on Ramsey Island, off the West Coast of

The Men Who Watch
Wales, so the only means of getting news is by radio. Outside communication, in case of emergency, is by nwrse lamp. In the illustration, Mr. A.
" 1'0 -NIGHT'S TALK" is often a last-minute
I surprise, depending on the news of the Griffith,, the farmer in charge on the island, is seen listening to the radio.
moment. But on December loth it was given by Air
203 -metre Wavelength
Commodore Finlay Crerar, O.B.E., Commandant of the
Royal Observer Corps, and in it he paid tribute to the THE B.B.C. would like to draw the attention of

vigilant men under his command who go out night after
night to lonely stations to keep watch and give warning of
the approach of enemy aircraft. Theirs is work which may
indeed he " news " any moment of any 24 hours, but it, is
seldom heard of. It is none the less important for that.
In August, 1939, these men -many of them considerably over military age, some far from fighting fit -went
out to the fields, hills and mountains ; to the Cotswolds
of England, the Ochils and Grampians of Scotland, the
Welsh Mountains, and the fens of Norfolk, to posts all
over Britain which had been carefully sited as possessing
the best views and easiest communications. They went,
too, to the high roofs of London and cities all over the
country and kept constant watch.

listeners to the fact that certain areas in England,
Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland are serviced by
low -power transmitters. If, therefore, reception of the
Home Service is not satisfactory on 449 or 391 please
try tuning in to 203 metres. This means that three
different wavelengths are available on thellome Service,
449, 391 and 203 metres.
Red Cross Benefits
ON Armistice Day a letter containing a cheque wag
sent to " I3.B.C. ,1,250 Red Cross Radio Contest,
London, W.C.2." This is what it said :

" Dear Sirs, -I have frequently listened in to your
broadcast competition, but have never sent in my

pair.

4, 4

SCREENED DUAL RANGE

('AILS, long and medium. AERIAL
H.F. TRANSFORMER
-AND
with reaction size 21 in. diem. x3)10., iron cored on medium wave
only, with circuit blueprint. 12.'6 pair.
465 Ices I.F. Transformer. Iron cored,
kcs.
screened with trimmers, 15/-.
Permeability tuned. iron cored.
Combined ' volume
screened, 151,
control, 100,1191 ohms, with reaction
-

condenser, 616.

Please add postage for enquiries
and mall orders. C.O.D. orders
accepted. Owing to present circumstances, prices are subject to increase
without notice.

307, HIGH HOLBORN,

'LONDON, W.C.2.

HOL 4631.

S
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LONDON ',CENTRAL RADIO STORES
Heavy -duty. weight
Classified Advertisements TRANSFORMERS.
141bs. Input 190/250 A.C. Output 350-0-350.
120-160 ma. 4v. 2. amp. 4v, 3 amp.. 6.3v.
4 amp. 45/- each.
LITERATURE, MAPS, etc.
RELAYS. Brand new. Electro-magnetic
RADIO SOCIETY OF GREAT BRITAIN make and break units to ope,rate on li volts
invites all keen experimenters to apply at 15 m.a. To clear stock, 5/9 each.
for membership. Current issue " R.S.G.B. MOTOIUTUNING. Fine bratul new 3 -gang
Bulletin " and details, 1/-. below :
mfd. condenser, no trimmers, designed
AMATEUR RADIO HANDBOOK (300 .0005
for motor drive. Large diameter driving
pages), pa Supplement cloth. 6/6. -Radio disc
and reduction gear for slow motion
Handbook
(140 pages), paper manual
13/6 each.
cover. 2/9: cloth. 51-.-R.S.G.B., 28-30. BRASSdrive.
ROD. Screwed brass rod, 2 B.A.,
Little Russell Street. London, W.C.1.
4 B.A. and 6 B.A. 12 inch lengths, useful
WEBB'S Radio Map of the World. Locates for many purposes. 6:6 oi. lengths.
any station heard. Size 411in. by 30in., 4/6. VALVEHOLDERS.
All brand new,
post 6d. On linen. 10/6. post 6(1.-Webb's Celestion, Amphenol, Mazda
and InterRadio, 14, Soho , Street. London. W.1. national octal: 1/- each.
Ggitrard 2089.
CONDENSERS. Tubular wire end, made
by Plessey, 25 mfd.. 25 volt working, 50 -mid.,
MORSE & S.W. EQUIPMENT 12 volt working. 1/9 each.
RESISTANCES.
Assorted
wire -end
MORSE Practice'Equipment for class -room resistances by best makers.
for
or individual tuition. Keys, audio oscilla- servicemen and experimenters. Ideal
To clear,
tors ,for both battery or main operation.- 3'6 doz., 13/3 for 50, 23/6 for 100.
Webb's Radio, 14, Soho Street, London, W.I. CERAMIC VALVEHOLDERS. Brand
'Phone : Gerrard 2089.
new, low loss, 7 pin. 1/5 each.
II.A.C." Short-wave Receivers.' Famous CONDENSERS. First-class .1 mfd. oil for over ten years. Improved one -valve filled, 5.000 volt working.
Only 1116 each.
model now available. Complete kit of T.C.C. TUBULAR Condensers. .1 mfd.,
components, accessories, with full in- 6,000 volt D.C. test. 819 each. Also 2 mid.
structions -only 18s., postage 6d. Easily Tubular's, 350 volt working. 3/8 each.
assembled in one hour. S.A.E. for free T.C.C. CONDENSERS in metal
catalogue. -A. L. Bacchus, 109, Harting= Special offer, much reduced to cases.
clear,
Road, London, S.W.8.
4 x 4. mid:, 70 volt working. 2i6 each.
VIBRATORS.
Brand new American
RECEIVERS & COMPONENTS synchronous self -rectifying vibrator units:
volt input, 280 volt output, 65 m.a.,
VALVES, Comprehensive selection of 12
with 7 pin American base. 16/- each.
British and American Valves in stock. fitted
COUNTERS.
Ex G.P.O.. everyone perfect,
Your enquiries invited.
counters. 500 ohm. coil,
MIDGET COILS. Midget, aerial and H.F. electro-magnetic
up to 9.999, operated from 25
medium and long wave, T.R.F. coils. Ideal counting
volt -50 volt D.C. Many industrial and
for T.R.F. midget receiver, 11/- per pair.
REPLA('EMENT bobbins, to fit standard domestic applications. 6/- each.
speaker transformers, tapped for Power VALVEIIOLDERS. Paxolin, 7 add 9 pin,
and Pentode. 4/- ; Ditto, L.F. smoothing 7d. each, 6/- doz.
choke bobbins. 300 ohms, 50/60 milliamps, DROPPING RESISTANCES. To replace
41,
2- and 3 -way line cords.3. With diagram
MAINS DROPPERS, 1,000 ohms, 0.2' showing connections.
amp. In strong
amps., fitted two variable taps,
. 750 metal case, 13/- each. Without case, 10/ ohms, 0.3 amp., do. taps, 5//6; heavy quality each.
dropper, on substantial porcelain former, ELF.C. RAZOR RESISTANCES. Unido. taps, fixing feet: superior job, 150 ohms,
0.2 amp., and 800 ohms. 0.3 amps.. 7,6 each. versal input. in strong metal case, 10/- each,
Fine set of 12
SCREENED braided cable, single, 11- yard. TRIMMING TOOLS.
VALVEIIOLDERS. Chassis mounting, bakelite handle trimming tools in roll -up
paxolin, English, 5- and 7 -pin. and Mazda leatherette case. Ideal for servicemen,
octal. American international octal, and 33:- set.
4-, 5-, 6- and 7 -pin American, all at 9d. each. REACTION CONDENSERS. Fine quality
Amphenol, Mazda octal, 1,job .0003 mid. To clear at 21 each.
AC K
sEupxerGio.Pr.0q.allittye.
.
achw.ay, TUBULARS.
Wire -end tubular conCORD.
3densers, .1 and .01 mid.; 400 volt working.
50 ohms, per foot, 0.3 amp.. 6/ lard ; do., 1/- each,
2 -way, 5'- yard.
VALVEHOLDERS. Side contact, 8 pin
MIDGET rotary switches, S.P.D.T., 3/6.
in bakelite. 12 each. Anode bakelite
SLEEVING, 2 mills., 4d. yard ; . 7 mills.. type,
valve caps, 100. each. W.B. metal anode
caps
with
screened lead, 1/- each.
Tubular wire ends, 350 V.
LAMPS. Philips' screw tvte dial
-.01RmId. and .1 mid., 9d. each, DIAL
lamps for dial illumination. 15 watt,
8'- doz.
KNOBS. Standard, Ilin, diameter knobs, 200-250 volt micr. screw, 1'9 each.
SPEECH COIL RIBBON Wire. Enamelled
9d. each, 8/- doz.
NUTS/BOLTS. 4 B.A. brass round heads, copper, gauge approx. 20 thou, by 51 thou.,
nuts and bolts, els gross (2 gross in all). 3;3 per lb. reel.
Hexagonal 4 B.A. nuts only, 3/8 gross.
EARPHONES.
Everything for the serviceman and experi- 750 ohms. 4/- each.Single, ex -Government,
menter. Licence to export to N. Deland. EXTENSION SPEAKERS. Brand new,
Lists available. Stamped addressed enve- First-class P.M. loudspeakers in beautifully
lope with all enquiries. please. Postage on polished cabinets, 81/8 each.
Rexine
all orders.
57/6 each.
0. GREEN/ACK, 34, Bancroft Road, covered,
DRIVES. Ideal for remote
cambriage Death Road, London, EA. FLEXIBLE
control in radiograms, etc., approx. 3ft.
(Stepney Green 1334.)
length. 4,3 each.
PLUGS and 'JACKS. Ex -Government
FRED'S RADIO CABIN.
powerful phosphor -bronze springs ensuring
COMPARE Ol RI PRICES.
DUAL RANGE COIL, with variometer a perfect contact. Overall length, including
tuning, fully screened in copper can, 23 lin. threaded shank. 31in. 'Supplied with
each. No circuits.
nut for panel mounting. Price complete
SOLDER, 11b. reels, fine all -tin instrument with' best quality Plug, 619.

solder, 34 lb., or ;lb. reel,
CRYSTAL DETECTOR, New Type on
ebonite base, 26 each. CRYSTAL and
Catswhisker in metal box. ed. each.

SCANNING

and DETECTOR

Coils.

Philips' ex -television receivers. Complete
in metal frame, 8/6 each.
PUSH BUTTON UNITS. Permeability
iron -cored coil units. 6 spring .loaded
switches, 16/- each. 8 switch unit (no coils),
416 each. 12 switch unit, (no coils or
switches), 2/6 each. 6 push button mechanism without switch-. 5!-.
MERCURY SWITCHES. Quick make

SLEEVING, 310. per yard length. 1 doz.
lengths, 3iTubulars, 0.1 mfd., 7d. each, 616 doz., also
.01 mid. at 60. each, 6!- doz.
GRID LEAKS. 1,5 meg., 60. 1.0 meg.. 6d.
EX H.M.V. Variable Mica Condensers.
.13003 mfd., tin. spindle, new, 1'9 each.
CLARION slow motion dial, illuminated and break, will carry 5 amps. 13:6.
disc drives, useful for short waves, 2/6 T.C.C. CONDENSERS. 250 mid., 25 volt
complete.
working. in bakelite case, 2/6.
EX-G.P.O. Telephone Plugs, 1'3.
No Extra for Postage, etc.
SINGLE SCREEN CABLES. 8d. per yd. LONDON
CENTR.AL RADIO STORES.
(Continued on page 132.)
23, LISLE STREET, LONDON, W.C.2.
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Replies to Queries
Measuring A.C.
"1 have a good milliammeter and have tried to take some

measurements in my mains receiver, but cannot get any reading.
I cannot see why this should be so as current must flow and
perhaps you can explain this to me."-J. P. (Hounslow).
'

IF the supply you are endeavouring to check is A.C., this means
that it is continually changing its direction or polarity,
and therefore before the needle has time to pass across the scale
it is driven in the opposite direction and owing to the frequency

of the supply the needle does not move-at least only over a
very small part of the scale.- A moving -iron instrument will
measure A.C. at, say, mains frequency, but if a moving -coil
meter is used you must modify it by including a rectifier so that
the current to be measured is converted into a uni-directional
current.

A Wattage Calculation

"1 have been reading an article on resistors, and there' is one
point which puzzles me. It gives the calculatioo, of the wattage
rating of the resistor as current squared times resistance in
__ohms.' I am not very good at mathematics, and it seems rather
confusing to me why it should be necessary to square .the value
of the current which is flowing. Surely the rating of the resistor
should be dependent only upon the current which is flowing and
not upon a value which is so much higher as mentioned. Perhaps
you can explain this little point to me, and it may also
be of help to otheis who find this same difficulty."-H. K. (Mitcham).
THE wattage is, as you state, dependent only upon the current

RULES
We wish to draw the reader's attention to the fact that the Queries
Service is intended only for the solution of problems or difficulties
arising from the construction of receivers described in our pages, from
articles appearing in our pages, or on general wireless matters. We
regret that we cannot, for obvious" reasons :(1) Supply circuit diagrams of complete multi -valve receivers.
(2) Suggest alterations or modifications of receivers described In
our contemporaries.
(3) Suggest alterations or modifications to commercial receives.
(4) Answer queries over the telephone.
(5) Grant interviews to queriste.
A stamped, addressed envelope most be enclosed for the reply. All
sketches and drawings which are sent to us should bear the name and
address of the sender.
Requests for Blueprints must not be enclosed with queries, as they

are dealt with by a separate department.
Send your queries to the Editor, PRACTICAL WIRELESS, George
Newnes, Ltd., Tower House. Southampton Street, Strand, London, W.C.E.
The coupon on page iii 01 cover must be enclosed with every query.

in the formula is bound up in the fact that the wattage is
dependent upon the voltage as well as on the current which is
flowing, and in the particular formula referred to only the

current and the Value of the resistor are given. Therefore, to
ascertain the wattage, which is the product of the voltage and
current, the voltage must be first ascertained. According to
Ohm's Law, voltage is the product of current and resistance,
or to use the standard symbols, E equals R x I. Wattage equals
E x I, and therefore by substitution wattage must equal It x I
(which equals E) multiplied by I. When two similar terms are
multiplied together they are expressed thus : al (a squared),
and therefore in the above formula R x Ix I we can take out
the two terms I and express .them thus : V. Therefore the
formula becomes 12 x It, and this explains the reason why the
square of the current has to be employed when only the current
and resistance values are given.

"1 have only been interested in the hobby for a short time

and am puzzled to know how the gramophone pick-up produces
Is it
possible to explain this briefly as I cannot find anyone who seems
to understand the details ? "-L. S. (Stockwell).

" One of the valves in my set has become loose round the point
where the glass enters the bakelite base. The glass bulb can be
pushed down until it is fairly well held, but I wonder if this results
in any inferior performance. Does this constitute a fault which
would come under the maker's guarantee and which could enable

me to get a 'free replacement ? "-C. P. (York).

11/E do not think the trouble can legitimately be called a
TY manufacturing fault, and it may be due to the way the
valve has been handled in inserting and removing.it from the
valveholder, or undue heat due to the proximity of another
valve, etc. The valve should always be held by_ the bakelite
base when inserting or removing' from the holder, and the
looseness will not affect results provided the glass bulb is not
rotated. If this is done, there will be a possibility of either
breaking the leading -in wires or of creating a short-circuit
between them. To avoid this, and to refix the bulb, ordinary
Chat terton's Compound, or any strong adhesive, may be run
round the junction of the base and glass, and a strip of ordinary
insulation tape fixed round it. A fairly wide band may be cut
from small diameter rubber tubing, and slipped over the base
so as to overlap the two parts and hold them firmly.

Transformer Details

i have a home-made mains transformer having an eight turns
per volt primary. The primary is wound with 36 S.W.G. enamelled

wire. I wish to wind two secondaries to give 4 volts at 2.5'amps.
for rectifier, and 4 volts 3 amps.

Could you please give me
details of these windings, e.g. gauge of wire, number of turns ?

Is the primary wound with suflciently thick wire to carry the
current ? "-F. B. (Bromley).
4 -volt windings

turns will be required, as the
The gauge

FORbasis of your windings32is 4 turns per volt.

of wire for both windings may be 18 S.W.G. These two additional
turns will provide a further load of 22 watts upon the transformer;

but you do not state the H.T. secondary loading, and therefore
we cannot advise you whether or not the primary winding is
suitable. The 36 gabge primary may be- considered to take a
maximum current of a amp.

THE principle is really quite simple and may be regarded as
just the opposite to the headphone or loudspeaker. In

these items a current flows through a wire wound round a magnet, and as the current varies so does the magnetism. This attracts

the diaphragm and the current fluctuations therefore give rise
to fluctuations in the diaphragm, moving the air and so reproducing the sound. In a pick-up the magnet has usually two..
poles, and the needle is inserted into a holder wiliph is extended
so that it forms what is called an armature bit ween the two
poles. As the needle is moved by the sound grooves on the
record, the armature moves, and this varies the magnetic field

causing a varying current to flow in the windings.

" Recently

I

built your . ' Simple

` VISITOR FROM THE COLON ,ES.' "

The programme was a two-way one.

Listeners were

able to hear children evacuated to the U.S.A. and

Canada in conversation with their parents in Britain.
Four American soldiers serving over here talked to their
families in New York. Canada was represented by four
Servicemen in Britain, two from Montreal and two from
Ottawa.

Outside Broadcasting
THE Outside Broadcasting Department was exceedTHIS Christmas, as usual, the B.B.C. took outside
ingly busy during the Christmas season. There
broadcasts from a large selection of pantomimes was a broadcast from the Nuffield Centre, London's
A
up and down the country. Wartime pantomimes are newest Services Club, on December 21st, when Flanagan
perhaps a little less exuberant than usual. Many artists and Allen, Tessie O'Shea, George Moon, Burton Brown,
are in the Forces clothes are rationed. Properties are other artists froni " The Love Racket," appeared in
short. There ad other difficulties. Despite them all, cabaret produced by Frank More O'Ferrall.
pantomime goes on. Excerptg from various pantomimes,
On December 23rd came a big concert from a hall
including " Humpty Dumpty," " Red Riding Hood," where an audience of 2,000 troops were present at
" Robinson Crusoe and t` The Sleeping Beauty," have " The Services Entertainment," given by their fellow
men.
recently been broadcast.
A second 'Birmingham pantOtnime will be visited
On the afternoon of Christmas Eve came " Christmas
on January 8th. This is "The Babes in- the Wood," Postbag,'" a special delivery, of greetings from men and
at the Alexandra Theatre, Birmingham, with Syd and women in uniform, wherever they were between
Max Harrison, Eddie Leslie and the Fayre Four Sisters. Iceland and New Zealand. In the early evening Michael
The microphone returns to the North on January meth Standing was "Standing on the Corner" of a London

Around the Pantomimes

a glimpse of a different
" Sleeping Beauty," in Liverpool
this time, with Beryl Reid,

This current

Tessa Deane], Wilfred Pickles and
Douglas Byng.

On January r3th there is

Short-wave

One-valver '

a

broadcast from one -of the most
popular

of

all

pantomimes,

` Cinderella," at His Majesty's,
London, where Evelyn Laye is
principal boy in a cast which

includes Carol Lynne, Tessie
O'Shea, George Moon, Burton

Brown and Gaston Palmer.
B B.C.

variation is applied to a valve, just as in the case of wireless

signals, and so produces the signal.
P.W. 88

Repairing a Valve

Yours truly,

91

Servicemen to the microphone so that they could be
ounited with their families over the air.

for

How a Pick-up Works

which is flowing through the resistor and not upon any the music from the record through the wireless receiver.

higher value. The reason why the square of the current is used
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answers, as I felt that they were bad. I now realise
that by not doing so I "deprived the Red Cross Fund
of whatever I may have been prepared to send with my
entries. I have, therefore, decided to send you £250
for youl. Fund and I now enclose. a cheque for this
amount. Should you think that this should cause
others to follow my example you are at liberty to
publish it, provided you preserve my anonymity.-

Entertains Wounded
Men

SICK and wounded men back
from the Middle East were
brought by: the Red Cross to a

studio recently, where

(P.W. 88), and although results have been very gold, I find that
there is one fault.
" Before reaction is used the European and Home Service can
be heard very faintly, although out of the range of the tuning

B.B.C.

condenser.

which is broadcast fortnightly in
the General Overseas Service and

" I am using all the exact components as described, and a good
indoor aerial. Will you inform me if this is in order? "-H. H.

(Enfield),

likely to be experienced from interference
ea by nearby powerful stations and, with a simple circuit of
the type in question, it is a very difficult matter to eliminate
such trouble completely. A small variable condenser in series
with the aerial lead-in 1,s about the best proposition for you to
try, .a suitable value for the condenser being in the region of
eatrouble is

.00005 mfd.

they heard a playback

of

is directed to men in hospitals
overseas.
The idea for the party came
from the co -producers of the
programme-Jill Allgood and

Howard Agg-who were anxious

REFRESHER COURSE IN
MATHEMATICS
8/6 by post 9/ From : GEORGE NEWNES LTD.
Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2

At a- U.S. Artillery School in China, an American gunnery instructor checking range data
with a battery of artillery over a field radio set.

to get reactions of wounded men to it so that they street.asking passers-by for their thoughts on Christmas,
could be sure in the future that they were giving and' later there was an entertainment from a hall where
these men what they wanted.

JUST PUBLISHED

a

programme c a e d " Here's
Wishing You Well ' Again,"

local people provided a concert for the benefit of American

troops stationed ,in the neighbourhood, for which the
Factory, Farm and Forces
Americans provided the band.
THE Northern microphone on Christmas Day visited
Pantomimes
A
factory, farm and Forces in a composite programme.
OTHER outside broadcasts on Christmas Eve were
In the factory, where some of the maintenance staff were
half
an
hour's
pre-vieW
of
pantomimes
from three
on duty, their fellow workers came to give them a- show ;
dinner -time aboard ship in a Northerd port was Midland theatres and a carillon exchange between
described, and members of the Land Army were visited Loughboroug, in Leicestershire, and Ottawa, in Canada.
as they ate the Christmas dinner they helped to produce. Loughborough has been a centre of bell -founding since
Their programme closed with an exchange of toasts the fourteenth century and. its carillon, built as a war
between the factory's managing director, the ship's memorial, has 47 bells and was the first grand carillon
in this country.
C.O., ,and a well-known agriculturist.
On Christmas morning Michael Standing and Gilbert
Harding were heard going the rounds with Britain'.
Transatlantic Call
Standing in the Borough of London and
THIS Christmas many families were again separate'd. postmen,
Harding in the Cambridgeshire village of Grantchestef,
The B.B.C., in co-operation with the Columbia talked to the happy recipients of letters and parcels
Broadcasting System, brought some evacuees and and commiserating with those not so fortunate.

-
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Distortion
a Concise and Instructive Manner
By J. ROBERTSON GREER

DISTORTION is perhaps best defined as the difference
between that which is received by the microphone

in the broadcasting or recording studio, and that

which emanates from the producing loudspeaker or
headphones. There are, however, several kinds of
distortion which may be present in greater or lesser
degree, and which do not appear to have any effect
on the human ear. Thus the problem of " removing "
distortion really consists of reducing the objectionable
forms of distortion to such a level that they may be
neglected.
The principal forms of distortion may be classified
under the following headings :

A - Good Se/activity

Wide -

C - COOCI

Wide

it

" "--

sell radio components, and have been refused three times

acoustic spectrum. There are two main types of
frequency distortion. The first implies a lack of balance
between the bass, middle and treble registers. T.his is

although the nearest radio shop is just over half a mile
from where I am at present situated.. I also find it
difficult to explain to customers why I cannot sell the
small wireless components of which I fortunately have
a fairly good stock.
I am a Grade 4 man, and have eight years' practical
experience in radio and allied electrical trades. I have
also read of cases of men who have been discharged
from the Army, and cannot presume -their previous
business odeupations owing to the fact that a licence
has been refused.

not really objectionable-fortunately-but if. there is

a serious lack of bass, tfie reproduction sounds " tinny,"
while if the treble is weak-as it too often is in commercial

/

Is

Evidently it seems that a large firm could, if they
wished, open a .retail wireless business right opposite

may be likened to a piano in which
some notes do not play at all,

my shop, and after careful study of the position of
other small men it seems thal the Board of Trade is

while others ring forth

Frequency Distortion
The normal useful range of frequencies is from about

50-ro,000 c/s (though for high fidelity it is often taken
as 15--15,000 c/s), and, for perfect results, all should
equally be reproduced. Frequency distortion implies
that one particular frequency, or band of frequencies,

unpleasantly loud.
As may be imagined, a scale
played on such an instrument would sound rather
erratic. This type of
frequency distortion is
not generally serious for
speech, but
for music it
may be very

solely for the benefit of the larger firms.
I am of the opinion that an association for the benefit

conspicuous am,

indeed, par- "SP

ticularl Y

C

A

Fig. 4.-A topical anode current grid volt curve.

(Harmonics and

He has been the subject of just such a case as you
mention. We are. 'contractors to the Air Ministry,.
having executed P.A. installations on aerodromes, in
factory canteens, and " Music While You Work " in
Apart from this, r,600 domestic radio
factories.
receivers have been serviced since September, 1939,
despite difficulties of supply, labour, petrol rationing,

Combination

A hannonic of a note is a frequency which is an

exact multiple of the first, or fundamental, frequency.
For instance, if we have a fundamental frequerrcy of
roo c/s, its second harmonic (f x 2) is 200 c/s. its third
harmonic (f x 3) is 300 c/s, its seventh harmonic (f x 7)
is 700 c/s, and so on. It is these harmonics which
give colour or " timbre " to a voice or instrument, and
in themselves they are not generally unpleasant.

characteristic can be
obtained with a diode

from 2 volt R.M.S.
upwards.

Combination tones are the result of passing two
different frequencies through a non-linear apparatus
such as a wrongly biased valve. If two frequencies,
fi and f2 of perhaps 400 and 36o c/s respectively, are
mixed, combination tones of fi-l-fa and f1-f2 will be
produced, i.e., 76o and 4o c/s. As, however, harmonics

are also produced by a non-linear amplifier, we will
have, in addition; harmonics tof each of these four frequencies, and combination tones of the harmonics.

Va 0

2

4

/0

Let us suppose the third is the predominant harmonic:
We have fundamentals 400 and 36o, combination tones
760 and 4o c/s, plus third harmonics of above : 1,200,
1,080, 2,28o and /20 c/s.
Combination tones of

harmonics

3,36o, 2,160, 3,48o, 2,320, etc.

required to be signed, stating that this business was
not required by public need.
We are still servicing radio receivers for these four

firms, also one firm in. Nottingham.
We consider that if anybody is entitled to a licence in
'this town, it is us. On several occasions, we have stated
that this business would be discontinued, owing to the
opposition which certain people created. The demand
for service, however, made such a move impossible.
Our sole interest lies in. " keeping the sets working."
We would mention, in closing, that this business is

registered under the Registration of Business Names
Act, r9r6. Further, the writer intends to go to America
to the G.E.C. in Chicago after the war, to receive a
year's training in advanced radio and electronic theory.
This was the normal course at Loughborough before the

war, and this will serve as a further indication that he
is no " back-yar'd
Mowbray).

repairer."-J. PIDtEON (Melton --

Station CSW

- of the small business man will fail if- we are not wholeSIR,-In reply to L. H. Cox, of North Wales, who
heartedly in support of each other.
information regarding a station with call
I sincerely trust that PRACTICAL WIRELESS is very sign wanted
" CSW."
successful in helping to bring the small business men
On checking it ,I find that station CSW on the 3r -metre
who read this journal closer together.-J. R. BRICKWOOD band is located at Lisbon (Portugal). It used to be
(Brixton).
known as CS\V7 and its programmes were beamed to
North America.
SIR,-The writer was very interested to read your.
The times of transmission are : (G.M.T.) 19.15-2o.00 hrs. ;
editorial in the December issue of PRACTICAL 20.15-23.00 hrs. ; 23.05 -or .00 hrs. Frequency is 9,740 kc.
WIRELESS, and is prompted to write this letter..
Also on 25 metre band is station CSW3 also of Lisbon,

with certain
instruments such as violins.
Non-linear Distortion
Tones)

Fig. 3.-A straight

T

On applying for the licence foul Y local firms visited

and can be really unpleasant. It

reels

hand typist and shop assistant, one assistant service
engineer, and five part-time wiremen, joiners, etc.
I may add that five of the shops closed belonged to Over Soo radio receivers have been serviced this year
iv
_multiple firms.-J. LEVITT (Sutton).
up to.date.
Healey (Clacton) in the December issue, and my
circumstances are identical with his.
I have applied to the Board of Trade for a licence to

distortion may be termed "peaky,"

980 990 1,000 4010 4020

ments and spare parts, I feel that my request for a

SIR,-I have read .the comments passed by L. E. all the other Melton traders with a petition which they

Fig. 2.-If suitable tuning circuits can combine B and C the square
topped curve D will result.

sets-the reproduction is muffled,
and consonants, particularly sibilants like " S," become indistinct.
The second type of frequency

Fig. 1.-Shows the effect of selectivity on L.F. :frequency response.

,

licence is justified.

is reproduced at a different level from the rest of the

Narrow A F Range

B - Poor
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An I nleresting and important Subject Dealt wilh
in
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work being equipped with suitable test gear and a very
Some _six months ago a. stir was made in the trade
comprehensive stock of . spare parts and service papers about private house trading, and as this
components and service data dating back to 1932.
argument was likely to be,brought to bear in this case,
Application was made to the B.O.T. for a retail licence it was decided to open a retail shop This has been
in April, but was automatically turned down within a done, but the opeication for a licence has been refused.
week or two.
The position is now briefly this. The business as it
I understand that two local dealers opposed the stands to -day has been created entirely by the demands
granting of same , and someone has tried to get of the public-not by the writer's desire to make money.
evidence of selling by retail by sending various folk in This aspect does not interest him. The writer is a
to purchase with, of course, no success, as I have strictly radio engineer, trained and in possession of the latest
maintained a service repair business here since opening. Taylor and Avo test gear, with a modern, fully equipped
As there are to date some seven retail radio and service shop, embodying fluorescent lighting amid every
electrical businesses closed in this High Street alone conceivable service aid. A Ford 8 van is used for
Since the war started, with myself thee only shop opened delivery purposes, and on Government contract work
in the near area since then, and the sole business ready and here again, certain people tried to stop the " C
to cater for the greatly needed want for service replace- Defence Permit being issued. We employ one short-

etc.

0

transmitting to the surrounding countries.
equipped with beam antennae.

It is not

Incidentally, has any reader noticed that VP3BG
(Georgetown, British Guiana) on 6,230 kc. has been
coming in loud and clear of late, and also two new,

strong stations located in SL . John's, Newfoundland.E. J. DEMPSTER (Guildford).

To begin at the beginning, the writer has received an
Proposed Club for Liverpool
engineering training at Loughborough College, accepted
read with interest the proposed forming of a
throughout the world as one of the greatest centres for
club in Manchester in Thermion's column in the
tjmis type of education. He holds the Oxford School December
issue, and I would like to take this opportunity
Certificate and London Matriculation, and completed of proposing
for Liverpool, there not being one (to
three years' course in radio and electrical engineering. the best of. myone
knotvledge) here. J am sure there are
On the outbreak of war, the writer curtailed his still some people
on Merseyside who are interested in
course at Loughborough (this should have been five radio, anyway they
take in PRACTICAL WIRELESS.
years) and joined Messrs. Boulton and Paul, -Ltd., the Interested readers in Merseyside
are invited to write to
aircraft manufacturers, in January, 1940.
G. MEADEN, to, Alfriston Road, West Derby,
As the service engineers (?) were called up, he was B.
repeatedly asked to service radio receivers for various Liverpool, 22.
people. Melton, being a small town, was quite aware
A NEW VEST POCKET BOOK
of _his previous training, and consequently the demand
grew. In 1940 he decided to help the traders who had
lost their servicemen by doing service in his spare time,
MATHEMATICAL TABLES and fORMUlk
and this has continued until four monthi ago. It may
3/6, or 3/9 by post from George Newnes, Ltd.,
be said here that the writer's employment with Messrs.
Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2.
Boultonk & Paul, Ltd., occupies eight hours per day.

ZSCILSS10/2.

Fig. 5. -The section
AB of Fig. 4 enlarged

and signal applied.

Output

E.:53
The Editor does not necessarily agree with the opinions expressed by his correspondents. All letters reuse
be accompanied by the name and address of the sender (not necessarily for publication).

Station Identification

Waveform'
C

Selling and Servicing

Fig. a), but a better method is to use hand -pass coupling

article on selling and servicing is, I
SIR'issue
-t of PRACTICAL WIRELESS and saw the letter CIR,-Your
consider, one way of showing up what's going on
from A. J. Newman. The following details may be of
short-wave outlets : Allied Force H.Q. in North Africa
(Algiers) on 33.46 metres (8,960 kc/s), and Radio France
on 24.75 metres (12.120 kc/s) which relays the 33.46-m.

These stations give news in English at the following

20.00 G.M.T. on both wavelengths.
In addition, from 21.15-23.30 G.M.T. Press despatches

and special reports for M.B.S. (22.40 G.M.T.), C.B.S. (22.5x
G.M.T.), B.B.C. (23.00 G.M.T.) and N.B.C. (23.17 G.M.T.)

are transmitted on 33.46 M. only
Alt these details are taken from " Cairo Calling,"
the official organ of Egyptian State Broadcasting. C. D. HAMMETT, Radio Officer, M.N. (At Sea).

African Broadcasting Stations

B.B.C.

together. As the coupling is increased a double -humped
resonance peak appears, as shown at " C," Figs. x and 2.

input

in the radio trade. I, myself, was in business four years
previous to the outbreak of war. Soon after war broke

This retains the steep sides of the individual circuits,

Waveform

out I went into a factory to help the war effort.
Unfortunately ill health came along and I was released

-but provides a broad, flat peak which will reproduce all
.audio frequencies. If this curve " C " is combined with

" B " an almost square top " D " is obtained
Clearly, the result will be very different from the curve
Thus, two selective circuits in band-pass,
(Fig. 2).
together
with a fairly flat single circuit, are desirable.
combination tones may be produced by any of the

on grounds that factory work was not suitable. I am

two initial frequencies, and may be very unpleasant, as

are allowed to have their say as to who and who should
not open up in business.
A gentleman came to me and explained that a certain
engineer was aiked to look, at the pick-up on his radiogram and from what I can gather the rubber damping
had perished. The engineer took the pick-up away and
returned in three days' timenreplaced_ the pick-up, and
produced a bill for £3 155.

harmonics.
It would appear that it is not the harmonics themselves Non-linear Distortion
This type of distortion is frequently found in the
so much as the various combination tones produced by
the harmonics, which are serious, and' thus it is the detector stage of a set, and, as its name implies, may
Ix*
caused throUgh operating on the curved portion of
higher order harmonies which produce the most
unpleasant effects. In fact, it has been suggested that a valve characteristic. The anode bend detector almost
the percentage of a harmonic should be multiplied by inevitably causes distortion. The leaky grid detector

After fitting the pick-up this gentleman asked the

engineer to look at the radio. He (lid ! Spent two hours
and charged a further £3. This was £6 15s. in all, and
the same evening the radiogram faded out altogether.

t

I have since had this job in hand to service, and I
-The following information regarding a couple
SIR,of African broadcasting stations may be of interest never saw such a mess.
to readers.
Addis Ababa Radio. --31.28 metres. News in Amharic
at 4.14 p.m. daily. English programme begins at 5.3o
p.m. daily. At 6 p.m. the news is 'relayed from the

in which two very selective tuned circuits are coupled

B

in business again but. am being strongly objected
transmission from 16.00-17.15 G.M.T. and from 2o.00 -20.3o now
to by some of the local radio firms. Yet these firms
G.M.T
times : 15.00 G.M.T. on 33.46 m. only ; 16.00, 17.00 and

Another example is a Serviceman's wife wanting her
radio repaired. The smoothing condenser had packed up .

Ak

but music and speech could be heard in the distance,
and hum was prominent A charge of £4 15s. 6d. was
made for fitting 'new condensers. -F. E. SMITH

I

sultant

AA

21.Harmonic

A

Belgian Congo Radio. -The following are the daily (Chelmsford).

ReSuitant

transmissions from Leopoldville : From to.55 a.m. to
-Reading your article in the December issue
12 noon, on wavelengths of 14.97, x6.88, 25.9 and 47.78 SIR,on
" Selling and Servicing," I would like to put
metres. At 5.3o hours on 25.6 and 47.78 metres only before you our case in applying for a retail licence.
(African regional). From 9.45 a.m. to g p.m. on 16.88,
Being a reputable radio engineer, P felt a great rebuff
25.6 and 47.78 metres.
the way I was treated by the- Local Price Regulation
Omdurman Radio. -32.54 metres, Nightly, 6.30-7.30. at
when I faced them on the matter., We have
Arabic programme -Thursdays, 7.3o -8.o. 1.neal news Committee
made
a name for ourselves in the district as quick and
and notices in English ; local talk.
efficient
service
people, and the public show an inclinaThe location of Radio Congo-Belge answers the request
of R. Allen, of Mottingham, published in the July issue tion to buy off us as well as from other traders in the
town, and as we are a distance out from the town centre
Of PRACTICAL WIRELESS.
In conclusion, I would like to mention my appreciation we naturally expected a better deal than what has been

Fundamental
Fig. 7. -Combining a fundamental with its second harmonic produce,
the broken curve.

its order to get the true value.

For example, if the
maximum permssible for second harmonic distortion
is 5 per cent., the maximum for fourth harmonic is half
this, i.e., 2.5 per cent.

of second harmonic distortion.

is normally free of it, but a strong signal will move the

operating point on to the curve, and distortion may
be very serious.

The diode detector has a straight characteristic from
about 2v..R.M.S. upwards, stS, provided the signal does

Phase Distortion

Apart from carrying on a successful servicing business

we are compelled to go out to work on munitions, and.
this was brought to the fore by a member of the P.R.C.
Stray Earth Lead
when I was interviewed, and I was blatantly asked if
SIR -On reading about the stray earth lead (p. 454, the wages I received from such was not enough. I
October issue), it occurred to me that readers may would like to know if there is any justification in pointing
be interested in the following little dodges
such a question at anyone who is attempting to do a
A very simple way of testing the earth Lead is to service to the public in these times.
connect a mains bulb (or test meter) between it and each
One trader known to us before we opened this shop
side of the mains,in turn.- If the earth is good the bulb wenld not attempt to service a set, even some sets that
will light when connected to the live side of the mains. he himself had supplied, and as the public have comThe above idea is also very useful for making an plained of his incivility towards them, and the fact
A.C./D.C. receiver much safer, especially when testing that they have a bus ride of a minimum rjd. fare to
it, providing the mains are A.C. Connect the mains get their spares and accessories, we feel we are entitled
bulb between the receiver's chassis and earth with the to the retail licence for which we applied, and when
set switched on. If the bulb lights reverse the mains this fact was pointed out to the P.R Committee the
plug (or connections to it if 3 -pin), thereby connecting retort was, " Well, can't they walk ?-H. B. UNDERWOOD,
the cha;sis to the neutral side of the mains instead of (Ashton-under-Lyne).
the live side, and thus eliminating the likelihood of a
-I have pleasure in giving details of my position
nasty shock from, the chassis.
Another dodge is to save the little rubber " tubes" SIR,as a radio and electrical serviceman and dealer.
I opened my own business in High Street, Sutton, on
produced when baring the ends of wires and cables, and
to use them instead of systoflex to cover bare wires April 19th last after being in the trade for some x6 years.
The
premises are rated as business premises, being a
, where they are likely to touch other conductors. shop on the main road here, catering for general repair
R. V. GooDE (York).

Fig. 8. -When grid current flows it can produce an inverse form

not fall below a certain level, this should not .cause
any trouble (Fig. 3). If, however; the A.C. load on a
diode is not substantially equal to the D.C. load, 'very
The ear does not appear to be sensitive to phase serious non-linear distortion may take place. Various
distortion : if it were, music would sound different at - circuits have been evolved to overcome this, such as
varying distances from the source. It has, however,
very serious effects on television.

of your excellent journal, which is sent out to me meted out to us.
re&ularly.-S. C. WALTERS (M.E.F.).

(300 m.) is modulated by an A.F. signal of m000 cis
or to kc/s, two other frequencies will be produced, i.e.,
x,000 kc/s-- to Ws (990 kc/s) and 1,000 Ws+ to kc/s
(x,oxo itc/s). Thus, in order to receive audio frequencies
up to To kris the set must -receive not only Loofa kc/s.
but also 990 kc/s and I,OIO kc/s (Fig. I). If the set
has fairly good selectivity, as indicated by the dotted
line " A, the higher audio frequencies will be almost
entirely suppressed. You have probably come across

sets -particularly superhets-where you had to tune
them to the edge of a station to make speech clear.
One way, then, is to have very flat tuning (" B"

recently happened to pick up the August

some interest to him and other readers.
United Nations Radio, located in Algiers, has two
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Cross-molulation

This implies the unintentional modulation of one
At R.F. the signal from one
station may modulate that from another, in which
case the cure is improved selectivity. With A.F. a
sound of fairly high frequency may be modulated, by
one of lower frequency, a common example being a
violin with organ accompaniment. As it most often
occurs in the speaker, the best cure (should it be
frequency by another.

it

Fig. 157 -Ideal operating
conditions. No distortion

of applied signal.

necessary) is to use separate high and low frequency
speakers, with a dividing ,network.
CAUSES OF DISTORTION
Frequency Distortion

IN

R.F.

Output
Waveform

AMPLIFIERS

As mentioned earlier, if two frequencies are mixed,
Combination tones consisting of fj-f2 and fi-l-fs occur.
This holds, even it the two frequencies are of widely
different values ; even if one is R.F. and the other A.F.

Thus, when an R.F, carrier wave of, say, x,000 .kcis

A

Input
Waveform

94

the use of tivo diodes in push-pull, but none has so far circuits. Similarly a high anode/cathode capacitance in
become popular. The diode is, nevertheless, much more the preceding valve, especially if it is of the high impedance type working into a high anode load, may
satisfactory than the triode as a detector.
cause losses. In R.C.C. circuits a large coupling
condenser is often blamed for high -note loss. This is
A.V.C.
' Various forms of distortion may arise from the use incorrect. A large coupling condenser reduces losses
of A.V.C. (or automatic volume control), and, generally at the low -frequency end of the scale and provides an
speaking, it is not necessary or desirable for local increased proportion of bass, which may make a lack
stations, particularly if high fidelity is aimed at. of treble more noticeable, but to reduce the coupling
Although soma of the troubles outlined below may be is merely to make the reproduction thin at both ends.
Lack of bass may be caused, in R.C.C., by an
removed, or reduced by careful design, the simple
inadequate coupling condenser, or by too low a grid
A.V.C. generally employed has many drawbacks.

If the time constant

is

noise.

It is -only necessary to hear an orchestra with

"FAIRVIEW,"

TERMS CASH with ORDER.
No C.O.D.

Regret no Orders can be accepted from Eire
or Northern Ireland.

ELECTRIC LIGHT CHECK METERS,
well-known makers, -first-class condition,
electrically guaranteed, for A.C. mains
200/250 volts 50 cy. 1 phase 5 amp. load
10/- each : 10 amp. load. 1216. carriage 1/-.
HEAVY DUTY CABLE.. V,I.R., and
braided, in first-class condition, size 37/13,
lengths 30 to 40 yards. Price by the length,

5/- per -yard, carriage forward, or 7/- per
Yard for short lengths, carriage paid.
ROTARY CONVERTER, D.C. to D.C.,

input 48 volts :

output 2,500 volts at

4 WAIT WIRE END Resistances. new
and unused, assorted sizes (our assort-

ment). 5/6 per doz., post free.
SOLID BRASS LAMPS (wing tYPM one
hole mounting, fitted double contact
small B.C. holder and 12 -volt 16 watt bulb.
3/8 each, post free, or 30/- per doz., carriage
paid.

Fig. 10.- A common method
Not
of connecting P.U.
t satisfactory.

TUNGSTEN CONTACTS, 3/18 in. dia., a
pair mounted on spring blades, also two
high quality pure silver .contacts 3116 in.
dia.. also mounted On spring blades fit for
heavy duty, new and unused
there Is
enough base to remove for other work.
Price the set of fdur contacts, 5/-, post free.
AUTO TRANSFORMER. Rating 2,000
watts. tapped 0-110-200-220-240 volts, as

3
Fig. 11.-A better

arrangement

and one well worth the extra work
involved.

and without A.V.C. to realise the profound effect it
has on the contrast and vitality of the music.

-

Fig. 12.-Provision of bias

by means of an external
battery.

may be experienced due to unsuitable design, or to

out the response curve of a set, and reduce distortion,
if applied haphazardly it may have some altogether
unexpected-and undesired-results.
"Peaky " Reproduction
Due to the large' number of turns close together on
an A.F. choke or transformer, there is apt to be -u fairly
large " self -capacitance " between adjacent turns, and
thus the winding really consists -of an inductance and

capacitance in parallel, which, of course, is a tuned
circuit, having a resonant frequency. If this resonant

frequency is within the audio range-as it frequently isthe amplification will be much greater at that frequency

than at any other, and a " peak " will be produced,

Hence all chokes and transformers, particularly of the
cheaper variety, are liable to produce peaks, and should
be avoided if possible.
Non-linear Distortion

-

400041

fig. 9.-Showing the effect of a leaky coupling condenser on its
associated value circuit.

In connection with 'triode' detectors we Saw that
operating on the curved part of a valve characteristic
produces distortion. As this is a very fruitful source

of trouble, we will consider the point rather more
closely. Fig. 4 shows a typical valve characteristic curve.

The point " A " is at " cut-off," i.e. zero anode current,

We stock
a large variety of
TECHNICAL
RADIO
PUBLICATIONS

.

Sold

for re -making,

Larger 250 -watt size, 27/6. Stallo#
Sheets for Transformer Stampings,
38in. x 6in., 1/3 each.
BLOWERS AND FANS. Exhaust and
Open type of I/6th to 6 H.P. available.
22/6.

Electric Bench Drills, D.C.
DRILLS.
Wolf, 110 volts, massive pillar type, geared

feed, counter weight rise, No.

1

more

110 volts, £6 10s. ; A.C., 220 volts, £7 lOs
We
have acquired a useful parcel of D.C.

The following is a selection :
and
Telecommunication
Engineers' Design Manual (Blakey)

Radio

IV -

Technical Instructions

.........816
for Wireless

Telegraphists (Dowsett & Walker) 301 with long handle, for use with lin. wire Amateur Radio Handbook (R.S.G.B.) 316
cable. weight 50 lbs.. condition as new. Amateur Radio Handbook Supplement 216
Price £3, carriage paid.
Learning Morse (" Wireless World ") 6d.,
RECORDLNG AMPMETER in large iron- Radio Manual, Formulae, Codes, Data,
clad case. moving coil, 0-3 amp., no pen,
etc. (Bernards)
1/ clockwork perfect. Price 25 carriage Manual of Mathematics (Bernards)
paid.
Murphy,
"Keep
it
Going
"...
...
6d.
SUPER SENSITIVE RELAYS, Multi leaf.
P.O. type, very low m/A working, condition
MASSIVE GUNMETALWINCIL complete

new. price 15/- each, post free.

unknown ratios.

MOTORS AND DYNAMOS.

Cathode Oscillographs (Reyner)
816
Worked Radio Calculations (Witts)
616
Radio Simplified (Clarricoates)
... 416
Introducing Radio Receiver Servicing
(Squire)
...
6/new. Price £9, carriage. paid.
Thermionic Valves in Modern Radio
RESISTANCE MATS. size Bin, by Sin..
Receivers (Witts)
...
1016
set of four. 80-80-150 and 690 ohms, to carry Television
Receiving
Equipment
I tO 1 amp. Price, set of four, 3,-, post
(Cocking)
...
1016
free.
Calculations for R.A.F. Ground
MOVING COIL Ammeter, 241n. dia.. Basic
Duties
(Drouett)
...
316
panel Mounting, reading 0-20 amps., F.S.D.
Radio Valve Manual (Bernards)
... 316
15 m/A. Price 30/-, post free.
MOTOR DRIVEN PUMP, 100v. D.C. " Wireless World " Valve Data Book 21 motor, " Keith Blackman," 4 H.P. lin. Television To -day and To -morrow
inlet and outlet, gear type pump, in perfect
(Moseley and Chapple)
working order. Price £5, carriage paid. American Service Manual (Crosley- 1016
Ditto 230v. D.C. motor, lie,. inlet and outlet.
Belniont Receivers), Part
... 1216
Price 27/10/0, carriage paid
1216
ROTARY CONVERTER. D.C. to A,C. Ditto, Part 2 ...
Input 22 volts D.C. Output 100 volts at 140 American Service Manual (Spartan
Emerson Receivers) .
m/A. 50 cycle, single phase, ball bearing,
1216
in first-class condition, no smoothing. Radio Servicing Simplified (Avo) ... 416
Price £3, carriage paid.
Introduction to Valves (Henderson)
51 MILLIAMPMETER, flush mounting. 21in. Radio
Interference
Suppression
dia., range 0-100 nVA. shunted, moving
(Ingram)
5/ coil. Price kk, post free.
Receivers, Servicing and MainMOVING COIL AMPIVIETER, 211r., dia.. Radio
tenance (Lewis)
'range 0-1 amp.. panel mounting. P.S.D.

15 WA. Price 25/-, post free.

SinglePOWER TRANSFORMERS.
phase 50 cycles 35 KVA. 35,000 watts, by
Brit. Elec. Transf. Co. 220 volts to 110/110
volts, £30. 5 KVA 220 volts to 5,000 volts
and 500 volts, £10. 2 KVA Foster 200 volts
to 4,000 volts, £8 10s. li KVA Zenith 100
volts to 6,000 volts, O. 3 KVA 400 volts
SP 50, cycles to '600 volts, oil filled, by
Metvick, £9. All as new.
COMPONENTS.
TRANSFORMER
We
Stampings Control limits supply.
offer some 100 -watt transformers for
Complete, good class but
rewinding.

socket for 2in. steel. For delivery without
permit, £8 10s..each.
both Preliminary and Advanced PORTABLE ELECTRIC DRILLS. D.C.

I

saturation. The main advantage of this type of coupling
is that, as the reactance of a choke rises with frequency,

CAUSES OF DISTORTION IN A.F. AMPLIFIERS
it may in some measure compensate for losses in the
upper register caused by the cutting of side -bands, as
Frequency Distortion
referred
to earlier. It is not, however, to be recommended.
Lack of high notes may be caused by excessive R.F.
Loss of bass can also occur through inadequate
decoupling condensers in diode or triode detector
circuits, or by too large a grid leak which is shunted by decoupling of cathode bias resistors, causing negative
the grid/cathode capacitance of the valve in R.C.C. current feedback at lower frequencies.
It might be mentioned in passing that, while negative
feedback properly applied may do a great deal to level

BARGAINS

LONDON RD., WROTHAM, KENT.

1 kW., condition as new. Price £10, carriage
paid.

3

ELECTRADIX

ELECTRICAL STORES

cause bass losses. As the inductance of an iron -cored
solenoid decreases with a heavy current flowing through
it, areimprovement may sometimes be effected by parallel feeding the transformer. This, by removing from the
primary the . direct current which tends to cause
saturation of the core, will increase the primary
inductance. In choke -capacity -coupling, loss of bass

variations which are desirable, and increases background

127

GALPINS

too short, it 'may cause leak value. In transformer -coupled circuits an inadequate
primary inductance in the coupling transformer will

non-linear distortion, or at least serious attenuation, of
the lower frequencies.
Transients, such as clashing of cymbals, or staccato
chords, will be distorted.
A.V.C. is intended to minimise changes' of volume
due to fading, etc. ; unfortunately it also " irons out "
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Motors in all sizes from 1/8th H.P., I/6th,
I/4th, 1/3rd, 1, 2, I, 11 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6
H.P., In 110, 220, and 440 volts. There are
also a number of A.C. Motors, single and
3 -phase, from 1 8th H.P. to 3 H.P. Kindly
specify wants and we will offer_che nearest.
HEADPHONES, 15/-. Headbands only

for 2 earpieces, 2/6. Govt. Cords, 2/6..
MORSE KEYS. We have some ex-G.P.O.
Quad Keys, in blitzed condition, needing
overhaul, 12/6. Keys from 5/- each.

CRYSTAL SETS. Gambrell W/M type
with selector switch, tuning condensers
and permanent crystal detector, in closed
portable case. SO/-. Victory Pocket type
crystal receiver in bakelite box with one
earpiece, 35/-. Mark III type. A two circuit receiver with tapped inductance,
variometer,

tuning

condenser,

perikon

and catswhisker detectors, in field case
111 x- 10 x Bin., with lid and space for
headphones. Gov't model, 85/-.
AERIAL WIRE. 7122 bare copper, 5/-.
per 100ft. Lead-in wire, 4d. per yard.
Aerial Insulators, 2d. each
CONDENSERS.
Ultra
Short Wave variable air

condensers.
insulation

Trolitul

ball -bearings.

Surplus to a Govt. contract
and new, SI-.
SUNDRIES.
6in. Pocket Thermometers, nickel case, Vet. Type, for animals,
901100 deg., 116. H.M.V. Resistors, glass
cased, wire ends, 1 watts, .01, .025, .05,
II- per set of 3, or 216 per doz.

Screened Mike Cable, flexible sheath,
single core, 1/2 per yard. Multiple Connection Strips, of soldering eggs, telephone type moulded mounting, in 2Q,
40, 80 or 100 ways, at 2.16, 31-, 316 and 4/k
eath. G.P.O. Plugs, 21- each. Terminal
£50 Covers, bakelite, with two securing
screws size of domino, 9d.
Mentor
£60 Battery Indicators, thermal type signal
light, thermal type,
dial, flush panel,
6 volt and 12 volt, SI-. Small Solenoids,
£12 12 "Gems," 6 volts, If amps., iron plunger,

ROTARY CONVERTER. D.C. to A.C.. Available from Stock:
input 24 volts, output 1,000 volts, 250 m/A
D.C. Choke and condenser smoothing fitted Mullard GM3152 C. R. Oscilloto both input and output, condition as new.
graphs ..
Weight 851bs. Price £10. carriage paid.
'Signal Generator
METER MOVEMENTS, moving coil, for Furzehill
(Sub -standard)
recalibration, large size, 4 to 6 in full scale
deflection, deflection average, 30 rn/A Mullard 8100 C. R. Foundation
Price 15/-. post free.
Unit, comprising 2I" tube
AUTO TRANSFORMER, one Kw.. tapped
and power supply ...
..
0-110-200-220-240, step up or step down, Cossor C. R. Tube 21" Type
230,
condition as new. Price £5, carriage paid.
with socket
RESISTANCE UNITS, fireproof. size 10in.
23 6.
by lin. wound chrome nickel wire. rehistance
2 ohms to carry 19 amps. Price 2 8. pact WEBB'S RAD10,14,13oh0 St., Oxford St.,
London, W.1.
free.
Telephone : Gerrard 2089
EPOCH SPEAKER, super cinema' model, Note our revised SHOP
HOURS
20 watts output, 151n. cone, 15 ohm Coil.
10 a.m. to 4p.m. Sins., 10 a.m.
6 volt field, no energizing. Price 27110/0,
to 12 noon
carriage paid.
DYNAMO' shunt wound, output 50 volts
6 amps.; speed 1.009 r.p.m.. ring oiler
bearings, in first-class condition. Price
24/10/0, carriage paid.

Oldhams Miners Lamps, all -metal,
for accumulator or dry cell, 736. 4 -way
Cords, long, suit mikes or handcom
phones, 21-.
Electric taunters, to
616.

10,000 revs., G.P.O., 5/6.

Many more bargains can be seen at our
Showrooms.

ELEOTRADIX RADIOS
214,

Queenstown Road, Battersea,

London, S.W.B.
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Impressions on the Wax
Review of the Latest Gramophone Records

Cimarosa, and although it has been " freely transcribed "
by Arthur Benjamin, it possesses all the beautiful
characteristics of the composer ; hi§ Neapolitan nature
itself in bright sparkling melodies, and the
Orchestra playing one of Mozart's lesser known asserts
passionate character of the slow movements.
works, the "Symphony No. 34 in C Major, K. 338."
The work, "Concerto for Oboe and Strings " has been
It is in five parts, and as in the much earlier " Prague "
H.M.V.

THIS month, H.M.V. release three records -D/35959 -6r
-of Koussevitsky conducting the Boston Symphony

' symphony, Mozart does not bother with the more
customary preambles, but dashes into his particular
enchanting themes. The slow movement is delicate
music for strings alone ; the finale introduces an exciting
atmosphere of jubilation as the symphony sweeps to

recorded by the world famous oboist Leon Goossens
with the Liverpool Philharmonic Orchestra conducted
by Dr. Malcolm Sargent, and the whole performance is
perfect. There are three parts, therefore the second

record also contains another exceptionally fine recording
its conclusion against a background of fanfares from the by the same performers, " Sinfonia " (From the Easter
oboes. Koussevitsky, together with the Boston Symphony Oratorio-Bach). The records are Columbia DXr137-8.
The Liverpool Philharmonic Orchestra, under the
Orchestra, give us a perfect performance.
The " Triumphal March," by Grieg, is fairly well baton of Constant Lambert, have recorded " Carnival
(Roma)
Suite ': (two parts) by Bizet on Columbia
known, it being one of three. pieces. he wrote for
Bjornson's " Sigurd Jorsalfar " (Sigurd the Crusader). . DXr x36. The performance is outstanding.
In the U.S.S.R., Tchaikovsky's opera " Eugen Onegin"
The other two compositions are not sb familiar, therefore,
they are, so to speak, all the more welcome, especially has retained its hold throughout all the changes that
have
taken place 'in that great country, and for the
when they are performed by the Indianapolis Symphony
Orchestra, conducted bY'Fabien Sevitzky ; they are : average Russian it expresses his romantic nature. The
" Prelude (In the King's Hall) " and " Intermezzo two Columbia records DX1134-5 give us the opportunity
(Borghild's Dream)." The full title of the record is of hearing the talented soprano, Joan Hammond,
" Incidental Music, ' Sigurd Jorsalfar,' Op. 56 (Grieg)," singing the passionate confession of love (Tatiana's
Letter Scene). The recording, in English, is in three
and the number of the record is H.M.V. C3373.
A wonderful combination is that formed by Webster parts, and she is accompanied by the Liverpool PhilBrioth, the Liverpool Philharmonic Orchestra and Dr. harmonic Orchestra- conducted by Constant Lambert.
On the fourth side, Joan Hammond treats us to " Louise
Malcolm Sargent, on H.M.V. C3372.
Webster Booth sings-in English.-" Mine Be Her -Dennis Le Jour " in' French, in this instance with the
Burden " and " Speak For Me Lady," two arias from Halle Orchestra under Warwick Braithwaite.
" From the Land of the Sky Blue Water " and " By the
Mozart's " Don Giovanni." The second one is a difficult
test for any tenor, but in this case, it only gives further Waters of Minnetonka " are the two numbers played
by .the Albert Sandler Trio on Columbia DB2r29. A
s proof of Webster Booth's great qualities as a singer.
My last rain. H.M.V. record for this month is one very nice record.

which is ideal for dancing-especially in the ease of a
party-is C3371, its title being Paul Jones," two parts.
It introduces nine popular modern tunes, the link tune
being " A Life On The Ocean Wave," and they are
played in fine style by the New Mayfair Dance Orchestra.
' Something in the Air " is one of the hit shows now
on in London. It is drawing large audiences, and the
critics have nothing but praise for the two brilliant
stars, Cicely Courtneidge and Jack Hulbert, whose

charm, talent and sheer joie de vivre act as a most

-Victor Silvester's Jive Band submit two numbers

for this new style of dancing. They are " Way Down in
New Orleans ' and " Stompin' at The Savoy."
Columbia FB2980.

'Bye For Now " linked with " Heavenly Music "
form Turner Layton's contribution for this month on
Columbia FB2973. The one and only Robb Wilton
raises many healthy laughs with his comedy sketch
" The Munition Worker " which occupies both sides of
Columbia F/32974. Carroll Gibbons and the Savoy

stimulating and very enjoyable tonic. It is not possible Hotel Orpheans have made a topping -record for dancing
for all of us to see the show in person, therefore, the next out of " If I Had My Way " and Tell Me. The Truth "
best thing is to hear the H.M.V. record B9353-" Some- fox-trot and waltz respectively, Columbia FB2976.

thing in the Air -s," linked with " It's Going to Take
a Lot of Getting Used To." The first recording is by
Cicely Courtneidge and Jack Hulbert, and the second
by Jack alone:
Another show which has been well to thea fore is
IrVing Berlin's This Is The Army." On H.M.V.
BD1663, The " First Nighter " Orchestra has recorded
two of the hit tunes, " I Left My Heart at the Stage
Door Canteen " and " This Is the Ariny, Mister Jones,"
" Hutch " has selected " We Mustn't Say Goodbye "
and " I Never Mention Your Naine (Oh, No !)," which
he has recorded in his inimitable style on H.M.V.BDrot.b.

Two fine blues will be heard if you play 11:141.V.

They are recorded' by-pause for breathThe Dixieland Jazz Group of " N.B.C.'s " Chamber
BD5827.

Parlophone

Night Jump " and " October Mood "
" SATURDAY
are* played in fine style by the No. r Balloon
Centre Dance Orchestra on Patio -phone Floor. Gerald()
and his Orchestra -have just made two recordings which
I recommend for dance enthusiasts, " Ragtime Cowboy

Joe " and " I Want To Be In Dixie" on Parlophone
1998.
Harry Parry and his Radio Sextet have selected

" Hallelujah " and " NO Gin Blues " for Nos. 121 and
They
122 of the 1943 Super Rhythm -Style Series.
are on Parlophone R2894. For Nos. 117 and 118 of
the same series, you must 'turn to Parlophone R2892

listen to John Kirby and his Orchestra playing
Music Society of Lower Basin Street-and the numbers and
" Minute Waltz " and " Impromptu."
are " Memphis Blues " and " Careless Love."
There is a good record this month by Joe Loss and his
Orchestra. It is H.M.V. BD5824, on which is recorded Xonophone
two good dance numbers-well presented by Joe and IF you are fond of good playing of the organ-as I amhis Orchestra-" Put Your Arms Around Me, Honey " A you will enjoy zottophone MR3719 on which Reginald
Dixon has recorded two fine, medleys, " Jerome Kern
linked with " I Wonder Why," both fox-trots.
Medley-Part r " and " Cole Porter Medley-Part 2."
Columbia

DOMENICO CIMAROSA is known chiefly by his
rather delightful comic opera " The Secret
Marriage." This month, Columbia release two records
containing superb recordings of a lesser known work by

Fekruary, 1944

February, 1944

Harry Roy and his Band provide another number
for those - who can dance the- " Jives," it is called
" Atlantic Jive," which, incidentally, is by Harry himself.
On the other. side of the record-sZonophone MR3718they play " When Can I Have a Banana Again ? "
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AB is the curved portion, and BC the working portion:
where " C " is zero grid bias.
Fig. 5 shows the part AB enlarged, and the effect of
working op it. It will be seen that the wives are
flattened at the bottom. Fig. 7 shows that this effect
may also be produced by combining a fundamental with
its second harmonic, hence this is known as " second
harmonic distortion."

current raises the bias developed across the resistor.

positive, it will collect electrons like an anode, and

a multimeter for shorting, appears to be in order.
Tested with a megger it is found to have a D.C. cr

A shorted or leaky cathode bypass condenser may alsb
cause trouble.
A fault which can have very serious results, and one
which is sometimes overlooked, is that of a leaky
coupling condenser in R.C.C. Consider the case of an
Osram ML4 feeding an MKT4 in the conventional
circuit shown in Fig. 9. With a bias resistance of r,000 Q,
Fig. 6 shows the ideal, working on the straight portion, the ML4 passes 14 mA anode current at 25o v., and, as
a common value of anode load is 20,000 n for this valve,
no distortion present.
Considering the result of working beyond " C "'it. the voltage at the anode will be about 15o v. The grid
*ill be understood that, if the grid 'is allowed to run coupling condenser " C " is suspected, but, tested with
hence current will flow in the grid circuit. It is difficult
to show graphically, but it can readily be proved from a
mathematical consideration of the conditions, that

second harmonic distortion again occurs, this time of
an inverse type (Fig. 8). The degree of distortion,
however, depends on the D.C. resistance of the grid
circuit, and if it is arranged that this resistance is very
low, it is possible to avoid serious distortion. This
fact is made use of in Class 132 and AUs (posh -pull)
circuits. Normally, however, it .is much safer to use
only the section BC, i.e., biasing the valves so that its
working point is in the middle of BC, this being 'the
value of bias recommended by the makers.
Clearly, under ordinary conditions, very serious
distortion will occur if the valve is overloaded, the
signal spreading beyond " B " on the one side and
beyond C " on the other. The , only remedy here is
to reduce the signal, or use a larger valve.
,

Anode -bend distortion is due to excessive bias (assum-

ing the valve is not overloaded). This may be caused
by too large a bias resistor in a mains set, or excessive
G.B. in a battery. set. The former is less serious, as the
increased bias reduces the anode current, which in turn
reduces the bias voltage dropped across the resistor.

It may also be caused by the application of a strong
signal to a leaky grid detector.
Grid current distortion is caused by inadequate
(negative) bias, no bias, or (accidentally) positive bias.
This may be the result of too small a bias resistor in a
mains set, or by faulty G.B. in a battery set. Again,
the former is the less serious, as the change of anode

leakage resistance of about i.o megohm. This seems
high but, as a result of it,' a potential divider
o .25
is formed, and a positive. voltage of iso x
r.o-Fo.25 or
3o volts is applied to the grid. As a negative bias of

only 13.5 volts is applied by the bias resistor, the
valve has a positive bias of 16.5 volts ! It need hardly

be pointed out that this would cause very serious grid
current distortion, and, in addition, the valve would
pass excessive current, with very serious consequences.

The .moral is to use the best condensers available,
preferably of the mica or oil -filled variety for this
position.

There is one other common cause of distortion with
valves, and that occurs when an attempt is made to use,
a set with a leaky grid detector as a radiogram, with the
pick-up connected to the detector (Fig. to). Either

the pick-up is connected to grid and earth and the
valve used in its normal unbiased condition, with
resultant grid -current distortion, or the detector is
permanently biased to be convenient for use with a

pick-up, which results in a mixture of leaky -grid and
anode -bend detection on radio, and is, if anything,
worse. The best method, without altering the detector,
is to provide a switch for bias, and, preferably, gang it
to the gramo-radio switch (Fig.
If the set is a
commercial model, it may be more convenient to connect

an external battery to provide bias, as in Fig.
is generally safe.

A Mysterious Rattle
ABUZZING or Tattling sound when speech or music
is being reproduced is most annoying. The
majority of causes of this fault have been described in
past issues, but one cropped up recently which, caused

quite a lot of trouble before it was located and cured,
The receiver, a battery model, buzzed so badly that it
was feared the loudspeaker cone was at fault. When
this had been inspected, -,however, it was found to be in

order, and the suspension and speech coil was then

suspected. This, too, was found to be in perfect order.
There were no loose terminals anywhere, nor any lengths
of wire which might vibrate. Altogether, the trouble
was most perplexing.
Finally, on handling the H.T. battery it was noticed
that it had a " loose ' feeling ; on shaking it something
rattled. Here was the cause of the trouble. The battery
had evidently had a fall at some time in its life, and the
compound with which it was sealed had become broken.
This allowed portions of the compound to become lodged
between the cells and the cardboard container in such a
way that they vibrated with the sound waves from the
loudspeaker, thus setting up the annoying buzz.
The cure was in this case to open the container, shake
out the offending particles, and reseal. Quite a few
H.T. batteries have these loose particles, though it would
be only in a few cases that they would cause any trouble.
It would be as well, however, to check up do this before
undertaking more exhaustive investigations elsewhere.

-(W. N.)

12.

About 4.5 v. for mains sets and z.5 v. for battery sets

PRIZE PRO BLFMS--:--1
Problem No. 452
IN order to obtain SOME experience in receiver coutruction, Williams
decided to make a simple one-ralver in which he could test homemade components. He made several items, including a dual -range coil
of the aerial type with reaction winding. After assembling the parts
and switching on, he found that the signals teem the local transmitter
were quite load nut be could not receive the more distant stations at any
strength. When be tried to improve matters by turning np the reaction
control the signal strength decreased. He tried reversing the connections
to the reaction condenser, hot the effect was just the same. What woe
wrong ?

Three books will be awarded for the flret three correct aolutions
George Newnes, LW., Toner llnuee, SAuthampton Street, Strand,
London, W.C.2. Envelopes roust be marked Problem Sr. 452 lu the

1

opened. Address your solutions to The F.elltor. FRAC, [CAL WMELESS.

top left-hand corner, and roust be posted to reach these offices not later
than the first post on Friday. Jimuary 14th, 1944.

a.

Solution to Problem 451

Bradley was not wise enough to verify whether the shaped oscillator section
of the ganged condenser had been designed for use in a circuit having an I.F.
the same as the I.F. transformers lie used. He was unfortunate, the oscillator
condenser was not suitable for use with his 1.5. components.
The following three readers successfully solved Problem No. 450 and hooks
have accordingly been forwarded to them. 11. Cobb, 21, Canning Road,

Southport, lance.: H. W. Baxter, 44, Audrey Garde., North Wembley,
Middx. ; Mrs. Edith Draper, 1, Garibaldi Terrace, Wellingborough, Northants.

RADIO ENGINEER'S VEST POCKET BOOK
3/6, or 3/9 by post from
George Newnes, Ltd., Tower House, Southampton
London, W.C.2.
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have an interplate screen between the two pairs of

Its purpose is to neutralise the effect
that electrostatic charges, on one pair of plates would
nave on the other pair. A typical shape is shown in
Fig. is and it is internally connected to the anode
having the maximum accelerating voltage. At least
one notable British tube has a double beam, this being
achieved by means of a vertical splitter plate inserted
between the final accelerating anode and the lower
(Y) deflector plates.
Almost, all high vacuum tubes have an internal
conducting wall coating (which will be described at
a later stage) and this is connected to the final accelerating 'anode by some form of spring connection. The
spring part is made from monel metal or some similar
non-magnetic alloy, and ferry. is used for the rounded
shoe, examples being shown in Fig. 53.
deflector plates.
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In assembly all the metal, parts of a cathode-ray
tube are electrically welded at one or more points, and
-a brief description of the process of welding may be
interesting. The electric welder used for this "work is
a bench unit, containing a tapped mains transformer
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or bent so that they fit together just where they are

'needed. In operation the parts to be welded are held
on the lower electrode, and the upper electrode brought
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Assembly

The mounting or assembly of cathode-ray tubes varies

with the type and with the individual 'manufacturer.
Two tubes having a widely differing appearance may
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the tips of two copper electrodes when the electrodes
are brought together. The electrodes are made from
heavy copper rod and the tips are flattened, pointed

:

,

A Vtt"
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designed to pass a large current at a low voltage between

parts that the exact distances called for in the design
are accurately and consistently maintained, and to
ensure this many intricate jigs are used'for holding the
parts in position until they are welded. Jigs are made
from steel, copper or brass and considerable care is
taken with their design and manufacture.
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Welding Electrodes

ponents are instantaneously and securely welded
together. It is very necessary when assembling the

.
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temperature.

down by means of a foot -operated treadle. At the
point of contact, a heavy current flows and the com-
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in an atmosphere of hydrogen, through a degassirig
furnace heated to Boo deg. Centigrade. Successful
degassing ran also be done in a vacuum at a similar

coating.
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Figs, 12, l3.--Internlate screen and spring connection to wall
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Degassing is another process which is very essential
with most of the parts used in cathode-ray tube con -
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stamped out, and it is necessary to clean them thoroughly
before they can be used. They are placed in wire trays

Fig. 11.-Various shapes of deflector plates.
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which are lowered into' a degreasing tank containing
trichlorethylene. This effectively dissolves all the
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(Continued from page 56, January issue.)

DEFLECTOR plates, which are also stamped from struction. Metals are porous and can hold large volumes
ferry, are arranged in two pairs placed exactly of atmospheric gases, which would have a serious effect
at right angles. Positive voltages applied to on the vacuum of the finished tube and although further
them singly cause the beam to bend and the spot is outgassing takes place during pumping, it is important
deflected. The lower pair are generally known as Y to remove as much gas as possible. before assembly.
plates (Y1, Y2) and the upper pair, nearer the screen, The parts are placed in small nickel boats and passed,
as X plates (X1, X2). They take many shapes as
x Oefrocror Pieces
shown in Fig.. Tr. It is essential that they should be
symmetrically disposed around the centre line of the
Well Coating
tube and completely rigid. Many cathode-ray tubes
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for insulating the components and stainless steel rods
(non-magnetic) for supporting and connecting them.
Another firm uses ceramic rods for supports and wires
enclosed in glass tubes for connection purposes. Some
assemblies commence at the deflector plates and work
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have precisely the same test specification and operational
use. One leading manufacturer uses quantities of mica
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downwards, others use the reverse means of construction.
Fig. 14 shows a simplified drawing of a typical assembly
for a small cathode-ray tube and this is built up from the
bottom. Each diaphragm -shaped anode and the grid are
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Flange

Fig. 17.-Another form of

Stem

disc and the main support rods are welded to the eyelets.
A different type is shown in simplified form in Fig. 27.
Here four ceramic rods are held in a clamp at the base,
and the grid disc and diaphragm anodes which are much
larger than those previously described, are slipped over
the rods. Separation is achieved by ceramic tubes
over the rods, and.connections to the various components

to the mount stiff monel metal springs which engage
on four previously made depressions at the top of the

neck of the bulb (Fig. x8). When the mount is complete
it is subjected to strict inspection. Any mistakes made

Focussing

Anodes

Preilmr nary

Accelerating
Anode

V
<

Z

in the connections to the footwires, loose welds, etc.,
must be rectified prior to the mount being sealed in
the bulb.

The Bulbs

Grid
Ceramic

-.a-insulator
08

Anode

use of thick mica " snubbers' mounted in clips alongside
the deflector plates in the mica. Another way is to fasten

z
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a
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ee e G

Grid

Accelerating

are made with wires in glass tubing. To ensure that
the assembly shall not move with respect to "the bulb,
and thus cause the spot to move if the finished tube
is used in apparatus subject to vibration, means are
taken to hold it to the glass. One method is by the

or

.n 0

Preliminary

assembly.

Plates

©e

Focussing
Anodes

grid,

accelerating and focusing anodes and deflector plates
are welded to the appropriate footwires.
A general idea of a large cathode-ray babe is shown
in Fig. z6. Owing to its greater weight and size it is not
possible to rely on the footwires to hold it rigid. Instead,
a nickel band is clamped round the circular foot. A strip
of mica of fine gauze is put round the foot first so that
the bolts may be firmly tightened. Four lugs from the
-foot band are 'clipped round a thick eyeletted ceramic
X Deflector

O

Final
Accelerating
Anode

Anode

and then the connections to heater, cathode,

1

g ,,,t3s.,

Tube

Two of the support rods are welded to wires on the foot
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Separators
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ensured that the separation of electrodes is accurate.
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holes which are welded to the main stainless steel support
rods. The whole assembly is quite rigid and jigs have
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Fig. 15.-Method of securing anode to mica disc.
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Each mica disc has several eyeletted

Close Fitting Collar Welded Round Upper
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Plates

secured to circular mica discs by means of a collar
electrically welded. This is shown more clearly irt Fig.
15 ; the tubular section of the focusing anode is held
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Foot Band
Flange

Bulbs are received from separate glass works, and

befor they can be used they must be checked for
dimensions and examined for flaws. Owing to the

comparatively large size of the bulbs the glass is much
thicker than that found in valves. Because of the -need
for a flat, or nearly flat, surface at the screen end there
are stresses set up which sometimes cause the implosion

-or collapsing inwards-of the bulb when a high

pumping. To prevent
this the screen end is much thicker than the walls of the
tube. In very large tubes the screen end may be
thick. Before uSe the glass must be thoroughly
vacuum is attained during

e e\Stem

Fig. 16.-An example of
a large cathode-ray tube
assembly.

cleaned and one method of doing this is to swill the
tube out with dilute hydrofluoric acid. As this acid

eats into the glass it is flushed away with powerful jets
of water, gas -heated ovens being used for drying.
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Applying Coatings
The further preparation of the bulb consists in applying
the screen and the conducting wall coatings. There
are two types of wall coating, one of which, lead sulphide,

February, 1944

Febrtiary, 1944

Stiff Spring
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is applied before screening, and the other, of colloidal
graphite, after screening. In the former case the bulb

Cur,ent

Onell.'Orted 5,no

20

r.eed
Sulphide

is stood on its screen end and a quantity of carbon
tetrachloride poured in. The amobnt determines where
the wall coating begins. On top of the carbon tetrachloride is poured the clear lead sulphide solution up
to where the wall coating is required to finish.' The
two liquids do not mix. After the bulb has been
standing for a few hours the lead sulphide becomes

anode current appreciably also. Assuming that you are
using transformer coupling, -be sure that you are using
correct bias voltage on your first L.F. valve grid,''
otherwise, you will be producing distortion of the
amplified wave -form, which, when passed through the
transffirmer, will be amplified again by the second L.F.,

15

/0

Carbon

-s

Tetra -

Chloride

deposited as a hard black skin. Fig. 19 shows the final
appearance of the process. The liquids are siphoned
off for use again. When the bulb has been swilled out
Depression in
with distilled water and baked in a gas -heated oven, it
is ready for screening. The second type of wall coating
Neck of 8.s'
consists of a colloidal solution of graphite which 'is put Fig. i 8 (above). - Positioning
on with a specially shaped brush after the screen has been
spring.
- applied. The graphite is toughened with Sodium lactate
or sodium silicate and the bulb is baked in a gas -heated Fig. 19 (right). -Lead sulphide
wall coating:
oven before further operations.

962 65 432

and likewise accentuate, or show up, the distortion
even more.
Well, Mr. Robinson, I rather think your trouble

;

No

Crtd Current

Fig. 3. -Shows the result of securing
correct operating conditions.
Grid Swing

Sine

will pass unnoticed, or to bring our grid -amplified swings

more to the central point of the straight line of curve,
by increasing our bias volts from 1.9 volts to 3 volts,

(To be co Winfred.)

which will just bring the amplified voltage swings to the
ends of the straight, or linear sections.
" Such large variations of anode current are actually

Secondary Batteries -6
Further Details of the Charging Room and

Its Equipment.

By G. A.

T.

To

Main board

these boards have
no cutout they

are for use with

bulb and dry

Board B.

No. I circuit.
No. 2 circuit.
No. 3 circuit.
No. 4. circuit.

n cells charging at 6 amps.
n cells charging at Kamps.

Total ..

18.5 amps.

n cells charging at 1.5 amps.
n cells charging ht 2 amps.
n cells charging at 3 amps.
a cells charging at 5 amps.

rectifiers, and not

Total ..

erator sets, for
should the supply
fail there is no

Independent Board for Alkaline
One circuit only. it alkaline cells at to amps. Total
charging current utilised -4o amps.

that type of rec-

connected in any one series to D.C. supply of 75 volts is
; and that of alkaline is I75.85
2.o
Therefore; with the above arrangetnent; a cells may be

with motor genback feed through
tifier

where no
cutout
is

installed.

11.5 -amps.

The total number of lead acid cells which may be

Suoh boards charged simultaneously with charging currents from

need not be elaborate or 'difficult

Ceil
6,42rd,

circuit and rebuild it, but this time purchase Practical
Wireless Tested Circuits, price 6s. 6d. or ' Practical

with your receiver."

April, 1932

II. First appearance

of

B.B.C.

conductor, Stanford Robinson.

Bach

Orchestra,

24. Manuel de Falla conducted a concert of his own
works.
28. First broadcast by . B.B.C. Light Orchestra,
%conductor, Percy Pitt.

3*, 1931

3. First broadcast by B.B.C. Studio Orchestra,
conductor, Constant Lambert.
!a. First broadcast by B.B.C. Studio Symphony
Orchestra, conductor, Percy Pitt.
27. First broadcast by B.B1C. Theatre Orchestra,
conductor, Leslie Woodgate.

August, 1931

19. Two acts of " Tristan and Isolde " relayed from the
festival at Bayreuth.

must not exceed that shown above, the charging current

November, 1931

charged at t amp., provided the total current does not
exceed the total output of the rectifier. To obtain the
total current, add together the charging current of each

total D.C. output
of the rectifier is
40 amps at 75 Summary of Equipment for Charging Rociin-Lead Acid
volts, this may
Quantity of sulphuric acid of r.27o S.G. anti 1.350
be allocated to S.G. contained in to gallon carboys.
A quantity of
the 'three boards distilled water for topping up cells, or breaking down
as follows :
acid to a lower S.G . as 'required for various types of

March, 1932

Tune, 1931

cheaply.
Load Control
Assuming t h e

obtained quite may be varied as 'required, e.g., 211 batteries may be

Fig. I. -A typical single -circuit

fitting a small preset condenser in the aerial circuit,
and adjust the bias on the first L.F. valve.
" If you still have trouble, Mr. Robinson, scrap the

,17. North Regional station at Moorside Edge opened.

May, 1931

fittings could be

separate series circuit.

then try reducing your input to the first valve by

15. New B.B.C. Dance Orchestra under Henry Hall to
replace that directed by Jack Payne.
26. First of " Music -Hall " series presented by J. E.
Sharman and John Watt.

(Continued Iron, page 119)

October, 1931

in the above example, is equal to to amps.
the essential which,
Although the total number of cells connected in series

To Battery or

grid swing potentials are too large to be handled by the

I- amp. to to amps. The total current must not exceed
40 amps, but where the alkaline circuit is not utilised,
extra current is available for the load acid batteries

to make, and, during normal times,

with the volume control all out (viz., minimum volume),

not the case in practice with an ordinary battery set Wireless Service Manual,' price 8s. 6d. published by
like yours, Mr. Robinson, but it's probable that your George Newnes, Ltd. You will be more satisfied, and
first -L.F. valve is causing too big a grid swing on the you will learn .a lot snore. I did.
second L.F., and causing it to overload, that is, the
" Well, good-bye, Mr. Robinson. I wish you success

THE B.B.C.'S TWENTY-FIRST BIRTHDAY

THESE two boards provide a total of. eight Board A.
independent charging circuits. Where alkaline
No. 1 circuit. n cells charging at 12 amp.
batteries are also to be charged a separate
No. 2 circuit. a cells charging at 4 amps.
No. 3 circuit.
No. 4 circuit.

is due to too small a voltage on your second L.F. and
not sufficient negative bias; the latter will account for
heavy anode current, and the former for the distortion
or a combination of both actions in each case. These
are the conditions you have, Mr. Robinson, as shown in
Fig. 2, and what you really require is shown by Fig. ,3.
O.K., Mr. Robinson ? If it still overloads, or distorts

BURDETT, A.M.I.I.A.

(Continued I rom page 63, January issue.)

compartment should be provided, and a pair of cables
looped from board (A) to feed a further panel. Fig.
illustrates a typical board having one circuit fitted with
a variable resistance and ammeter enabling a variable
charging current of 6 to to amps to be utilised. Since

123

second valve curve without cutting off the peaks X
and Y.
" The suggestions for you, Mr. Robinson, are to
increase your H.T. supply, and also increase the negati,Ve
bias on the output valve grid, which will reduce your

I. First of series of weekly evening services from
St. Michael's, Chester Square (conducted by Rev.
W..H. Elliott).

19. Weekly bulletin at 7.20 p.m. on Thursdays relating
to Service re -unions and later to Government and
other Public Services instituted.
December, 1931

18. First appearance of the B.B.C. Chamber Orchestra,
conductor, Constant Lambert.

February, 1932
25. First broadcast by B.B.C. Wind Orchestra, conductor,
Percy Pitt.

4. First of series of talks interchanged between the
B.B.C. and CBS.

May, 1932

15. B.B.C. move to Portland Place.

Broadcasting
House becomes headquarters of the B.B.C.
23. Talk by Amelia Earhart on her record trans -Atlantic
flight.

June, 1932
12. Scottish Regional station opened at Westerglen. '
29. First broadcast service from All Soul's, Langham
Place.

Ju17.v,R1in9ng

and Queen visit new London H.Q.'s of the

B.B.C.

August, 1932
22. Television programme transmitted by Baird process

taken over by the B.B.C. from Baird Television

Co., Ltd.

November, 1932

ix. World Radio published its first Empire edition.
December, 1932

29. Inauguration of Empire broadcasting service from
Daventrv.
25. First
Round the Empire " Christmas Day
programme. Broadcast message front H.M. King
George V.
-. Festival of Elgar Celebration concerts.
(To b: continued.)
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SASISONS SURPLUS STORES

Plan your future
NOW
BIG developments
vision

have

in

been
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Offer the following genuine articles

.

H.M.V. TELEVISION ASSIAIRLIFTS
(1I.LPItt uuuseai chassis) consisting of amirox.
150 useful components, Comprising resistors
(I to 2 watt) tubular condensers. valve holders, etc., 27/6.
TELEVISION CHASSIS (new) Win. gain.

The Season's
Greetings

to all Candler students
who are
readers of
"Practical Wireless."

with 60 cond. and resin. (W. holders.
Radio and Tele- mounted
7 -screened coils, vnl. control. etc.. 326.
forecast.

There

INSTRUMENT WIRES DWS 28 g.

5' -

will be splendid opportunities for trained per lib. reel. 42 and 43 DWS 43 enamelled,
men

to

secure

well -paid

profitable spare -time work.

positions

or

UNIVERSAL_l.b 1/16 h.p. Motors, 22v. 1,500

CONDENSERS. 100 mfd., 6v.,
mfd.. 12v.. 1/- ; 200 mfd., 12v.. 2'3.: 250
ledge and efficiency, so that you may face 4
Special
mfd.. 25v..
: 6 mid 50v., 1/3.
the future with confidence.
line of T.C.C.. can 50 mid.. 25v.. plus' 20
mfd., 30v.. 3.3.
CONDENSERS. 200v. working
YOU MUST KNOW MATHS 4PAPER
mfd.. 5/8 400v. working 2 mfd.. 2,19:
If you wish to understand Radio or any 1 mfd. 1/9 : .5 350v.. D. ; .5 1,000v..2/-;
locks
.1 and .2 350v.. 1/-; .05 351Iv. 1,-.
other technical subject, you must _know comprising
six .01 and one :025 350v.. 3/6 ;
Mathematics. Our method of Home -Study 2 Mid.. 200v..
2,3.
Tuition makes maths really interesting PHILLIPS AERIAL and H.F.T.
Medium and, long -wave, in one can with
`and easy to learn.
trimmer. 2/6. Diagram supplied.
350-0-350 with two 4v.
Post coupon for free details of our TRANSFORMERS,
amp, and one 6.3v, at -6 amp. 150 m -a..
Home -Study Courses in Mathematics, 245.; 230 to 110v. 100w., 22/6.
Radio Reception, Transmission,
RESISTORS. w.w. vit.. 100 ohin 10 w., 2/Servicing, Television and Radio
50 ohm 6 w., 1/3. Potentiometers w.w.
Calculations.
50.000, 2,000, 5,6. Var. w.w. resistor (present

Now is the time to increase your know- BI

type) 200, 400. 500 and 1.000 ohrhs, 2/6.

T. & C. RADIO COLLEGE,

SLEEVING. 3/6 doz. yards. 4 mm. 6d. per
yard,SCREWS.

2, THE MALL, EALING, W.5

4. 6 B.A., 5d. doz., 2 B.A., 6d. doz.

'r R. LIIMERS, Phillips, 100 p.f. max., 1/-;

(Post in unsealed envelope, id. stamp.)

I
I

Please send me free details of your
Home -Study Mathematics and Radio
Courses.

NAME

I ADDRESS
I

P,47

2, 4 and 6. 5d. doz. Nuts,
Twin .0005
TUNING CONDENSERS.
single bakelite
c.000era5m. 2ice..716 : 3 -gang, 7/6 ;
B.A.y

T.C.C. 5-35 p.f., 9d.
I

YA X LEY TYPE SWITCHES, 5 pos. single
bank and 3 pos. ditto.. 2/6 : 3 -bank 12 pos.,
3'9; 5 pos. 5 bank. 5 6 5 pos. 6 bank.
6/6. Wafers 6d.. ceramic ditto, Ad.
FOR CALLERS ; Large assortment of
stocks of radio service requirements ;
flex, wirlS cable, etc., of all descriptions.
No C.O.D.,
Postage Extra.
SAMSONS SURPLUS STORES.
160-171, Edgware Road, London, %V.2.

H. Freeman
(London Manager)

THE CANDLER SYSTEM COMPANY

TN reviewing

the

results

of

the

Candler system of Morse Code
1943, we feel
justifiable pride in the fact that a very
large proportion of Candler trained
operators are now serving in the Army,
Navy and Air Force ; others are acting
as WIT instructors, or carrying out
W,:T work of national importance.
If any readers of "Practical Wireless"
resolve that in 1944 they .will become
proficient W/T operators, or improve
their present efficiency in Morse Code
work, they are invited to make application for the Candler " Book of
It gives full details of the
Facts."
Candler courses for Beginners and
training for the Year

batteries. A number- of .vessels in glass, wood, glazed and posts. Suitable lugs and spade terminals should
earthenware or plastic ifmterial for mixing electrolyte. always be provided 'and securely " sweated " to cables
A number of one -gallon glass jars to facilitate the handling of sufficient current carrying capacity. Fig. z illustrateS
of electrolyte. Glass or 'plastic funnels for pouring the various types of terminals and lugs in use. Types
electrolyte into cells. Rubber tubing for syphoning acid (a) and (b) are used fOr small batteries of the radio
from carboys (a special pump is preferable). A ther- type and are obtainable in a number of sizes. Type (c)
mometer. for measuring. temperature of electrolyte. is used for, larger batteries and has .connections made
Hydrometers and "yringe for- measuring S.G. Special to charging panel terminals. To facilitate connecting

bulb syringe for topping up small batteries and extracting and disconnecting it is advisable to cut off a piece of the
small quantities of electrolyte from -cells where required. spade, at in (a). Where the terminals of the.. charging
Glass measuring tube for testing the height of electrolyte board armil.` anchored " as in (d) this procedure is
in cells. Moying coil voltmeter with cadmium stick for essential for charging the leads of the board when other
testing P.D. of cells during charge and discharge. Volt- types of batteries are also -to be charged. The lugs (e)

meter or cell tester with oad as described in Article 3.
Box of fine sawdust for dealing with spilt acid and for
replenishing that on the bench. Box of hi -carbonate
of soda for similar purpose and for dealing with spilt
acid on clothing or 'body. Jar of household ammonia,
also utilised for spilt acid on clothing or body.

Denver,

76- Whit. bolt.

Nut welded here

Washer welded

to end of bolt/,

No battery charging station is complete without a
workbench and vice, if only, for small repairs to plant

Other Accessories -

Candler
System
Co.,
Colorado, U.S.A.

Strip iron
3appro

Quantity of anti -sulphuric enamel for applying to
Fire extinguishers,
exposed woodwork and. metal.
buckets of sand and water. Where al mline batteries are
also dealt with, special hydrometers, cell testers, syringes,
vessels, etc., must also be obtained. On no account
must those used for -either lead acid or alkaline be used
for the other.

Candler Code Courses are supplied on
Cash or Monthly payment terms.

The

type batteries. All lugs and tags should be' periodically

of pure water, running water from tap is preferable.

and batteries. Since special skill is required for replating
and the general overhaul of batteries, a separate section
will deal with this type of work

(51...0.)1 11 Kingsway, London, W.C.2.

are used for connecting to the terminal posts of M.T.

Quantity

Operators.

THE CANDLER SYSTEM CO.
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Battery charging is often inefficiently tarried out owing

to poor battery connections which give rise to inter-

mittent charging. Aciclents, including explosions, are
also liable to be caused when the connections consist

of odd ends of cable twisted round battery terminals

8

A

,'Seven Seas

Cables of smart

rs are at work

size- soldered here'

Battery port
Fig. 3.-A most afecetive piece of equipment for removing hggs

scraped and smeared with pure Vaseline to prevent
corrosion. Difficulty is often experiene'ed-in removing
lips from the posts of M.T. type batteries. These
should not be forced with a sprewdriver or similar type
Of tool as it may cause damage to the battery, Fig. -3
illustrates a suitable drift for this purpose which is
simple to maki with sheet iron bent and drilled as
shown,
When charging batteries it is essential, as pointed
earlier in this series, that the charging current.
is kept constant. In any event this current must

not exceed the maximum permissible charging current
for a particular size or type of battery on
charge. The temperature, too, must be kept below a
safe figure (usually too deg. F. in respect of lead

It is important therefore that the charging station owner or operator is aware of how a
acid cells).

specific value of charging current is calculated.
formula given below clearly illustrates this:

The

Assume the installed' plant has a rated output of

volts, 6 amps :
It is desired to charge zo lead acid cells in series at
a current of 4 amps.
Total maximum voltage of cells when fully charged=
zo x 2.8=56 volts.
Minimum voltage of cells when first conneeted--x 20=36 volts. The charging current passing through a single cell or
series of cells depends upon (i) voltage of D.C. supply,
and (2) back E.M.F. of cells on charge. This is repre75

,

-

Suitable cabie sweated

into lugs
Terminal
2 ,B.A Threid,

(11!ii,1
I

Sp/it pin to
prevent loss
Panel)
Fig. 2. -Various topes of connecting tugs and tag essential in
the charging room.

sented by the folloWing formula.

Charging Current=
Vciltage of Supply -Voltage or P.D. of cells
Total internal resis. of cells+external series resistance.

Assuming the internal resistance of each cell to be

0.02 Ohms, the total resistance of eels in series= Resis.
of one x No. of cells=o.o2 x zo=o.T ohms.
When first put on charge the charging current with

75-36 -97.5 amps.
no external resistance would be o.oz
x 20
Since the current is too high for charging purposes
some external resistance must be included.
. . Total resistance required=

Voltage of supply-P.D. of ceps
Required current"
The required current given above was 6 amps.
(To be continued.)
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COMMUNICATIONS DEPEND

Low-frequencyAmplifier Design -5
This Fifth

Article of

a

Series.
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Deals With Paraphase Amplifiers, and *With Negative Feedback

FUNDAMENTALLY, there -is little difference between
push-pull and paraphase amplification. It may be

the two push-pull valves is " collected

by the centre -

taped speaker transformer, or by means of a tapped

that the two forms of circuit appear a good deal choke, exactly as for other forms of push-pull.
different when first considered, but it is not difficult to

find their points of similarity. As pointed out last
month, the object of push-pull is to apply the two

The ''Flaxite Chains' at Work

Degeneration

half -waves of audio -frequency to a two -valve stage in
It is not necessary to by-pass the bias resistor of the
such a manner that the negative half -cycle is applied phase inverter, since there is a good deal of degeneration
to the grid of one valve, at the same time as the positive or negative feed -back provided by R.2, and the slight
t half -cycle is applied to the other. This means that the additional degeneration due to Rc is of no consequence.
two valves are operating at opposite phase.
It is, of coarse, due to this degeneration (briefly
In paraphase the same principle applies. Instead of explained in No. a of this series) that the phase inverter
employing a centre -tapped transformer to feed the does not provide any appreciable gain. An excellent
two push-pull valves, however, we use a different type of valve for use as phase inverter is a sharp -cut-off
method of obtaining phase reversal, or phase inversion, pentode with the screen and anode joined together so
for one of the valves. Fig. r shows a simple form of that the valve acts as a triode. In any case, it is desirable
practical circuit. The first valve is a normal L.F. amplifier to use a valve of high amplification fattor,. and which
-it may be the triode section of a double -diode -triode. requires a low value of bias resistor. If a low -a valve

This is followed by another valve, which is generally were used the value of the bias resistor might be
known as a phase inverter. It may be regarded as an appreciable in respect of the load resistors; in that
amplifier, but in point, of fact it produces very little gain. case by-passing would be an advantage.
Instead of there being a single

load resistance in the anode

Nia

circuit of the valve, two separate

H Ti'-

and equal load resistances are
used. One is in the anode cir-

" What's wrong with our wireless today ?
ii's never behaved in that way I
(When FLUXITING, you see,
Our bright fad, you'll agree,
Should have switched off the juice, the
young joy.)

ON SMALL

PARTS...

See that FLU XITE is always
by you-in the house-garage

- workshop - wherever
speedy soldering is needed.

Used for over 30 years in
government works and by

dependent on the proved
reputation and reliability
their
component
of
parts.

asiice
ca-Lcs

Ask to see the FLUXITE
SMALL -SPACE

ployed had an optimum load

SOLDER-

ING SET-compact but sub-

of 2o,00m ohms (that is, if the
optimua output were given
with resistor of this value

stantial-complete with full
instructions, 716.

in the anode circuit) the two
in

question

should
ao,000

To

ohms when the valve is used
Phase Splitting

The output from the L.F.
amplifier is applied between

the grid of the phase inverter

the

cathode

and

anode

Your wheels will NOT

FLUXITE-but IMPORTANT.

The FLUXITE GUN

and earth. This means that
the grid and the earth line are
out of, phase. In the same manner the cathode and anode of
the valve are out of phase.
in

CYCLISTS :

keep round and true unless the spokes
are tied with fine wire at the crossings
and SOLDERED.
This makes a much
stronger
wheel.
It's
simple-with

for phase inversion.

Se we include load resistances

instances
pieces
are wholly

quite intricate

of apparatus

the leading engineers and
manufacturers.
Of all
8d., 114 and 218.

R.2 in Fig., a.
Each is equal
in value to one-half of the
optimum load of the valve.
For exemple, if the valve em-

each have a value of

countless

N

I

ironmongers-in tins,

a

cuit and the other is in the
These two
cathode circuit.
loads are shown as R.' and

resistors

...

puts FLUXITE

where you want it
by a simple pres-

Output

Phase Inverter
'

've

Ame Fig. 1.-A simple form of oaroPhase amPfifier, with single triode Phase inverter.

circuit, and feed iron) the two
electrodes to the grids of our push-pull stage. The
circuit is, in fact, slightly out of balance due to the
inclusion in the cathode lead of a bias resistor, marked
Re, and to the capacity beikeen the cathode and heater
of the phase inverter. Thd effect of the bias resistor is
negligible, however, since its value is bound to be low
by comparison with that of the load resistor. And the
capacity between cathode and heater is so low that its
reactance will approach infinity at all except extremely
nigh audio frequencies. In practice therefore, these
two unwanted effects can be ignored.

The two push-pull valves are resistance -capacity fed,
and the values of grid condensers, Cg, the grid leaks,
R5, and the bias resistor R,, will be determined in
exactly the same manner as previously explained in this
series when dealing with R.C. coupling. Output from

Elimination of P. -P. Transformer

What are the advantages of paraphrase by comparison
transformer -coupled push-pull ?
The most
important advantage is the high degree of fidelity which
with

Price 116, or
filled, 216.
sure.

FLUXITE

has previously been shown that a

IT SIMPLIFIES ALL SOLDERING
Write for Book on the ART OF " SOFT "
SOLDERING and for Leaflets on CASEHARDENING STEEL and TEMPERING
TOOLS with FLUXITE, also on " WIPED
JOINTS."
Price Id. each.

provided

it

transformer produces a certain amount of frequency

requirement, therefore, a paraphale amplifier cannot
well be beaten from any point of view.
It is scarcely necessary to consider component values
in detail, because the values are all determined in the

one is

the

world.

Every

the finest of its class, and the

best for any -job.

Snap -action, low and
constant
contact resistance,
reliable
performance for tens of thousands of
operations :
all these are permanent
characteristics.

of the public on
delivery
until
peaceful
gence

conditions return. Please
quote priority and contract
Number.

MECHANICS brIni4AVE

distortion, even when one of the most expensive type is
employed. To compensate for the absence of voltage
amplification provided by a transformer it becomes
necessary to use an additional low -gain valve stage, but
two R.C. valve stages are no more costly than a really
good transformer. When high-fidelity is the prime

is

THE best Radio and small Electrical
in

sign and workmanship, and
every article bearing our
Trade Mark has to pass
exacting and exhaustive

tests during the course of
its production.
We ask the kind indul-

BULGIN
FOR SWITCHES
Switches

All products from the
House of Bulgin are preeminent for superior de-

FLUXITE LTD. (DEPT. W.P.)
BERMONDSEY ST., S.E.I.

ALWAYS DEPEND ON

BULGIN

REGISTERED TRADE* MARK
A. F. BULGIN & CO., LTD., BYE -PASS RD., BARKING, ESSEX
TEL. RIPPLEWAY 3474 (4 LINES)

A

same manner as they are ,for other resistance -capacity coupled stages of the kind previously described.

of solution

rlL4 L I- C., I

Mr. Robinson. You say you get unsatisreproduction, inferior quality and
factory
Yes,
gain.
few
" Well, now,- let me see. Let's just run over
points first, shall we ?

" Firstly, your L.T. battery. You say it is fully
charged. All right then, that clears .point one satisfactorily. Unless, of course, there as a circuit leak

somewhere which you may have overlooked.
" You've checked that ! And there appears to be
none at all. All right, Mr. Robinson, that does clear
point one.
" Secondly, you did say that your grid bias battery
was all right ? You checked that too.
" Right -ho, Mr. Robinson. I assume, of course, that
you have a reliable voltmeter ? You have a good and
expensive one of high ohms -per -volt value ! Good
then, that clears point two.
" Now your H.T. battery. Is that above suspicion ?
Well, of course, you know, you cad
It's a new one !

buy a. new battery which appears to be good., butoh, you checked it on load, did you ? Was Were any
difference in voltage than when off load ? Just a volt
or two, very little. O.K., well, that appears to clear
up point three, and we are satisfied that the potential
supply is satisfactory. Right, Mr. Robinson, let us
check and consider your other information.
" You say that the loudspeaker you are using is of
the balanced armature type, giving a load of 2000, ohms,

and_is connected direct in the output circuit, and you
checked the current, you say ? Eighteen milliamps !
Rather high, don't you think, for one valve ? When
you consider that the other, two valves are probably

by the loudspeaker - is 2,000 ohms and the current is
18 milliamps.

" Now, as you probably know, the potential across
any circuit section is the product of its resistance and
D.C. current. Right. So by ohms law, the potential
across the speaker is:
1

" Therefore you see, there is a voltage -drop of 36 volts
across the speaker coil, leaving only 52o v.-36 v. = 84 v.

That is a little low, you
know, and the load caused
by that valve is liable to

milliamps, which,
in
comparison,
seems quite small,
" Did you check

the volts applied
to the plate of

x

your output

valve, Mr. Robin-

No!

us

calculate a little. Your load

r,
Z'

HT*

tages to be lower than what

they should be for proper
functioning. However, for

the moment we will as-

sume that they are
right.
' Now,

this

all

is - - 5 4

where we can help
matters by consulting a characteristic
curve, or a number

e

O

Arprifold

Grid

5iis

Currynt

4,-eis.

V/

Dish:41P

such curves.
Grid Swing Stn.
Mr. Robinson.
" These curves Fig. 2.-Depicts the conditions snider
which the valve was operating.
are only rough and
approximate, but
they will do to serve our purpose.

V2

" Let us take first of all, curve r, Fig.

J

I
1.

grid bias, negative, there is no anode current,
then it rises slowly at 8 volts, then rather
sharply from 74 volts and maintains a straight
line in equal bias volts afterwards. There is a

need to be at

I

O
go

I.

V3

point, of course, where this state of affairs
stops slowly and bends over to the right,to
That means that any
s saturation point.
x
r
increase of bias positive value does not
necessarily increase the anode current,
but actually tends to decrease it slowly.
x
" For good, satisfactory results, we

+-- as

dlr.

r25

I.

ti

I

i

V4

of

.4

s

-74
I

t.

3

5 1---"""'"........."1
Fig. 1.-The family of characteristic
carves which should help to convince

Mr. Robinson of his errors.

the centre -point of the

straight portion, or linear section, of the
curve. The reason is this if you glance
at the sine wave I have drawn vertically,
you will see that peaks x and y are
faithfully produced, that is, when the
swings of the original sine curve are
applied to the grid, and shown amplified.
If, however, the anode volts are less
than what they should really be, say, as
in your case, 84, shown as curve 4, the
top peaks X are cut off, as shown at XI.
This, of course, Mr. Robinson, is not the
state of affairs we Want, is it ? That is, if
we maintain,i, the same anode current,
which

.5

X

2

cause the other valve vol-

sra.s, Now

don't you think?

let

X

in the region of 15o mA, when the two 6L6 valves are
operatedditi class AB', as they are in the diagram.
One small refinement is the inclusion of icio,000-ohm
is

normal R.C. coupling, and also acts as a " straight
This will produce slight out -of -balance, due to the
amplifier, feeding into the grid of V.4. The grid of feed -back being taken from only one of the push-pull
V.3, which is really the phase-splitter, is fed from a valves, but the added complication of taking feed -back
tapping on the grid leak of V.4 ; the position of this from both valves is scarcely justified. The .0002-mfd.
tapping is such that the input to V.3 is equal to the fixed condenser between the anode of V.i and earth is not

Anode volts t5o. You can see that, at 9 volts

say, three to five

Well,

25
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input to V.2. In consequence, the output from valves essential, but it tends to prevent parasitic oscillation at
V.2 and V.3, which are of the same type, is identical, very high audio frequencies.
Before leaving the subject of paraphase amplification,
but of opposite phase. By making slight adjustment of
the tapping point complete " balance " of the circuit it should be stated that, although triodes are indicated
may be effected.
' in Figs. z and 2, 'tetrodes and pentodes may equally
The theoretically correct value of that portion of the well be employed. In general, it is most economical
grid leak marked x can be found by dividing the total of valves and current supply to employ tetrodes in the

E=IxR.--- 000 x 2,000=36 volts.

consuming, shall I

son?

0

18

on the plate of the valve.

.

stopper resistors in the grid circuits of the push-pull
Two -valve Phase Inverter
Another form of phase inverter (sometimes described valves. These tend to compensate for any small out -of as a phase-splitter) is shown in Fig. 2. This is slightly balance between the two valves and improve the general
more complicated in form, but has the advantage that stability. Their use has been mentioned in connection
all valve cathodes are sensibly at earth potential. with ordinary push-pull.
A more noteworthy feature is the provision of negative
Because of this, there is less likelihood of hum being
introduced. Referring to Fig. 2, the valve VA is a voltage feed -back from the anode of V.3 to the screen of
normal L.F. amplifier, and probably the triode of a V.I. The feed -back voltage is taken from a potentiometer
double -diode triode. V.2 is fed from it through a comprising a 5.5 megohm and a 250,000 -ohm reslstoi.

An Imaginary Conversation Between L. H. Gibson and Mr. Robinson, Whose Troubles
Were Described in Problem No. 448
AH,
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corresponds

here

to

a

bias

potential of 4.9 volts.
' Now, 'if we wish to arrange our
voltages when amplified within the limits
of the curve we must make a few alterations. Either to increase the voltage on

the plate to something over zoo volts,

where the small amount of X peak cut-off
(Continued on page 123.)

'1 T-

Phase Inverts%
Mr'
L. f:Amp
sir

final adjustment can then be carried out by trial. Valves
V.2 and V.3 can be separate, or a double triode may be

It

is

ors

Fig. 2.-Another paraphase circuit, where two valves ore used -in the phase -inverter circuit.

resistance of the grid leak by the stage gain of V.2 ;
used.

Output

hardly necessary to .add that the two

output stage, with a high -mu triode or sharp -cut-off
pentode with screen grid tied to the anode-, as 'phase inverter. The valve which precedes the phase -inverter
may be of any type which will give sufficient output
fully to load the push-pull stage ; this assumes that the

anode -load resistors marked Ra should each be equal
in value to the optimum load of each of the valves used phase -inverter stage will not produce any gain, whereas
in the phase -splitting stage, since each represents the in practice one may expect an overall gain up to about
complete load of one valve.
1.5 to I.
Thirty -watt Paraphase Amplifier
Fig. 3 shows a complete diagram of a 3o -watt amplifier
using American valves of types which are now well known
on this side of -the Atlantic. The circuit closely resembles

Negitive Feed -back

A good deal of reference has been made in this article
to the use of degeneration or ftegative feed -back. This
subject was treated to a minor degree in the first article

of this series. There, however, reference was made
principally to current feed -back. This is obtained in -the
simplest form by omitting the usual by-pass condenser
the phase-inverter.pentode, however, is used as a triode, in parallel with the cathode bias resistor. If the degree
the screen being tied to the anode. Incidentally, it of degeneration obtained by that means is too great,
should be added that this circuit is not original, but is it is possible to use two bias resistors in series to provide
one taken from an American source. The circuit has, the necessary voltage drop, and to by-pass only one of
however, been used and has ^ proved eminently 'them. Alternatively, a variable or pre-set resistor may
satisfactory. The only disadvantage, from some points be used, connecting the by-pass condenser (an electrolytic
of view, is that an H.T. voltage of between 400 and of 25 mfd. is desirable) between. the slider and one end
that shown in Fig. 1, but there ate a few refinements,
and use is made of high -gain tetrodes and pentodes ;

450 -is required, and the total anode current consumption .of the resistance element.
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May, 1928

119

April, 1930.

20. Inauguration of Sunday afternO.on Bach Church 18. Relay of Bach's St. Matthew Passion from the
Cantata series.
Thomaskirche, Leipzig.
23. Shakespeare Birthday celebrations broadcast from
August, 1928
Stratford -on -Avon.
in. Eye -witness account of Menin Gate broadcast.
-

6L6

(British Legion pilgrimage.)

I
L.5

May, 1930.
31. Opening of Bristol Air Port by H.R.11. Prince George.

1928.

-. The B.B.C. completed arrangements for the building
of new headquarters in London to replace Savoy June, 1930.
Hill.
Supplemeglal Agreement between the Postmaster General and the British Broadcasting Corporation.
October, 1928.
15. Sir James Barrie's first broadcast (from Jedburgh July, 1930.
'
where he received the Freedom of the city).
8. Opening of India House by H.M. King George V.
3o. Inauguration of experimental transmission of still
pictures by the Fultograph process froth Daventry.
November, 1928.

21. First announcement broadcast of the 'illness

of

H.M. King George V. Thereafter medical bulletins
of official statements were broadcast whenever issued.

December, 1928.
12.
First broadcast

August, 1930.
4. Broadcast of arrival of Miss Amy Johnson at
Croydon.
16. Arrival- of Rroo at Cardington from Canada
broadcast.

by

H.M. Queen Mary.
INatienal Wireless
Chorus formed.
January, 1929.
16. First issue of The
Listener published.

Fig. 3.-A 30 -watt amplifier with triode phase -inverter. All valves are American types which are well
known and often used in this country.

October, 1929.

21. Brookmans Park trans-

mitter took over from

In voltage feed -back the usual method is to feed back reproduction, and one main disadvantage. An advantage
from the anode of the output valve to the grid of the same is that it prevents the amplifier from falling into self valve a voltage which is out of phase. This is auto- oscillation, as it may do at certain frequencies. Another
matically done, since there is always phase reversal .and more important advantage is that it tends to make
through a valve amplifier ; when the grid goes negative the amplifier independent of variations in output load.
the anode goes positive, and vice versa. It is not always That is, if the load changes the degeneration automatidesirable to feed bank the full inverse potential, and the cally applies a " corrective balance."
This is
arrangement shown in Fig. 4 may be used. Here it very valuable when using an output transformer,
will be seen that a potentiometer is -connected across the the impedance .of which necessarily varies over the
tit with a condenser in series, and feedback to the audio -frequency range. It also makes possible the
't is taken from the, tapping on this potentio- connection of additionl speakers without the need foi
meter.
t Will be seen that the system of degeneration altering the output coupling. In short, it causes the
shown in Fig. 3 resembles that indicated in simpler form valve to behave in most respects as though it Were of
in Fig. 4. Another negative feed -back circuit is given very low 'impedance, with the result that the regulation
in Fig. 5. In this case the lower " Iimb " of the is very good.

potentiometer is made up of the grid condenser and

leak in series. Advantiges of Degeneration
The use of negative feed -back has a number of valuable
advantages in amplifiers, required for high-fidelity

Oxford Street. London
Regional Station opened.

November, 1929.
14.

Birthday programme
members of the
B.B.C. staff.
by

January, 1980.
21. World broadcast of the.
opening of the Naval

Conference by MM. the

King in the House of
Lords.

The chief disadvantage is that degeneration, as the

name would suggest, reduces to adegree, depending upon
the proportion of the output voltage fed back; the effective
amplification or gain. This can be offsbt to some extent

by using a pentode or tetrode output valve, and by

Control Room (2L0) prior 101931,
showing the Simultaneous Broad-

applying the lowest satisfactory amount of feed -back.

casting Board and Control Desk
in background.

September, 1930
8.

Broadcast by W. B.
Yeats of some of his
poetry.

23. General SMuts opened
the Faraday Centenary
Exhibition.

Fb

October, 1930
22. -First broadcast

r

from

Queen's Hall of B.B.C.

Symphony
Orchestra
with 114 . players in
new season's symphony.
concerts.
February, 1931
23. Memorial concert of

S

Fig. 4. --Voltage negative Iced -back ii its simplest form. A portion

of the audio output voltage from the anode circuit is fed back to

the grid.

The valves are not necessarily those which would be used
in practice.

Fig. 5. -Voltage feedback in more practical form. Representative
values are assigned to the components associated with the degeneras
live circuit.

Peter Warlock's music

B.B.C. transmitter on the roof of Se!fridge's building in Orford Street, London (1925 to 1929).

broadcast.
(Continued on page 123)
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The B.B.C.'s Twenty-first Birthday

Elementary Electricity and Radio -13

A Further List of Important Dates in the History of the B.B.C.

The Ionosphere.

(Continued from Page 74; January issue)

July, 1927
January, 1927
2. First running Commentary on the Royal Air Force
x. Royal Charter for the incorporation of the British
Display from Hendon.
Broadcasting Corporation and Licence and Agreement between the Postmaster -General and the British 24. Memorial Service and ceremony at opening of New
Broadcasting Corporation.
Menin Gate, relayed from Ypres.
Receiving licences first issued to blind persons
August, 1927
without charge.
3. Inauguration of evening " Foundations of Music " 23. First B.B.C. Promenade Concert from the Queen's
Hall. (Conductor : Sir Henry Wood.)
series. (Discontinued June z6th, 193E.)
22, Opening of Daventry. experimental transmitter
February, 1927
5GB for alternative programmes.

21. First broadcast by H.R.H. the late Duke of Kent.
March, .1927
25. First racing running Commentary :

the Grand

National from Aintree. (Commentary by Meyrick
Good and G. F. Allison.)

Skip Distance.

details available.)
November, 1927

Fading.

By J. J. WILLIAMSON

(Continued from page 59, January issue.)

FIG. -8° (A) and (B) illustrates the effect of altering
the height of a 1/2 dipole above the earth.

Reflectors

A reflector consists of a wire placed behind and in line
with the actual aerial , it is not connected to a source of
Aerial Arrays
'R.F, energy but relies upon its proximity to the
When two or more aerials are 'arranged to give energised aerial to receive energy by induction which
directional radiation, then the combination is known it re -radiates. The distance between the energised aerial
and the reflector in terms of the wavelength will govern
as an aerial array.
the manner -in which the two radiations-one from the

energised aerial and one from the reflector-add, and

hence the resultant radiation pattern and the directional
properties of the system. A reflector could have been

September, 1927

4. First programme 'from Sydney, Australia.
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used in the place of aerial " A " in Fig. 81 (Il) with

A

xx. Chelmsford experimental short-wave station .5SW
opened , experimental broadcasts
to the Empire.
- Central Council Mr Broadcast

similar results.

" Beaming " of the radiation from an aerial array is
usually achieved by the use of reflectors placed behind
the elements (separate aerials of the array) of the array.
Band-pass characteristics of an aerial array-to enable
the carrier and sidebands necessaryYttr radio -telephony
to be broadcast with equal efficiency-may be obtained
by making the length of the reflectors slightly different

Above the Earth

Adult Education formed at end
of 1927.
-\Committee of independent experts

to 'that of the directly energised elements.

appoitited at beginning of 2927 to
advise the British Broadcasting
Corporation. on Regional high power distribution.

Wave Propagation

A Above the Earth
Fig. 80.-Verticae'polar diagrams of )./2 aerial.

January, 1928

When a signal is transmitted the radiation produced
may be propagated in all directions, the intensity in any
one direction depending upon the directiOnal properties

If the array radiates energy in a direction that "is in
line with the aerials or elements that make up the array,
and that radiation is in a horizontal plane, the array is
saki to be of the " end -fire " type. If radiation is in

2. Inauguration of week -day Religiofis

Services from Daventry. (January
12th: Taken in London programme as well.)

the horizontal plane but " broadside -on " to the line
of aerials making, up the array, then the system would
be called a " broadside " array.
Fig. 81 (A) depicts two - vertical aerials spaced 2/2
apart ; they are fed with energy in such fl manner that
radiation from both will be in phase. It follows that
radiation along a line drawn through the aerials will
cancel, maximum radiation occurring in the broadside
direction. Note the polar diagram-Fig. 81 (A). This

March, 1928
5. Ban on broadcasting of controversy
removed by the PostmaSterGeneral.

12. Jack Payne and the B.B.C. Dance
Orchestra gave first broadcast.

A

combination, therefore, is a simple " broadside " array.
If the two aerials are now placed 2/4 apart and fed
with energy in such a manner that one aerial radiates
go deg. (X/4) behind or ahead cif the other, then we have
a simple. " end -fire " array --Fig. 81 (B).
Several combinations of aerials and

their polar

diagrams are shown in Fig. 82, (A) represents four X/2
dipoles in free space, these dipoles are placed end to end,
as shown, and are said to be co -linear : (B) shows a
V -aerial each leg of which is fed with antiphase (18o deg
out -of -phase) energy ; (C) shows a " fishbone " aerial

the non -resonant feeder gives the required phasing to divide the radiation produced into-ytwo categoyies,
e.g., the ground -wave and the sky -wave.
them ; forming the directional characteristics shown.

1926.

April, 1927
2. First broadcast of Oxford
and Cambridge boat
race.
23. First broadcast from
Wembley S t a ditiu m:
Running Commentary

The Ground -wave

The passage of a radio -wave over the surface of
the earth causes extraction of energy from the wave,
the manner in which the earth acts, i.e., as a conductance
or a capacitance, depending upon the frequency of the

wave and the nature of the 'earth, i.e., sea, sand, good

on Cup Final.

soil, etc.

May, 1927

Normal soil acts as a conductance for frequencies
below approximately 1,500 ke/s., but for frequencies
higher than this the earth is mainly capacitive.
The higher the frequency the greater is the loss of
energy fr9m the wave ; whilst for frequencieS below

0

21. First running commen-

tary from Olympia on
the Royal Tournament.

1,50o kcis. losses increase with a decrease of conductivity.'
For frequencies above 1,50o kcfs. losses increase with a

June, 1927
4. First running commen-

tary on the " Trooping

of the Colour,"

Fig. 82.-Horizonfal polar diagram of a " fish -bone" array.

array's polar diagram, the spacing of aerials along of the aeriabsysfem. For analytical- purposes we may

Savoy Hill. Home of the B.B.C.

,

C

March, 1928.

No. 1 Studio of the B.B.C. at Savoy Hill.

Fig. 81.-Simple" end -fire

array.

decrease of the soil's dielectric constant. From these
facts we can deduce that for long distances and strong
signals the lower the frequency the better ; that for

PRACTICAL WIRELESS

frequencies below' 1,500 kc/s. better results would be

obtained over sea than land, or over good soil rather than
dry sand, etc., also, that for frequencies above 2,5oo kc/s.
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F2 layers, respectively, 'as their heights increase. *The
E layer is also known as the liennelly-Heaviiide layer,

or approximate sizes. The grid coil has 65 turns of
26 S.W.G.,-tapped at 4o turns, where a small loop is
made with the bared wire, on to which the aerial tap
is clipped. A similar loop is made at the upper end of

the higher the dielectric constant over which the wave independently and simultaneously. The Appleton layer,
is travelling, the better will be the results.
again named after its discoverer, comes into existence
The field strength of a signal travelling over the surface during the ,night, due to the fading out of the. Fl layer
of the earth, according to Sommerfeld, isand the descent of the F2 layer. The Appleton layer
kA
is also known as the F. layer.
The gases forming these layers are ionised by ultrad
where d is the distance from the transmitter, A the effect violet rays from the sun, with the exception of tithe F2
layer,
which, although it has daily and seasonal variations
of the losses in the earth and k is concerned with the
and thus must be effectes1 by the sun, shows itself to
A Electric Field
be largely. affected by other influences, i.e., cosmic

the winding. The reaction coil has 4o turns of 34 S.W.G.,
spaced in. away from the grid coil. All turns are close

'

Magnetic Field

wound, and in the same direction.

The valve used in the writer's receiver is an Atnerican

type 6J7, but 6J7G, 6 J7GT or 6W7G can be used

without making afiy change to the receiver. If it can be
obtained, the 6.W7G.is a particularly suitable type, as
the heater current is only .25 amp. as against .3 amp. for
the 6J7, A 6L6 or 77 can be used if the octal socket is

of

As the height of a layer increases and the rarity of
the atmosphere decreases the proximity of atomic
particles becomes less with the result that less recombination of those particles (deionisation) is possible.
For the reasons just stated the E layer shows great
variations in electron density although the region of
maximum electron density keeps at about the same
height when night falls. The height of the F1 layer

//1/:///;,//1 /// ///

Fig. 83.-NorMal polarisation of a radio wave.

strength radiated horizontally from the transmitting aerial. For high frequencies d is replaced with
d2, i.e., attenuation is very much greater for high
field

replaced by,an American six -pin wafer valveholder.
0000000
RFC

0003 red.

similar variations to the E layer. The F2 layer's

Polarisatiot of the Wave
The term " polarisation " *of a wave refers to the
plane of action of either its electric or magnetic field
with respect to the surface of the earth. It has now be-

come common practice to refer to the electric field
when speaking of a Wave's polarisation, i.e., a vertically
polarised wave having its electric field vertical-this
type of polarisation is normal.
As shown by Fig. 83, it is impossible for .an electric
field to exist horizontal or a magnet field vertical to a

Phones

height descends at nightfall, but its electron density
is very erratic in variation. See Fig. 85 (a) and (b)

for variations of layer height and density with the time
of the day. The electron density of the layers increase
with height --as would be expected.
It has been noticed that ionospheric variations
follow 27.3 day and 1I year periods ; 27.3 days is the
period of rotation of the sun, whilst is years mark the
period of sun -spot activity. Also, the appearance of
sun-spotS is usually sccompaffied -with ionospheric
Grant

Appleton layer

/40

Fig.

l.-The

the

receiver,

theoretical circuit al
and

the

base

If a proper filament transformer is not available, a
bell transformer with the secondary re -wound to give
6 volts can be used; but this voltage should be checked

with an accurate A.C. voltmeter, since it must pot
exceed 6.5 volts, or the valve will be damaged.

Should a transformer of any kind be unobtainable,

2

80

Approximate Height of E layer

60

MEM

411, dIM

4MID

Kennelly -Heaviside

-c

range limited to approximately optical distances and
may be compared in some respects with light rays.
Situated many miles. above the surface of the earth
are layers of ionised gas. The approximate 'heights of
these layers are shown in Fig. 84. For purposes of

classification these layers are termed the E, F, and

con-

nections far the 6J7 valve.

miles only.
Frequencies above 30,000 kels. appear to have. their
The Ionosphere

be heard, showing that
If the
reaction is found to increase
anti -clockwise, the connections
to the two sets of fixed plates
will

the valve is oscillating.

R

40r
65

4P

Stratosphere

Troposphere

Fjg. 84.-Seale showing approximate layers of spheres.

T

E

Fig. 3.-Details of the
coil.

Midget variable condenser, .0001 mfd.
One Mica fixed condenser, .0003 mfd.
One Grid -leak, 2 megohms.

One H.F. choke.
One 6.3v. .5a. filament transformer.

=1 MM.

/20

40

and switch on. Set the righthand knob (aerial condenser)
about half -way out ; now turn
the reaction knob clockwise. Taps
If all the connections hav,e
been made correctly, a slight 40T
" plop," and possibly a whistle,

One Differential reaction condenser, .0003 mfd.One

A C.230 v

Switch

component, thereby causing energy loss.

For frequencies below boo kc/s. very great distances

/JS

and plug in the mains lead

COMPONENTS

The passage of a radio wave over a poor conductor
causes a " draggino. " at the " foot" of the wave,
resulting in a tilt beingt given to the wave -front, this
tilt can be shown to have a horizontal electric -field

may be covered because of the small attenuation
experienced by the ground wave.
From Goo kc/s. to 1,500 kc/s., several hundreds of
miles may be covered, giving good quality radio -telephony and good constant signal strength ; for these
reasons the 600-1,5oo kcis.,band is utilised as the
broadcast band.
The 1,500-30,000 kc/s. band suffers much greater
attenuation, being suitable for transmission for a few

volts), aerial, earth and 'phones,

One Tuning condenser, .0005 mfd.

onoo-oo-00000nool

dissipation of the energy contained within the fields,

of different frequencies may be summarised as follows :

When the construction and wiring are complete,

connect up the H.T. battery (9

unknown

_...F2

The characteristics of propagation for ground waves

Operation

setting bf the aerial coadenser will enable the maximum
results with any aerial -to be obtained.
Don't forget that the valve will take about zo seconds
to warm up.

/60

Ground -wave Propagation Characteristics

otherwise the kind is immaterial.

A little experiment with the aerial tappings and

perfect conductor, such conditions resulting in immediate

thus, vertical polarisation (electric fields vertical, magnet
fields horizontal) is normal.

or .0003 mfd., but the former value, which was used
in the original, is recommended. The on -off switch

must be reversed.

(Continued on page. 207.)

frequencies.

or even dry batteries. In this case, a flex, connected
to the heater pins and brought out through the back of
the chassis, will make .§uitable connections, the switch
being inserted in series with one of these leads.
The aerial series condenser can either be .000r mfd.

must be a type rated for use in mains circuits, but

General

shows small variation whilst its electron density follows

7/1/ //1/ 1/ 4 //,/,/
/ 4 /1 Perfect Conductor

117

each of 26 and 34 S.W.G. enamelled or sills -covered'.` wire
the heater can be supplied by a 6 -volt accumulator,

after the two scientists who discovered its presence

radiation. The term layer refers to the region
maximum electron density in the gas concerned.

PRACTICAL WIRELESS

fig. 2.-The layout of chassis and panel.

One On -off switch.
One 617 valve.
One American Octal valveholder.

One Chassis and panel.
Six Sockets or terminals.
Two Knobs.
One Pointer knob and dial.
One Crocodile clip.
One Metal valve cap.
Wire, sundries, etc.
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station can be received at only one setting of the

Another method is to make a ring of stiff wire in the
form of a lcosed loop and mount this in the end of the
- On short waves, however, liming is relatively fairly coil so that it can be rotated within the former. Although
flat with the average inexpensive superhet, and therefore not in any way connected to the winding, the closed
if the input tuning circuit is tuned to, say, 20,000 kc/s loop will affect the inductance, causing a reduction in
and the oscillator to 20,465 kc/s, signals on. 20,930 kc/s value when its plane is at right -angles to the axis of the
may reasonably be expected to " break through." In coil.
such tonditions, a signal on 20,465 kc/s may well be
heard when the oscillator is tuned to either 20,000 or
Output
20,930 kc/s. Hence the double tuning.
Referring to the second part of the question, if the
condenser.

I.F. were 465 kc/s and a strong signal on 466 or 464 kcfs
were able to pass througifto the I.F. stages, a i,000 -cycle
heterodyne note or whistle would be heard whenever a

reach the I.F. stages due to break -through or to pick-up
by unscreened leads in the I.F. circuits.

The man who enrolls for an I. C. S. Radio
Course learns radio thoroughly, com-

Matching Tuning Coils
One system of matching coil inductances, and used by
coil manufacturers; is simply to move a few of the end
6.

pletely, practically. When he earns his
diploma, he will KNOW radio. We are

turns on the coil a fraction of an inch away from the

others, so reducing the inductance. On a plain cylindrical

not content merely to teach the principles of radio, we want to show our
students how to apply that training in

former this is easily done before the application of
varnish or dope to secure the windings.
With rigid self-supporting short-wave coils the same

between the end turn and the second turn. When fairly
heavy -gauge wire is used and the coil is wound on a
former, the end of the winding may be passed through

a hole in the former and led out at a diametrically
opposite hole after forming a half -turn or loop in it.

Inductance can then be varied by rotating this half -turn

so that it is parallel to or at right -angles to the main
winding.

THE

RADIO SERVICE MAN,
DEALER AND OWNER

signal at any frequency within the tuning range were
picked up. The spurious signal at near -I.F. might

result is achieved by slightly increasing the spacing

tOR

4

Fig. 5.-An electron -coupled oscillator circuit. Heavy lines
help to show its similarity to the Hartley circuit.

practical, every -day, radio service work.
We train them to be successful!

It should be understood that all three methods

explainecrbring about only minute changes in inductance,

and are of value only after the best possible match has
been obtained by adding or subtracting turns and half turns to and from the winding. Additionally, the

Dept.

methods are mainly of use with short-wave coils.

Kingsway, London, W.C.2.

Complete Radio Engineering
Radio Service Engineers
Elementary Radio
Television

An Economical One -valuer

If

THE chief feature of this -receiver, apart from its
efficiency, is its economy of operation. Using a
6J7 metal valve, which is a 6.3 -volt type, it
derives its power from a filament transformer and a
9 -volt G.B. battery for H.T. A small filament transformer consumes very little power, and as the H.T.
current is less than r inA, the running costs are almost
negligible.

D. THOMAS

than with an ordinary variable condenser. Any
H.F. choke can be used.

good

Construction

Name

The panel and chassis can be made of metal or thin
plywood, whichever is available. A suitable' size is

aerial ; but to do it justice it is better to use an outdoor

8in. by 6lin. for the panel, and 8in. by Sin. for the
chassis, the latter being supported on runners of lin:

aerial and earth, when the performance will greatly be
improved. Plentl, of continental stations will be
audible after dark, as well as other B.B.C. transmissions.
The Circuit

(Use

A pointer knob and dial plate are the simplest form

of tuning control ; but a slow-motion dial can obviously
be used if 'this is available.
The controls are : top, tuning : left-hand knob,
reaction ; centre, on -off switch ; and right-hand knob,
aerial kries condenser.
Connections to aerial, earth, 'phones and 9 -volt

This is shown in Fig. r. There are two aerial tappings, battery are best made by mounting six sockets or
one at the 40th turn, and the other at the top of the' terminals on a strip of paxolin or ?bonite across the
back of the runners. If the chassis is made of plywood,
however, these can be mounted in a row along the
rear edge.
There is not much drilling to be done.; one large
hole (lin. or Sin. diameter) for the valve, four holes,
Leaky -grid detection is used, with a condenser of about lin. diameter, on the panel, and a few lin.

,grid coil. A short flex, run from the aerial condenser,
'terminates in a crocodile clip which makes this connection
direct to the coil. The tapping can therefore easily be
adjusted when necessary. The tuning condensef is an
ordinary .0005 mfd. type,

0003, mfd. and a leak of 2 megohms. The control grid mounting holes are all that are necessary. As actual
(top cap) is used for detection ; the screen and suppressor dimensions and positions will vary'. with different
components, no detailed particulars can be given.
are connected together and to H.T.-1-9v.
The coil is quite simple to make (Fig. 3). The materials
A .0003 mfd. differential condenser controls the
reaction ; this makes the adjustment rather smoother required are : sin. or 4in. of 'lin. former, and about 4 oz.

Age

are playing their
part in the great
national effort.
They are as indispensable

to the

Address

Sensitivity is as good as that of most o -v -o receivers, wood, measuring sin. 'by 2lin. Thee sizes, however,
and the controls are easy to handle. In most localities can and should be increased or decreased to suit the
the. receiver will give comfortable 'phone signals from particular components used (Fig. 2).

Home and Forces transmissions with a loft. indoot

you wish to pass a Radio examination, indicate it below.

British Institute of Radio Engineers
P.M.G. Certificate for Wireless Operators
Provisional Certificate in Radio Telephony and
Telegraphy for Aircraft
City and Guilds Telecommunications
Wireless Operator, R.A.F.
Wireless Mechanic, R.A.F.
Special terms for members of H.M. Forces

A Medium -wave Receiver Capable of Putting Up a Good Performance With Minimum
P.
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Comprises over three
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By Alfred T. Witts, A.M.I.E.E.
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leads produce this result, when it will be known that Qne
is H.T.- and the other is G.B.-I- ; since both
joined

man, service engineer, dealer and amateur with a ready
reference to a repeesentative_selection of the types of
circuit likely to be met with in the majority of receivers.

together it will not matter which way round they- -are
connected to the batteries. In making this test it should

10s. 6d. net.

be remembered that the L.T. leads may have been
reversed, or that in the particular set under consideration
H.T.- is connected to L.T.±. This simply means that

SHORT WAVE RADIO

if the bulb fails to light, the connection' to it should be
transferred to L.T. -. -

By J. H. Rayner. An invaluable vdlume, recommended
to all 'students of radio engineering as a reliable textbook
on modern developments in the use of the short, ultra -

If there are no G.B. leads (due to the use of auto -bias)

the next tests are simple, since it is necessary only to'
connect a lead to a low -voltage tapping on the H.T.

10s. 6d: net.

battery and see if a click is heard in the speaker ; if so,
the lead is the main I.T. positive. Any single remaining
lead is probably a lower -voltage H.T.-!- connector, and
can safely be tried in the 6o -volt socket. The most

RADIO SIMPLIFIED
By John Clarricoats. This book is a masterpiece of
elucidation and compression. Members of the junior
services will find it invaluable, as the author has a thorough
knowledge of the requirements of his readers. Second
Edition. 4s. 6d. net.

Fig. 3.-Hartley oscillator circuit.

kph
4

6

Compare this with Fig. 4.

It will often be folind that the hum is immediately
reduced in volume merely by disconnecting the..faulty
smoothing condenser. This is probably because the
condenser develops a high internal resistance, across
which a hum voltage tends tb build up. A fault of this
nature generally comes rather as a surprise when it is

39 PARKER STREET, KLNGSWAY, W.C.2

suitable voltage tapping can later be found when the
set is in operation.

When there are two G.B.- leads, start by putting
both in sockets near the maximum -bias end of the

battery. Reproduction will probably be badly'distorted,

and one lead in turn should be moved to different voltage

points-remembering to switch off the set before taking
any G.B. plug out of its socket.

first encountered.

ERSV
-0,lLL44TMgEEW

3.

Output

Oscillator Circuits
Hartley, Colpitts and, electron -coupled oscillators are

shown in Figs. 3, 4 and 5. The Hartley is best known,
and it will be seen that the tuned circuit is wired between
the grid and anode of the valve, while an earth lead is
taken to a tapping of the coil. A condenser is placed,
between the anode and one end of the coil merely to

60dfro'fi

OfRifRt;

prevent short-circuit of the H.T.; it has no effect, on

1001: co 1Nt

H.F.

In the Colpitts circuit the tuning circuit is similarly

wired, but the earthed tapping

is

replaced by an

" artificial " tapping obtained at the junction of -two

fixed condensers wired in series across the tuned circuit.
These condensers may, in fact, form part of the tuning
circuit.

Of course,Ersin Multicore

3 -Core Solder is not as
cheap as ordinary solder
-but it costs less ire the end. The three
cores of Ersin fhix being continuous, there
is no waste of labour or material, and no dry
joints even with oxidised components. One
pound of 16 S.W.G. Ersin Multicore Solder
gives as many as 4,416 sound joints which
will remain sound, electrically and mechanically. Firms engaged on government contracts should write for reference sheet and
samples of Ersin Multicore Solder Wireapproved by the A.I.D. and G.P.O. where
resin is specified.

al

M

I

TICORE

The Solder Wire with 3 -Cores of Non Corrosive Ersin Flux
MULTICORE SOLDERS LTD., COMMONWEALTH HOUSE.

er

one at a time. When the H.T.- lead is found the bulb
should light, since L.T.--- and H.T.- are generally
connected together. It may be found that two different

By E. M. Squire. This work gives a diagrammatic survey
of modern radio receivers, and provides the practical radio

short and micro waves.
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one of the electrolytic smoothing condensers. One may burning out the filaments by applying the H.T. voltage
expect to find a condenser open -circuited. A test would to them ! The L.T. leads can be found fairly easily by
probably be made by connecting another, good, condenser connecting a flash -lamp bulb to the filament sockets of
across each of the electrolytics (or sections of a multiple one of the valve holders, switching on the set by nteans
electrolytic) in turn. Such a method of test might be of the on -off switch,. and finding which pair of leads
misleading, however, due to the fact that the hum may causes' the bulb to light. Of course, with some battery
not be affected to any appreciable extent when the valves it is possible to see the filament glowing a dull
new condenser was in parallel with the defective one. red when it is connected to the L.T. supply, in which
The only reliable method of testing, when this fault is case the bulb is not necessary.
suspected, is to disconnect one side of each -smoothing
The H.T.- lead can next be found by connecting one
condenser in turn, and tpen to connect the new condenser side of the flash -lamp bulb to the L.T.± and connecting
in its place.
each of the " spare " leads to the other side of the bulb,

*.

Distance
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produce hum, but in that case there would probably 4. IdenUfication of Battery Leads
also be various crackles or " scratchy " noises. Again,
It is clear that the first requirement is to identify
this is not a very likely cause,
the L.T. "leads, since once they are connected to the
The fault would most probably be due to failure of accumulator or L.T. battery there is little danger of

PITMAN

LET ME BE, YOUR FATHER
You need help and fatherly advice in difficult times
like these. I am in the position to give that to you

February, 1944

February, 1944
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In -the electron -coupled circuit, use is made of a

sie

pentode or tetrode valve (a tetrode is shown in Fig. 5),
and the tuning circuit is connected between grid and
earth. The cathode, instead of being returned to the
earth line, is connected to a tapping on the tuning coil.
Now how is this comparable with the other two circuits

discussed ? It will be seen that the screening grid is
by-passed to earth through a fairly large -capacity

condenser, in addition to being connected td.
Thus, it is connected to the earthy. end of the tuning

It acts in the same manner as does the anode
in the Hartley circuit, so the similarity between the

Fig.

4.-The Colpitts circuit uses. an "artificial" tap to earth'

instead of -the ' electrical' tap in the Hartley circuit.

The method outlined assumes that a meter is not

If a multi -range meter is to hand, the leads
can readily be identified by testing between each and
available.

the anode and grid sockets of the valve holders, with the
meter set to read high resistance values.

coil.

5. Double Tuning with Superhet
electron -coupled, Hartley and Colpitts oscilla$ors can
It is known that superhet reception is obtained when
the oscillator frequency is 465 kcjs (assuming that to be
be seen.
But since the output from the oscillator is taken from the intermediate frequency) above or below the signal
the anode, some form of coupling to what is virtually the frequency. Provided that tlfe signal -frequency tuning
triode oscillator is essential. This coupling, is provided circuits are very selective, and especially if a pre -selector

by the electron stream passing through to the anode stage is provided, they will respond to only one frequency.
through the screening grid. Hence the name.
So if a ganged .tuning condenser is used any given

PRACTICAL WIRELESS
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storms resulting in the dislocation of short-wave radio skip distances may be utilised is illustrated in the case
services, etc. These facts definitely link up ionospheric of maintaining communication with a moving ship.
As shown in Fig. 9o, as the ship moves on the frequency
variations with influences from the sun.

Radio Examination Papers -26

used may be increased causing the skip distance to
keep pace with the ship.
In just the same way that a ray of light is bent Variations in 'ayer heights and densities may be
(refracted) when it passes into a medium of different compensated for by adjustment of the frequency used,

The Effect of the Ionosphere upon Radio Waves

Automatic and Self -bias, Tracing the Cause of Mains Hum, the Electron -coupled Oscillator,
Matching of Tuning Coils, Superhet Interference and a Practical Problem Form the Subjects
of This Month's Questions to Which: THE EXPERIMENTERS Give Appropriate Answers
With auto -bias, a resistor is included in the cathode
A Self -bias and Auto -bias
ALTHOUGH these two terms are often confused, lead of an indirectly -heated valve, so that all the H.T.
they refer to entirely different systems ; perhaps current to the valv.e must pass through it. As a result,
the names could have been better chosen. In a voltage -is developed across the resistor, its magnitude
the case of self -bias the bias voltage applied to the being governed by Ohm's Law. The end of the resistor
grid of the valve varies in magnitude according. to the connected to the cathode becomes positive in respect
amplitude of the H.F. or signal voltage appearing at of the " earthy " end,' so that the cathode 'is made
the grid. With autb-bias, the bias voltage applied to, positive in respect of the earth line-to which the grid
the grid remains steady, and is governed by the amount circuit is returned. It follows, therefore, that the
of cathode current passed
grid is made negative in
by the valve, or, in the
respect of " the cathode.

case of a battery set, by
the total cathode current

QUESTIONS

Fig. 2 will make this point

taken by all the valves in

I. Explain the difference between " self -bias " and

the leaky -grid detector,
where the bias voltage is

2. If an A.C.ID.C. receiver reproduced a p?onounced
mains hum after having operated satisfactorily for
a long period, what faults would you suspect
3. Draw simplified circuits to show the similarity
between Hartley, Colpitts and electron -coupled
oscillators.
State why the last-mentioned is so

When using directly heated valves, the auto bias. resistor is wired in

the receiver.
The simplest example of
self -bias is to be. found in

that developed across the

grid leak. The actual voltage is normally very small,
but it varies with the
amplitude of the modulated

signal applied to the grid

of the valve. As the action
of leaky -grid detection has

been explained earlier in

this series it is not pro-

posed to deal with it again
now.

Another important ap-

plication of self -bias is
with oscillator valves-

either in a transmitter or
a superhet receiver. If the

" auto -bias."

named.

At- Mom would you identify the different battery leads

of an unfamiliar receiver, when about to connect
H.T., L.T. and G.B. batteries without removing
the chassis from the cabinet?

5. Why is it that with certain types of simple superhet

it is possible to receive the same transmission at
different settings of the tuning condenser,
particularly on the short-wave ranges ? Explain

"two

also a possible reason for a heterodyne whistle being

heard as an accompaniment to signals received at
all settings of the tuning condenser.
6. Describe two methods of slightly modifying the
inductance of a tuning coil to permit of accurate
matching with ganged tuning circuits.

grid leak were omitted from

the circuit the grid of the

'valve would tend to become increasingly negative
until oscillation ceased. The grid leak allows the
grid condenser slowly to discharge, and so brings

about a " balance," with the result that a bias voltage
appropriate to the amplitude of oscillation is applied.
thus the amplitude of oscillation becomes stabilised.
The circuit of the oscillator section of a triode-hexode
frequency changer is shown in Fig. r.
s

la*
Grid

therefore

etc.

Fading

Fading or variation of the received signal strength
may be caused by any of the factors that affect the
skip distance, i.e., layer height, density, etc. Fading
due to variations of lager height or density is most
noticeable at sunset and sunrise, at which time iono-

e'FI

O

ta,

spheric changes are greatest at that part of the world.
A second type of fading occurs when the receiver is

within the range of both ground and sky waves. As

Mid.

Mid
Alpo!,
Mid
Fig. 85.-Variations of layer height and density.
Noon

Mid.

shown in Fig. 91, the two waves'may combinevin such a
manner as to be additive or subtractive depending upon

their relative phase.' Slight alterations in the length of

clear.

bnosphere

series between H.T.--:and

L.T. - By returni,ng the
grids of biased valves to

Sky wavy

H.71.-they are given a

negative potential in respect
of their filaments. The
voltage drop across the
resistor is equal to the

Fig. 86.-Denotes

product of, the resistance
in ohms and the H.T. current in amps.

could not be

attributed to unsuitable
design. It is possible that
the hum may result from
prove

freybency
with
and/or electron density.

distance

Fig. 89.-Layer height affects
skip distance.

distance.

the ionised layer at right angles no bending occurs.
The angle at-txhich the wave enters the layer is equal
to the angle at which it leaves it. Referring to Fig. 86
it can be seen that there is a distance between the end
of the range of the ground wave and the point where the
refracted wave returns to earth wherein no signals may
be received ; this distance is known as the '' skip
distance."

manner, the cause of

not

Fig. 88.-Effect of angle
of propagation on' ship

densitjs, a radio wave is bent in entering the regions m
ionised gas. As in the case of light, if the wave enters

Tracing mains Hum
Since the receiver in
question h a d previously
operated in a hum -free

would

shit,

r

T

Fig. 87.-Variation of skip

distance.

2.

trouble

r

Skip Distance

the use of an unusually bad

time, mid
troublesome.

i.e., one frequency for day operation and one for night,

irV

F2

Nigher frequency

Factors Affecting Skip Distance
the electron density of the ionised
Alteration
layers will change the depth to which a radio wave will
penetrate before complete bending occurs. Thus, as

mains supply, but that would be unlikely ; such a
cause would not normally continue 'for any length
of

(\t"r
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shown in Fig. 87, the skip distance will vary with electron -

It is logical to assume that one or more of the
components would have developed,a fault. Breakdown
of insulation between the two smoothing -choke terminals
would giVe the trouble, but would not be likely. If that

were the cause of, trouble, short-circuiting the choke
should have little or no effect. A high -resistance leak
-between the choke windings and the core could also

Transmitter

Condenser

Second
Fbsition

Position

Fig. 90.-Showing how, by increasing frequency, communication
can be maintained with a mooing oessSl.

complete penetration occurs when the next higher

layer, being of higher electron -density, again refracts
the wave to earth.
Also, alteration of the angle of radiation of the wave
obviously affects skip distance as shown in Fig. 88.
'Variations of layer height affects skip distance as
shown by Fig. 89.

S

First

density of the layer concerned.
The higher the frequency the greater is the penetration
of the wave into the ionised region, the skip distance
therefore increases as the frequency is increased until

the path of the sky -wave due to variations in layer
density .or height will cause .the relative phase of the
two waves to change, thereby causing variation of
signal strength.

The manner in which a knowledge of factors affecting

a

(To be continued.)
I

- s%

t

Bias
Resistor

Grid Leek
Receiver
H.

a

r

Fig. I.-A triode-hexode frequency -changer, showing the grid
leak and condenser connections to the triode oscillator section.
These components provide self -bias for the oscillator.

Zero Signal
Maximum Signal

Fig. 2.--Auto-bias obtained by the voltage drop acriis the cathode
resistor of an ihdirectly-heated valve.

Fig. 91.-Illustrating one type of fading, when ground and sky waves are received simultaneously.
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Practical Hints

Band -spread Tuning
THIS is a simple, smooth and

efficient way of arranging for

definite stops when a bandsetter
condenser is used. The sketch should
make the method quite clear. The

socket is an aerial socket with 'one
end sealed with solder. Inside is a
spring such as is used in a cigarette
lighter, and a small ball bearing:
The rear face of a knob with a 'flat
surface is drilled with shallow holes
in the desired positions. If the knob
has a pointer it can point to numbers

is

THAT DODGE OF YOURS I

.1

Every Reader of "PRACTICAL WIRE- I
LESS " most have originated some little
! dodge which would interest other readers. I
not pass it on to os P We pay 51-10-0
i Why
for the best hint submitted, and for every g

other item published on this page we will
pay half -a -guinea. Turn that idea of yours
to account by sending it in to us addressed
to the Editor, " PRACTICAL WIRELESS,"
f George Newnes, Ltd.. Tower Rouse, South- 1
Street. Strand, W.C.2. Put your
j amptonand
address on every item. Please
note that every notion sent in must be
I angina?. Mark envelopes," Practical Hints."
DO NOT enclose Queries with your hints.

used to allow for the drop in volts when on load,

Lining up procedure is similar to, any other TRF
The writer found the circuit pretty well

receiver.

foolproof, and so long as common sense is .used in the
layout, the receiver should work when first switched on.

Keep the coils well screened and lead§ fairly short.
Quite large tolerances have been allowed in the resistance
wattage, and condensers should be of 35o -volt D.C.
working or more, except, of course, the A.F. cathode

the controls already in use.
is
sometimes advantageous even when
reasonably well matched coils ate
of

by-pass condensers.'

The use of an extra trimmer

On test the receiver seems comparable, as regards
sensitivity, with a superhet, and selectivity is good:
All B.B.C. stations are received at more than ample

employed, as operation of the extra
condenser often helps to cut out an

Spring

interfering station, either by bringing

So/der

carrot

R.M.A. Recommended Standard for Colour Coding for Resistors

THE details given below form the standard method
of indicating vesistance and tolerance values as

published by the Radio Manufacturers' Aksociation.

I. General

colour) shall indicate the decimal multiplier applicable
to the two significant figures to give the resistance value.
Colour D.-(Narrow end colour or fourth band colour)
shall indicate the percentage tolerance.

The nominal resistance values of fixed resistors and the

tolerance on these values, expressed in ohms, may be
indicated thereon either by numerical marking or by
means of colours or by a combination of both methods.

for the VCr6oX condenser that I was using for handset,
although certain modifications can make it suitable for

other types.-R. JonEs (Stirchley).

sir

Pointer

Bush

When colours are so uses, they shall have the
significance shown in the table, and shall as closely as
possible conform to the shade therein specified by

White Celluloid Approx

Hole Cut in Pane/ with
Fretsaw

'Thick Calibrated to

She/low Holes

Show, Wavelength

sting

1931.

marking of resistors.

Shade.

Signs-

ficant
,.,._.

'!"`''''

Condense

Cut in P/ate for
Ling of Light

Flat. Rear Edge

Of Knob

dfficient way at Providing definite stops
Inning

'a

a

'

band-spreaf,

od.

Correct Ganging

IT is often found that accurate ganging at all points

on the tuning scale cannot be obtained when cheap
Al
coils of doubtful make are used. This is generally due

to the coils not having the same inductance, and the
addition of a few turns to a canned coil is usually a
somewhat difficult task. The best method of overcoming
a defect of this type is to fit a small variable trimmer
condenser across the aerial tuning condenser-the fixed
vanes of the -trimmer to the fixed vanes of the tuning
condenser and the moving vanes of the former to the
moving vanes of the latter. This extra condenser can
be mounted on the chassis with its spindle protruding
through the front panel so that it can be operated in
conjunction with the main tuning control. An alterna-

Plates

Bent for
Light

X

..

..
-L
.. No, 13
.. No. 38
.. No. 57
.. No. 55
.. No. 26
.. No. 5
Violet
..
.. No. 31
Grey
White
..
..
*
Gold (metallic) ..
Silver (metallic) ..
,
No
}
additional
Black
Brown
Red
Orange
Yellow
Green
Blue

_

colour

Screen
Die.

..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..

Decimal

multiplier.

2

SO
ZOO

3
4
5

I;oao
to,000
I00,000

1

- - 8

9

1,000,000

I0,000,000
too,000,000
i,000,000,000
0.1

o.or

-

-----

5%

so%

Holder Bolted

at Point X

Soldered
Paymart
Coupler

Method of arranging a dial for a band -set

condenser.

13*

CD

Note.-The friur colour bands of method (ii) may

touch each other or be slightly separated as desired.

Note.-A band or dot of colour to designate the

tolerance only of the resistance value may be applied if
desired to a resistor that has the value of its resistance
indicated by a numerical marking.

re%

Shaft Extension

tit

A

.

The violet shall be a dark violet.

Condenser

t

-

o

6
7

with bond

Toler mice.

*No suitable shade 's included in the B.S. Specification.

Coupled to

The R.M.A. standard

system of colour

Nuts

Band- Set

tB

reference to British Standard Specification No.38iC-

Colour.

with dot

t

2. Standard Colours'

Condenser

Three

Resistor Colour Code

a suitable dial at hand for the bandset condenser,
so I rigged up the following indicator, which I found
very satisfactory for the purpose. As I had a plywood
panel it was easy to cut the hole out with a fretsaw on
which the celluloid scale is fixed. The arrangement is
most suitable for the standard Raymart condensers, as
the indicator is attached to the extension of the shaft
which is usually used for ganging purposes. The
dimensions given in the sketch are the ones I used

Ball Bearing

1

A.F.Getn

Fig. 7.-Rear view of switch and associated connections.

single -pole double -throw sections are needed.
strength, as are many European stations. The quality
of reproduction is a great deal better than what one may
from
comparatively
few components, many of which
term the " average 4 or 5 valve receiver."
The wjiter considers that this set fulfils the require- can be found in the junk -box or easily bought, thus
ments of a sensitive quality receiver that can be built making it ideal for wartime construction.

marked on the panel. When the
two tuned circuits exactly into
SPECIAL NOTICE
knob is to be mounted the set should
Pep or, in some cases, by slightly
Pep
All
hints
must
be
accompanied
by
the
detuning the circuit to which
be turned on its back, and the ball I
coupon cut from page al of cover.
the trimmer is attached.-R. W.
benring balanced on the spring until
(Purley).
it is forced into the socket by the
knob. The socket is completely
hidden by the knob and does not detract from the S.W. Indicator Dial
appearance of the panel. ---Wm. J. GRAHAM (Douglas,
Lanark).
IN a short -waver that I built recently I did not have
Socket
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the energised type and the field winding is high impedance
a mains tradsformer of about 30o volts output should be

tive method is to substitute a tuning
drive having a variable concentric
trimmer attached for the straight
drive ;in use. This type of drive trimmer combination is very useful
when it- is particularly. desired not
to interfere with the disposition
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a 10-20 H. choke should be used. If the speaker is of

3. Methods of Marking
Two alternative methods of marking shall be standard:
(i) The body, end and dot (or band) method).
(Ii) The four band method.

A REQUEST
READERS are requested to bear in mind that, owing
to our depleted technical staff, we cannot undertake
to offer advice concerning the modification of receivers

and other apparatus described in this journal to suit
individual requirements.

Our Query Service receives many letters asking how
to modify, say, a published design of a three-valver as
Colour A.-(Body colour or first band colour) shall a two- or four-valver. Such requests, at the present
time, are unreasonable, as reference to previous issues
indicate the first significant figure of the resistance.
Colour B.-(End colour or second band colour) shall of PRACTICAL WIRELESS will reveal numerous designs of
indicate the second significant figure of the resistance. receivers, etc., from which it should be possible to
Colour C.-(Dot or band colopr on body, or third band select one to suit most requirements.
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In order to eliminate a- fourth variable control, the
writer found that loo,000 ohms gave, in his estimation,
the correct amount of feedback for good quality, so a
fixed resistance of that value was used in place of the
variable resistance.
Provision is made for pick-up which is switched in

parallel with the A.F. gain control on V4.

w.f. G.
00,014 Rodio.Graa.Sanch
P.P. Gen
Fig. 6. -Front view of chassis showing location of panel controls.

about 200 ohms, although it is improbable that distortion would be present even if 35o ohms were used.
Referring again to the detector and first A.F., if a

anode and earth. All this does is to cut off the upper 6F8 is available this can be used in place of two separate
response so giving the receiver a " mellow " quality. valves. Actually a 6F8 is two triodes -similar to
63.5's -with separate cathodes in one envelope.
In place of this the writer used negative feedback.
The power supply calls for very little comment.
The writer, not having any 4 -volt valves of a suitable
Negative Feedback
Negative feedback or degeneration causes a reduction type available, used 6.3 volt, and- a transformer giving
in gain but as there is plenty in hand this does not this was fixed near the H.T. transformer on the top of

matter, and is amply made up for by reduction in

distortion which ist always present to a greater or smaller

The layout of the chassis and panel
the chassis.
is shown in Figs. 5 and ,6. The smoothing circuit

the field winding of the
degree in every amplifier. The general principle of is conventional, using
negative feedback' is to take a portion of the output speaker as a choke. If the speaker available is a P.M.
On. Off, Grath, and
Radio. Switch

...See Separate Diagram

for Connections

RIO
To Primary of
Transformer

Mains
Lead

To Tuning
Condenser
To Speaker

.4

Field Plugs
on Top of
Mains Transformer
14

Output

Transformer

C

G.C4844#

`4*

011,\11

w.111

In the

writer's receiver a 6J7 is used as the first A.F. owing to
low output from the pick-up and also because it Igites
greater " punch," although- there is plenty of gain in
hand using a triode first A.F. See Fig. 4.
With regard to the output stage, a 6F6, 6V6, KT63
and 42 can .be used with a bias resistor of 35o ohms.
If a 6L6 or KT66 is used it is as well to reduce this to

2
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voltage and feed it back 113o deg. out of phase with the
input voltage.
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By THERMION
even greater expansion in trained personnel. Our
my remarks concerning the coining of universities will, therefore, need to handle ultimately
4sge of the B.B.C., a wag reminds me that my something like two to three times the 1938;39 number of
APROPOS
simile breaks down in that the average individual science and technology students, plus the further increase
has to wait 21 years before he can do as he Iffies, whereas for developments foreshadowed in connection with

thseBp.Bos.eC.sobas been doing as it likes from the start.

science teaching in schools. In the year before the
war, there were in all 50,000 fqadikne students in the

universities of this country, of whom under 13,000
were studying science and technology. These were
accommodated
in 16 universities and four recognised.
THESE initials stand for the British Electrical university colleges.
Research Board proposed by the Institution of
Electrical Engineers in a recent report. The" British Radio Engineering
Institution of Radio.- Engineers has made proposals on
RADIO engineering started as an amateur movement
somewhat similar lines. with regard to radio engineering.
and has never grown out of it. One has only to
Sir William Larke at a meeting of the Royal Society
of Arts (February ist, 194'3) stated that through industrial inspect the inside of a wireless receiver to.perceive that
it
is
amateur
work. It is true that engineers have come
research alone can we regain even in part our position
as premier exporting nation". of the world. Lord 'to the rescue with press tools and plastics, but they do
McGowan emphasised the same point in the House of not understand radio engineering, and, therefore, must
Lords (July 15th, 1943) and at the last annual meeting slavishly follow the comic shape which amateurs give to
of Imperial Chemical Industries. Mr. Oliver Lyttelton, wireless apparatus. Take another look inside a comMinister of Production, in a recent speech about the mercial receiver. Look at the array of comic shapes
It is towards of condensers, the irregularity of valve shapes, the
future of British industry declared :
the creation of demand and to the use of inventions that tangles of resistances. It looks more like a Heath
the economic thought of our specialists must be directed." Robinson cartoon. The shapes of components should
Mr. Samuel Courtauld has advised members - of the conform to some geometrical layout. Sets have all the
Rayon Federation that their research should be increased. appearance of having been assembled from components
manufacturing made by a large number of individual manufacturers,
He pointed out that all the
nations of the world spend far more thereon propor- each of whom has independently designed his component
tionately than we do. He urged that State expenditure without reference to other designers, .or the design in
on research should be launched on a " revolutionary " which the components are being incorporated. That
scale and that there should be some remission of the is why wireless sets are so large. They heed be no
present fiscal burdens on private research. Sir Harold larger than one-third of the present size. America,
Hartley, in a pamphlet just published, has written, where radio design is ahead of ours, has produced
" It is impossible to avoid the conclusion that if this small and efficient receivers, which look like dwarfs
country is to maintain its position in the world markets, compared with our smallest. Yet they have more valves
our industries must greatly increase their attention to and_ can handle, in some cases at least, larger outputs
research as soon as the progress of the war makes it than ours. I foresee the time when each manufacturer
possible. There is danger in delay , markets once will design his receivers from start to finish. He will
the components so that they blend into a
lost are not easily regained, and industrialists must design
take active steps now to organise this aspect of their harmonious whole, pleasing to the eye.
post-war activities."
B.E.R.B.

of converting more colleges into institutes

r4r4:R./5

Airing

From the Start P

Colleges and Institutes
CONSIDERATIONS should be given to the possibility
V6©

\V,Vlia/E11

of

technology on American lines, with more full-time work
and chairs in various branches of applied science. It

is in such places, as well as the universities, that the
urgently needed chair of radio engineering might be
founded. We have more than doubled the output of
engineers and physicists. The implementation of any

thoroughgoing post-war reorganisation of research and
technological development will require an equal or

WHAT IS COMING P WHO CAN SAY P
(May be sung to the tune of "In the Gloaming.")

In the better Britai{i coming,
Will the B.B.C. reform?
Will it cease to give us programmes
Which were better never born ?
In the better Britain coming,
Will the. crooner be unknown?
Loathsome noise from Tin -Pan Alley
Will the B.B.C. disown ?

In the better Britain coming,
Will the B.B.C. display

Wish to help our own composers

V5

Aerial Earth

Pick-up

WIRING DIAGRAM

LS Plug Strip,

The 'points H denote connections for heater wiring which has been omitted for clarity. VI and V2 ; 6K7, 6D6, 78, KTW 63 (Osram)
V5: 6V6, 6F6, 42, KT63
or 6SK7 ; V3: 6J5, 6C5, L63 (Osram), 6F5 or 6SF5 ; V4: 6J5, 6C5, L63 (Osram), 6J7 or 6SJ7 4; -volt
heater, or 5Z4 or 80 'with
(Osram), 6L6 or KT66; V6 : any fall -wave rectifier capable of delivering 120 mA's at 250 volts with
5 -volt heater.
ohms ; R6, 300 ohms ; R7, 5,000 ohms
RI, 100,000 ohms ; R2, 300 of ms ; R3, 50,000 ohms ; R4, 5,000 ohms ; R5, 100,000R12,
100 ohms ; R13, 100,000 ohms ; R14,
R8, 50,000 ohms ; R9, 5,000 ohms ; RIO, 250,000 ohms Potentiometer ; R11, 1,000 ohms ;
ohnis potentiometer.
200,000 ohms; R15, 500,000 ohms; RI6, 350 ohms; R17, 20,000C2,
C3,
C4,
C6,
C7,
C8,
C15
:
.1 mfd. ; C10, C11 : 200 mmfd. ; C12:
Cl, C5 arid C9 : .0005 mid. and 30 mmfd. trimmer per section ;
.01 mfd. ; C13 and CI6 : 25 mid. ; C14 ; .05 mid. ; C17, C18 ; '8 mfd.

=

IRott of flberit
Readers on Active Service -Thirty-eighth List.

C. L. Hodgetts (Sgt., R.A.F.).
D. Cawdell (L.A.C., R.A.F.).
A. K. Jackson (Sgt., R.A.F.).
E. N. Hunt (Sgm., R.A.F.).
S. W. Green (Gnr., Home Forces).
D. Pennington (Cfn., R.E.M.E.).
J. C. Parsons (F./O., R.A.F.).
R. Taylor (A.C.1, R.A.F.).
R. Street (A.C.2, R.A.F.).

And assist them on their way
Or in better Britain coming,
Will the B.B.C. remain
True to all its old traditions,

And for ever be the same ?

Only time can give the answer
To the questions here we see.
Best solution ?

Frame new Charter

Representing you and me
Shall at last decide the tune,
Will the programmes fill their function
As an " all-round" daily boon ?

Then when those who pay the piper

" Tortcri."
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AS the broadcast receiver I was using was gradually
losing its efficiency and disintegrating -in -spite
of repeated efforts to keep it going -I thought it
time to design and construct one as, at that time, new
receivers were very difficult to get. While considering
I

Home-made

number of components. The valves, tuning condenser
and coils could not he put into service again owing to

I

Economy High-fidelity Receiver

n

what circuit to use and where components were to
come from, the old set finally gave out after about
8-xo years' service. This helped considerably as the
chassis and power pack could be used as well as a

Two

Coils.

Infinite

Stages.

In
the and, R.F. and detector coils, A is connected to anode

of the previous stage, B to H.T. via the 5,000 ohm
resistance, C to earth and D to grid. The primary is
wound with 38 S.W.G. D.S.C. wire. The leads are

R.2

O

/

s,000n.

O

To /VAR
O

O

From
Anode
of 2VR.R,

Fig.

ci

C.3

'I 44fd-,

It was found, on testing the
set, that on very loud signals the 20,000
ohms was not sufficient to cut-off the
valves when required, so a 50,000 ohm
was connected between H.T. positive and
the common lead connecting the two
cathodes together. This lead goes to the
variable 20,000 ohm resistor. As the
resistance is increased -thus increasing
the bias -an increasing positive potential
is applied to the cathode, so assisting in
cutting the valves off. Fig. 1.

Fig. 3. -The infinite impedance detector circuit which is used in

...

1

i
!

I

tI
I

1
1

I

11g. 4. -If a 6J7 is used for V4, the wiring must be arranged

the receiver.

It was also found that screen resistancesand anode decoupling resistances as well
as various by-pass condensers were not
at' all critical. Screen resistances can be
between 50,00o -ohms and 550,000 ohms,
anode decoupling resistances between 3,000
and so,000 ohms, and the screen and

anode - decoupling condensers can vary
between .oz and .25 mfd.

i

R3

RI

condenser.

as shown here.

the holes provided in the base to the unarrsicle of the
chassis. It might be interesting to note that these coils
have a Q of 170.

-

Actually any coils of reasonable quality would do for
'this set, Coils such as the. Wearite midget type for
communication receivers would be ideal provided they

diode was tried with good results. The writer then
tried'the cathode follower.or infinite impedance detector,
as this type of rectifier has little or no damping effect
on" the tuned circuit. It can handle very high modu-

can be kept well screened from each other. Using these
coils on a similar set I built later I found that the primary lation percentages without distortion.

In other words,
what is put in on to the grid is faithfully
reproduced on the cathode. This system
was eventually adopted. TheA.F. signal
is taken from the cathode, the cathode

'606
4 or5 V

R5

R.41

With two R.F. stages there is snore than enough

gain so there is no need of further amplification at .the
detector stage. Leaky -grid detection was not tried.
Anode bend proved good except on loud signals, so the

2.

load being 50,00o ohms, and the R.F.

R.7

component is filtered out by the network
Cr, R2, C2. Fig. 3. This is then passed

50°

on to the first A.F. stage V4 and then
on

V6

V.3

-

I.3
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6.3v.

tuned circuit. The anode bend detector can handle
quite large inputs of power without undue distortion
but is not so sensitive, and also loads the tuned circuit.
The diode, of course, gives no gain, can handle large
inputs, but loads the circuit to a lesser degree.

(\I

enamelled silk covered wire were needed to tune over
followed by a detector and two stages of A.F. in the the broadcast range, with a variable condenser of about
form of a quality amplifier. The R.F. stages are quite 45o mmfd. maximum capacity. The primary turns
straightforward, transformer coupling being used in both are about a third the number of the secondary, wound
cases. The valves are 6K7's, which are variable mu on the earthy end of the coil and spaced about tin. from
R.F. pentodes, but any of the other valves mentioned it. The aerial coil contains the same number of turns
for Vs and Vs would do as their characteristics are wound over the earthy end of secondary. See Fig. 2.
more or less similar. An R.F. gain control uses a In the aerial coil, the aerial is connected to A. B and C
variable cathode bias resistor of 20,00o
ohms in series with a fixed bias resistor

of.300 ohms to each valve, the cathodes V
being by-passed to earth by a a mfd.

Plug Strip

5. -Plan view of the .chassis showing additional
transformer.

never possessed) plus -a reasonable clearee of sensitivity.
It was decided to use two stages of'sR.F. am
cation

"

Eatfh, end Pick-up

L.5 Pimp Strip

O

C2

H.F. coils.

were of some incredibly low frequency (and Q) and so
they were thrown out. The primary consideration was
to obtain quality of reproduction (a feature the old set

4.4 c;fr,

H.Z.-

H.T. 1-

I

The detector stage proved to be a stumbling block.
It is known that the leaky -grid detector cannot handle
large inputs without putting a fairly heavy load on the

brought down inside the former and made fast to tags
on' the paxolin base, and flexible leads brought through

paxolin and about 3M. long, and 'fitted on to a paxolin
base which, in turn, is fixed to the shield base. The
switching gear was removed and the formers taken off
their bases. It was found that sso turns of 32 S.W.G.

defects due to their age, etc. The I.F. transformers

satisfactory with a very short aerial...

are connected to earth, and D to the rst R.F. grid.

As tin coils were to hand and as the existing coils of
the old receiver were not suitable, it was decided to wind
Some. The formers of the original coil assembly were
stripped and rewound for 200-500 metres, the lon.-wave

Fig. 2. -Shows the location of the windings for the aerial and

Coupling still -seemed rather on the, tight side but was

Impedance

Coils

eerie/ Coil

in the R.F. stages. This trouble was overcome by
pruning the primary coils (type PA2) of 70 turns.

Detector and Negative Feedback are the
Features of this A.C. Operated Rellver, Described by D. R. HOOPER
H.F.

band being omitted as there is little of interest to be
found there. The formers are about
diameter

rR. A: end
Director Coils

was tightly coupled to the secondary, causing instability

RIO
C.>

C//

R/

C.I7 i- C./8

-

RI6

50

RJ5

..---cro.a.

CI3

T

CJ6

In these two stages the component
values are not very critical ; the anode
load of the 1st A.F. can be anything

between 5o,000 ohms and s50,000
the grid coupling condenser between .or
and a ma, the cathode resistance can be
between 700 ohms and 1,500 ohms and
the by-pass condenser between so and 50

The grid condenser of the output
stage can be between .o5 and .25 'Md.
mfd.

and the cathode by-pass between 20 and
mfd. The grid leak can ha between

i
li

ti

230 V

to the output stage V5.

L.F. Stages

6.5 V -

Fig. 1. -.-The theoretical layout of the complete receiver, showing the pre-delectot volume control arrangements and the negative feeekbaek system..

300,00o and 750,000 ohms.

The usual type of " tone control" is

normally a condenser of about .or mfd.

in series with a variable resistance between

H.M.011..,..-0.1101MMtAmm.14. , .,,0411.1.4111.1 ,111,04=0... ,..1.6.M1141.../..1004..,...1 ...,NWIIIMMO,MH141411=1.414M0411.1.1111.41110.111111,1,4mm ,.smummousurimmuuumm HEW IOW 141.041j
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AS the broadcast receiver I was using was gradually
losing its efficiency and disintegrating -in -spite
of repeated efforts to keep it going -I thought it
time to design and construct one as, at that time, new
receivers were very difficult to get. While considering
I

Home-made

number of components. The valves, tuning condenser
and coils could not he put into service again owing to

I

Economy High-fidelity Receiver
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what circuit to use and where components were to
come from, the old set finally gave out after about
8-xo years' service. This helped considerably as the
chassis and power pack could be used as well as a

Two

Coils.

Infinite

Stages.

In
the and, R.F. and detector coils, A is connected to anode

of the previous stage, B to H.T. via the 5,000 ohm
resistance, C to earth and D to grid. The primary is
wound with 38 S.W.G. D.S.C. wire. The leads are
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To /VAR
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Anode
of 2VR.R,
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It was found, on testing the
set, that on very loud signals the 20,000
ohms was not sufficient to cut-off the
valves when required, so a 50,000 ohm
was connected between H.T. positive and
the common lead connecting the two
cathodes together. This lead goes to the
variable 20,000 ohm resistor. As the
resistance is increased -thus increasing
the bias -an increasing positive potential
is applied to the cathode, so assisting in
cutting the valves off. Fig. 1.

Fig. 3. -The infinite impedance detector circuit which is used in

...
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11g. 4. -If a 6J7 is used for V4, the wiring must be arranged

the receiver.

It was also found that screen resistancesand anode decoupling resistances as well
as various by-pass condensers were not
at' all critical. Screen resistances can be
between 50,00o -ohms and 550,000 ohms,
anode decoupling resistances between 3,000
and so,000 ohms, and the screen and

anode - decoupling condensers can vary
between .oz and .25 mfd.
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condenser.

as shown here.

the holes provided in the base to the unarrsicle of the
chassis. It might be interesting to note that these coils
have a Q of 170.

-

Actually any coils of reasonable quality would do for
'this set, Coils such as the. Wearite midget type for
communication receivers would be ideal provided they

diode was tried with good results. The writer then
tried'the cathode follower.or infinite impedance detector,
as this type of rectifier has little or no damping effect
on" the tuned circuit. It can handle very high modu-

can be kept well screened from each other. Using these
coils on a similar set I built later I found that the primary lation percentages without distortion.

In other words,
what is put in on to the grid is faithfully
reproduced on the cathode. This system
was eventually adopted. TheA.F. signal
is taken from the cathode, the cathode
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With two R.F. stages there is snore than enough

gain so there is no need of further amplification at .the
detector stage. Leaky -grid detection was not tried.
Anode bend proved good except on loud signals, so the

2.

load being 50,00o ohms, and the R.F.

R.7

component is filtered out by the network
Cr, R2, C2. Fig. 3. This is then passed

50°

on to the first A.F. stage V4 and then
on
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tuned circuit. The anode bend detector can handle
quite large inputs of power without undue distortion
but is not so sensitive, and also loads the tuned circuit.
The diode, of course, gives no gain, can handle large
inputs, but loads the circuit to a lesser degree.
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enamelled silk covered wire were needed to tune over
followed by a detector and two stages of A.F. in the the broadcast range, with a variable condenser of about
form of a quality amplifier. The R.F. stages are quite 45o mmfd. maximum capacity. The primary turns
straightforward, transformer coupling being used in both are about a third the number of the secondary, wound
cases. The valves are 6K7's, which are variable mu on the earthy end of the coil and spaced about tin. from
R.F. pentodes, but any of the other valves mentioned it. The aerial coil contains the same number of turns
for Vs and Vs would do as their characteristics are wound over the earthy end of secondary. See Fig. 2.
more or less similar. An R.F. gain control uses a In the aerial coil, the aerial is connected to A. B and C
variable cathode bias resistor of 20,00o
ohms in series with a fixed bias resistor

of.300 ohms to each valve, the cathodes V
being by-passed to earth by a a mfd.

Plug Strip

5. -Plan view of the .chassis showing additional
transformer.

never possessed) plus -a reasonable clearee of sensitivity.
It was decided to use two stages of'sR.F. am
cation
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were of some incredibly low frequency (and Q) and so
they were thrown out. The primary consideration was
to obtain quality of reproduction (a feature the old set
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The detector stage proved to be a stumbling block.
It is known that the leaky -grid detector cannot handle
large inputs without putting a fairly heavy load on the

brought down inside the former and made fast to tags
on' the paxolin base, and flexible leads brought through

paxolin and about 3M. long, and 'fitted on to a paxolin
base which, in turn, is fixed to the shield base. The
switching gear was removed and the formers taken off
their bases. It was found that sso turns of 32 S.W.G.

defects due to their age, etc. The I.F. transformers

satisfactory with a very short aerial...

are connected to earth, and D to the rst R.F. grid.

As tin coils were to hand and as the existing coils of
the old receiver were not suitable, it was decided to wind
Some. The formers of the original coil assembly were
stripped and rewound for 200-500 metres, the lon.-wave

Fig. 2. -Shows the location of the windings for the aerial and

Coupling still -seemed rather on the, tight side but was

Impedance

Coils

eerie/ Coil

in the R.F. stages. This trouble was overcome by
pruning the primary coils (type PA2) of 70 turns.

Detector and Negative Feedback are the
Features of this A.C. Operated Rellver, Described by D. R. HOOPER
H.F.

band being omitted as there is little of interest to be
found there. The formers are about
diameter

rR. A: end
Director Coils

was tightly coupled to the secondary, causing instability

RIO
C.>

C//

R/

C.I7 i- C./8

-

RI6

50

RJ5

..---cro.a.

CI3

T

CJ6

In these two stages the component
values are not very critical ; the anode
load of the 1st A.F. can be anything

between 5o,000 ohms and s50,000
the grid coupling condenser between .or
and a ma, the cathode resistance can be
between 700 ohms and 1,500 ohms and
the by-pass condenser between so and 50

The grid condenser of the output
stage can be between .o5 and .25 'Md.
mfd.

and the cathode by-pass between 20 and
mfd. The grid leak can ha between

i
li

ti

230 V

to the output stage V5.

L.F. Stages

6.5 V -

Fig. 1. -.-The theoretical layout of the complete receiver, showing the pre-delectot volume control arrangements and the negative feeekbaek system..

300,00o and 750,000 ohms.

The usual type of " tone control" is

normally a condenser of about .or mfd.

in series with a variable resistance between

H.M.011..,..-0.1101MMtAmm.14. , .,,0411.1.4111.1 ,111,04=0... ,..1.6.M1141.../..1004..,...1 ...,NWIIIMMO,MH141411=1.414M0411.1.1111.41110.111111,1,4mm ,.smummousurimmuuumm HEW IOW 141.041j
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rearmlormire

In order to eliminate a- fourth variable control, the
writer found that loo,000 ohms gave, in his estimation,
the correct amount of feedback for good quality, so a
fixed resistance of that value was used in place of the
variable resistance.
Provision is made for pick-up which is switched in

parallel with the A.F. gain control on V4.

w.f. G.
00,014 Rodio.Graa.Sanch
P.P. Gen
Fig. 6. -Front view of chassis showing location of panel controls.

about 200 ohms, although it is improbable that distortion would be present even if 35o ohms were used.
Referring again to the detector and first A.F., if a

anode and earth. All this does is to cut off the upper 6F8 is available this can be used in place of two separate
response so giving the receiver a " mellow " quality. valves. Actually a 6F8 is two triodes -similar to
63.5's -with separate cathodes in one envelope.
In place of this the writer used negative feedback.
The power supply calls for very little comment.
The writer, not having any 4 -volt valves of a suitable
Negative Feedback
Negative feedback or degeneration causes a reduction type available, used 6.3 volt, and- a transformer giving
in gain but as there is plenty in hand this does not this was fixed near the H.T. transformer on the top of

matter, and is amply made up for by reduction in

distortion which ist always present to a greater or smaller

The layout of the chassis and panel
the chassis.
is shown in Figs. 5 and ,6. The smoothing circuit

the field winding of the
degree in every amplifier. The general principle of is conventional, using
negative feedback' is to take a portion of the output speaker as a choke. If the speaker available is a P.M.
On. Off, Grath, and
Radio. Switch

...See Separate Diagram

for Connections

RIO
To Primary of
Transformer

Mains
Lead

To Tuning
Condenser
To Speaker

.4

Field Plugs
on Top of
Mains Transformer
14

Output

Transformer

C

G.C4844#

`4*

011,\11

w.111

In the

writer's receiver a 6J7 is used as the first A.F. owing to
low output from the pick-up and also because it Igites
greater " punch," although- there is plenty of gain in
hand using a triode first A.F. See Fig. 4.
With regard to the output stage, a 6F6, 6V6, KT63
and 42 can .be used with a bias resistor of 35o ohms.
If a 6L6 or KT66 is used it is as well to reduce this to

2
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voltage and feed it back 113o deg. out of phase with the
input voltage.
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By THERMION
even greater expansion in trained personnel. Our
my remarks concerning the coining of universities will, therefore, need to handle ultimately
4sge of the B.B.C., a wag reminds me that my something like two to three times the 1938;39 number of
APROPOS
simile breaks down in that the average individual science and technology students, plus the further increase
has to wait 21 years before he can do as he Iffies, whereas for developments foreshadowed in connection with

thseBp.Bos.eC.sobas been doing as it likes from the start.

science teaching in schools. In the year before the
war, there were in all 50,000 fqadikne students in the

universities of this country, of whom under 13,000
were studying science and technology. These were
accommodated
in 16 universities and four recognised.
THESE initials stand for the British Electrical university colleges.
Research Board proposed by the Institution of
Electrical Engineers in a recent report. The" British Radio Engineering
Institution of Radio.- Engineers has made proposals on
RADIO engineering started as an amateur movement
somewhat similar lines. with regard to radio engineering.
and has never grown out of it. One has only to
Sir William Larke at a meeting of the Royal Society
of Arts (February ist, 194'3) stated that through industrial inspect the inside of a wireless receiver to.perceive that
it
is
amateur
work. It is true that engineers have come
research alone can we regain even in part our position
as premier exporting nation". of the world. Lord 'to the rescue with press tools and plastics, but they do
McGowan emphasised the same point in the House of not understand radio engineering, and, therefore, must
Lords (July 15th, 1943) and at the last annual meeting slavishly follow the comic shape which amateurs give to
of Imperial Chemical Industries. Mr. Oliver Lyttelton, wireless apparatus. Take another look inside a comMinister of Production, in a recent speech about the mercial receiver. Look at the array of comic shapes
It is towards of condensers, the irregularity of valve shapes, the
future of British industry declared :
the creation of demand and to the use of inventions that tangles of resistances. It looks more like a Heath
the economic thought of our specialists must be directed." Robinson cartoon. The shapes of components should
Mr. Samuel Courtauld has advised members - of the conform to some geometrical layout. Sets have all the
Rayon Federation that their research should be increased. appearance of having been assembled from components
manufacturing made by a large number of individual manufacturers,
He pointed out that all the
nations of the world spend far more thereon propor- each of whom has independently designed his component
tionately than we do. He urged that State expenditure without reference to other designers, .or the design in
on research should be launched on a " revolutionary " which the components are being incorporated. That
scale and that there should be some remission of the is why wireless sets are so large. They heed be no
present fiscal burdens on private research. Sir Harold larger than one-third of the present size. America,
Hartley, in a pamphlet just published, has written, where radio design is ahead of ours, has produced
" It is impossible to avoid the conclusion that if this small and efficient receivers, which look like dwarfs
country is to maintain its position in the world markets, compared with our smallest. Yet they have more valves
our industries must greatly increase their attention to and_ can handle, in some cases at least, larger outputs
research as soon as the progress of the war makes it than ours. I foresee the time when each manufacturer
possible. There is danger in delay , markets once will design his receivers from start to finish. He will
the components so that they blend into a
lost are not easily regained, and industrialists must design
take active steps now to organise this aspect of their harmonious whole, pleasing to the eye.
post-war activities."
B.E.R.B.

of converting more colleges into institutes

r4r4:R./5

Airing

From the Start P

Colleges and Institutes
CONSIDERATIONS should be given to the possibility
V6©

\V,Vlia/E11

of

technology on American lines, with more full-time work
and chairs in various branches of applied science. It

is in such places, as well as the universities, that the
urgently needed chair of radio engineering might be
founded. We have more than doubled the output of
engineers and physicists. The implementation of any

thoroughgoing post-war reorganisation of research and
technological development will require an equal or

WHAT IS COMING P WHO CAN SAY P
(May be sung to the tune of "In the Gloaming.")

In the better Britai{i coming,
Will the B.B.C. reform?
Will it cease to give us programmes
Which were better never born ?
In the better Britain coming,
Will the. crooner be unknown?
Loathsome noise from Tin -Pan Alley
Will the B.B.C. disown ?

In the better Britain coming,
Will the B.B.C. display

Wish to help our own composers

V5

Aerial Earth

Pick-up

WIRING DIAGRAM

LS Plug Strip,

The 'points H denote connections for heater wiring which has been omitted for clarity. VI and V2 ; 6K7, 6D6, 78, KTW 63 (Osram)
V5: 6V6, 6F6, 42, KT63
or 6SK7 ; V3: 6J5, 6C5, L63 (Osram), 6F5 or 6SF5 ; V4: 6J5, 6C5, L63 (Osram), 6J7 or 6SJ7 4; -volt
heater, or 5Z4 or 80 'with
(Osram), 6L6 or KT66; V6 : any fall -wave rectifier capable of delivering 120 mA's at 250 volts with
5 -volt heater.
ohms ; R6, 300 ohms ; R7, 5,000 ohms
RI, 100,000 ohms ; R2, 300 of ms ; R3, 50,000 ohms ; R4, 5,000 ohms ; R5, 100,000R12,
100 ohms ; R13, 100,000 ohms ; R14,
R8, 50,000 ohms ; R9, 5,000 ohms ; RIO, 250,000 ohms Potentiometer ; R11, 1,000 ohms ;
ohnis potentiometer.
200,000 ohms; R15, 500,000 ohms; RI6, 350 ohms; R17, 20,000C2,
C3,
C4,
C6,
C7,
C8,
C15
:
.1 mfd. ; C10, C11 : 200 mmfd. ; C12:
Cl, C5 arid C9 : .0005 mid. and 30 mmfd. trimmer per section ;
.01 mfd. ; C13 and CI6 : 25 mid. ; C14 ; .05 mid. ; C17, C18 ; '8 mfd.

=

IRott of flberit
Readers on Active Service -Thirty-eighth List.

C. L. Hodgetts (Sgt., R.A.F.).
D. Cawdell (L.A.C., R.A.F.).
A. K. Jackson (Sgt., R.A.F.).
E. N. Hunt (Sgm., R.A.F.).
S. W. Green (Gnr., Home Forces).
D. Pennington (Cfn., R.E.M.E.).
J. C. Parsons (F./O., R.A.F.).
R. Taylor (A.C.1, R.A.F.).
R. Street (A.C.2, R.A.F.).

And assist them on their way
Or in better Britain coming,
Will the B.B.C. remain
True to all its old traditions,

And for ever be the same ?

Only time can give the answer
To the questions here we see.
Best solution ?

Frame new Charter

Representing you and me
Shall at last decide the tune,
Will the programmes fill their function
As an " all-round" daily boon ?

Then when those who pay the piper

" Tortcri."
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Practical Hints

Band -spread Tuning
THIS is a simple, smooth and

efficient way of arranging for

definite stops when a bandsetter
condenser is used. The sketch should
make the method quite clear. The

socket is an aerial socket with 'one
end sealed with solder. Inside is a
spring such as is used in a cigarette
lighter, and a small ball bearing:
The rear face of a knob with a 'flat
surface is drilled with shallow holes
in the desired positions. If the knob
has a pointer it can point to numbers

is

THAT DODGE OF YOURS I

.1

Every Reader of "PRACTICAL WIRE- I
LESS " most have originated some little
! dodge which would interest other readers. I
not pass it on to os P We pay 51-10-0
i Why
for the best hint submitted, and for every g

other item published on this page we will
pay half -a -guinea. Turn that idea of yours
to account by sending it in to us addressed
to the Editor, " PRACTICAL WIRELESS,"
f George Newnes, Ltd.. Tower Rouse, South- 1
Street. Strand, W.C.2. Put your
j amptonand
address on every item. Please
note that every notion sent in must be
I angina?. Mark envelopes," Practical Hints."
DO NOT enclose Queries with your hints.

used to allow for the drop in volts when on load,

Lining up procedure is similar to, any other TRF
The writer found the circuit pretty well

receiver.

foolproof, and so long as common sense is .used in the
layout, the receiver should work when first switched on.

Keep the coils well screened and lead§ fairly short.
Quite large tolerances have been allowed in the resistance
wattage, and condensers should be of 35o -volt D.C.
working or more, except, of course, the A.F. cathode

the controls already in use.
is
sometimes advantageous even when
reasonably well matched coils ate
of

by-pass condensers.'

The use of an extra trimmer

On test the receiver seems comparable, as regards
sensitivity, with a superhet, and selectivity is good:
All B.B.C. stations are received at more than ample

employed, as operation of the extra
condenser often helps to cut out an

Spring

interfering station, either by bringing

So/der

carrot

R.M.A. Recommended Standard for Colour Coding for Resistors

THE details given below form the standard method
of indicating vesistance and tolerance values as

published by the Radio Manufacturers' Aksociation.

I. General

colour) shall indicate the decimal multiplier applicable
to the two significant figures to give the resistance value.
Colour D.-(Narrow end colour or fourth band colour)
shall indicate the percentage tolerance.

The nominal resistance values of fixed resistors and the

tolerance on these values, expressed in ohms, may be
indicated thereon either by numerical marking or by
means of colours or by a combination of both methods.

for the VCr6oX condenser that I was using for handset,
although certain modifications can make it suitable for

other types.-R. JonEs (Stirchley).

sir

Pointer

Bush

When colours are so uses, they shall have the
significance shown in the table, and shall as closely as
possible conform to the shade therein specified by

White Celluloid Approx

Hole Cut in Pane/ with
Fretsaw

'Thick Calibrated to

She/low Holes

Show, Wavelength

sting

1931.

marking of resistors.

Shade.

Signs-

ficant
,.,._.

'!"`''''

Condense

Cut in P/ate for
Ling of Light

Flat. Rear Edge

Of Knob

dfficient way at Providing definite stops
Inning

'a

a

'

band-spreaf,

od.

Correct Ganging

IT is often found that accurate ganging at all points

on the tuning scale cannot be obtained when cheap
Al
coils of doubtful make are used. This is generally due

to the coils not having the same inductance, and the
addition of a few turns to a canned coil is usually a
somewhat difficult task. The best method of overcoming
a defect of this type is to fit a small variable trimmer
condenser across the aerial tuning condenser-the fixed
vanes of the -trimmer to the fixed vanes of the tuning
condenser and the moving vanes of the former to the
moving vanes of the latter. This extra condenser can
be mounted on the chassis with its spindle protruding
through the front panel so that it can be operated in
conjunction with the main tuning control. An alterna-

Plates

Bent for
Light

X

..

..
-L
.. No, 13
.. No. 38
.. No. 57
.. No. 55
.. No. 26
.. No. 5
Violet
..
.. No. 31
Grey
White
..
..
*
Gold (metallic) ..
Silver (metallic) ..
,
No
}
additional
Black
Brown
Red
Orange
Yellow
Green
Blue

_

colour

Screen
Die.

..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..

Decimal

multiplier.

2

SO
ZOO

3
4
5

I;oao
to,000
I00,000

1

- - 8

9

1,000,000

I0,000,000
too,000,000
i,000,000,000
0.1

o.or

-

-----

5%

so%

Holder Bolted

at Point X

Soldered
Paymart
Coupler

Method of arranging a dial for a band -set

condenser.

13*

CD

Note.-The friur colour bands of method (ii) may

touch each other or be slightly separated as desired.

Note.-A band or dot of colour to designate the

tolerance only of the resistance value may be applied if
desired to a resistor that has the value of its resistance
indicated by a numerical marking.

re%

Shaft Extension

tit

A

.

The violet shall be a dark violet.

Condenser

t

-

o

6
7

with bond

Toler mice.

*No suitable shade 's included in the B.S. Specification.

Coupled to

The R.M.A. standard

system of colour

Nuts

Band- Set

tB

reference to British Standard Specification No.38iC-

Colour.

with dot

t

2. Standard Colours'

Condenser

Three

Resistor Colour Code

a suitable dial at hand for the bandset condenser,
so I rigged up the following indicator, which I found
very satisfactory for the purpose. As I had a plywood
panel it was easy to cut the hole out with a fretsaw on
which the celluloid scale is fixed. The arrangement is
most suitable for the standard Raymart condensers, as
the indicator is attached to the extension of the shaft
which is usually used for ganging purposes. The
dimensions given in the sketch are the ones I used

Ball Bearing

1

A.F.Getn

Fig. 7.-Rear view of switch and associated connections.

single -pole double -throw sections are needed.
strength, as are many European stations. The quality
of reproduction is a great deal better than what one may
from
comparatively
few components, many of which
term the " average 4 or 5 valve receiver."
The wjiter considers that this set fulfils the require- can be found in the junk -box or easily bought, thus
ments of a sensitive quality receiver that can be built making it ideal for wartime construction.

marked on the panel. When the
two tuned circuits exactly into
SPECIAL NOTICE
knob is to be mounted the set should
Pep or, in some cases, by slightly
Pep
All
hints
must
be
accompanied
by
the
detuning the circuit to which
be turned on its back, and the ball I
coupon cut from page al of cover.
the trimmer is attached.-R. W.
benring balanced on the spring until
(Purley).
it is forced into the socket by the
knob. The socket is completely
hidden by the knob and does not detract from the S.W. Indicator Dial
appearance of the panel. ---Wm. J. GRAHAM (Douglas,
Lanark).
IN a short -waver that I built recently I did not have
Socket

113

the energised type and the field winding is high impedance
a mains tradsformer of about 30o volts output should be

tive method is to substitute a tuning
drive having a variable concentric
trimmer attached for the straight
drive ;in use. This type of drive trimmer combination is very useful
when it- is particularly. desired not
to interfere with the disposition

NOWO.MMNIMOOmM.1.110.111M,1411MINMO,NMPOMPE
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a 10-20 H. choke should be used. If the speaker is of

3. Methods of Marking
Two alternative methods of marking shall be standard:
(i) The body, end and dot (or band) method).
(Ii) The four band method.

A REQUEST
READERS are requested to bear in mind that, owing
to our depleted technical staff, we cannot undertake
to offer advice concerning the modification of receivers

and other apparatus described in this journal to suit
individual requirements.

Our Query Service receives many letters asking how
to modify, say, a published design of a three-valver as
Colour A.-(Body colour or first band colour) shall a two- or four-valver. Such requests, at the present
time, are unreasonable, as reference to previous issues
indicate the first significant figure of the resistance.
Colour B.-(End colour or second band colour) shall of PRACTICAL WIRELESS will reveal numerous designs of
indicate the second significant figure of the resistance. receivers, etc., from which it should be possible to
Colour C.-(Dot or band colopr on body, or third band select one to suit most requirements.
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storms resulting in the dislocation of short-wave radio skip distances may be utilised is illustrated in the case
services, etc. These facts definitely link up ionospheric of maintaining communication with a moving ship.
As shown in Fig. 9o, as the ship moves on the frequency
variations with influences from the sun.

Radio Examination Papers -26

used may be increased causing the skip distance to
keep pace with the ship.
In just the same way that a ray of light is bent Variations in 'ayer heights and densities may be
(refracted) when it passes into a medium of different compensated for by adjustment of the frequency used,

The Effect of the Ionosphere upon Radio Waves

Automatic and Self -bias, Tracing the Cause of Mains Hum, the Electron -coupled Oscillator,
Matching of Tuning Coils, Superhet Interference and a Practical Problem Form the Subjects
of This Month's Questions to Which: THE EXPERIMENTERS Give Appropriate Answers
With auto -bias, a resistor is included in the cathode
A Self -bias and Auto -bias
ALTHOUGH these two terms are often confused, lead of an indirectly -heated valve, so that all the H.T.
they refer to entirely different systems ; perhaps current to the valv.e must pass through it. As a result,
the names could have been better chosen. In a voltage -is developed across the resistor, its magnitude
the case of self -bias the bias voltage applied to the being governed by Ohm's Law. The end of the resistor
grid of the valve varies in magnitude according. to the connected to the cathode becomes positive in respect
amplitude of the H.F. or signal voltage appearing at of the " earthy " end,' so that the cathode 'is made
the grid. With autb-bias, the bias voltage applied to, positive in respect of the earth line-to which the grid
the grid remains steady, and is governed by the amount circuit is returned. It follows, therefore, that the
of cathode current passed
grid is made negative in
by the valve, or, in the
respect of " the cathode.

case of a battery set, by
the total cathode current

QUESTIONS

Fig. 2 will make this point

taken by all the valves in

I. Explain the difference between " self -bias " and

the leaky -grid detector,
where the bias voltage is

2. If an A.C.ID.C. receiver reproduced a p?onounced
mains hum after having operated satisfactorily for
a long period, what faults would you suspect
3. Draw simplified circuits to show the similarity
between Hartley, Colpitts and electron -coupled
oscillators.
State why the last-mentioned is so

When using directly heated valves, the auto bias. resistor is wired in

the receiver.
The simplest example of
self -bias is to be. found in

that developed across the

grid leak. The actual voltage is normally very small,
but it varies with the
amplitude of the modulated

signal applied to the grid

of the valve. As the action
of leaky -grid detection has

been explained earlier in

this series it is not pro-

posed to deal with it again
now.

Another important ap-

plication of self -bias is
with oscillator valves-

either in a transmitter or
a superhet receiver. If the

" auto -bias."

named.

At- Mom would you identify the different battery leads

of an unfamiliar receiver, when about to connect
H.T., L.T. and G.B. batteries without removing
the chassis from the cabinet?

5. Why is it that with certain types of simple superhet

it is possible to receive the same transmission at
different settings of the tuning condenser,
particularly on the short-wave ranges ? Explain

"two

also a possible reason for a heterodyne whistle being

heard as an accompaniment to signals received at
all settings of the tuning condenser.
6. Describe two methods of slightly modifying the
inductance of a tuning coil to permit of accurate
matching with ganged tuning circuits.

grid leak were omitted from

the circuit the grid of the

'valve would tend to become increasingly negative
until oscillation ceased. The grid leak allows the
grid condenser slowly to discharge, and so brings

about a " balance," with the result that a bias voltage
appropriate to the amplitude of oscillation is applied.
thus the amplitude of oscillation becomes stabilised.
The circuit of the oscillator section of a triode-hexode
frequency changer is shown in Fig. r.
s

la*
Grid

therefore

etc.

Fading

Fading or variation of the received signal strength
may be caused by any of the factors that affect the
skip distance, i.e., layer height, density, etc. Fading
due to variations of lager height or density is most
noticeable at sunset and sunrise, at which time iono-

e'FI

O

ta,

spheric changes are greatest at that part of the world.
A second type of fading occurs when the receiver is

within the range of both ground and sky waves. As

Mid.

Mid
Alpo!,
Mid
Fig. 85.-Variations of layer height and density.
Noon

Mid.

shown in Fig. 91, the two waves'may combinevin such a
manner as to be additive or subtractive depending upon

their relative phase.' Slight alterations in the length of

clear.

bnosphere

series between H.T.--:and

L.T. - By returni,ng the
grids of biased valves to

Sky wavy

H.71.-they are given a

negative potential in respect
of their filaments. The
voltage drop across the
resistor is equal to the

Fig. 86.-Denotes

product of, the resistance
in ohms and the H.T. current in amps.

could not be

attributed to unsuitable
design. It is possible that
the hum may result from
prove

freybency
with
and/or electron density.

distance

Fig. 89.-Layer height affects
skip distance.

distance.

the ionised layer at right angles no bending occurs.
The angle at-txhich the wave enters the layer is equal
to the angle at which it leaves it. Referring to Fig. 86
it can be seen that there is a distance between the end
of the range of the ground wave and the point where the
refracted wave returns to earth wherein no signals may
be received ; this distance is known as the '' skip
distance."

manner, the cause of

not

Fig. 88.-Effect of angle
of propagation on' ship

densitjs, a radio wave is bent in entering the regions m
ionised gas. As in the case of light, if the wave enters

Tracing mains Hum
Since the receiver in
question h a d previously
operated in a hum -free

would

shit,

r

T

Fig. 87.-Variation of skip

distance.

2.

trouble

r

Skip Distance

the use of an unusually bad

time, mid
troublesome.

i.e., one frequency for day operation and one for night,

irV

F2

Nigher frequency

Factors Affecting Skip Distance
the electron density of the ionised
Alteration
layers will change the depth to which a radio wave will
penetrate before complete bending occurs. Thus, as

mains supply, but that would be unlikely ; such a
cause would not normally continue 'for any length
of

(\t"r
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very

shown in Fig. 87, the skip distance will vary with electron -

It is logical to assume that one or more of the
components would have developed,a fault. Breakdown
of insulation between the two smoothing -choke terminals
would giVe the trouble, but would not be likely. If that

were the cause of, trouble, short-circuiting the choke
should have little or no effect. A high -resistance leak
-between the choke windings and the core could also

Transmitter

Condenser

Second
Fbsition

Position

Fig. 90.-Showing how, by increasing frequency, communication
can be maintained with a mooing oessSl.

complete penetration occurs when the next higher

layer, being of higher electron -density, again refracts
the wave to earth.
Also, alteration of the angle of radiation of the wave
obviously affects skip distance as shown in Fig. 88.
'Variations of layer height affects skip distance as
shown by Fig. 89.

S

First

density of the layer concerned.
The higher the frequency the greater is the penetration
of the wave into the ionised region, the skip distance
therefore increases as the frequency is increased until

the path of the sky -wave due to variations in layer
density .or height will cause .the relative phase of the
two waves to change, thereby causing variation of
signal strength.

The manner in which a knowledge of factors affecting

a

(To be continued.)
I

- s%

t

Bias
Resistor

Grid Leek
Receiver
H.

a

r

Fig. I.-A triode-hexode frequency -changer, showing the grid
leak and condenser connections to the triode oscillator section.
These components provide self -bias for the oscillator.

Zero Signal
Maximum Signal

Fig. 2.--Auto-bias obtained by the voltage drop acriis the cathode
resistor of an ihdirectly-heated valve.

Fig. 91.-Illustrating one type of fading, when ground and sky waves are received simultaneously.
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We teach nearly all the Trades
and Professions by post in all
parts of the world.
makes no difference.

Comprises over three
hundred worked examples, giving the solution to typical
mathematical problems occurring in examinations for
radio mechanics and wireless operators. 6s. 6d. net.

By Alfred T. Witts, A.M.I.E.E.

The most 'progressive and most
successful Correspondence College

in the world.
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leads produce this result, when it will be known that Qne
is H.T.- and the other is G.B.-I- ; since both
joined

man, service engineer, dealer and amateur with a ready
reference to a repeesentative_selection of the types of
circuit likely to be met with in the majority of receivers.

together it will not matter which way round they- -are
connected to the batteries. In making this test it should

10s. 6d. net.

be remembered that the L.T. leads may have been
reversed, or that in the particular set under consideration
H.T.- is connected to L.T.±. This simply means that

SHORT WAVE RADIO

if the bulb fails to light, the connection' to it should be
transferred to L.T. -. -

By J. H. Rayner. An invaluable vdlume, recommended
to all 'students of radio engineering as a reliable textbook
on modern developments in the use of the short, ultra -

If there are no G.B. leads (due to the use of auto -bias)

the next tests are simple, since it is necessary only to'
connect a lead to a low -voltage tapping on the H.T.

10s. 6d: net.

battery and see if a click is heard in the speaker ; if so,
the lead is the main I.T. positive. Any single remaining
lead is probably a lower -voltage H.T.-!- connector, and
can safely be tried in the 6o -volt socket. The most

RADIO SIMPLIFIED
By John Clarricoats. This book is a masterpiece of
elucidation and compression. Members of the junior
services will find it invaluable, as the author has a thorough
knowledge of the requirements of his readers. Second
Edition. 4s. 6d. net.

Fig. 3.-Hartley oscillator circuit.

kph
4

6

Compare this with Fig. 4.

It will often be folind that the hum is immediately
reduced in volume merely by disconnecting the..faulty
smoothing condenser. This is probably because the
condenser develops a high internal resistance, across
which a hum voltage tends tb build up. A fault of this
nature generally comes rather as a surprise when it is

39 PARKER STREET, KLNGSWAY, W.C.2

suitable voltage tapping can later be found when the
set is in operation.

When there are two G.B.- leads, start by putting
both in sockets near the maximum -bias end of the

battery. Reproduction will probably be badly'distorted,

and one lead in turn should be moved to different voltage

points-remembering to switch off the set before taking
any G.B. plug out of its socket.

first encountered.

ERSV
-0,lLL44TMgEEW

3.

Output

Oscillator Circuits
Hartley, Colpitts and, electron -coupled oscillators are

shown in Figs. 3, 4 and 5. The Hartley is best known,
and it will be seen that the tuned circuit is wired between
the grid and anode of the valve, while an earth lead is
taken to a tapping of the coil. A condenser is placed,
between the anode and one end of the coil merely to

60dfro'fi

OfRifRt;

prevent short-circuit of the H.T.; it has no effect, on

1001: co 1Nt

H.F.

In the Colpitts circuit the tuning circuit is similarly

wired, but the earthed tapping

is

replaced by an

" artificial " tapping obtained at the junction of -two

fixed condensers wired in series across the tuned circuit.
These condensers may, in fact, form part of the tuning
circuit.

Of course,Ersin Multicore

3 -Core Solder is not as
cheap as ordinary solder
-but it costs less ire the end. The three
cores of Ersin fhix being continuous, there
is no waste of labour or material, and no dry
joints even with oxidised components. One
pound of 16 S.W.G. Ersin Multicore Solder
gives as many as 4,416 sound joints which
will remain sound, electrically and mechanically. Firms engaged on government contracts should write for reference sheet and
samples of Ersin Multicore Solder Wireapproved by the A.I.D. and G.P.O. where
resin is specified.

al

M

I

TICORE

The Solder Wire with 3 -Cores of Non Corrosive Ersin Flux
MULTICORE SOLDERS LTD., COMMONWEALTH HOUSE.

er

one at a time. When the H.T.- lead is found the bulb
should light, since L.T.--- and H.T.- are generally
connected together. It may be found that two different

By E. M. Squire. This work gives a diagrammatic survey
of modern radio receivers, and provides the practical radio

short and micro waves.
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one of the electrolytic smoothing condensers. One may burning out the filaments by applying the H.T. voltage
expect to find a condenser open -circuited. A test would to them ! The L.T. leads can be found fairly easily by
probably be made by connecting another, good, condenser connecting a flash -lamp bulb to the filament sockets of
across each of the electrolytics (or sections of a multiple one of the valve holders, switching on the set by nteans
electrolytic) in turn. Such a method of test might be of the on -off switch,. and finding which pair of leads
misleading, however, due to the fact that the hum may causes' the bulb to light. Of course, with some battery
not be affected to any appreciable extent when the valves it is possible to see the filament glowing a dull
new condenser was in parallel with the defective one. red when it is connected to the L.T. supply, in which
The only reliable method of testing, when this fault is case the bulb is not necessary.
suspected, is to disconnect one side of each -smoothing
The H.T.- lead can next be found by connecting one
condenser in turn, and tpen to connect the new condenser side of the flash -lamp bulb to the L.T.± and connecting
in its place.
each of the " spare " leads to the other side of the bulb,

*.

Distance
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produce hum, but in that case there would probably 4. IdenUfication of Battery Leads
also be various crackles or " scratchy " noises. Again,
It is clear that the first requirement is to identify
this is not a very likely cause,
the L.T. "leads, since once they are connected to the
The fault would most probably be due to failure of accumulator or L.T. battery there is little danger of

PITMAN

LET ME BE, YOUR FATHER
You need help and fatherly advice in difficult times
like these. I am in the position to give that to you

February, 1944

February, 1944
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In -the electron -coupled circuit, use is made of a

sie

pentode or tetrode valve (a tetrode is shown in Fig. 5),
and the tuning circuit is connected between grid and
earth. The cathode, instead of being returned to the
earth line, is connected to a tapping on the tuning coil.
Now how is this comparable with the other two circuits

discussed ? It will be seen that the screening grid is
by-passed to earth through a fairly large -capacity

condenser, in addition to being connected td.
Thus, it is connected to the earthy. end of the tuning

It acts in the same manner as does the anode
in the Hartley circuit, so the similarity between the

Fig.

4.-The Colpitts circuit uses. an "artificial" tap to earth'

instead of -the ' electrical' tap in the Hartley circuit.

The method outlined assumes that a meter is not

If a multi -range meter is to hand, the leads
can readily be identified by testing between each and
available.

the anode and grid sockets of the valve holders, with the
meter set to read high resistance values.

coil.

5. Double Tuning with Superhet
electron -coupled, Hartley and Colpitts oscilla$ors can
It is known that superhet reception is obtained when
the oscillator frequency is 465 kcjs (assuming that to be
be seen.
But since the output from the oscillator is taken from the intermediate frequency) above or below the signal
the anode, some form of coupling to what is virtually the frequency. Provided that tlfe signal -frequency tuning
triode oscillator is essential. This coupling, is provided circuits are very selective, and especially if a pre -selector

by the electron stream passing through to the anode stage is provided, they will respond to only one frequency.
through the screening grid. Hence the name.
So if a ganged .tuning condenser is used any given

116
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station can be received at only one setting of the

Another method is to make a ring of stiff wire in the
form of a lcosed loop and mount this in the end of the
- On short waves, however, liming is relatively fairly coil so that it can be rotated within the former. Although
flat with the average inexpensive superhet, and therefore not in any way connected to the winding, the closed
if the input tuning circuit is tuned to, say, 20,000 kc/s loop will affect the inductance, causing a reduction in
and the oscillator to 20,465 kc/s, signals on. 20,930 kc/s value when its plane is at right -angles to the axis of the
may reasonably be expected to " break through." In coil.
such tonditions, a signal on 20,465 kc/s may well be
heard when the oscillator is tuned to either 20,000 or
Output
20,930 kc/s. Hence the double tuning.
Referring to the second part of the question, if the
condenser.

I.F. were 465 kc/s and a strong signal on 466 or 464 kcfs
were able to pass througifto the I.F. stages, a i,000 -cycle
heterodyne note or whistle would be heard whenever a

reach the I.F. stages due to break -through or to pick-up
by unscreened leads in the I.F. circuits.

The man who enrolls for an I. C. S. Radio
Course learns radio thoroughly, com-

Matching Tuning Coils
One system of matching coil inductances, and used by
coil manufacturers; is simply to move a few of the end
6.

pletely, practically. When he earns his
diploma, he will KNOW radio. We are

turns on the coil a fraction of an inch away from the

others, so reducing the inductance. On a plain cylindrical

not content merely to teach the principles of radio, we want to show our
students how to apply that training in

former this is easily done before the application of
varnish or dope to secure the windings.
With rigid self-supporting short-wave coils the same

between the end turn and the second turn. When fairly
heavy -gauge wire is used and the coil is wound on a
former, the end of the winding may be passed through

a hole in the former and led out at a diametrically
opposite hole after forming a half -turn or loop in it.

Inductance can then be varied by rotating this half -turn

so that it is parallel to or at right -angles to the main
winding.

THE

RADIO SERVICE MAN,
DEALER AND OWNER

signal at any frequency within the tuning range were
picked up. The spurious signal at near -I.F. might

result is achieved by slightly increasing the spacing

tOR

4

Fig. 5.-An electron -coupled oscillator circuit. Heavy lines
help to show its similarity to the Hartley circuit.

practical, every -day, radio service work.
We train them to be successful!

It should be understood that all three methods

explainecrbring about only minute changes in inductance,

and are of value only after the best possible match has
been obtained by adding or subtracting turns and half turns to and from the winding. Additionally, the

Dept.

methods are mainly of use with short-wave coils.

Kingsway, London, W.C.2.

Complete Radio Engineering
Radio Service Engineers
Elementary Radio
Television

An Economical One -valuer

If

THE chief feature of this -receiver, apart from its
efficiency, is its economy of operation. Using a
6J7 metal valve, which is a 6.3 -volt type, it
derives its power from a filament transformer and a
9 -volt G.B. battery for H.T. A small filament transformer consumes very little power, and as the H.T.
current is less than r inA, the running costs are almost
negligible.

D. THOMAS

than with an ordinary variable condenser. Any
H.F. choke can be used.

good

Construction

Name

The panel and chassis can be made of metal or thin
plywood, whichever is available. A suitable' size is

aerial ; but to do it justice it is better to use an outdoor

8in. by 6lin. for the panel, and 8in. by Sin. for the
chassis, the latter being supported on runners of lin:

aerial and earth, when the performance will greatly be
improved. Plentl, of continental stations will be
audible after dark, as well as other B.B.C. transmissions.
The Circuit

(Use

A pointer knob and dial plate are the simplest form

of tuning control ; but a slow-motion dial can obviously
be used if 'this is available.
The controls are : top, tuning : left-hand knob,
reaction ; centre, on -off switch ; and right-hand knob,
aerial kries condenser.
Connections to aerial, earth, 'phones and 9 -volt

This is shown in Fig. r. There are two aerial tappings, battery are best made by mounting six sockets or
one at the 40th turn, and the other at the top of the' terminals on a strip of paxolin or ?bonite across the
back of the runners. If the chassis is made of plywood,
however, these can be mounted in a row along the
rear edge.
There is not much drilling to be done.; one large
hole (lin. or Sin. diameter) for the valve, four holes,
Leaky -grid detection is used, with a condenser of about lin. diameter, on the panel, and a few lin.

,grid coil. A short flex, run from the aerial condenser,
'terminates in a crocodile clip which makes this connection
direct to the coil. The tapping can therefore easily be
adjusted when necessary. The tuning condensef is an
ordinary .0005 mfd. type,

0003, mfd. and a leak of 2 megohms. The control grid mounting holes are all that are necessary. As actual
(top cap) is used for detection ; the screen and suppressor dimensions and positions will vary'. with different
components, no detailed particulars can be given.
are connected together and to H.T.-1-9v.
The coil is quite simple to make (Fig. 3). The materials
A .0003 mfd. differential condenser controls the
reaction ; this makes the adjustment rather smoother required are : sin. or 4in. of 'lin. former, and about 4 oz.

Age

are playing their
part in the great
national effort.
They are as indispensable

to the

Address

Sensitivity is as good as that of most o -v -o receivers, wood, measuring sin. 'by 2lin. Thee sizes, however,
and the controls are easy to handle. In most localities can and should be increased or decreased to suit the
the. receiver will give comfortable 'phone signals from particular components used (Fig. 2).

Home and Forces transmissions with a loft. indoot

you wish to pass a Radio examination, indicate it below.

British Institute of Radio Engineers
P.M.G. Certificate for Wireless Operators
Provisional Certificate in Radio Telephony and
Telegraphy for Aircraft
City and Guilds Telecommunications
Wireless Operator, R.A.F.
Wireless Mechanic, R.A.F.
Special terms for members of H.M. Forces

A Medium -wave Receiver Capable of Putting Up a Good Performance With Minimum
P.
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frequencies below' 1,500 kc/s. better results would be

obtained over sea than land, or over good soil rather than
dry sand, etc., also, that for frequencies above 2,5oo kc/s.

February; 1944

February, 1944

F2 layers, respectively, 'as their heights increase. *The
E layer is also known as the liennelly-Heaviiide layer,

or approximate sizes. The grid coil has 65 turns of
26 S.W.G.,-tapped at 4o turns, where a small loop is
made with the bared wire, on to which the aerial tap
is clipped. A similar loop is made at the upper end of

the higher the dielectric constant over which the wave independently and simultaneously. The Appleton layer,
is travelling, the better will be the results.
again named after its discoverer, comes into existence
The field strength of a signal travelling over the surface during the ,night, due to the fading out of the. Fl layer
of the earth, according to Sommerfeld, isand the descent of the F2 layer. The Appleton layer
kA
is also known as the F. layer.
The gases forming these layers are ionised by ultrad
where d is the distance from the transmitter, A the effect violet rays from the sun, with the exception of tithe F2
layer,
which, although it has daily and seasonal variations
of the losses in the earth and k is concerned with the
and thus must be effectes1 by the sun, shows itself to
A Electric Field
be largely. affected by other influences, i.e., cosmic

the winding. The reaction coil has 4o turns of 34 S.W.G.,
spaced in. away from the grid coil. All turns are close

'

Magnetic Field

wound, and in the same direction.

The valve used in the writer's receiver is an Atnerican

type 6J7, but 6J7G, 6 J7GT or 6W7G can be used

without making afiy change to the receiver. If it can be
obtained, the 6.W7G.is a particularly suitable type, as
the heater current is only .25 amp. as against .3 amp. for
the 6J7, A 6L6 or 77 can be used if the octal socket is

of

As the height of a layer increases and the rarity of
the atmosphere decreases the proximity of atomic
particles becomes less with the result that less recombination of those particles (deionisation) is possible.
For the reasons just stated the E layer shows great
variations in electron density although the region of
maximum electron density keeps at about the same
height when night falls. The height of the F1 layer

//1/:///;,//1 /// ///

Fig. 83.-NorMal polarisation of a radio wave.

strength radiated horizontally from the transmitting aerial. For high frequencies d is replaced with
d2, i.e., attenuation is very much greater for high
field

replaced by,an American six -pin wafer valveholder.
0000000
RFC

0003 red.

similar variations to the E layer. The F2 layer's

Polarisatiot of the Wave
The term " polarisation " *of a wave refers to the
plane of action of either its electric or magnetic field
with respect to the surface of the earth. It has now be-

come common practice to refer to the electric field
when speaking of a Wave's polarisation, i.e., a vertically
polarised wave having its electric field vertical-this
type of polarisation is normal.
As shown by Fig. 83, it is impossible for .an electric
field to exist horizontal or a magnet field vertical to a

Phones

height descends at nightfall, but its electron density
is very erratic in variation. See Fig. 85 (a) and (b)

for variations of layer height and density with the time
of the day. The electron density of the layers increase
with height --as would be expected.
It has been noticed that ionospheric variations
follow 27.3 day and 1I year periods ; 27.3 days is the
period of rotation of the sun, whilst is years mark the
period of sun -spot activity. Also, the appearance of
sun-spotS is usually sccompaffied -with ionospheric
Grant

Appleton layer

/40

Fig.

l.-The

the

receiver,

theoretical circuit al
and

the

base

If a proper filament transformer is not available, a
bell transformer with the secondary re -wound to give
6 volts can be used; but this voltage should be checked

with an accurate A.C. voltmeter, since it must pot
exceed 6.5 volts, or the valve will be damaged.

Should a transformer of any kind be unobtainable,

2

80

Approximate Height of E layer

60

MEM

411, dIM

4MID

Kennelly -Heaviside

-c

range limited to approximately optical distances and
may be compared in some respects with light rays.
Situated many miles. above the surface of the earth
are layers of ionised gas. The approximate 'heights of
these layers are shown in Fig. 84. For purposes of

classification these layers are termed the E, F, and

con-

nections far the 6J7 valve.

miles only.
Frequencies above 30,000 kels. appear to have. their
The Ionosphere

be heard, showing that
If the
reaction is found to increase
anti -clockwise, the connections
to the two sets of fixed plates
will

the valve is oscillating.

R

40r
65

4P

Stratosphere

Troposphere

Fjg. 84.-Seale showing approximate layers of spheres.

T

E

Fig. 3.-Details of the
coil.

Midget variable condenser, .0001 mfd.
One Mica fixed condenser, .0003 mfd.
One Grid -leak, 2 megohms.

One H.F. choke.
One 6.3v. .5a. filament transformer.

=1 MM.

/20

40

and switch on. Set the righthand knob (aerial condenser)
about half -way out ; now turn
the reaction knob clockwise. Taps
If all the connections hav,e
been made correctly, a slight 40T
" plop," and possibly a whistle,

One Differential reaction condenser, .0003 mfd.One

A C.230 v

Switch

component, thereby causing energy loss.

For frequencies below boo kc/s. very great distances

/JS

and plug in the mains lead

COMPONENTS

The passage of a radio wave over a poor conductor
causes a " draggino. " at the " foot" of the wave,
resulting in a tilt beingt given to the wave -front, this
tilt can be shown to have a horizontal electric -field

may be covered because of the small attenuation
experienced by the ground wave.
From Goo kc/s. to 1,500 kc/s., several hundreds of
miles may be covered, giving good quality radio -telephony and good constant signal strength ; for these
reasons the 600-1,5oo kcis.,band is utilised as the
broadcast band.
The 1,500-30,000 kc/s. band suffers much greater
attenuation, being suitable for transmission for a few

volts), aerial, earth and 'phones,

One Tuning condenser, .0005 mfd.

onoo-oo-00000nool

dissipation of the energy contained within the fields,

of different frequencies may be summarised as follows :

When the construction and wiring are complete,

connect up the H.T. battery (9

unknown

_...F2

The characteristics of propagation for ground waves

Operation

setting bf the aerial coadenser will enable the maximum
results with any aerial -to be obtained.
Don't forget that the valve will take about zo seconds
to warm up.

/60

Ground -wave Propagation Characteristics

otherwise the kind is immaterial.

A little experiment with the aerial tappings and

perfect conductor, such conditions resulting in immediate

thus, vertical polarisation (electric fields vertical, magnet
fields horizontal) is normal.

or .0003 mfd., but the former value, which was used
in the original, is recommended. The on -off switch

must be reversed.

(Continued on page. 207.)

frequencies.

or even dry batteries. In this case, a flex, connected
to the heater pins and brought out through the back of
the chassis, will make .§uitable connections, the switch
being inserted in series with one of these leads.
The aerial series condenser can either be .000r mfd.

must be a type rated for use in mains circuits, but

General

shows small variation whilst its electron density follows

7/1/ //1/ 1/ 4 //,/,/
/ 4 /1 Perfect Conductor

117

each of 26 and 34 S.W.G. enamelled or sills -covered'.` wire
the heater can be supplied by a 6 -volt accumulator,

after the two scientists who discovered its presence

radiation. The term layer refers to the region
maximum electron density in the gas concerned.
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fig. 2.-The layout of chassis and panel.

One On -off switch.
One 617 valve.
One American Octal valveholder.

One Chassis and panel.
Six Sockets or terminals.
Two Knobs.
One Pointer knob and dial.
One Crocodile clip.
One Metal valve cap.
Wire, sundries, etc.
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The B.B.C.'s Twenty-first Birthday

Elementary Electricity and Radio -13

A Further List of Important Dates in the History of the B.B.C.

The Ionosphere.

(Continued from Page 74; January issue)

July, 1927
January, 1927
2. First running Commentary on the Royal Air Force
x. Royal Charter for the incorporation of the British
Display from Hendon.
Broadcasting Corporation and Licence and Agreement between the Postmaster -General and the British 24. Memorial Service and ceremony at opening of New
Broadcasting Corporation.
Menin Gate, relayed from Ypres.
Receiving licences first issued to blind persons
August, 1927
without charge.
3. Inauguration of evening " Foundations of Music " 23. First B.B.C. Promenade Concert from the Queen's
Hall. (Conductor : Sir Henry Wood.)
series. (Discontinued June z6th, 193E.)
22, Opening of Daventry. experimental transmitter
February, 1927
5GB for alternative programmes.

21. First broadcast by H.R.H. the late Duke of Kent.
March, .1927
25. First racing running Commentary :

the Grand

National from Aintree. (Commentary by Meyrick
Good and G. F. Allison.)

Skip Distance.

details available.)
November, 1927

Fading.

By J. J. WILLIAMSON

(Continued from page 59, January issue.)

FIG. -8° (A) and (B) illustrates the effect of altering
the height of a 1/2 dipole above the earth.

Reflectors

A reflector consists of a wire placed behind and in line
with the actual aerial , it is not connected to a source of
Aerial Arrays
'R.F, energy but relies upon its proximity to the
When two or more aerials are 'arranged to give energised aerial to receive energy by induction which
directional radiation, then the combination is known it re -radiates. The distance between the energised aerial
and the reflector in terms of the wavelength will govern
as an aerial array.
the manner -in which the two radiations-one from the

energised aerial and one from the reflector-add, and

hence the resultant radiation pattern and the directional
properties of the system. A reflector could have been

September, 1927

4. First programme 'from Sydney, Australia.
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used in the place of aerial " A " in Fig. 81 (Il) with

A

xx. Chelmsford experimental short-wave station .5SW
opened , experimental broadcasts
to the Empire.
- Central Council Mr Broadcast

similar results.

" Beaming " of the radiation from an aerial array is
usually achieved by the use of reflectors placed behind
the elements (separate aerials of the array) of the array.
Band-pass characteristics of an aerial array-to enable
the carrier and sidebands necessaryYttr radio -telephony
to be broadcast with equal efficiency-may be obtained
by making the length of the reflectors slightly different

Above the Earth

Adult Education formed at end
of 1927.
-\Committee of independent experts

to 'that of the directly energised elements.

appoitited at beginning of 2927 to
advise the British Broadcasting
Corporation. on Regional high power distribution.

Wave Propagation

A Above the Earth
Fig. 80.-Verticae'polar diagrams of )./2 aerial.

January, 1928

When a signal is transmitted the radiation produced
may be propagated in all directions, the intensity in any
one direction depending upon the directiOnal properties

If the array radiates energy in a direction that "is in
line with the aerials or elements that make up the array,
and that radiation is in a horizontal plane, the array is
saki to be of the " end -fire " type. If radiation is in

2. Inauguration of week -day Religiofis

Services from Daventry. (January
12th: Taken in London programme as well.)

the horizontal plane but " broadside -on " to the line
of aerials making, up the array, then the system would
be called a " broadside " array.
Fig. 81 (A) depicts two - vertical aerials spaced 2/2
apart ; they are fed with energy in such fl manner that
radiation from both will be in phase. It follows that
radiation along a line drawn through the aerials will
cancel, maximum radiation occurring in the broadside
direction. Note the polar diagram-Fig. 81 (A). This

March, 1928
5. Ban on broadcasting of controversy
removed by the PostmaSterGeneral.

12. Jack Payne and the B.B.C. Dance
Orchestra gave first broadcast.

A

combination, therefore, is a simple " broadside " array.
If the two aerials are now placed 2/4 apart and fed
with energy in such a manner that one aerial radiates
go deg. (X/4) behind or ahead cif the other, then we have
a simple. " end -fire " array --Fig. 81 (B).
Several combinations of aerials and

their polar

diagrams are shown in Fig. 82, (A) represents four X/2
dipoles in free space, these dipoles are placed end to end,
as shown, and are said to be co -linear : (B) shows a
V -aerial each leg of which is fed with antiphase (18o deg
out -of -phase) energy ; (C) shows a " fishbone " aerial

the non -resonant feeder gives the required phasing to divide the radiation produced into-ytwo categoyies,
e.g., the ground -wave and the sky -wave.
them ; forming the directional characteristics shown.

1926.

April, 1927
2. First broadcast of Oxford
and Cambridge boat
race.
23. First broadcast from
Wembley S t a ditiu m:
Running Commentary

The Ground -wave

The passage of a radio -wave over the surface of
the earth causes extraction of energy from the wave,
the manner in which the earth acts, i.e., as a conductance
or a capacitance, depending upon the frequency of the

wave and the nature of the 'earth, i.e., sea, sand, good

on Cup Final.

soil, etc.

May, 1927

Normal soil acts as a conductance for frequencies
below approximately 1,500 ke/s., but for frequencies
higher than this the earth is mainly capacitive.
The higher the frequency the greater is the loss of
energy fr9m the wave ; whilst for frequencieS below

0

21. First running commen-

tary from Olympia on
the Royal Tournament.

1,50o kcis. losses increase with a decrease of conductivity.'
For frequencies above 1,50o kcfs. losses increase with a

June, 1927
4. First running commen-

tary on the " Trooping

of the Colour,"

Fig. 82.-Horizonfal polar diagram of a " fish -bone" array.

array's polar diagram, the spacing of aerials along of the aeriabsysfem. For analytical- purposes we may

Savoy Hill. Home of the B.B.C.

,

C

March, 1928.

No. 1 Studio of the B.B.C. at Savoy Hill.

Fig. 81.-Simple" end -fire

array.

decrease of the soil's dielectric constant. From these
facts we can deduce that for long distances and strong
signals the lower the frequency the better ; that for
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April, 1930.

20. Inauguration of Sunday afternO.on Bach Church 18. Relay of Bach's St. Matthew Passion from the
Cantata series.
Thomaskirche, Leipzig.
23. Shakespeare Birthday celebrations broadcast from
August, 1928
Stratford -on -Avon.
in. Eye -witness account of Menin Gate broadcast.
-

6L6

(British Legion pilgrimage.)

I
L.5

May, 1930.
31. Opening of Bristol Air Port by H.R.11. Prince George.

1928.

-. The B.B.C. completed arrangements for the building
of new headquarters in London to replace Savoy June, 1930.
Hill.
Supplemeglal Agreement between the Postmaster General and the British Broadcasting Corporation.
October, 1928.
15. Sir James Barrie's first broadcast (from Jedburgh July, 1930.
'
where he received the Freedom of the city).
8. Opening of India House by H.M. King George V.
3o. Inauguration of experimental transmission of still
pictures by the Fultograph process froth Daventry.
November, 1928.

21. First announcement broadcast of the 'illness

of

H.M. King George V. Thereafter medical bulletins
of official statements were broadcast whenever issued.

December, 1928.
12.
First broadcast

August, 1930.
4. Broadcast of arrival of Miss Amy Johnson at
Croydon.
16. Arrival- of Rroo at Cardington from Canada
broadcast.

by

H.M. Queen Mary.
INatienal Wireless
Chorus formed.
January, 1929.
16. First issue of The
Listener published.

Fig. 3.-A 30 -watt amplifier with triode phase -inverter. All valves are American types which are well
known and often used in this country.

October, 1929.

21. Brookmans Park trans-

mitter took over from

In voltage feed -back the usual method is to feed back reproduction, and one main disadvantage. An advantage
from the anode of the output valve to the grid of the same is that it prevents the amplifier from falling into self valve a voltage which is out of phase. This is auto- oscillation, as it may do at certain frequencies. Another
matically done, since there is always phase reversal .and more important advantage is that it tends to make
through a valve amplifier ; when the grid goes negative the amplifier independent of variations in output load.
the anode goes positive, and vice versa. It is not always That is, if the load changes the degeneration automatidesirable to feed bank the full inverse potential, and the cally applies a " corrective balance."
This is
arrangement shown in Fig. 4 may be used. Here it very valuable when using an output transformer,
will be seen that a potentiometer is -connected across the the impedance .of which necessarily varies over the
tit with a condenser in series, and feedback to the audio -frequency range. It also makes possible the
't is taken from the, tapping on this potentio- connection of additionl speakers without the need foi
meter.
t Will be seen that the system of degeneration altering the output coupling. In short, it causes the
shown in Fig. 3 resembles that indicated in simpler form valve to behave in most respects as though it Were of
in Fig. 4. Another negative feed -back circuit is given very low 'impedance, with the result that the regulation
in Fig. 5. In this case the lower " Iimb " of the is very good.

potentiometer is made up of the grid condenser and

leak in series. Advantiges of Degeneration
The use of negative feed -back has a number of valuable
advantages in amplifiers, required for high-fidelity

Oxford Street. London
Regional Station opened.

November, 1929.
14.

Birthday programme
members of the
B.B.C. staff.
by

January, 1980.
21. World broadcast of the.
opening of the Naval

Conference by MM. the

King in the House of
Lords.

The chief disadvantage is that degeneration, as the

name would suggest, reduces to adegree, depending upon
the proportion of the output voltage fed back; the effective
amplification or gain. This can be offsbt to some extent

by using a pentode or tetrode output valve, and by

Control Room (2L0) prior 101931,
showing the Simultaneous Broad-

applying the lowest satisfactory amount of feed -back.

casting Board and Control Desk
in background.

September, 1930
8.

Broadcast by W. B.
Yeats of some of his
poetry.

23. General SMuts opened
the Faraday Centenary
Exhibition.

Fb

October, 1930
22. -First broadcast

r

from

Queen's Hall of B.B.C.

Symphony
Orchestra
with 114 . players in
new season's symphony.
concerts.
February, 1931
23. Memorial concert of

S

Fig. 4. --Voltage negative Iced -back ii its simplest form. A portion

of the audio output voltage from the anode circuit is fed back to

the grid.

The valves are not necessarily those which would be used
in practice.

Fig. 5. -Voltage feedback in more practical form. Representative
values are assigned to the components associated with the degeneras
live circuit.

Peter Warlock's music

B.B.C. transmitter on the roof of Se!fridge's building in Orford Street, London (1925 to 1929).

broadcast.
(Continued on page 123)
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same manner as they are ,for other resistance -capacity coupled stages of the kind previously described.

of solution

rlL4 L I- C., I

Mr. Robinson. You say you get unsatisreproduction, inferior quality and
factory
Yes,
gain.
few
" Well, now,- let me see. Let's just run over
points first, shall we ?

" Firstly, your L.T. battery. You say it is fully
charged. All right then, that clears .point one satisfactorily. Unless, of course, there as a circuit leak

somewhere which you may have overlooked.
" You've checked that ! And there appears to be
none at all. All right, Mr. Robinson, that does clear
point one.
" Secondly, you did say that your grid bias battery
was all right ? You checked that too.
" Right -ho, Mr. Robinson. I assume, of course, that
you have a reliable voltmeter ? You have a good and
expensive one of high ohms -per -volt value ! Good
then, that clears point two.
" Now your H.T. battery. Is that above suspicion ?
Well, of course, you know, you cad
It's a new one !

buy a. new battery which appears to be good., butoh, you checked it on load, did you ? Was Were any
difference in voltage than when off load ? Just a volt
or two, very little. O.K., well, that appears to clear
up point three, and we are satisfied that the potential
supply is satisfactory. Right, Mr. Robinson, let us
check and consider your other information.
" You say that the loudspeaker you are using is of
the balanced armature type, giving a load of 2000, ohms,

and_is connected direct in the output circuit, and you
checked the current, you say ? Eighteen milliamps !
Rather high, don't you think, for one valve ? When
you consider that the other, two valves are probably

by the loudspeaker - is 2,000 ohms and the current is
18 milliamps.

" Now, as you probably know, the potential across
any circuit section is the product of its resistance and
D.C. current. Right. So by ohms law, the potential
across the speaker is:
1

" Therefore you see, there is a voltage -drop of 36 volts
across the speaker coil, leaving only 52o v.-36 v. = 84 v.

That is a little low, you
know, and the load caused
by that valve is liable to

milliamps, which,
in
comparison,
seems quite small,
" Did you check

the volts applied
to the plate of

x

your output

valve, Mr. Robin-

No!

us

calculate a little. Your load

r,
Z'

HT*

tages to be lower than what

they should be for proper
functioning. However, for

the moment we will as-

sume that they are
right.
' Now,

this

all

is - - 5 4

where we can help
matters by consulting a characteristic
curve, or a number

e

O

Arprifold

Grid

5iis

Currynt

4,-eis.

V/

Dish:41P

such curves.
Grid Swing Stn.
Mr. Robinson.
" These curves Fig. 2.-Depicts the conditions snider
which the valve was operating.
are only rough and
approximate, but
they will do to serve our purpose.

V2

" Let us take first of all, curve r, Fig.

J

I
1.

grid bias, negative, there is no anode current,
then it rises slowly at 8 volts, then rather
sharply from 74 volts and maintains a straight
line in equal bias volts afterwards. There is a

need to be at

I

O
go

I.

V3

point, of course, where this state of affairs
stops slowly and bends over to the right,to
That means that any
s saturation point.
x
r
increase of bias positive value does not
necessarily increase the anode current,
but actually tends to decrease it slowly.
x
" For good, satisfactory results, we

+-- as

dlr.

r25

I.

ti

I

i

V4

of

.4

s

-74
I

t.

3

5 1---"""'"........."1
Fig. 1.-The family of characteristic
carves which should help to convince

Mr. Robinson of his errors.

the centre -point of the

straight portion, or linear section, of the
curve. The reason is this if you glance
at the sine wave I have drawn vertically,
you will see that peaks x and y are
faithfully produced, that is, when the
swings of the original sine curve are
applied to the grid, and shown amplified.
If, however, the anode volts are less
than what they should really be, say, as
in your case, 84, shown as curve 4, the
top peaks X are cut off, as shown at XI.
This, of course, Mr. Robinson, is not the
state of affairs we Want, is it ? That is, if
we maintain,i, the same anode current,
which

.5

X

2

cause the other valve vol-

sra.s, Now

don't you think?

let

X

in the region of 15o mA, when the two 6L6 valves are
operatedditi class AB', as they are in the diagram.
One small refinement is the inclusion of icio,000-ohm
is

normal R.C. coupling, and also acts as a " straight
This will produce slight out -of -balance, due to the
amplifier, feeding into the grid of V.4. The grid of feed -back being taken from only one of the push-pull
V.3, which is really the phase-splitter, is fed from a valves, but the added complication of taking feed -back
tapping on the grid leak of V.4 ; the position of this from both valves is scarcely justified. The .0002-mfd.
tapping is such that the input to V.3 is equal to the fixed condenser between the anode of V.i and earth is not

Anode volts t5o. You can see that, at 9 volts

say, three to five

Well,

25

-101

input to V.2. In consequence, the output from valves essential, but it tends to prevent parasitic oscillation at
V.2 and V.3, which are of the same type, is identical, very high audio frequencies.
Before leaving the subject of paraphase amplification,
but of opposite phase. By making slight adjustment of
the tapping point complete " balance " of the circuit it should be stated that, although triodes are indicated
may be effected.
' in Figs. z and 2, 'tetrodes and pentodes may equally
The theoretically correct value of that portion of the well be employed. In general, it is most economical
grid leak marked x can be found by dividing the total of valves and current supply to employ tetrodes in the

E=IxR.--- 000 x 2,000=36 volts.

consuming, shall I

son?

0

18

on the plate of the valve.

.

stopper resistors in the grid circuits of the push-pull
Two -valve Phase Inverter
Another form of phase inverter (sometimes described valves. These tend to compensate for any small out -of as a phase-splitter) is shown in Fig. 2. This is slightly balance between the two valves and improve the general
more complicated in form, but has the advantage that stability. Their use has been mentioned in connection
all valve cathodes are sensibly at earth potential. with ordinary push-pull.
A more noteworthy feature is the provision of negative
Because of this, there is less likelihood of hum being
introduced. Referring to Fig. 2, the valve VA is a voltage feed -back from the anode of V.3 to the screen of
normal L.F. amplifier, and probably the triode of a V.I. The feed -back voltage is taken from a potentiometer
double -diode triode. V.2 is fed from it through a comprising a 5.5 megohm and a 250,000 -ohm reslstoi.

An Imaginary Conversation Between L. H. Gibson and Mr. Robinson, Whose Troubles
Were Described in Problem No. 448
AH,
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corresponds

here

to

a

bias

potential of 4.9 volts.
' Now, 'if we wish to arrange our
voltages when amplified within the limits
of the curve we must make a few alterations. Either to increase the voltage on

the plate to something over zoo volts,

where the small amount of X peak cut-off
(Continued on page 123.)

'1 T-

Phase Inverts%
Mr'
L. f:Amp
sir

final adjustment can then be carried out by trial. Valves
V.2 and V.3 can be separate, or a double triode may be

It

is

ors

Fig. 2.-Another paraphase circuit, where two valves ore used -in the phase -inverter circuit.

resistance of the grid leak by the stage gain of V.2 ;
used.

Output

hardly necessary to .add that the two

output stage, with a high -mu triode or sharp -cut-off
pentode with screen grid tied to the anode-, as 'phase inverter. The valve which precedes the phase -inverter
may be of any type which will give sufficient output
fully to load the push-pull stage ; this assumes that the

anode -load resistors marked Ra should each be equal
in value to the optimum load of each of the valves used phase -inverter stage will not produce any gain, whereas
in the phase -splitting stage, since each represents the in practice one may expect an overall gain up to about
complete load of one valve.
1.5 to I.
Thirty -watt Paraphase Amplifier
Fig. 3 shows a complete diagram of a 3o -watt amplifier
using American valves of types which are now well known
on this side of -the Atlantic. The circuit closely resembles

Negitive Feed -back

A good deal of reference has been made in this article
to the use of degeneration or ftegative feed -back. This
subject was treated to a minor degree in the first article

of this series. There, however, reference was made
principally to current feed -back. This is obtained in -the
simplest form by omitting the usual by-pass condenser
the phase-inverter.pentode, however, is used as a triode, in parallel with the cathode bias resistor. If the degree
the screen being tied to the anode. Incidentally, it of degeneration obtained by that means is too great,
should be added that this circuit is not original, but is it is possible to use two bias resistors in series to provide
one taken from an American source. The circuit has, the necessary voltage drop, and to by-pass only one of
however, been used and has ^ proved eminently 'them. Alternatively, a variable or pre-set resistor may
satisfactory. The only disadvantage, from some points be used, connecting the by-pass condenser (an electrolytic
of view, is that an H.T. voltage of between 400 and of 25 mfd. is desirable) between. the slider and one end
that shown in Fig. 1, but there ate a few refinements,
and use is made of high -gain tetrodes and pentodes ;

450 -is required, and the total anode current consumption .of the resistance element.
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Deals With Paraphase Amplifiers, and *With Negative Feedback

FUNDAMENTALLY, there -is little difference between
push-pull and paraphase amplification. It may be

the two push-pull valves is " collected

by the centre -

taped speaker transformer, or by means of a tapped

that the two forms of circuit appear a good deal choke, exactly as for other forms of push-pull.
different when first considered, but it is not difficult to

find their points of similarity. As pointed out last
month, the object of push-pull is to apply the two

The ''Flaxite Chains' at Work

Degeneration

half -waves of audio -frequency to a two -valve stage in
It is not necessary to by-pass the bias resistor of the
such a manner that the negative half -cycle is applied phase inverter, since there is a good deal of degeneration
to the grid of one valve, at the same time as the positive or negative feed -back provided by R.2, and the slight
t half -cycle is applied to the other. This means that the additional degeneration due to Rc is of no consequence.
two valves are operating at opposite phase.
It is, of coarse, due to this degeneration (briefly
In paraphase the same principle applies. Instead of explained in No. a of this series) that the phase inverter
employing a centre -tapped transformer to feed the does not provide any appreciable gain. An excellent
two push-pull valves, however, we use a different type of valve for use as phase inverter is a sharp -cut-off
method of obtaining phase reversal, or phase inversion, pentode with the screen and anode joined together so
for one of the valves. Fig. r shows a simple form of that the valve acts as a triode. In any case, it is desirable
practical circuit. The first valve is a normal L.F. amplifier to use a valve of high amplification fattor,. and which
-it may be the triode section of a double -diode -triode. requires a low value of bias resistor. If a low -a valve

This is followed by another valve, which is generally were used the value of the bias resistor might be
known as a phase inverter. It may be regarded as an appreciable in respect of the load resistors; in that
amplifier, but in point, of fact it produces very little gain. case by-passing would be an advantage.
Instead of there being a single

load resistance in the anode

Nia

circuit of the valve, two separate

H Ti'-

and equal load resistances are
used. One is in the anode cir-

" What's wrong with our wireless today ?
ii's never behaved in that way I
(When FLUXITING, you see,
Our bright fad, you'll agree,
Should have switched off the juice, the
young joy.)

ON SMALL

PARTS...

See that FLU XITE is always
by you-in the house-garage

- workshop - wherever
speedy soldering is needed.

Used for over 30 years in
government works and by

dependent on the proved
reputation and reliability
their
component
of
parts.

asiice
ca-Lcs

Ask to see the FLUXITE
SMALL -SPACE

ployed had an optimum load

SOLDER-

ING SET-compact but sub-

of 2o,00m ohms (that is, if the
optimua output were given
with resistor of this value

stantial-complete with full
instructions, 716.

in the anode circuit) the two
in

question

should
ao,000

To

ohms when the valve is used
Phase Splitting

The output from the L.F.
amplifier is applied between

the grid of the phase inverter

the

cathode

and

anode

Your wheels will NOT

FLUXITE-but IMPORTANT.

The FLUXITE GUN

and earth. This means that
the grid and the earth line are
out of, phase. In the same manner the cathode and anode of
the valve are out of phase.
in

CYCLISTS :

keep round and true unless the spokes
are tied with fine wire at the crossings
and SOLDERED.
This makes a much
stronger
wheel.
It's
simple-with

for phase inversion.

Se we include load resistances

instances
pieces
are wholly

quite intricate

of apparatus

the leading engineers and
manufacturers.
Of all
8d., 114 and 218.

R.2 in Fig., a.
Each is equal
in value to one-half of the
optimum load of the valve.
For exemple, if the valve em-

each have a value of

countless

N

I

ironmongers-in tins,

a

cuit and the other is in the
These two
cathode circuit.
loads are shown as R.' and

resistors

...

puts FLUXITE

where you want it
by a simple pres-

Output

Phase Inverter
'

've

Ame Fig. 1.-A simple form of oaroPhase amPfifier, with single triode Phase inverter.

circuit, and feed iron) the two
electrodes to the grids of our push-pull stage. The
circuit is, in fact, slightly out of balance due to the
inclusion in the cathode lead of a bias resistor, marked
Re, and to the capacity beikeen the cathode and heater
of the phase inverter. Thd effect of the bias resistor is
negligible, however, since its value is bound to be low
by comparison with that of the load resistor. And the
capacity between cathode and heater is so low that its
reactance will approach infinity at all except extremely
nigh audio frequencies. In practice therefore, these
two unwanted effects can be ignored.

The two push-pull valves are resistance -capacity fed,
and the values of grid condensers, Cg, the grid leaks,
R5, and the bias resistor R,, will be determined in
exactly the same manner as previously explained in this
series when dealing with R.C. coupling. Output from

Elimination of P. -P. Transformer

What are the advantages of paraphrase by comparison
transformer -coupled push-pull ?
The most
important advantage is the high degree of fidelity which
with

Price 116, or
filled, 216.
sure.

FLUXITE

has previously been shown that a
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JOINTS."
Price Id. each.

provided

it

transformer produces a certain amount of frequency

requirement, therefore, a paraphale amplifier cannot
well be beaten from any point of view.
It is scarcely necessary to consider component values
in detail, because the values are all determined in the

one is
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world.

Every
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MECHANICS brIni4AVE

distortion, even when one of the most expensive type is
employed. To compensate for the absence of voltage
amplification provided by a transformer it becomes
necessary to use an additional low -gain valve stage, but
two R.C. valve stages are no more costly than a really
good transformer. When high-fidelity is the prime
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Offer the following genuine articles

.

H.M.V. TELEVISION ASSIAIRLIFTS
(1I.LPItt uuuseai chassis) consisting of amirox.
150 useful components, Comprising resistors
(I to 2 watt) tubular condensers. valve holders, etc., 27/6.
TELEVISION CHASSIS (new) Win. gain.

The Season's
Greetings

to all Candler students
who are
readers of
"Practical Wireless."

with 60 cond. and resin. (W. holders.
Radio and Tele- mounted
7 -screened coils, vnl. control. etc.. 326.
forecast.

There

INSTRUMENT WIRES DWS 28 g.

5' -

will be splendid opportunities for trained per lib. reel. 42 and 43 DWS 43 enamelled,
men
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secure

well -paid
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CONDENSERS. 200v. working
YOU MUST KNOW MATHS 4PAPER
mfd.. 5/8 400v. working 2 mfd.. 2,19:
If you wish to understand Radio or any 1 mfd. 1/9 : .5 350v.. D. ; .5 1,000v..2/-;
locks
.1 and .2 350v.. 1/-; .05 351Iv. 1,-.
other technical subject, you must _know comprising
six .01 and one :025 350v.. 3/6 ;
Mathematics. Our method of Home -Study 2 Mid.. 200v..
2,3.
Tuition makes maths really interesting PHILLIPS AERIAL and H.F.T.
Medium and, long -wave, in one can with
`and easy to learn.
trimmer. 2/6. Diagram supplied.
350-0-350 with two 4v.
Post coupon for free details of our TRANSFORMERS,
amp, and one 6.3v, at -6 amp. 150 m -a..
Home -Study Courses in Mathematics, 245.; 230 to 110v. 100w., 22/6.
Radio Reception, Transmission,
RESISTORS. w.w. vit.. 100 ohin 10 w., 2/Servicing, Television and Radio
50 ohm 6 w., 1/3. Potentiometers w.w.
Calculations.
50.000, 2,000, 5,6. Var. w.w. resistor (present

Now is the time to increase your know- BI

type) 200, 400. 500 and 1.000 ohrhs, 2/6.

T. & C. RADIO COLLEGE,

SLEEVING. 3/6 doz. yards. 4 mm. 6d. per
yard,SCREWS.

2, THE MALL, EALING, W.5

4. 6 B.A., 5d. doz., 2 B.A., 6d. doz.

'r R. LIIMERS, Phillips, 100 p.f. max., 1/-;

(Post in unsealed envelope, id. stamp.)

I
I

Please send me free details of your
Home -Study Mathematics and Radio
Courses.

NAME

I ADDRESS
I

P,47

2, 4 and 6. 5d. doz. Nuts,
Twin .0005
TUNING CONDENSERS.
single bakelite
c.000era5m. 2ice..716 : 3 -gang, 7/6 ;
B.A.y

T.C.C. 5-35 p.f., 9d.
I

YA X LEY TYPE SWITCHES, 5 pos. single
bank and 3 pos. ditto.. 2/6 : 3 -bank 12 pos.,
3'9; 5 pos. 5 bank. 5 6 5 pos. 6 bank.
6/6. Wafers 6d.. ceramic ditto, Ad.
FOR CALLERS ; Large assortment of
stocks of radio service requirements ;
flex, wirlS cable, etc., of all descriptions.
No C.O.D.,
Postage Extra.
SAMSONS SURPLUS STORES.
160-171, Edgware Road, London, %V.2.

H. Freeman
(London Manager)

THE CANDLER SYSTEM COMPANY

TN reviewing

the

results

of

the

Candler system of Morse Code
1943, we feel
justifiable pride in the fact that a very
large proportion of Candler trained
operators are now serving in the Army,
Navy and Air Force ; others are acting
as WIT instructors, or carrying out
W,:T work of national importance.
If any readers of "Practical Wireless"
resolve that in 1944 they .will become
proficient W/T operators, or improve
their present efficiency in Morse Code
work, they are invited to make application for the Candler " Book of
It gives full details of the
Facts."
Candler courses for Beginners and
training for the Year

batteries. A number- of .vessels in glass, wood, glazed and posts. Suitable lugs and spade terminals should
earthenware or plastic ifmterial for mixing electrolyte. always be provided 'and securely " sweated " to cables
A number of one -gallon glass jars to facilitate the handling of sufficient current carrying capacity. Fig. z illustrateS
of electrolyte. Glass or 'plastic funnels for pouring the various types of terminals and lugs in use. Types
electrolyte into cells. Rubber tubing for syphoning acid (a) and (b) are used fOr small batteries of the radio
from carboys (a special pump is preferable). A ther- type and are obtainable in a number of sizes. Type (c)
mometer. for measuring. temperature of electrolyte. is used for, larger batteries and has .connections made
Hydrometers and "yringe for- measuring S.G. Special to charging panel terminals. To facilitate connecting

bulb syringe for topping up small batteries and extracting and disconnecting it is advisable to cut off a piece of the
small quantities of electrolyte from -cells where required. spade, at in (a). Where the terminals of the.. charging
Glass measuring tube for testing the height of electrolyte board armil.` anchored " as in (d) this procedure is
in cells. Moying coil voltmeter with cadmium stick for essential for charging the leads of the board when other
testing P.D. of cells during charge and discharge. Volt- types of batteries are also -to be charged. The lugs (e)

meter or cell tester with oad as described in Article 3.
Box of fine sawdust for dealing with spilt acid and for
replenishing that on the bench. Box of hi -carbonate
of soda for similar purpose and for dealing with spilt
acid on clothing or 'body. Jar of household ammonia,
also utilised for spilt acid on clothing or body.

Denver,

76- Whit. bolt.

Nut welded here

Washer welded

to end of bolt/,

No battery charging station is complete without a
workbench and vice, if only, for small repairs to plant

Other Accessories -

Candler
System
Co.,
Colorado, U.S.A.

Strip iron
3appro

Quantity of anti -sulphuric enamel for applying to
Fire extinguishers,
exposed woodwork and. metal.
buckets of sand and water. Where al mline batteries are
also dealt with, special hydrometers, cell testers, syringes,
vessels, etc., must also be obtained. On no account
must those used for -either lead acid or alkaline be used
for the other.

Candler Code Courses are supplied on
Cash or Monthly payment terms.

The

type batteries. All lugs and tags should be' periodically

of pure water, running water from tap is preferable.

and batteries. Since special skill is required for replating
and the general overhaul of batteries, a separate section
will deal with this type of work

(51...0.)1 11 Kingsway, London, W.C.2.

are used for connecting to the terminal posts of M.T.

Quantity

Operators.

THE CANDLER SYSTEM CO.
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Battery charging is often inefficiently tarried out owing

to poor battery connections which give rise to inter-

mittent charging. Aciclents, including explosions, are
also liable to be caused when the connections consist

of odd ends of cable twisted round battery terminals

8

A

,'Seven Seas

Cables of smart

rs are at work

size- soldered here'

Battery port
Fig. 3.-A most afecetive piece of equipment for removing hggs

scraped and smeared with pure Vaseline to prevent
corrosion. Difficulty is often experiene'ed-in removing
lips from the posts of M.T. type batteries. These
should not be forced with a sprewdriver or similar type
Of tool as it may cause damage to the battery, Fig. -3
illustrates a suitable drift for this purpose which is
simple to maki with sheet iron bent and drilled as
shown,
When charging batteries it is essential, as pointed
earlier in this series, that the charging current.
is kept constant. In any event this current must

not exceed the maximum permissible charging current
for a particular size or type of battery on
charge. The temperature, too, must be kept below a
safe figure (usually too deg. F. in respect of lead

It is important therefore that the charging station owner or operator is aware of how a
acid cells).

specific value of charging current is calculated.
formula given below clearly illustrates this:

The

Assume the installed' plant has a rated output of

volts, 6 amps :
It is desired to charge zo lead acid cells in series at
a current of 4 amps.
Total maximum voltage of cells when fully charged=
zo x 2.8=56 volts.
Minimum voltage of cells when first conneeted--x 20=36 volts. The charging current passing through a single cell or
series of cells depends upon (i) voltage of D.C. supply,
and (2) back E.M.F. of cells on charge. This is repre75

,

-

Suitable cabie sweated

into lugs
Terminal
2 ,B.A Threid,

(11!ii,1
I

Sp/it pin to
prevent loss
Panel)
Fig. 2. -Various topes of connecting tugs and tag essential in
the charging room.

sented by the folloWing formula.

Charging Current=
Vciltage of Supply -Voltage or P.D. of cells
Total internal resis. of cells+external series resistance.

Assuming the internal resistance of each cell to be

0.02 Ohms, the total resistance of eels in series= Resis.
of one x No. of cells=o.o2 x zo=o.T ohms.
When first put on charge the charging current with

75-36 -97.5 amps.
no external resistance would be o.oz
x 20
Since the current is too high for charging purposes
some external resistance must be included.
. . Total resistance required=

Voltage of supply-P.D. of ceps
Required current"
The required current given above was 6 amps.
(To be continued.)
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Applying Coatings
The further preparation of the bulb consists in applying
the screen and the conducting wall coatings. There
are two types of wall coating, one of which, lead sulphide,

February, 1944

Febrtiary, 1944

Stiff Spring

PRACTICAL WIRELESS
'-30
-25

is applied before screening, and the other, of colloidal
graphite, after screening. In the former case the bulb

Cur,ent

Onell.'Orted 5,no

20

r.eed
Sulphide

is stood on its screen end and a quantity of carbon
tetrachloride poured in. The amobnt determines where
the wall coating begins. On top of the carbon tetrachloride is poured the clear lead sulphide solution up
to where the wall coating is required to finish.' The
two liquids do not mix. After the bulb has been
standing for a few hours the lead sulphide becomes

anode current appreciably also. Assuming that you are
using transformer coupling, -be sure that you are using
correct bias voltage on your first L.F. valve grid,''
otherwise, you will be producing distortion of the
amplified wave -form, which, when passed through the
transffirmer, will be amplified again by the second L.F.,

15

/0

Carbon

-s

Tetra -

Chloride

deposited as a hard black skin. Fig. 19 shows the final
appearance of the process. The liquids are siphoned
off for use again. When the bulb has been swilled out
Depression in
with distilled water and baked in a gas -heated oven, it
is ready for screening. The second type of wall coating
Neck of 8.s'
consists of a colloidal solution of graphite which 'is put Fig. i 8 (above). - Positioning
on with a specially shaped brush after the screen has been
spring.
- applied. The graphite is toughened with Sodium lactate
or sodium silicate and the bulb is baked in a gas -heated Fig. 19 (right). -Lead sulphide
wall coating:
oven before further operations.

962 65 432

and likewise accentuate, or show up, the distortion
even more.
Well, Mr. Robinson, I rather think your trouble

;

No

Crtd Current

Fig. 3. -Shows the result of securing
correct operating conditions.
Grid Swing

Sine

will pass unnoticed, or to bring our grid -amplified swings

more to the central point of the straight line of curve,
by increasing our bias volts from 1.9 volts to 3 volts,

(To be co Winfred.)

which will just bring the amplified voltage swings to the
ends of the straight, or linear sections.
" Such large variations of anode current are actually

Secondary Batteries -6
Further Details of the Charging Room and

Its Equipment.

By G. A.

T.

To

Main board

these boards have
no cutout they

are for use with

bulb and dry

Board B.

No. I circuit.
No. 2 circuit.
No. 3 circuit.
No. 4. circuit.

n cells charging at 6 amps.
n cells charging at Kamps.

Total ..

18.5 amps.

n cells charging at 1.5 amps.
n cells charging ht 2 amps.
n cells charging at 3 amps.
a cells charging at 5 amps.

rectifiers, and not

Total ..

erator sets, for
should the supply
fail there is no

Independent Board for Alkaline
One circuit only. it alkaline cells at to amps. Total
charging current utilised -4o amps.

that type of rec-

connected in any one series to D.C. supply of 75 volts is
; and that of alkaline is I75.85
2.o
Therefore; with the above arrangetnent; a cells may be

with motor genback feed through
tifier

where no
cutout
is

installed.

11.5 -amps.

The total number of lead acid cells which may be

Suoh boards charged simultaneously with charging currents from

need not be elaborate or 'difficult

Ceil
6,42rd,

circuit and rebuild it, but this time purchase Practical
Wireless Tested Circuits, price 6s. 6d. or ' Practical

with your receiver."

April, 1932

II. First appearance

of

B.B.C.

conductor, Stanford Robinson.

Bach

Orchestra,

24. Manuel de Falla conducted a concert of his own
works.
28. First broadcast by . B.B.C. Light Orchestra,
%conductor, Percy Pitt.

3*, 1931

3. First broadcast by B.B.C. Studio Orchestra,
conductor, Constant Lambert.
!a. First broadcast by B.B.C. Studio Symphony
Orchestra, conductor, Percy Pitt.
27. First broadcast by B.B1C. Theatre Orchestra,
conductor, Leslie Woodgate.

August, 1931

19. Two acts of " Tristan and Isolde " relayed from the
festival at Bayreuth.

must not exceed that shown above, the charging current

November, 1931

charged at t amp., provided the total current does not
exceed the total output of the rectifier. To obtain the
total current, add together the charging current of each

total D.C. output
of the rectifier is
40 amps at 75 Summary of Equipment for Charging Rociin-Lead Acid
volts, this may
Quantity of sulphuric acid of r.27o S.G. anti 1.350
be allocated to S.G. contained in to gallon carboys.
A quantity of
the 'three boards distilled water for topping up cells, or breaking down
as follows :
acid to a lower S.G . as 'required for various types of

March, 1932

Tune, 1931

cheaply.
Load Control
Assuming t h e

obtained quite may be varied as 'required, e.g., 211 batteries may be

Fig. I. -A typical single -circuit

fitting a small preset condenser in the aerial circuit,
and adjust the bias on the first L.F. valve.
" If you still have trouble, Mr. Robinson, scrap the

,17. North Regional station at Moorside Edge opened.

May, 1931

fittings could be

separate series circuit.

then try reducing your input to the first valve by

15. New B.B.C. Dance Orchestra under Henry Hall to
replace that directed by Jack Payne.
26. First of " Music -Hall " series presented by J. E.
Sharman and John Watt.

(Continued Iron, page 119)

October, 1931

in the above example, is equal to to amps.
the essential which,
Although the total number of cells connected in series

To Battery or

grid swing potentials are too large to be handled by the

I- amp. to to amps. The total current must not exceed
40 amps, but where the alkaline circuit is not utilised,
extra current is available for the load acid batteries

to make, and, during normal times,

with the volume control all out (viz., minimum volume),

not the case in practice with an ordinary battery set Wireless Service Manual,' price 8s. 6d. published by
like yours, Mr. Robinson, but it's probable that your George Newnes, Ltd. You will be more satisfied, and
first -L.F. valve is causing too big a grid swing on the you will learn .a lot snore. I did.
second L.F., and causing it to overload, that is, the
" Well, good-bye, Mr. Robinson. I wish you success

THE B.B.C.'S TWENTY-FIRST BIRTHDAY

THESE two boards provide a total of. eight Board A.
independent charging circuits. Where alkaline
No. 1 circuit. n cells charging at 12 amp.
batteries are also to be charged a separate
No. 2 circuit. a cells charging at 4 amps.
No. 3 circuit.
No. 4 circuit.

is due to too small a voltage on your second L.F. and
not sufficient negative bias; the latter will account for
heavy anode current, and the former for the distortion
or a combination of both actions in each case. These
are the conditions you have, Mr. Robinson, as shown in
Fig. 2, and what you really require is shown by Fig. ,3.
O.K., Mr. Robinson ? If it still overloads, or distorts

BURDETT, A.M.I.I.A.

(Continued I rom page 63, January issue.)

compartment should be provided, and a pair of cables
looped from board (A) to feed a further panel. Fig.
illustrates a typical board having one circuit fitted with
a variable resistance and ammeter enabling a variable
charging current of 6 to to amps to be utilised. Since

123

second valve curve without cutting off the peaks X
and Y.
" The suggestions for you, Mr. Robinson, are to
increase your H.T. supply, and also increase the negati,Ve
bias on the output valve grid, which will reduce your

I. First of series of weekly evening services from
St. Michael's, Chester Square (conducted by Rev.
W..H. Elliott).

19. Weekly bulletin at 7.20 p.m. on Thursdays relating
to Service re -unions and later to Government and
other Public Services instituted.
December, 1931

18. First appearance of the B.B.C. Chamber Orchestra,
conductor, Constant Lambert.

February, 1932
25. First broadcast by B.B.C. Wind Orchestra, conductor,
Percy Pitt.

4. First of series of talks interchanged between the
B.B.C. and CBS.

May, 1932

15. B.B.C. move to Portland Place.

Broadcasting
House becomes headquarters of the B.B.C.
23. Talk by Amelia Earhart on her record trans -Atlantic
flight.

June, 1932
12. Scottish Regional station opened at Westerglen. '
29. First broadcast service from All Soul's, Langham
Place.

Ju17.v,R1in9ng

and Queen visit new London H.Q.'s of the

B.B.C.

August, 1932
22. Television programme transmitted by Baird process

taken over by the B.B.C. from Baird Television

Co., Ltd.

November, 1932

ix. World Radio published its first Empire edition.
December, 1932

29. Inauguration of Empire broadcasting service from
Daventrv.
25. First
Round the Empire " Christmas Day
programme. Broadcast message front H.M. King
George V.
-. Festival of Elgar Celebration concerts.
(To b: continued.)
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for insulating the components and stainless steel rods
(non-magnetic) for supporting and connecting them.
Another firm uses ceramic rods for supports and wires
enclosed in glass tubes for connection purposes. Some
assemblies commence at the deflector plates and work
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have precisely the same test specification and operational
use. One leading manufacturer uses quantities of mica
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downwards, others use the reverse means of construction.
Fig. 14 shows a simplified drawing of a typical assembly
for a small cathode-ray tube and this is built up from the
bottom. Each diaphragm -shaped anode and the grid are
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Stainless Steel Rods

.

Deflector
Plates

Final
Accelerating
Anode

5®,s
De

I

Flange

Fig. 17.-Another form of

Stem

disc and the main support rods are welded to the eyelets.
A different type is shown in simplified form in Fig. 27.
Here four ceramic rods are held in a clamp at the base,
and the grid disc and diaphragm anodes which are much
larger than those previously described, are slipped over
the rods. Separation is achieved by ceramic tubes
over the rods, and.connections to the various components

to the mount stiff monel metal springs which engage
on four previously made depressions at the top of the

neck of the bulb (Fig. x8). When the mount is complete
it is subjected to strict inspection. Any mistakes made

Focussing

Anodes

Preilmr nary

Accelerating
Anode

V
<

Z

in the connections to the footwires, loose welds, etc.,
must be rectified prior to the mount being sealed in
the bulb.

The Bulbs

Grid
Ceramic

-.a-insulator
08

Anode

use of thick mica " snubbers' mounted in clips alongside
the deflector plates in the mica. Another way is to fasten

z
mo

a
G.
ee e G

Grid

Accelerating

are made with wires in glass tubing. To ensure that
the assembly shall not move with respect to "the bulb,
and thus cause the spot to move if the finished tube
is used in apparatus subject to vibration, means are
taken to hold it to the glass. One method is by the

or

.n 0

Preliminary

assembly.

Plates

©e

Focussing
Anodes

grid,

accelerating and focusing anodes and deflector plates
are welded to the appropriate footwires.
A general idea of a large cathode-ray babe is shown
in Fig. z6. Owing to its greater weight and size it is not
possible to rely on the footwires to hold it rigid. Instead,
a nickel band is clamped round the circular foot. A strip
of mica of fine gauze is put round the foot first so that
the bolts may be firmly tightened. Four lugs from the
-foot band are 'clipped round a thick eyeletted ceramic
X Deflector

O

Final
Accelerating
Anode

Anode

and then the connections to heater, cathode,

1

g ,,,t3s.,

Tube

Two of the support rods are welded to wires on the foot

X,

"""

$

Ceramic Pod
with Ceramic
Separators

I!?

ensured that the separation of electrodes is accurate.

'a P
g
.2 g

a
E-4

Part of Anod

holes which are welded to the main stainless steel support
rods. The whole assembly is quite rigid and jigs have

ii

00 O %

V Deflector
Plates

Fig. 15.-Method of securing anode to mica disc.

..,
A-

..:

Each mica disc has several eyeletted

Close Fitting Collar Welded Round Upper

Mica

vi

...;

tar

Plates

secured to circular mica discs by means of a collar
electrically welded. This is shown more clearly irt Fig.
15 ; the tubular section of the focusing anode is held

1

I 7777 7
4:
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3°1

Cl)

Foot Band
Flange

Bulbs are received from separate glass works, and

befor they can be used they must be checked for
dimensions and examined for flaws. Owing to the

comparatively large size of the bulbs the glass is much
thicker than that found in valves. Because of the -need
for a flat, or nearly flat, surface at the screen end there
are stresses set up which sometimes cause the implosion

-or collapsing inwards-of the bulb when a high

pumping. To prevent
this the screen end is much thicker than the walls of the
tube. In very large tubes the screen end may be
thick. Before uSe the glass must be thoroughly
vacuum is attained during

e e\Stem

Fig. 16.-An example of
a large cathode-ray tube
assembly.

cleaned and one method of doing this is to swill the
tube out with dilute hydrofluoric acid. As this acid

eats into the glass it is flushed away with powerful jets
of water, gas -heated ovens being used for drying.

PRACTICAL WIRELESS
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Egi',
ee.

-,17]
ta.=,0

Catho e -ray
Degassing.

Welding.

Assembly.

Screens.
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have an interplate screen between the two pairs of

Its purpose is to neutralise the effect
that electrostatic charges, on one pair of plates would
nave on the other pair. A typical shape is shown in
Fig. is and it is internally connected to the anode
having the maximum accelerating voltage. At least
one notable British tube has a double beam, this being
achieved by means of a vertical splitter plate inserted
between the final accelerating anode and the lower
(Y) deflector plates.
Almost, all high vacuum tubes have an internal
conducting wall coating (which will be described at
a later stage) and this is connected to the final accelerating 'anode by some form of spring connection. The
spring part is made from monel metal or some similar
non-magnetic alloy, and ferry. is used for the rounded
shoe, examples being shown in Fig. 53.
deflector plates.
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In assembly all the metal, parts of a cathode-ray
tube are electrically welded at one or more points, and
-a brief description of the process of welding may be
interesting. The electric welder used for this "work is
a bench unit, containing a tapped mains transformer
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or bent so that they fit together just where they are

'needed. In operation the parts to be welded are held
on the lower electrode, and the upper electrode brought
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Assembly

The mounting or assembly of cathode-ray tubes varies

with the type and with the individual 'manufacturer.
Two tubes having a widely differing appearance may
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the tips of two copper electrodes when the electrodes
are brought together. The electrodes are made from
heavy copper rod and the tips are flattened, pointed
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designed to pass a large current at a low voltage between

parts that the exact distances called for in the design
are accurately and consistently maintained, and to
ensure this many intricate jigs are used'for holding the
parts in position until they are welded. Jigs are made
from steel, copper or brass and considerable care is
taken with their design and manufacture.
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Welding Electrodes

ponents are instantaneously and securely welded
together. It is very necessary when assembling the
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temperature.

down by means of a foot -operated treadle. At the
point of contact, a heavy current flows and the com-
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in an atmosphere of hydrogen, through a degassirig
furnace heated to Boo deg. Centigrade. Successful
degassing ran also be done in a vacuum at a similar

coating.
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grease.

Figs, 12, l3.--Internlate screen and spring connection to wall
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Degassing is another process which is very essential
with most of the parts used in cathode-ray tube con -
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stamped out, and it is necessary to clean them thoroughly
before they can be used. They are placed in wire trays

Fig. 11.-Various shapes of deflector plates.
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which are lowered into' a degreasing tank containing
trichlorethylene. This effectively dissolves all the
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Accelerating

Foot Wires

All the metal parts become greasy when they are
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Deflector Plates

Preliminary
Accelerating Anode
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(Continued from page 56, January issue.)

DEFLECTOR plates, which are also stamped from struction. Metals are porous and can hold large volumes
ferry, are arranged in two pairs placed exactly of atmospheric gases, which would have a serious effect
at right angles. Positive voltages applied to on the vacuum of the finished tube and although further
them singly cause the beam to bend and the spot is outgassing takes place during pumping, it is important
deflected. The lower pair are generally known as Y to remove as much gas as possible. before assembly.
plates (Y1, Y2) and the upper pair, nearer the screen, The parts are placed in small nickel boats and passed,
as X plates (X1, X2). They take many shapes as
x Oefrocror Pieces
shown in Fig.. Tr. It is essential that they should be
symmetrically disposed around the centre line of the
Well Coating
tube and completely rigid. Many cathode-ray tubes
Spring
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PRACTICAL WIRELESS

Impressions on the Wax
Review of the Latest Gramophone Records

Cimarosa, and although it has been " freely transcribed "
by Arthur Benjamin, it possesses all the beautiful
characteristics of the composer ; hi§ Neapolitan nature
itself in bright sparkling melodies, and the
Orchestra playing one of Mozart's lesser known asserts
passionate character of the slow movements.
works, the "Symphony No. 34 in C Major, K. 338."
The work, "Concerto for Oboe and Strings " has been
It is in five parts, and as in the much earlier " Prague "
H.M.V.

THIS month, H.M.V. release three records -D/35959 -6r
-of Koussevitsky conducting the Boston Symphony

' symphony, Mozart does not bother with the more
customary preambles, but dashes into his particular
enchanting themes. The slow movement is delicate
music for strings alone ; the finale introduces an exciting
atmosphere of jubilation as the symphony sweeps to

recorded by the world famous oboist Leon Goossens
with the Liverpool Philharmonic Orchestra conducted
by Dr. Malcolm Sargent, and the whole performance is
perfect. There are three parts, therefore the second

record also contains another exceptionally fine recording
its conclusion against a background of fanfares from the by the same performers, " Sinfonia " (From the Easter
oboes. Koussevitsky, together with the Boston Symphony Oratorio-Bach). The records are Columbia DXr137-8.
The Liverpool Philharmonic Orchestra, under the
Orchestra, give us a perfect performance.
The " Triumphal March," by Grieg, is fairly well baton of Constant Lambert, have recorded " Carnival
(Roma)
Suite ': (two parts) by Bizet on Columbia
known, it being one of three. pieces. he wrote for
Bjornson's " Sigurd Jorsalfar " (Sigurd the Crusader). . DXr x36. The performance is outstanding.
In the U.S.S.R., Tchaikovsky's opera " Eugen Onegin"
The other two compositions are not sb familiar, therefore,
they are, so to speak, all the more welcome, especially has retained its hold throughout all the changes that
have
taken place 'in that great country, and for the
when they are performed by the Indianapolis Symphony
Orchestra, conducted bY'Fabien Sevitzky ; they are : average Russian it expresses his romantic nature. The
" Prelude (In the King's Hall) " and " Intermezzo two Columbia records DX1134-5 give us the opportunity
(Borghild's Dream)." The full title of the record is of hearing the talented soprano, Joan Hammond,
" Incidental Music, ' Sigurd Jorsalfar,' Op. 56 (Grieg)," singing the passionate confession of love (Tatiana's
Letter Scene). The recording, in English, is in three
and the number of the record is H.M.V. C3373.
A wonderful combination is that formed by Webster parts, and she is accompanied by the Liverpool PhilBrioth, the Liverpool Philharmonic Orchestra and Dr. harmonic Orchestra- conducted by Constant Lambert.
On the fourth side, Joan Hammond treats us to " Louise
Malcolm Sargent, on H.M.V. C3372.
Webster Booth sings-in English.-" Mine Be Her -Dennis Le Jour " in' French, in this instance with the
Burden " and " Speak For Me Lady," two arias from Halle Orchestra under Warwick Braithwaite.
" From the Land of the Sky Blue Water " and " By the
Mozart's " Don Giovanni." The second one is a difficult
test for any tenor, but in this case, it only gives further Waters of Minnetonka " are the two numbers played
by .the Albert Sandler Trio on Columbia DB2r29. A
s proof of Webster Booth's great qualities as a singer.
My last rain. H.M.V. record for this month is one very nice record.

which is ideal for dancing-especially in the ease of a
party-is C3371, its title being Paul Jones," two parts.
It introduces nine popular modern tunes, the link tune
being " A Life On The Ocean Wave," and they are
played in fine style by the New Mayfair Dance Orchestra.
' Something in the Air " is one of the hit shows now
on in London. It is drawing large audiences, and the
critics have nothing but praise for the two brilliant
stars, Cicely Courtneidge and Jack Hulbert, whose

charm, talent and sheer joie de vivre act as a most

-Victor Silvester's Jive Band submit two numbers

for this new style of dancing. They are " Way Down in
New Orleans ' and " Stompin' at The Savoy."
Columbia FB2980.

'Bye For Now " linked with " Heavenly Music "
form Turner Layton's contribution for this month on
Columbia FB2973. The one and only Robb Wilton
raises many healthy laughs with his comedy sketch
" The Munition Worker " which occupies both sides of
Columbia F/32974. Carroll Gibbons and the Savoy

stimulating and very enjoyable tonic. It is not possible Hotel Orpheans have made a topping -record for dancing
for all of us to see the show in person, therefore, the next out of " If I Had My Way " and Tell Me. The Truth "
best thing is to hear the H.M.V. record B9353-" Some- fox-trot and waltz respectively, Columbia FB2976.

thing in the Air -s," linked with " It's Going to Take
a Lot of Getting Used To." The first recording is by
Cicely Courtneidge and Jack Hulbert, and the second
by Jack alone:
Another show which has been well to thea fore is
IrVing Berlin's This Is The Army." On H.M.V.
BD1663, The " First Nighter " Orchestra has recorded
two of the hit tunes, " I Left My Heart at the Stage
Door Canteen " and " This Is the Ariny, Mister Jones,"
" Hutch " has selected " We Mustn't Say Goodbye "
and " I Never Mention Your Naine (Oh, No !)," which
he has recorded in his inimitable style on H.M.V.BDrot.b.

Two fine blues will be heard if you play 11:141.V.

They are recorded' by-pause for breathThe Dixieland Jazz Group of " N.B.C.'s " Chamber
BD5827.

Parlophone

Night Jump " and " October Mood "
" SATURDAY
are* played in fine style by the No. r Balloon
Centre Dance Orchestra on Patio -phone Floor. Gerald()
and his Orchestra -have just made two recordings which
I recommend for dance enthusiasts, " Ragtime Cowboy

Joe " and " I Want To Be In Dixie" on Parlophone
1998.
Harry Parry and his Radio Sextet have selected

" Hallelujah " and " NO Gin Blues " for Nos. 121 and
They
122 of the 1943 Super Rhythm -Style Series.
are on Parlophone R2894. For Nos. 117 and 118 of
the same series, you must 'turn to Parlophone R2892

listen to John Kirby and his Orchestra playing
Music Society of Lower Basin Street-and the numbers and
" Minute Waltz " and " Impromptu."
are " Memphis Blues " and " Careless Love."
There is a good record this month by Joe Loss and his
Orchestra. It is H.M.V. BD5824, on which is recorded Xonophone
two good dance numbers-well presented by Joe and IF you are fond of good playing of the organ-as I amhis Orchestra-" Put Your Arms Around Me, Honey " A you will enjoy zottophone MR3719 on which Reginald
Dixon has recorded two fine, medleys, " Jerome Kern
linked with " I Wonder Why," both fox-trots.
Medley-Part r " and " Cole Porter Medley-Part 2."
Columbia

DOMENICO CIMAROSA is known chiefly by his
rather delightful comic opera " The Secret
Marriage." This month, Columbia release two records
containing superb recordings of a lesser known work by

Fekruary, 1944

February, 1944

Harry Roy and his Band provide another number
for those - who can dance the- " Jives," it is called
" Atlantic Jive," which, incidentally, is by Harry himself.
On the other. side of the record-sZonophone MR3718they play " When Can I Have a Banana Again ? "
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AB is the curved portion, and BC the working portion:
where " C " is zero grid bias.
Fig. 5 shows the part AB enlarged, and the effect of
working op it. It will be seen that the wives are
flattened at the bottom. Fig. 7 shows that this effect
may also be produced by combining a fundamental with
its second harmonic, hence this is known as " second
harmonic distortion."

current raises the bias developed across the resistor.

positive, it will collect electrons like an anode, and

a multimeter for shorting, appears to be in order.
Tested with a megger it is found to have a D.C. cr

A shorted or leaky cathode bypass condenser may alsb
cause trouble.
A fault which can have very serious results, and one
which is sometimes overlooked, is that of a leaky
coupling condenser in R.C.C. Consider the case of an
Osram ML4 feeding an MKT4 in the conventional
circuit shown in Fig. 9. With a bias resistance of r,000 Q,
Fig. 6 shows the ideal, working on the straight portion, the ML4 passes 14 mA anode current at 25o v., and, as
a common value of anode load is 20,000 n for this valve,
no distortion present.
Considering the result of working beyond " C "'it. the voltage at the anode will be about 15o v. The grid
*ill be understood that, if the grid 'is allowed to run coupling condenser " C " is suspected, but, tested with
hence current will flow in the grid circuit. It is difficult
to show graphically, but it can readily be proved from a
mathematical consideration of the conditions, that

second harmonic distortion again occurs, this time of
an inverse type (Fig. 8). The degree of distortion,
however, depends on the D.C. resistance of the grid
circuit, and if it is arranged that this resistance is very
low, it is possible to avoid serious distortion. This
fact is made use of in Class 132 and AUs (posh -pull)
circuits. Normally, however, it .is much safer to use
only the section BC, i.e., biasing the valves so that its
working point is in the middle of BC, this being 'the
value of bias recommended by the makers.
Clearly, under ordinary conditions, very serious
distortion will occur if the valve is overloaded, the
signal spreading beyond " B " on the one side and
beyond C " on the other. The , only remedy here is
to reduce the signal, or use a larger valve.
,

Anode -bend distortion is due to excessive bias (assum-

ing the valve is not overloaded). This may be caused
by too large a bias resistor in a mains set, or excessive
G.B. in a battery. set. The former is less serious, as the
increased bias reduces the anode current, which in turn
reduces the bias voltage dropped across the resistor.

It may also be caused by the application of a strong
signal to a leaky grid detector.
Grid current distortion is caused by inadequate
(negative) bias, no bias, or (accidentally) positive bias.
This may be the result of too small a bias resistor in a
mains set, or by faulty G.B. in a battery set. Again,
the former is the less serious, as the change of anode

leakage resistance of about i.o megohm. This seems
high but, as a result of it,' a potential divider
o .25
is formed, and a positive. voltage of iso x
r.o-Fo.25 or
3o volts is applied to the grid. As a negative bias of

only 13.5 volts is applied by the bias resistor, the
valve has a positive bias of 16.5 volts ! It need hardly

be pointed out that this would cause very serious grid
current distortion, and, in addition, the valve would
pass excessive current, with very serious consequences.

The .moral is to use the best condensers available,
preferably of the mica or oil -filled variety for this
position.

There is one other common cause of distortion with
valves, and that occurs when an attempt is made to use,
a set with a leaky grid detector as a radiogram, with the
pick-up connected to the detector (Fig. to). Either

the pick-up is connected to grid and earth and the
valve used in its normal unbiased condition, with
resultant grid -current distortion, or the detector is
permanently biased to be convenient for use with a

pick-up, which results in a mixture of leaky -grid and
anode -bend detection on radio, and is, if anything,
worse. The best method, without altering the detector,
is to provide a switch for bias, and, preferably, gang it
to the gramo-radio switch (Fig.
If the set is a
commercial model, it may be more convenient to connect

an external battery to provide bias, as in Fig.
is generally safe.

A Mysterious Rattle
ABUZZING or Tattling sound when speech or music
is being reproduced is most annoying. The
majority of causes of this fault have been described in
past issues, but one cropped up recently which, caused

quite a lot of trouble before it was located and cured,
The receiver, a battery model, buzzed so badly that it
was feared the loudspeaker cone was at fault. When
this had been inspected, -,however, it was found to be in

order, and the suspension and speech coil was then

suspected. This, too, was found to be in perfect order.
There were no loose terminals anywhere, nor any lengths
of wire which might vibrate. Altogether, the trouble
was most perplexing.
Finally, on handling the H.T. battery it was noticed
that it had a " loose ' feeling ; on shaking it something
rattled. Here was the cause of the trouble. The battery
had evidently had a fall at some time in its life, and the
compound with which it was sealed had become broken.
This allowed portions of the compound to become lodged
between the cells and the cardboard container in such a
way that they vibrated with the sound waves from the
loudspeaker, thus setting up the annoying buzz.
The cure was in this case to open the container, shake
out the offending particles, and reseal. Quite a few
H.T. batteries have these loose particles, though it would
be only in a few cases that they would cause any trouble.
It would be as well, however, to check up do this before
undertaking more exhaustive investigations elsewhere.

-(W. N.)

12.

About 4.5 v. for mains sets and z.5 v. for battery sets

PRIZE PRO BLFMS--:--1
Problem No. 452
IN order to obtain SOME experience in receiver coutruction, Williams
decided to make a simple one-ralver in which he could test homemade components. He made several items, including a dual -range coil
of the aerial type with reaction winding. After assembling the parts
and switching on, he found that the signals teem the local transmitter
were quite load nut be could not receive the more distant stations at any
strength. When be tried to improve matters by turning np the reaction
control the signal strength decreased. He tried reversing the connections
to the reaction condenser, hot the effect was just the same. What woe
wrong ?

Three books will be awarded for the flret three correct aolutions
George Newnes, LW., Toner llnuee, SAuthampton Street, Strand,
London, W.C.2. Envelopes roust be marked Problem Sr. 452 lu the

1

opened. Address your solutions to The F.elltor. FRAC, [CAL WMELESS.

top left-hand corner, and roust be posted to reach these offices not later
than the first post on Friday. Jimuary 14th, 1944.

a.

Solution to Problem 451

Bradley was not wise enough to verify whether the shaped oscillator section
of the ganged condenser had been designed for use in a circuit having an I.F.
the same as the I.F. transformers lie used. He was unfortunate, the oscillator
condenser was not suitable for use with his 1.5. components.
The following three readers successfully solved Problem No. 450 and hooks
have accordingly been forwarded to them. 11. Cobb, 21, Canning Road,

Southport, lance.: H. W. Baxter, 44, Audrey Garde., North Wembley,
Middx. ; Mrs. Edith Draper, 1, Garibaldi Terrace, Wellingborough, Northants.

RADIO ENGINEER'S VEST POCKET BOOK
3/6, or 3/9 by post from
George Newnes, Ltd., Tower House, Southampton
London, W.C.2.

St.,
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the use of tivo diodes in push-pull, but none has so far circuits. Similarly a high anode/cathode capacitance in
become popular. The diode is, nevertheless, much more the preceding valve, especially if it is of the high impedance type working into a high anode load, may
satisfactory than the triode as a detector.
cause losses. In R.C.C. circuits a large coupling
condenser is often blamed for high -note loss. This is
A.V.C.
' Various forms of distortion may arise from the use incorrect. A large coupling condenser reduces losses
of A.V.C. (or automatic volume control), and, generally at the low -frequency end of the scale and provides an
speaking, it is not necessary or desirable for local increased proportion of bass, which may make a lack
stations, particularly if high fidelity is aimed at. of treble more noticeable, but to reduce the coupling
Although soma of the troubles outlined below may be is merely to make the reproduction thin at both ends.
Lack of bass may be caused, in R.C.C., by an
removed, or reduced by careful design, the simple
inadequate coupling condenser, or by too low a grid
A.V.C. generally employed has many drawbacks.

If the time constant

is

noise.

It is -only necessary to hear an orchestra with

"FAIRVIEW,"

TERMS CASH with ORDER.
No C.O.D.

Regret no Orders can be accepted from Eire
or Northern Ireland.

ELECTRIC LIGHT CHECK METERS,
well-known makers, -first-class condition,
electrically guaranteed, for A.C. mains
200/250 volts 50 cy. 1 phase 5 amp. load
10/- each : 10 amp. load. 1216. carriage 1/-.
HEAVY DUTY CABLE.. V,I.R., and
braided, in first-class condition, size 37/13,
lengths 30 to 40 yards. Price by the length,

5/- per -yard, carriage forward, or 7/- per
Yard for short lengths, carriage paid.
ROTARY CONVERTER, D.C. to D.C.,

input 48 volts :

output 2,500 volts at

4 WAIT WIRE END Resistances. new
and unused, assorted sizes (our assort-

ment). 5/6 per doz., post free.
SOLID BRASS LAMPS (wing tYPM one
hole mounting, fitted double contact
small B.C. holder and 12 -volt 16 watt bulb.
3/8 each, post free, or 30/- per doz., carriage
paid.

Fig. 10.- A common method
Not
of connecting P.U.
t satisfactory.

TUNGSTEN CONTACTS, 3/18 in. dia., a
pair mounted on spring blades, also two
high quality pure silver .contacts 3116 in.
dia.. also mounted On spring blades fit for
heavy duty, new and unused
there Is
enough base to remove for other work.
Price the set of fdur contacts, 5/-, post free.
AUTO TRANSFORMER. Rating 2,000
watts. tapped 0-110-200-220-240 volts, as

3
Fig. 11.-A better

arrangement

and one well worth the extra work
involved.

and without A.V.C. to realise the profound effect it
has on the contrast and vitality of the music.

-

Fig. 12.-Provision of bias

by means of an external
battery.

may be experienced due to unsuitable design, or to

out the response curve of a set, and reduce distortion,
if applied haphazardly it may have some altogether
unexpected-and undesired-results.
"Peaky " Reproduction
Due to the large' number of turns close together on
an A.F. choke or transformer, there is apt to be -u fairly
large " self -capacitance " between adjacent turns, and
thus the winding really consists -of an inductance and

capacitance in parallel, which, of course, is a tuned
circuit, having a resonant frequency. If this resonant

frequency is within the audio range-as it frequently isthe amplification will be much greater at that frequency

than at any other, and a " peak " will be produced,

Hence all chokes and transformers, particularly of the
cheaper variety, are liable to produce peaks, and should
be avoided if possible.
Non-linear Distortion

-

400041

fig. 9.-Showing the effect of a leaky coupling condenser on its
associated value circuit.

In connection with 'triode' detectors we Saw that
operating on the curved part of a valve characteristic
produces distortion. As this is a very fruitful source

of trouble, we will consider the point rather more
closely. Fig. 4 shows a typical valve characteristic curve.

The point " A " is at " cut-off," i.e. zero anode current,

We stock
a large variety of
TECHNICAL
RADIO
PUBLICATIONS

.

Sold

for re -making,

Larger 250 -watt size, 27/6. Stallo#
Sheets for Transformer Stampings,
38in. x 6in., 1/3 each.
BLOWERS AND FANS. Exhaust and
Open type of I/6th to 6 H.P. available.
22/6.

Electric Bench Drills, D.C.
DRILLS.
Wolf, 110 volts, massive pillar type, geared

feed, counter weight rise, No.

1

more

110 volts, £6 10s. ; A.C., 220 volts, £7 lOs
We
have acquired a useful parcel of D.C.

The following is a selection :
and
Telecommunication
Engineers' Design Manual (Blakey)

Radio

IV -

Technical Instructions

.........816
for Wireless

Telegraphists (Dowsett & Walker) 301 with long handle, for use with lin. wire Amateur Radio Handbook (R.S.G.B.) 316
cable. weight 50 lbs.. condition as new. Amateur Radio Handbook Supplement 216
Price £3, carriage paid.
Learning Morse (" Wireless World ") 6d.,
RECORDLNG AMPMETER in large iron- Radio Manual, Formulae, Codes, Data,
clad case. moving coil, 0-3 amp., no pen,
etc. (Bernards)
1/ clockwork perfect. Price 25 carriage Manual of Mathematics (Bernards)
paid.
Murphy,
"Keep
it
Going
"...
...
6d.
SUPER SENSITIVE RELAYS, Multi leaf.
P.O. type, very low m/A working, condition
MASSIVE GUNMETALWINCIL complete

new. price 15/- each, post free.

unknown ratios.

MOTORS AND DYNAMOS.

Cathode Oscillographs (Reyner)
816
Worked Radio Calculations (Witts)
616
Radio Simplified (Clarricoates)
... 416
Introducing Radio Receiver Servicing
(Squire)
...
6/new. Price £9, carriage. paid.
Thermionic Valves in Modern Radio
RESISTANCE MATS. size Bin, by Sin..
Receivers (Witts)
...
1016
set of four. 80-80-150 and 690 ohms, to carry Television
Receiving
Equipment
I tO 1 amp. Price, set of four, 3,-, post
(Cocking)
...
1016
free.
Calculations for R.A.F. Ground
MOVING COIL Ammeter, 241n. dia.. Basic
Duties
(Drouett)
...
316
panel Mounting, reading 0-20 amps., F.S.D.
Radio Valve Manual (Bernards)
... 316
15 m/A. Price 30/-, post free.
MOTOR DRIVEN PUMP, 100v. D.C. " Wireless World " Valve Data Book 21 motor, " Keith Blackman," 4 H.P. lin. Television To -day and To -morrow
inlet and outlet, gear type pump, in perfect
(Moseley and Chapple)
working order. Price £5, carriage paid. American Service Manual (Crosley- 1016
Ditto 230v. D.C. motor, lie,. inlet and outlet.
Belniont Receivers), Part
... 1216
Price 27/10/0, carriage paid
1216
ROTARY CONVERTER. D.C. to A,C. Ditto, Part 2 ...
Input 22 volts D.C. Output 100 volts at 140 American Service Manual (Spartan
Emerson Receivers) .
m/A. 50 cycle, single phase, ball bearing,
1216
in first-class condition, no smoothing. Radio Servicing Simplified (Avo) ... 416
Price £3, carriage paid.
Introduction to Valves (Henderson)
51 MILLIAMPMETER, flush mounting. 21in. Radio
Interference
Suppression
dia., range 0-100 nVA. shunted, moving
(Ingram)
5/ coil. Price kk, post free.
Receivers, Servicing and MainMOVING COIL AMPIVIETER, 211r., dia.. Radio
tenance (Lewis)
'range 0-1 amp.. panel mounting. P.S.D.

15 WA. Price 25/-, post free.

SinglePOWER TRANSFORMERS.
phase 50 cycles 35 KVA. 35,000 watts, by
Brit. Elec. Transf. Co. 220 volts to 110/110
volts, £30. 5 KVA 220 volts to 5,000 volts
and 500 volts, £10. 2 KVA Foster 200 volts
to 4,000 volts, £8 10s. li KVA Zenith 100
volts to 6,000 volts, O. 3 KVA 400 volts
SP 50, cycles to '600 volts, oil filled, by
Metvick, £9. All as new.
COMPONENTS.
TRANSFORMER
We
Stampings Control limits supply.
offer some 100 -watt transformers for
Complete, good class but
rewinding.

socket for 2in. steel. For delivery without
permit, £8 10s..each.
both Preliminary and Advanced PORTABLE ELECTRIC DRILLS. D.C.

I

saturation. The main advantage of this type of coupling
is that, as the reactance of a choke rises with frequency,

CAUSES OF DISTORTION IN A.F. AMPLIFIERS
it may in some measure compensate for losses in the
upper register caused by the cutting of side -bands, as
Frequency Distortion
referred
to earlier. It is not, however, to be recommended.
Lack of high notes may be caused by excessive R.F.
Loss of bass can also occur through inadequate
decoupling condensers in diode or triode detector
circuits, or by too large a grid leak which is shunted by decoupling of cathode bias resistors, causing negative
the grid/cathode capacitance of the valve in R.C.C. current feedback at lower frequencies.
It might be mentioned in passing that, while negative
feedback properly applied may do a great deal to level

BARGAINS

LONDON RD., WROTHAM, KENT.

1 kW., condition as new. Price £10, carriage
paid.

3

ELECTRADIX

ELECTRICAL STORES

cause bass losses. As the inductance of an iron -cored
solenoid decreases with a heavy current flowing through
it, areimprovement may sometimes be effected by parallel feeding the transformer. This, by removing from the
primary the . direct current which tends to cause
saturation of the core, will increase the primary
inductance. In choke -capacity -coupling, loss of bass

variations which are desirable, and increases background
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GALPINS

too short, it 'may cause leak value. In transformer -coupled circuits an inadequate
primary inductance in the coupling transformer will

non-linear distortion, or at least serious attenuation, of
the lower frequencies.
Transients, such as clashing of cymbals, or staccato
chords, will be distorted.
A.V.C. is intended to minimise changes' of volume
due to fading, etc. ; unfortunately it also " irons out "
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Motors in all sizes from 1/8th H.P., I/6th,
I/4th, 1/3rd, 1, 2, I, 11 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6
H.P., In 110, 220, and 440 volts. There are
also a number of A.C. Motors, single and
3 -phase, from 1 8th H.P. to 3 H.P. Kindly
specify wants and we will offer_che nearest.
HEADPHONES, 15/-. Headbands only

for 2 earpieces, 2/6. Govt. Cords, 2/6..
MORSE KEYS. We have some ex-G.P.O.
Quad Keys, in blitzed condition, needing
overhaul, 12/6. Keys from 5/- each.

CRYSTAL SETS. Gambrell W/M type
with selector switch, tuning condensers
and permanent crystal detector, in closed
portable case. SO/-. Victory Pocket type
crystal receiver in bakelite box with one
earpiece, 35/-. Mark III type. A two circuit receiver with tapped inductance,
variometer,

tuning

condenser,

perikon

and catswhisker detectors, in field case
111 x- 10 x Bin., with lid and space for
headphones. Gov't model, 85/-.
AERIAL WIRE. 7122 bare copper, 5/-.
per 100ft. Lead-in wire, 4d. per yard.
Aerial Insulators, 2d. each
CONDENSERS.
Ultra
Short Wave variable air

condensers.
insulation

Trolitul

ball -bearings.

Surplus to a Govt. contract
and new, SI-.
SUNDRIES.
6in. Pocket Thermometers, nickel case, Vet. Type, for animals,
901100 deg., 116. H.M.V. Resistors, glass
cased, wire ends, 1 watts, .01, .025, .05,
II- per set of 3, or 216 per doz.

Screened Mike Cable, flexible sheath,
single core, 1/2 per yard. Multiple Connection Strips, of soldering eggs, telephone type moulded mounting, in 2Q,
40, 80 or 100 ways, at 2.16, 31-, 316 and 4/k
eath. G.P.O. Plugs, 21- each. Terminal
£50 Covers, bakelite, with two securing
screws size of domino, 9d.
Mentor
£60 Battery Indicators, thermal type signal
light, thermal type,
dial, flush panel,
6 volt and 12 volt, SI-. Small Solenoids,
£12 12 "Gems," 6 volts, If amps., iron plunger,

ROTARY CONVERTER. D.C. to A.C.. Available from Stock:
input 24 volts, output 1,000 volts, 250 m/A
D.C. Choke and condenser smoothing fitted Mullard GM3152 C. R. Oscilloto both input and output, condition as new.
graphs ..
Weight 851bs. Price £10. carriage paid.
'Signal Generator
METER MOVEMENTS, moving coil, for Furzehill
(Sub -standard)
recalibration, large size, 4 to 6 in full scale
deflection, deflection average, 30 rn/A Mullard 8100 C. R. Foundation
Price 15/-. post free.
Unit, comprising 2I" tube
AUTO TRANSFORMER, one Kw.. tapped
and power supply ...
..
0-110-200-220-240, step up or step down, Cossor C. R. Tube 21" Type
230,
condition as new. Price £5, carriage paid.
with socket
RESISTANCE UNITS, fireproof. size 10in.
23 6.
by lin. wound chrome nickel wire. rehistance
2 ohms to carry 19 amps. Price 2 8. pact WEBB'S RAD10,14,13oh0 St., Oxford St.,
London, W.1.
free.
Telephone : Gerrard 2089
EPOCH SPEAKER, super cinema' model, Note our revised SHOP
HOURS
20 watts output, 151n. cone, 15 ohm Coil.
10 a.m. to 4p.m. Sins., 10 a.m.
6 volt field, no energizing. Price 27110/0,
to 12 noon
carriage paid.
DYNAMO' shunt wound, output 50 volts
6 amps.; speed 1.009 r.p.m.. ring oiler
bearings, in first-class condition. Price
24/10/0, carriage paid.

Oldhams Miners Lamps, all -metal,
for accumulator or dry cell, 736. 4 -way
Cords, long, suit mikes or handcom
phones, 21-.
Electric taunters, to
616.

10,000 revs., G.P.O., 5/6.

Many more bargains can be seen at our
Showrooms.

ELEOTRADIX RADIOS
214,

Queenstown Road, Battersea,

London, S.W.B.

ZSCILSS10/2.

Fig. 5. -The section
AB of Fig. 4 enlarged

and signal applied.

Output

E.:53
The Editor does not necessarily agree with the opinions expressed by his correspondents. All letters reuse
be accompanied by the name and address of the sender (not necessarily for publication).

Station Identification

Waveform'
C

Selling and Servicing

Fig. a), but a better method is to use hand -pass coupling

article on selling and servicing is, I
SIR'issue
-t of PRACTICAL WIRELESS and saw the letter CIR,-Your
consider, one way of showing up what's going on
from A. J. Newman. The following details may be of
short-wave outlets : Allied Force H.Q. in North Africa
(Algiers) on 33.46 metres (8,960 kc/s), and Radio France
on 24.75 metres (12.120 kc/s) which relays the 33.46-m.

These stations give news in English at the following

20.00 G.M.T. on both wavelengths.
In addition, from 21.15-23.30 G.M.T. Press despatches

and special reports for M.B.S. (22.40 G.M.T.), C.B.S. (22.5x
G.M.T.), B.B.C. (23.00 G.M.T.) and N.B.C. (23.17 G.M.T.)

are transmitted on 33.46 M. only
Alt these details are taken from " Cairo Calling,"
the official organ of Egyptian State Broadcasting. C. D. HAMMETT, Radio Officer, M.N. (At Sea).

African Broadcasting Stations

B.B.C.

together. As the coupling is increased a double -humped
resonance peak appears, as shown at " C," Figs. x and 2.

input

in the radio trade. I, myself, was in business four years
previous to the outbreak of war. Soon after war broke

This retains the steep sides of the individual circuits,

Waveform

out I went into a factory to help the war effort.
Unfortunately ill health came along and I was released

-but provides a broad, flat peak which will reproduce all
.audio frequencies. If this curve " C " is combined with

" B " an almost square top " D " is obtained
Clearly, the result will be very different from the curve
Thus, two selective circuits in band-pass,
(Fig. 2).
together
with a fairly flat single circuit, are desirable.
combination tones may be produced by any of the

on grounds that factory work was not suitable. I am

two initial frequencies, and may be very unpleasant, as

are allowed to have their say as to who and who should
not open up in business.
A gentleman came to me and explained that a certain
engineer was aiked to look, at the pick-up on his radiogram and from what I can gather the rubber damping
had perished. The engineer took the pick-up away and
returned in three days' timenreplaced_ the pick-up, and
produced a bill for £3 155.

harmonics.
It would appear that it is not the harmonics themselves Non-linear Distortion
This type of distortion is frequently found in the
so much as the various combination tones produced by
the harmonics, which are serious, and' thus it is the detector stage of a set, and, as its name implies, may
Ix*
caused throUgh operating on the curved portion of
higher order harmonies which produce the most
unpleasant effects. In fact, it has been suggested that a valve characteristic. The anode bend detector almost
the percentage of a harmonic should be multiplied by inevitably causes distortion. The leaky grid detector

After fitting the pick-up this gentleman asked the

engineer to look at the radio. He (lid ! Spent two hours
and charged a further £3. This was £6 15s. in all, and
the same evening the radiogram faded out altogether.

t

I have since had this job in hand to service, and I
-The following information regarding a couple
SIR,of African broadcasting stations may be of interest never saw such a mess.
to readers.
Addis Ababa Radio. --31.28 metres. News in Amharic
at 4.14 p.m. daily. English programme begins at 5.3o
p.m. daily. At 6 p.m. the news is 'relayed from the

in which two very selective tuned circuits are coupled

B

in business again but. am being strongly objected
transmission from 16.00-17.15 G.M.T. and from 2o.00 -20.3o now
to by some of the local radio firms. Yet these firms
G.M.T
times : 15.00 G.M.T. on 33.46 m. only ; 16.00, 17.00 and

Another example is a Serviceman's wife wanting her
radio repaired. The smoothing condenser had packed up .

Ak

but music and speech could be heard in the distance,
and hum was prominent A charge of £4 15s. 6d. was
made for fitting 'new condensers. -F. E. SMITH

I

sultant

AA

21.Harmonic

A

Belgian Congo Radio. -The following are the daily (Chelmsford).

ReSuitant

transmissions from Leopoldville : From to.55 a.m. to
-Reading your article in the December issue
12 noon, on wavelengths of 14.97, x6.88, 25.9 and 47.78 SIR,on
" Selling and Servicing," I would like to put
metres. At 5.3o hours on 25.6 and 47.78 metres only before you our case in applying for a retail licence.
(African regional). From 9.45 a.m. to g p.m. on 16.88,
Being a reputable radio engineer, P felt a great rebuff
25.6 and 47.78 metres.
the way I was treated by the- Local Price Regulation
Omdurman Radio. -32.54 metres, Nightly, 6.30-7.30. at
when I faced them on the matter., We have
Arabic programme -Thursdays, 7.3o -8.o. 1.neal news Committee
made
a name for ourselves in the district as quick and
and notices in English ; local talk.
efficient
service
people, and the public show an inclinaThe location of Radio Congo-Belge answers the request
of R. Allen, of Mottingham, published in the July issue tion to buy off us as well as from other traders in the
town, and as we are a distance out from the town centre
Of PRACTICAL WIRELESS.
In conclusion, I would like to mention my appreciation we naturally expected a better deal than what has been

Fundamental
Fig. 7. -Combining a fundamental with its second harmonic produce,
the broken curve.

its order to get the true value.

For example, if the
maximum permssible for second harmonic distortion
is 5 per cent., the maximum for fourth harmonic is half
this, i.e., 2.5 per cent.

of second harmonic distortion.

is normally free of it, but a strong signal will move the

operating point on to the curve, and distortion may
be very serious.

The diode detector has a straight characteristic from
about 2v..R.M.S. upwards, stS, provided the signal does

Phase Distortion

Apart from carrying on a successful servicing business

we are compelled to go out to work on munitions, and.
this was brought to the fore by a member of the P.R.C.
Stray Earth Lead
when I was interviewed, and I was blatantly asked if
SIR -On reading about the stray earth lead (p. 454, the wages I received from such was not enough. I
October issue), it occurred to me that readers may would like to know if there is any justification in pointing
be interested in the following little dodges
such a question at anyone who is attempting to do a
A very simple way of testing the earth Lead is to service to the public in these times.
connect a mains bulb (or test meter) between it and each
One trader known to us before we opened this shop
side of the mains,in turn.- If the earth is good the bulb wenld not attempt to service a set, even some sets that
will light when connected to the live side of the mains. he himself had supplied, and as the public have comThe above idea is also very useful for making an plained of his incivility towards them, and the fact
A.C./D.C. receiver much safer, especially when testing that they have a bus ride of a minimum rjd. fare to
it, providing the mains are A.C. Connect the mains get their spares and accessories, we feel we are entitled
bulb between the receiver's chassis and earth with the to the retail licence for which we applied, and when
set switched on. If the bulb lights reverse the mains this fact was pointed out to the P.R Committee the
plug (or connections to it if 3 -pin), thereby connecting retort was, " Well, can't they walk ?-H. B. UNDERWOOD,
the cha;sis to the neutral side of the mains instead of (Ashton-under-Lyne).
the live side, and thus eliminating the likelihood of a
-I have pleasure in giving details of my position
nasty shock from, the chassis.
Another dodge is to save the little rubber " tubes" SIR,as a radio and electrical serviceman and dealer.
I opened my own business in High Street, Sutton, on
produced when baring the ends of wires and cables, and
to use them instead of systoflex to cover bare wires April 19th last after being in the trade for some x6 years.
The
premises are rated as business premises, being a
, where they are likely to touch other conductors. shop on the main road here, catering for general repair
R. V. GooDE (York).

Fig. 8. -When grid current flows it can produce an inverse form

not fall below a certain level, this should not .cause
any trouble (Fig. 3). If, however; the A.C. load on a
diode is not substantially equal to the D.C. load, 'very
The ear does not appear to be sensitive to phase serious non-linear distortion may take place. Various
distortion : if it were, music would sound different at - circuits have been evolved to overcome this, such as
varying distances from the source. It has, however,
very serious effects on television.

of your excellent journal, which is sent out to me meted out to us.
re&ularly.-S. C. WALTERS (M.E.F.).

(300 m.) is modulated by an A.F. signal of m000 cis
or to kc/s, two other frequencies will be produced, i.e.,
x,000 kc/s-- to Ws (990 kc/s) and 1,000 Ws+ to kc/s
(x,oxo itc/s). Thus, in order to receive audio frequencies
up to To kris the set must -receive not only Loofa kc/s.
but also 990 kc/s and I,OIO kc/s (Fig. I). If the set
has fairly good selectivity, as indicated by the dotted
line " A, the higher audio frequencies will be almost
entirely suppressed. You have probably come across

sets -particularly superhets-where you had to tune
them to the edge of a station to make speech clear.
One way, then, is to have very flat tuning (" B"

recently happened to pick up the August

some interest to him and other readers.
United Nations Radio, located in Algiers, has two
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Cross-molulation

This implies the unintentional modulation of one
At R.F. the signal from one
station may modulate that from another, in which
case the cure is improved selectivity. With A.F. a
sound of fairly high frequency may be modulated, by
one of lower frequency, a common example being a
violin with organ accompaniment. As it most often
occurs in the speaker, the best cure (should it be
frequency by another.

it

Fig. 157 -Ideal operating
conditions. No distortion

of applied signal.

necessary) is to use separate high and low frequency
speakers, with a dividing ,network.
CAUSES OF DISTORTION
Frequency Distortion

IN

R.F.

Output
Waveform

AMPLIFIERS

As mentioned earlier, if two frequencies are mixed,
Combination tones consisting of fj-f2 and fi-l-fs occur.
This holds, even it the two frequencies are of widely
different values ; even if one is R.F. and the other A.F.

Thus, when an R.F, carrier wave of, say, x,000 .kcis

A

Input
Waveform
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Distortion
a Concise and Instructive Manner
By J. ROBERTSON GREER

DISTORTION is perhaps best defined as the difference
between that which is received by the microphone

in the broadcasting or recording studio, and that

which emanates from the producing loudspeaker or
headphones. There are, however, several kinds of
distortion which may be present in greater or lesser
degree, and which do not appear to have any effect
on the human ear. Thus the problem of " removing "
distortion really consists of reducing the objectionable
forms of distortion to such a level that they may be
neglected.
The principal forms of distortion may be classified
under the following headings :

A - Good Se/activity

Wide -

C - COOCI

Wide

it

" "--

sell radio components, and have been refused three times

acoustic spectrum. There are two main types of
frequency distortion. The first implies a lack of balance
between the bass, middle and treble registers. T.his is

although the nearest radio shop is just over half a mile
from where I am at present situated.. I also find it
difficult to explain to customers why I cannot sell the
small wireless components of which I fortunately have
a fairly good stock.
I am a Grade 4 man, and have eight years' practical
experience in radio and allied electrical trades. I have
also read of cases of men who have been discharged
from the Army, and cannot presume -their previous
business odeupations owing to the fact that a licence
has been refused.

not really objectionable-fortunately-but if. there is

a serious lack of bass, tfie reproduction sounds " tinny,"
while if the treble is weak-as it too often is in commercial

/

Is

Evidently it seems that a large firm could, if they
wished, open a .retail wireless business right opposite

may be likened to a piano in which
some notes do not play at all,

my shop, and after careful study of the position of
other small men it seems thal the Board of Trade is

while others ring forth

Frequency Distortion
The normal useful range of frequencies is from about

50-ro,000 c/s (though for high fidelity it is often taken
as 15--15,000 c/s), and, for perfect results, all should
equally be reproduced. Frequency distortion implies
that one particular frequency, or band of frequencies,

unpleasantly loud.
As may be imagined, a scale
played on such an instrument would sound rather
erratic. This type of
frequency distortion is
not generally serious for
speech, but
for music it
may be very

solely for the benefit of the larger firms.
I am of the opinion that an association for the benefit

conspicuous am,

indeed, par- "SP

ticularl Y

C

A

Fig. 4.-A topical anode current grid volt curve.

(Harmonics and

He has been the subject of just such a case as you
mention. We are. 'contractors to the Air Ministry,.
having executed P.A. installations on aerodromes, in
factory canteens, and " Music While You Work " in
Apart from this, r,600 domestic radio
factories.
receivers have been serviced since September, 1939,
despite difficulties of supply, labour, petrol rationing,

Combination

A hannonic of a note is a frequency which is an

exact multiple of the first, or fundamental, frequency.
For instance, if we have a fundamental frequerrcy of
roo c/s, its second harmonic (f x 2) is 200 c/s. its third
harmonic (f x 3) is 300 c/s, its seventh harmonic (f x 7)
is 700 c/s, and so on. It is these harmonics which
give colour or " timbre " to a voice or instrument, and
in themselves they are not generally unpleasant.

characteristic can be
obtained with a diode

from 2 volt R.M.S.
upwards.

Combination tones are the result of passing two
different frequencies through a non-linear apparatus
such as a wrongly biased valve. If two frequencies,
fi and f2 of perhaps 400 and 36o c/s respectively, are
mixed, combination tones of fi-l-fa and f1-f2 will be
produced, i.e., 76o and 4o c/s. As, however, harmonics

are also produced by a non-linear amplifier, we will
have, in addition; harmonics tof each of these four frequencies, and combination tones of the harmonics.

Va 0

2

4

/0

Let us suppose the third is the predominant harmonic:
We have fundamentals 400 and 36o, combination tones
760 and 4o c/s, plus third harmonics of above : 1,200,
1,080, 2,28o and /20 c/s.
Combination tones of

harmonics

3,36o, 2,160, 3,48o, 2,320, etc.

required to be signed, stating that this business was
not required by public need.
We are still servicing radio receivers for these four

firms, also one firm in. Nottingham.
We consider that if anybody is entitled to a licence in
'this town, it is us. On several occasions, we have stated
that this business would be discontinued, owing to the
opposition which certain people created. The demand
for service, however, made such a move impossible.
Our sole interest lies in. " keeping the sets working."
We would mention, in closing, that this business is

registered under the Registration of Business Names
Act, r9r6. Further, the writer intends to go to America
to the G.E.C. in Chicago after the war, to receive a
year's training in advanced radio and electronic theory.
This was the normal course at Loughborough before the

war, and this will serve as a further indication that he
is no " back-yar'd
Mowbray).

repairer."-J. PIDtEON (Melton --

Station CSW

- of the small business man will fail if- we are not wholeSIR,-In reply to L. H. Cox, of North Wales, who
heartedly in support of each other.
information regarding a station with call
I sincerely trust that PRACTICAL WIRELESS is very sign wanted
" CSW."
successful in helping to bring the small business men
On checking it ,I find that station CSW on the 3r -metre
who read this journal closer together.-J. R. BRICKWOOD band is located at Lisbon (Portugal). It used to be
(Brixton).
known as CS\V7 and its programmes were beamed to
North America.
SIR,-The writer was very interested to read your.
The times of transmission are : (G.M.T.) 19.15-2o.00 hrs. ;
editorial in the December issue of PRACTICAL 20.15-23.00 hrs. ; 23.05 -or .00 hrs. Frequency is 9,740 kc.
WIRELESS, and is prompted to write this letter..
Also on 25 metre band is station CSW3 also of Lisbon,

with certain
instruments such as violins.
Non-linear Distortion
Tones)

Fig. 3.-A straight

T

On applying for the licence foul Y local firms visited

and can be really unpleasant. It

reels

hand typist and shop assistant, one assistant service
engineer, and five part-time wiremen, joiners, etc.
I may add that five of the shops closed belonged to Over Soo radio receivers have been serviced this year
iv
_multiple firms.-J. LEVITT (Sutton).
up to.date.
Healey (Clacton) in the December issue, and my
circumstances are identical with his.
I have applied to the Board of Trade for a licence to

distortion may be termed "peaky,"

980 990 1,000 4010 4020

ments and spare parts, I feel that my request for a

SIR,-I have read .the comments passed by L. E. all the other Melton traders with a petition which they

Fig. 2.-If suitable tuning circuits can combine B and C the square
topped curve D will result.

sets-the reproduction is muffled,
and consonants, particularly sibilants like " S," become indistinct.
The second type of frequency

Fig. 1.-Shows the effect of selectivity on L.F. :frequency response.

,

licence is justified.

is reproduced at a different level from the rest of the

Narrow A F Range

B - Poor
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An I nleresting and important Subject Dealt wilh
in
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work being equipped with suitable test gear and a very
Some _six months ago a. stir was made in the trade
comprehensive stock of . spare parts and service papers about private house trading, and as this
components and service data dating back to 1932.
argument was likely to be,brought to bear in this case,
Application was made to the B.O.T. for a retail licence it was decided to open a retail shop This has been
in April, but was automatically turned down within a done, but the opeication for a licence has been refused.
week or two.
The position is now briefly this. The business as it
I understand that two local dealers opposed the stands to -day has been created entirely by the demands
granting of same , and someone has tried to get of the public-not by the writer's desire to make money.
evidence of selling by retail by sending various folk in This aspect does not interest him. The writer is a
to purchase with, of course, no success, as I have strictly radio engineer, trained and in possession of the latest
maintained a service repair business here since opening. Taylor and Avo test gear, with a modern, fully equipped
As there are to date some seven retail radio and service shop, embodying fluorescent lighting amid every
electrical businesses closed in this High Street alone conceivable service aid. A Ford 8 van is used for
Since the war started, with myself thee only shop opened delivery purposes, and on Government contract work
in the near area since then, and the sole business ready and here again, certain people tried to stop the " C
to cater for the greatly needed want for service replace- Defence Permit being issued. We employ one short-

etc.

0

transmitting to the surrounding countries.
equipped with beam antennae.

It is not

Incidentally, has any reader noticed that VP3BG
(Georgetown, British Guiana) on 6,230 kc. has been
coming in loud and clear of late, and also two new,

strong stations located in SL . John's, Newfoundland.E. J. DEMPSTER (Guildford).

To begin at the beginning, the writer has received an
Proposed Club for Liverpool
engineering training at Loughborough College, accepted
read with interest the proposed forming of a
throughout the world as one of the greatest centres for
club in Manchester in Thermion's column in the
tjmis type of education. He holds the Oxford School December
issue, and I would like to take this opportunity
Certificate and London Matriculation, and completed of proposing
for Liverpool, there not being one (to
three years' course in radio and electrical engineering. the best of. myone
knotvledge) here. J am sure there are
On the outbreak of war, the writer curtailed his still some people
on Merseyside who are interested in
course at Loughborough (this should have been five radio, anyway they
take in PRACTICAL WIRELESS.
years) and joined Messrs. Boulton and Paul, -Ltd., the Interested readers in Merseyside
are invited to write to
aircraft manufacturers, in January, 1940.
G. MEADEN, to, Alfriston Road, West Derby,
As the service engineers (?) were called up, he was B.
repeatedly asked to service radio receivers for various Liverpool, 22.
people. Melton, being a small town, was quite aware
A NEW VEST POCKET BOOK
of _his previous training, and consequently the demand
grew. In 1940 he decided to help the traders who had
lost their servicemen by doing service in his spare time,
MATHEMATICAL TABLES and fORMUlk
and this has continued until four monthi ago. It may
3/6, or 3/9 by post from George Newnes, Ltd.,
be said here that the writer's employment with Messrs.
Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2.
Boultonk & Paul, Ltd., occupies eight hours per day.
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Replies to Queries
Measuring A.C.
"1 have a good milliammeter and have tried to take some

measurements in my mains receiver, but cannot get any reading.
I cannot see why this should be so as current must flow and
perhaps you can explain this to me."-J. P. (Hounslow).
'

IF the supply you are endeavouring to check is A.C., this means
that it is continually changing its direction or polarity,
and therefore before the needle has time to pass across the scale
it is driven in the opposite direction and owing to the frequency

of the supply the needle does not move-at least only over a
very small part of the scale.- A moving -iron instrument will
measure A.C. at, say, mains frequency, but if a moving -coil
meter is used you must modify it by including a rectifier so that
the current to be measured is converted into a uni-directional
current.

A Wattage Calculation

"1 have been reading an article on resistors, and there' is one
point which puzzles me. It gives the calculatioo, of the wattage
rating of the resistor as current squared times resistance in
__ohms.' I am not very good at mathematics, and it seems rather
confusing to me why it should be necessary to square .the value
of the current which is flowing. Surely the rating of the resistor
should be dependent only upon the current which is flowing and
not upon a value which is so much higher as mentioned. Perhaps
you can explain this little point to me, and it may also
be of help to otheis who find this same difficulty."-H. K. (Mitcham).
THE wattage is, as you state, dependent only upon the current

RULES
We wish to draw the reader's attention to the fact that the Queries
Service is intended only for the solution of problems or difficulties
arising from the construction of receivers described in our pages, from
articles appearing in our pages, or on general wireless matters. We
regret that we cannot, for obvious" reasons :(1) Supply circuit diagrams of complete multi -valve receivers.
(2) Suggest alterations or modifications of receivers described In
our contemporaries.
(3) Suggest alterations or modifications to commercial receives.
(4) Answer queries over the telephone.
(5) Grant interviews to queriste.
A stamped, addressed envelope most be enclosed for the reply. All
sketches and drawings which are sent to us should bear the name and
address of the sender.
Requests for Blueprints must not be enclosed with queries, as they

are dealt with by a separate department.
Send your queries to the Editor, PRACTICAL WIRELESS, George
Newnes, Ltd., Tower House. Southampton Street, Strand, London, W.C.E.
The coupon on page iii 01 cover must be enclosed with every query.

in the formula is bound up in the fact that the wattage is
dependent upon the voltage as well as on the current which is
flowing, and in the particular formula referred to only the

current and the Value of the resistor are given. Therefore, to
ascertain the wattage, which is the product of the voltage and
current, the voltage must be first ascertained. According to
Ohm's Law, voltage is the product of current and resistance,
or to use the standard symbols, E equals R x I. Wattage equals
E x I, and therefore by substitution wattage must equal It x I
(which equals E) multiplied by I. When two similar terms are
multiplied together they are expressed thus : al (a squared),
and therefore in the above formula R x Ix I we can take out
the two terms I and express .them thus : V. Therefore the
formula becomes 12 x It, and this explains the reason why the
square of the current has to be employed when only the current
and resistance values are given.

"1 have only been interested in the hobby for a short time

and am puzzled to know how the gramophone pick-up produces
Is it
possible to explain this briefly as I cannot find anyone who seems
to understand the details ? "-L. S. (Stockwell).

" One of the valves in my set has become loose round the point
where the glass enters the bakelite base. The glass bulb can be
pushed down until it is fairly well held, but I wonder if this results
in any inferior performance. Does this constitute a fault which
would come under the maker's guarantee and which could enable

me to get a 'free replacement ? "-C. P. (York).

11/E do not think the trouble can legitimately be called a
TY manufacturing fault, and it may be due to the way the
valve has been handled in inserting and removing.it from the
valveholder, or undue heat due to the proximity of another
valve, etc. The valve should always be held by_ the bakelite
base when inserting or removing' from the holder, and the
looseness will not affect results provided the glass bulb is not
rotated. If this is done, there will be a possibility of either
breaking the leading -in wires or of creating a short-circuit
between them. To avoid this, and to refix the bulb, ordinary
Chat terton's Compound, or any strong adhesive, may be run
round the junction of the base and glass, and a strip of ordinary
insulation tape fixed round it. A fairly wide band may be cut
from small diameter rubber tubing, and slipped over the base
so as to overlap the two parts and hold them firmly.

Transformer Details

i have a home-made mains transformer having an eight turns
per volt primary. The primary is wound with 36 S.W.G. enamelled

wire. I wish to wind two secondaries to give 4 volts at 2.5'amps.
for rectifier, and 4 volts 3 amps.

Could you please give me
details of these windings, e.g. gauge of wire, number of turns ?

Is the primary wound with suflciently thick wire to carry the
current ? "-F. B. (Bromley).
4 -volt windings

turns will be required, as the
The gauge

FORbasis of your windings32is 4 turns per volt.

of wire for both windings may be 18 S.W.G. These two additional
turns will provide a further load of 22 watts upon the transformer;

but you do not state the H.T. secondary loading, and therefore
we cannot advise you whether or not the primary winding is
suitable. The 36 gabge primary may be- considered to take a
maximum current of a amp.

THE principle is really quite simple and may be regarded as
just the opposite to the headphone or loudspeaker. In

these items a current flows through a wire wound round a magnet, and as the current varies so does the magnetism. This attracts

the diaphragm and the current fluctuations therefore give rise
to fluctuations in the diaphragm, moving the air and so reproducing the sound. In a pick-up the magnet has usually two..
poles, and the needle is inserted into a holder wiliph is extended
so that it forms what is called an armature bit ween the two
poles. As the needle is moved by the sound grooves on the
record, the armature moves, and this varies the magnetic field

causing a varying current to flow in the windings.

" Recently

I

built your . ' Simple

` VISITOR FROM THE COLON ,ES.' "

The programme was a two-way one.

Listeners were

able to hear children evacuated to the U.S.A. and

Canada in conversation with their parents in Britain.
Four American soldiers serving over here talked to their
families in New York. Canada was represented by four
Servicemen in Britain, two from Montreal and two from
Ottawa.

Outside Broadcasting
THE Outside Broadcasting Department was exceedTHIS Christmas, as usual, the B.B.C. took outside
ingly busy during the Christmas season. There
broadcasts from a large selection of pantomimes was a broadcast from the Nuffield Centre, London's
A
up and down the country. Wartime pantomimes are newest Services Club, on December 21st, when Flanagan
perhaps a little less exuberant than usual. Many artists and Allen, Tessie O'Shea, George Moon, Burton Brown,
are in the Forces clothes are rationed. Properties are other artists froni " The Love Racket," appeared in
short. There ad other difficulties. Despite them all, cabaret produced by Frank More O'Ferrall.
pantomime goes on. Excerptg from various pantomimes,
On December 23rd came a big concert from a hall
including " Humpty Dumpty," " Red Riding Hood," where an audience of 2,000 troops were present at
" Robinson Crusoe and t` The Sleeping Beauty," have " The Services Entertainment," given by their fellow
men.
recently been broadcast.
A second 'Birmingham pantOtnime will be visited
On the afternoon of Christmas Eve came " Christmas
on January 8th. This is "The Babes in- the Wood," Postbag,'" a special delivery, of greetings from men and
at the Alexandra Theatre, Birmingham, with Syd and women in uniform, wherever they were between
Max Harrison, Eddie Leslie and the Fayre Four Sisters. Iceland and New Zealand. In the early evening Michael
The microphone returns to the North on January meth Standing was "Standing on the Corner" of a London

Around the Pantomimes

a glimpse of a different
" Sleeping Beauty," in Liverpool
this time, with Beryl Reid,

This current

Tessa Deane], Wilfred Pickles and
Douglas Byng.

On January r3th there is

Short-wave

One-valver '

a

broadcast from one -of the most
popular

of

all

pantomimes,

` Cinderella," at His Majesty's,
London, where Evelyn Laye is
principal boy in a cast which

includes Carol Lynne, Tessie
O'Shea, George Moon, Burton

Brown and Gaston Palmer.
B B.C.

variation is applied to a valve, just as in the case of wireless

signals, and so produces the signal.
P.W. 88

Repairing a Valve

Yours truly,
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Servicemen to the microphone so that they could be
ounited with their families over the air.

for

How a Pick-up Works

which is flowing through the resistor and not upon any the music from the record through the wireless receiver.

higher value. The reason why the square of the current is used
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answers, as I felt that they were bad. I now realise
that by not doing so I "deprived the Red Cross Fund
of whatever I may have been prepared to send with my
entries. I have, therefore, decided to send you £250
for youl. Fund and I now enclose. a cheque for this
amount. Should you think that this should cause
others to follow my example you are at liberty to
publish it, provided you preserve my anonymity.-

Entertains Wounded
Men

SICK and wounded men back
from the Middle East were
brought by: the Red Cross to a

studio recently, where

(P.W. 88), and although results have been very gold, I find that
there is one fault.
" Before reaction is used the European and Home Service can
be heard very faintly, although out of the range of the tuning

B.B.C.

condenser.

which is broadcast fortnightly in
the General Overseas Service and

" I am using all the exact components as described, and a good
indoor aerial. Will you inform me if this is in order? "-H. H.

(Enfield),

likely to be experienced from interference
ea by nearby powerful stations and, with a simple circuit of
the type in question, it is a very difficult matter to eliminate
such trouble completely. A small variable condenser in series
with the aerial lead-in 1,s about the best proposition for you to
try, .a suitable value for the condenser being in the region of
eatrouble is

.00005 mfd.

they heard a playback

of

is directed to men in hospitals
overseas.
The idea for the party came
from the co -producers of the
programme-Jill Allgood and

Howard Agg-who were anxious

REFRESHER COURSE IN
MATHEMATICS
8/6 by post 9/ From : GEORGE NEWNES LTD.
Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2

At a- U.S. Artillery School in China, an American gunnery instructor checking range data
with a battery of artillery over a field radio set.

to get reactions of wounded men to it so that they street.asking passers-by for their thoughts on Christmas,
could be sure in the future that they were giving and' later there was an entertainment from a hall where
these men what they wanted.

JUST PUBLISHED

a

programme c a e d " Here's
Wishing You Well ' Again,"

local people provided a concert for the benefit of American

troops stationed ,in the neighbourhood, for which the
Factory, Farm and Forces
Americans provided the band.
THE Northern microphone on Christmas Day visited
Pantomimes
A
factory, farm and Forces in a composite programme.
OTHER outside broadcasts on Christmas Eve were
In the factory, where some of the maintenance staff were
half
an
hour's
pre-vieW
of
pantomimes
from three
on duty, their fellow workers came to give them a- show ;
dinner -time aboard ship in a Northerd port was Midland theatres and a carillon exchange between
described, and members of the Land Army were visited Loughboroug, in Leicestershire, and Ottawa, in Canada.
as they ate the Christmas dinner they helped to produce. Loughborough has been a centre of bell -founding since
Their programme closed with an exchange of toasts the fourteenth century and. its carillon, built as a war
between the factory's managing director, the ship's memorial, has 47 bells and was the first grand carillon
in this country.
C.O., ,and a well-known agriculturist.
On Christmas morning Michael Standing and Gilbert
Harding were heard going the rounds with Britain'.
Transatlantic Call
Standing in the Borough of London and
THIS Christmas many families were again separate'd. postmen,
Harding in the Cambridgeshire village of Grantchestef,
The B.B.C., in co-operation with the Columbia talked to the happy recipients of letters and parcels
Broadcasting System, brought some evacuees and and commiserating with those not so fortunate.

-
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Utility Radio Sets
UTILITY radio sets are not likely to be available in
large quantities before June this year. They will
IA made to a standard design by manufacturers for use
with A.C. mains and batteries, and will be sold through
normal trade channels, with preference to areas where
sets are most scarce. About 75,00o U.S. sets are also
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WIRELESS

-AUSTERITY'
RADIO, LTD.
(Formerly F. H. WILSON)

," Songs from the Shows "
WATT, who happens to be one of the B.B.C.'s
JOHN
best broadcasters, as well as being its Director of

Variety, returned to the air on December 28th in the
Forces programme. "Songs from- the Shows," which
has not been heard for several years, is coming back.
There will be a resident team of singers and the music
expected on the market early in the New Year.
for this famous and highly popular series will be played
by the B.B.C. Revue Orchestra, conducted by Charles
Teheran Conference Televised
and John Watt will co -produce with Henry
IT is reported from New York that the National Groves,
Reed as well as introduce. The Revue Orchestra has
Broadcasting Company sent out from its television lately been winning high praise for itsnble and versatile
station on top of the Empire State Building in New performance in the weekly " Baadstand."
York newsreel scenes of the Teheran conference.

Films were flown by the U.S. Army Air Corps

from Persia to the United States, and within

it few hours of their release were being radiated
from New York and relayed to another television
station in Philadelphia.

Bad Wireless Station
THE Bari Broadcasting Station, which was
recently captured intact by the 8th Army,

When assembled these Kits give excellent reproduction on Medium and
Long Waves. Supplied complete with
chassis 8in. x 61in. x 2lin. Valves,
M.C. Speaker, and wiring diagram,
(Regret no cabinets.) 3 controls.
A.C. 8-V. (+RECTIFIER) KIT;

is the first radio station on the European mainland
to fall into British hands. This 2o -kW. Marconi

transmitter, which was employed as a relay
station, was erected in 1932.

V.M.H.F. Pen.,

Triode, L.F. Pen..
Rectifier. M.C. Speaker. Price 210 10s.
Post 111. plus 3;6 packing (returnable).
BATTERY 3-V. KIT. V.M.H.F. Pen..
Triode Detectors -and Output Tetrode
P.M. Speaker. Place 27. Post 1/1, Plus.
Delivery
2/6 packing (returnable).
1 month.
3 -gang CONDENSERS .00025 with
ceramic insulation, 7;6. Also .0005.
ceramic insulation, with trimmers,

Radio Relays

DESPITE the fact that there is'now one less
exchange, the number of subscribers to
radio relay exchanges is still increasing. There
are at present 276 exchanges, and the number
of subscribers increased by i,64.4 during the
three months to June 30th, making a total of
455,588 subscribef!s at that date.
I.E.f

10;6.

AERIAL AND H.F. TRANSFORMERS with reaction, medium and long
waves. Iron cored:on medium waves,
loading coil on long waves. 10.'- per

Meetings

pair.

THE Institution of Electrical Engineers held. a
special meeting in the Lecture Theatre of
the Institution on November 25th to commemorate the life and work of Nikola Testa.
A lecture, illustrated by examples of Tesla's

MAINS VOLT DROPPING RE-

SISTOR% .2 amp. 1,000 ohms, 2 variable
sliders.
; .3 amp. 750 ohms. 2 variable
sliders, 7',
10-vvArr
WIRE -WOUND
RESISTORS, 2,000, 500 and 150 ohm, 2.6
each.
CHASSIS. Ilndrilled steel. painted.
new, 101 x 8 x 2Iin., 7/6: 8 x x 2Iin.,

experimental work, was delivered by Dr. A. P. M.
Slides were .shown
Fleming, C.B.E., NE.Sc.
illustrating some of Tesla's pioneer 'wor.,Ic in the
early 'eighties, and interesting. practical demonstrations were given with various pieces of
apparatus, including high -voltage discharges

4/6 each.
MAINS TRANSFORMERS.
230 v. A.C., Output 300-0-300.

Input
6.3 v.
4 amp., 5 v. 2 amp., 4 v. 4 amp., 4 v.
2 amp.. 80 m.a. Screened primary
colour coded. Good transformer for

_through several feet of vacuum tubes, and the
production of four -foot sparks
atmosphere.

Mixed valves. 32.1. Also Input 200-250
Output 350-0-350. 80 mat., 4 v.
4 amp.. 4 v. 2 amp. Screened primary.
Also Input 200-250 A.C., Output
350-0-350, 150 MA. 6.3 v. 5 amp., 5 v.
2 amp. 35/-.
VOLUME CONTROLS. '1 meg. and
I meg. with switch. 6!6 each. 25,000
and 50.000 ohms, less switch, 4.'- each.
AERIAL AND ILE. TRANSFORMER with reaction, colour coded, 10;6

through the

A.C.

.0;-,

There are no daily newspapers on Ramsey Island, off the West Coast of

The Men Who Watch
Wales, so the only means of getting news is by radio. Outside communication, in case of emergency, is by nwrse lamp. In the illustration, Mr. A.
" 1'0 -NIGHT'S TALK" is often a last-minute
I surprise, depending on the news of the Griffith,, the farmer in charge on the island, is seen listening to the radio.
moment. But on December loth it was given by Air
203 -metre Wavelength
Commodore Finlay Crerar, O.B.E., Commandant of the
Royal Observer Corps, and in it he paid tribute to the THE B.B.C. would like to draw the attention of

vigilant men under his command who go out night after
night to lonely stations to keep watch and give warning of
the approach of enemy aircraft. Theirs is work which may
indeed he " news " any moment of any 24 hours, but it, is
seldom heard of. It is none the less important for that.
In August, 1939, these men -many of them considerably over military age, some far from fighting fit -went
out to the fields, hills and mountains ; to the Cotswolds
of England, the Ochils and Grampians of Scotland, the
Welsh Mountains, and the fens of Norfolk, to posts all
over Britain which had been carefully sited as possessing
the best views and easiest communications. They went,
too, to the high roofs of London and cities all over the
country and kept constant watch.

listeners to the fact that certain areas in England,
Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland are serviced by
low -power transmitters. If, therefore, reception of the
Home Service is not satisfactory on 449 or 391 please
try tuning in to 203 metres. This means that three
different wavelengths are available on thellome Service,
449, 391 and 203 metres.
Red Cross Benefits
ON Armistice Day a letter containing a cheque wag
sent to " I3.B.C. ,1,250 Red Cross Radio Contest,
London, W.C.2." This is what it said :

" Dear Sirs, -I have frequently listened in to your
broadcast competition, but have never sent in my

pair.

4, 4

SCREENED DUAL RANGE

('AILS, long and medium. AERIAL
H.F. TRANSFORMER
-AND
with reaction size 21 in. diem. x3)10., iron cored on medium wave
only, with circuit blueprint. 12.'6 pair.
465 Ices I.F. Transformer. Iron cored,
kcs.
screened with trimmers, 15/-.
Permeability tuned. iron cored.
Combined ' volume
screened, 151,
control, 100,1191 ohms, with reaction
-

condenser, 616.

Please add postage for enquiries
and mall orders. C.O.D. orders
accepted. Owing to present circumstances, prices are subject to increase
without notice.

307, HIGH HOLBORN,

'LONDON, W.C.2.

HOL 4631.

S
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LONDON ',CENTRAL RADIO STORES
Heavy -duty. weight
Classified Advertisements TRANSFORMERS.
141bs. Input 190/250 A.C. Output 350-0-350.
120-160 ma. 4v. 2. amp. 4v, 3 amp.. 6.3v.
4 amp. 45/- each.
LITERATURE, MAPS, etc.
RELAYS. Brand new. Electro-magnetic
RADIO SOCIETY OF GREAT BRITAIN make and break units to ope,rate on li volts
invites all keen experimenters to apply at 15 m.a. To clear stock, 5/9 each.
for membership. Current issue " R.S.G.B. MOTOIUTUNING. Fine bratul new 3 -gang
Bulletin " and details, 1/-. below :
mfd. condenser, no trimmers, designed
AMATEUR RADIO HANDBOOK (300 .0005
for motor drive. Large diameter driving
pages), pa Supplement cloth. 6/6. -Radio disc
and reduction gear for slow motion
Handbook
(140 pages), paper manual
13/6 each.
cover. 2/9: cloth. 51-.-R.S.G.B., 28-30. BRASSdrive.
ROD. Screwed brass rod, 2 B.A.,
Little Russell Street. London, W.C.1.
4 B.A. and 6 B.A. 12 inch lengths, useful
WEBB'S Radio Map of the World. Locates for many purposes. 6:6 oi. lengths.
any station heard. Size 411in. by 30in., 4/6. VALVEHOLDERS.
All brand new,
post 6d. On linen. 10/6. post 6(1.-Webb's Celestion, Amphenol, Mazda
and InterRadio, 14, Soho , Street. London. W.1. national octal: 1/- each.
Ggitrard 2089.
CONDENSERS. Tubular wire end, made
by Plessey, 25 mfd.. 25 volt working, 50 -mid.,
MORSE & S.W. EQUIPMENT 12 volt working. 1/9 each.
RESISTANCES.
Assorted
wire -end
MORSE Practice'Equipment for class -room resistances by best makers.
for
or individual tuition. Keys, audio oscilla- servicemen and experimenters. Ideal
To clear,
tors ,for both battery or main operation.- 3'6 doz., 13/3 for 50, 23/6 for 100.
Webb's Radio, 14, Soho Street, London, W.I. CERAMIC VALVEHOLDERS. Brand
'Phone : Gerrard 2089.
new, low loss, 7 pin. 1/5 each.
II.A.C." Short-wave Receivers.' Famous CONDENSERS. First-class .1 mfd. oil for over ten years. Improved one -valve filled, 5.000 volt working.
Only 1116 each.
model now available. Complete kit of T.C.C. TUBULAR Condensers. .1 mfd.,
components, accessories, with full in- 6,000 volt D.C. test. 819 each. Also 2 mid.
structions -only 18s., postage 6d. Easily Tubular's, 350 volt working. 3/8 each.
assembled in one hour. S.A.E. for free T.C.C. CONDENSERS in metal
catalogue. -A. L. Bacchus, 109, Harting= Special offer, much reduced to cases.
clear,
Road, London, S.W.8.
4 x 4. mid:, 70 volt working. 2i6 each.
VIBRATORS.
Brand new American
RECEIVERS & COMPONENTS synchronous self -rectifying vibrator units:
volt input, 280 volt output, 65 m.a.,
VALVES, Comprehensive selection of 12
with 7 pin American base. 16/- each.
British and American Valves in stock. fitted
COUNTERS.
Ex G.P.O.. everyone perfect,
Your enquiries invited.
counters. 500 ohm. coil,
MIDGET COILS. Midget, aerial and H.F. electro-magnetic
up to 9.999, operated from 25
medium and long wave, T.R.F. coils. Ideal counting
volt -50 volt D.C. Many industrial and
for T.R.F. midget receiver, 11/- per pair.
REPLA('EMENT bobbins, to fit standard domestic applications. 6/- each.
speaker transformers, tapped for Power VALVEIIOLDERS. Paxolin, 7 add 9 pin,
and Pentode. 4/- ; Ditto, L.F. smoothing 7d. each, 6/- doz.
choke bobbins. 300 ohms, 50/60 milliamps, DROPPING RESISTANCES. To replace
41,
2- and 3 -way line cords.3. With diagram
MAINS DROPPERS, 1,000 ohms, 0.2' showing connections.
amp. In strong
amps., fitted two variable taps,
. 750 metal case, 13/- each. Without case, 10/ ohms, 0.3 amp., do. taps, 5//6; heavy quality each.
dropper, on substantial porcelain former, ELF.C. RAZOR RESISTANCES. Unido. taps, fixing feet: superior job, 150 ohms,
0.2 amp., and 800 ohms. 0.3 amps.. 7,6 each. versal input. in strong metal case, 10/- each,
Fine set of 12
SCREENED braided cable, single, 11- yard. TRIMMING TOOLS.
VALVEIIOLDERS. Chassis mounting, bakelite handle trimming tools in roll -up
paxolin, English, 5- and 7 -pin. and Mazda leatherette case. Ideal for servicemen,
octal. American international octal, and 33:- set.
4-, 5-, 6- and 7 -pin American, all at 9d. each. REACTION CONDENSERS. Fine quality
Amphenol, Mazda octal, 1,job .0003 mid. To clear at 21 each.
AC K
sEupxerGio.Pr.0q.allittye.
.
achw.ay, TUBULARS.
Wire -end tubular conCORD.
3densers, .1 and .01 mid.; 400 volt working.
50 ohms, per foot, 0.3 amp.. 6/ lard ; do., 1/- each,
2 -way, 5'- yard.
VALVEHOLDERS. Side contact, 8 pin
MIDGET rotary switches, S.P.D.T., 3/6.
in bakelite. 12 each. Anode bakelite
SLEEVING, 2 mills., 4d. yard ; . 7 mills.. type,
valve caps, 100. each. W.B. metal anode
caps
with
screened lead, 1/- each.
Tubular wire ends, 350 V.
LAMPS. Philips' screw tvte dial
-.01RmId. and .1 mid., 9d. each, DIAL
lamps for dial illumination. 15 watt,
8'- doz.
KNOBS. Standard, Ilin, diameter knobs, 200-250 volt micr. screw, 1'9 each.
SPEECH COIL RIBBON Wire. Enamelled
9d. each, 8/- doz.
NUTS/BOLTS. 4 B.A. brass round heads, copper, gauge approx. 20 thou, by 51 thou.,
nuts and bolts, els gross (2 gross in all). 3;3 per lb. reel.
Hexagonal 4 B.A. nuts only, 3/8 gross.
EARPHONES.
Everything for the serviceman and experi- 750 ohms. 4/- each.Single, ex -Government,
menter. Licence to export to N. Deland. EXTENSION SPEAKERS. Brand new,
Lists available. Stamped addressed enve- First-class P.M. loudspeakers in beautifully
lope with all enquiries. please. Postage on polished cabinets, 81/8 each.
Rexine
all orders.
57/6 each.
0. GREEN/ACK, 34, Bancroft Road, covered,
DRIVES. Ideal for remote
cambriage Death Road, London, EA. FLEXIBLE
control in radiograms, etc., approx. 3ft.
(Stepney Green 1334.)
length. 4,3 each.
PLUGS and 'JACKS. Ex -Government
FRED'S RADIO CABIN.
powerful phosphor -bronze springs ensuring
COMPARE Ol RI PRICES.
DUAL RANGE COIL, with variometer a perfect contact. Overall length, including
tuning, fully screened in copper can, 23 lin. threaded shank. 31in. 'Supplied with
each. No circuits.
nut for panel mounting. Price complete
SOLDER, 11b. reels, fine all -tin instrument with' best quality Plug, 619.

solder, 34 lb., or ;lb. reel,
CRYSTAL DETECTOR, New Type on
ebonite base, 26 each. CRYSTAL and
Catswhisker in metal box. ed. each.

SCANNING

and DETECTOR

Coils.

Philips' ex -television receivers. Complete
in metal frame, 8/6 each.
PUSH BUTTON UNITS. Permeability
iron -cored coil units. 6 spring .loaded
switches, 16/- each. 8 switch unit (no coils),
416 each. 12 switch unit, (no coils or
switches), 2/6 each. 6 push button mechanism without switch-. 5!-.
MERCURY SWITCHES. Quick make

SLEEVING, 310. per yard length. 1 doz.
lengths, 3iTubulars, 0.1 mfd., 7d. each, 616 doz., also
.01 mid. at 60. each, 6!- doz.
GRID LEAKS. 1,5 meg., 60. 1.0 meg.. 6d.
EX H.M.V. Variable Mica Condensers.
.13003 mfd., tin. spindle, new, 1'9 each.
CLARION slow motion dial, illuminated and break, will carry 5 amps. 13:6.
disc drives, useful for short waves, 2/6 T.C.C. CONDENSERS. 250 mid., 25 volt
complete.
working. in bakelite case, 2/6.
EX-G.P.O. Telephone Plugs, 1'3.
No Extra for Postage, etc.
SINGLE SCREEN CABLES. 8d. per yd. LONDON
CENTR.AL RADIO STORES.
(Continued on page 132.)
23, LISLE STREET, LONDON, W.C.2.
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MAINS cable leads. 5ft., 1/- each.
ODD TWIN II.F. CHOKES, 1/6 each.
INTERNATIONAL Octal Base valve -

ON DON CENTRAL
RADIO STO

holders, 8d. each, 713 doz.
NEW VOLUME CONTROLS. Less switch.
with long spindle, 1 meg. 3/-.
CAN TYPE ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSER. 200 mid.. 20v. working, 3/3.
BRAIDED SLEEVING, 2 m.m., 6d. per
yd. length. 5/6 doz.: 3 m.m. 8d. yd. length,
7/- doz.

YAXLEY TYPE SWITCHES
4 -way, 3-bank, with shielded
Length
'oscillator section.

from strip plea approx. a/

Sin., spindle 2ia.
5 -way, 6 -bank with 3

PLUGS AND JACKS. complete. 3'6.
COPPER WIRE, TINNED, 18, 20 gauge,
}lb. reel.
T.C.C: CONDENSERS, .1 mfd. 5,000v.
wkg. 5/8.
TWIN TRIMMERS, ceramic 250 m.mfd.,
8d. each, 5/- doz.
COPPER WIRE, heat resisting, 8d. coil.
CONDENSERS, straight, 3 -gang. large
spindle. 2/6 each.
MAINS DROPPERS, 0.2 amp. 3/6, .03
amp., 4/6.
PUSH BUTTON UNITS, 7 -way, 2/9, 8 -way,
3/7, 9 -way, 3/- ; knobs. 2d. each.,
" Plessey '
4 -gang
CONDENSERS,
screened 6Iin. x 391n., 4/6.
HENLEY " Electric Soldering Irons,
new. Straight bit. 13/6 each. Pencil Bit
14/6 each. Resin -cored solder, 4,- lb. reel.
T.C.C. TUBULAR& brand new, 25 mfd.,
12v. ; 50 mid.. 12v., 1/3.
SOLDER, ]lb. reels, fine all -tin instrument

Length

Rodney 2180.

SOUTHERN RADIO'S WIRELESS

BARGAINS
SCREWS and Nuts, assorted gross of each
(2 gross in all), 10/-.
SOLDERING Tags. including Spade Ends,
8/- gross.
PHILCO 3 -point Car Aerials, excellent for
short-wave and home aerials. 7/6.
LIMIT Tone Arms, universal fixing for all
types of Sound Boxes and Pick-up Heads,
10/-.
..ACE " P.O." Microphones, complete with
transformer. Ready for use with any
receiver. 7/-.
CIRCULAR Magnets, very powerful, IIM.
diameter by pin. thick, 1/6 each, 15/- per doz.
ERIE Resistances. Brand new, wire ends.
All low value from .8 ohms upwards. A few
higher value are included in each parcel,
1 and 2 Watt. 100 resistances for 30/-.
MAJLTICON Master Mica Condensers. 28
capacities in one from .0001 etc.; etc., 4/ each.
SPECIAL ASSORTED PARCEL FOR
SERVICE MEN
100 ERIE 'resistances (description above),
24 assorted Tubular Condensers ; 6 Reaction .Condensers. .0001 ; 12 lengths InsuIsited Sleeving ; 75ft. Push -back Connecting
wire ; Soldering Tags, Screws, Wire. etc.,
65/-. All brand new.
CRYSTALS (Dr. Cecil). 6d., with cats whisker. 9d. ; complete crystal detectors,
2/6 ; 75ft. wire for aerials, etc.. 2/6 ; 25 yds.
Telsen Reaction
Push -back wire. 5/Condensers, .0001, 1/9 'each ; Telsen large
disc drives, complete with knob, etc. (boxed),
Insulated
reeving,
type W 184, 2/6 each ;
assorted yard lengths, 3/6 doz. ; single
screened wire, doz. yards. 10/-,
LOUD Speaker Units. =shrouded, Midget
type. 4/- Metal case condensers, .1+ .1* .1.

4/3

Special Offer
Metal Cased 'Condensers
APPr42. 3105.

4 mfd. 4x11 spin.
2 mfd. 4x11 x En.

1/- each ; Push-button Switches, 3 -way,
41- ; 8 -way, 6/- (complete with knobs) ;
Bakelite Escutcheon Plates for 8 -way
P.-)3. Switches, 1/6 ; Hundreds of other

Bargains.
SOUTHERN RADIO SUPPLY CO..
48, Lisle St., London, W.C. Gerrard 6853
WANTED.-S/P Switch to fit Milnea IT.T.
Unit.- W. Dunalrigton, Heck, Snaith,
Goole,

WANTED. -Eddystone Bandspread Outfit,
S.W. Colls.--Symonds, 5. John Street, City
Road. Cambridge.

6/6
4/6
2/8

-

.,
2 mfd. 4x1 x 111n.
../2/6
..
2 mfd. 2fic 1 x111n.
Also 250 mid. 2.5r. In bakellte case . 216
GOODMAN'S P.M. SPEAKERS, without trans-

formers. Sin., 211, 8ln- 39/.,

1515.,

Pest and puking, 1/6 each extra.

47/8

MAINS TRANSFORMERS

Input 200/250v. A.C., 350-0-350v. 120 MA.,
4v.,2 a. 4r. 3 a., 6.3v. 4 a. Weight Illb.,
42/6.
H.M.V.

TRANSFORMERS.

5,000v.,

26v.

tapping, 12/8.
TWIN SCREENED PICK-UP LEADS, fitted
2 plugs, bit. Bin. long, 2/9.
No Extra Oberst"; lei Postage, etc
See also our classified advertisement on p. 131

23, LISLE STREET,
LONDON, W.C.2

AFTER THE WAR !

The advance in Radio Technique after
the war will offer unlimited opportuni-

ties of high pay and secure posts for.
those Radio Engineers who have had the

foresight, to become technically qualified. How you can do this quickly and
easily in your spare time is fully explained in our unique handbook.

Full details are given of

& Guilds Exams.
and particulars of up -td -date courses
in Wireless Engineering. Radio
Servicing, Short Wares, Television,
Mathematics, etc., etc.
We guarantee "NO PASS -NO FEE."
Prepare for to -morrow's opportunities
and post-war competition by sending for
this very Informative 112 -page guide
NOW -FREE and without/obligation.

BRITISH

INSTITUTE OF

ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
(Dent. 242).
17, Stratford Place, London, W.1.

RELAYS

;

POWER Rheostats. Cutler -Harmer, 30
ohms, 4/6 each ; Pointer Knobs. instrument
type, fin. spindle hole (Black or Brown).

7/..

Twin bank, 4 -position,
with screw
Oak Switches, 21in. spindle, corns. with K/M
knob, 4 -way, 2 -bank with connecting block.

MIXED RESISTORS. Each packet contains same selection. 2/8 doz.

ostage must he included. Mio C.O.D.
FRED'S RADIO CABIN FOR BARGAINS. 75, Newington Butts, S.E.11.

tions, adaptable
to many uses.
from stop Plate

approx. 61in., spindle

solder. 3/8 11b., or }lb. reel 1/-.

SWITCHES. Double -pole, double -thread,
8d. each. Also mains on -off toggle switches,
1/6 each.
T.C.C. BLOCK CONDENSERS, 100 mfd.
50v. wkg.. 3/9 each.
MAINS DROPPERS, with variable sliders,
total 1.000 ohms, .2 amp., 4/8 each., .3 amp.
5/6 each.
MAINS FLEX. flat. equal to 14/36 gauge,
doz. yds.
(lid.

sec-

screened

ranee
wide
Londe: Relays
includes a variety of

The
of

TYPES APPROVED
by
AIR MINISTRY
M.A.P.
ADMIRALTY

Ask for details and
leaflet SPN/PW.

London, S.E.20.

EDC Converter, 210 v, D.C., 230 v. A.C.,
1.08 amps. Sound proof cabinet with all,
radio 'fittings. Little used. 120. -Major
Morey, Cotonhurst, Shrewsbury.

7 VALVE Philco Car Radio with new

battery and charger. Perfect house radio.
Nearest offer £20. -Box lea,. " Practical
Wireless." Tower House, Southampton

Relay ML (for D.C. only).
207,

Phone : STD 6258:9.

U

Street, W.C.2.
WANTED. -Universal Multi -range Meter.

Well known make. -Write M. Kelly, 24.
Bulverhyth'6 Road, St. Leonards. Sussex.

TROPHY.---8-Tube Comm. Rcvr. Sep.
Speaker, Pre -selector and Half -wave
Doublet Ant. Perfect Cond.. £22.-Lamsley.
59. Canning Road, Wealdstone, Mddx.

COULPHONE Radio New Longton, Nr.
Preston. New goods only. Tungsrarn
valves. English and American Rectifiers.
10/6. Mains Transformers : 350 v. 10O
4 v. 6 a.. 4 v. 21 a., 32/6 ; 350 v. 120 m.a.,
6.3 v. 3 a., 5 V. 3 a., 33/6. Mains Transf.
bobbins. std. rep. Eng. and Amer.. MSRola P.M., less transformer, 5in.. 20/- ;
61M., 22/- ; 8in., 24/- ; 10in.. 29/6. Bin,
Celestion P.m. with Transformer. 30/-.
Cored solder, 4/8 lb. Tinned copper wire.
218 Ob., 2 mm, systotlex, 3d. yd. Barretter
resistors, 6/... Line cord. replacement
resistors. 800 ohm. 2 adjustable tappings.
6/9. Parafeed L.F. Transformer 4 : 1, 5/- ;
50 mid. 12 v., 2i- : 25 mid, 25 v.,Erie,
resistors, 1 watt, 9d. ; watt, 6d. ; I watt
44. Pushback wire, 100ft.. 6/.. Switch
cleaner, 21 bottle. Power Pentode Output
transformer, 7/6. Bell transformer, 6/6.
Valveholders, Id. per pin. Stanelco electric
soldering irons, 21/-. Tubular and silver
mica condensers, all sizes. Volume controls
with switch, 5/9. Less switch, 4/9. 450
watt iron elements, 2/3. S.A.E. for stock
list.

REWINDS. -Mains and Output Transformers Field Coils
Pick-up Heads -

Promptly executed. Philips D.C. Converters
bought, sold, exchanged. Valves B V A.
Brand new, good selection. Send S.A.E.
for price list.-A.D.S. Co., 261-3-5. Lichfield
Road. Aston, Birmingham, 6.
MORSE made easy .geing the " Autocode "
Designed by Profeesional Telegraphist.
You make it yourself from simple instructions. Drawings and templates supplied.
Send 3/- (to Include postage, etc.) and
receive the Autocode Manual. -Hardy
BCWHAFT, London, W.1.

SITUATIONS VACANT
MOBILE Cinema Operators Men (Sub-

standard) required immediately. Able drive
car. Free training given where necessary.
Knowledge of radio an advantage. Mobile
Cinema Services, Surbiton.-Atiply Box 104,
" Practical Wireless," Tower House.
Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2.
" ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES "L -FREE 112- page guide to training for
A.M.I.Mech.E., A.M.I.E.E.: and all branches of Engineering and Building. Full. of
advice for expert or novice. Write for free
copy, and make your peacetime future
secure.-B.I.E.T. (Dept. 242B). 17, Stratford
Place, London, W.I.
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BY THE EDITOR

statement on the supply of radio receivers -a
statement which has the approval of the Board
of Trade. It affirms that broadcast listening has always
been recognised by the Government as a matter of
national importance, and it excuses the lack of supplies
on the ground that the radio industry is fully engaged
on work of the highest priority, and this difficulty had
to be overcome in planning the production required to

not favour the marketing of receivers on the pool

system. It smacks too much of a people's set, as in
Germany. It smacks of State control, which this

country does not want, and after the war will not have.

We therefore think the R.M.A. should have insisted

that manufacturers be allowed to complete their receivers

on their own individual lines. -Under the present
system the public will gain the impression that the

replace worn-out sets and those destroyed by enemy only difference lletween one manufacturer's wares and
action. The radio industry has been given authority another lies in the design of the cabinet.
to complete the receivers which were left partly finished
when the manufacturers changed over to the production
of radiolocation equipment and pother war requirements.
Seventy-five thousand civilian sets still required

completion on September 30th last, and these will be
made available as soon as possible.
In view of the inadequacy 'of this quantity to meet

present demands, arrangements have been made to
import a substantial number of sets from America, and
xo,000 have already arrived in this country. The
imported sets are of widely varying types and the
work of testing and repairing when necessary ter ensure
suitability for the British market is in hand. It is
anticipated that the majority of these sets, and also
the 75,90o British sets, will be on the market early

American Ratio Production
TOTAL radio production in America, which about a year
ago stood at £6,000,000 a month, is now approaching
£6o,000,000 a month, representing a considerably greater

rate of increase than that of total war production.
All such production is for the armed Services. In the

majority of the military sets being made, receiver and
transmitter are associated. A number of radio products
are still secrets of war, and new developments have to

be met by widened training in operation and maintenance,
but are responsible for intensified research and develop-

ment, usually by privalt companies, standardisation,

purchase, storage and distribution. The war has brought

about an increased use of " Wallkie Talkies " and
" Handy Talkies." During 1941, the last normal year
of production, about 13,000,000 domestic broadcast
Replacement Sets
receiving sets were manufactured in America, and in
FOR 1944, arrangements are well advanced for the April, 1942, when production ceased in favour of
production of wartime receivers in this country. manufacture of military equipment, several million sets
There is a great and ever-growing
remained in the hands of manur-facturers and dealers. There are
need for replacement sets and
still certain models on hand
parts, and the production of these I Editorial and Advertisement Meer
for purchase, all of them, of
is being c.arried out with the full
"Practical Wireless." George Newnes, Ltd.,
Tower
House,
Sontbantpton
Street,
Strand,
I
coiffise, well over a year old. If
approval of the Government.
Temple Bu 4363.
'Phone
W.C.2.
The sets will be made to a
automobile sets are included, there
Telegrams : Hewers, Rand, London.
standard design by various manuRegistered at the G.P.O. for transmission by
are 6o,ockt.,000 receiving sets in the
Canadian
Magazine
PM.
United States -about one set for
facturers, but will not be sold

in 1944.

under the trade names of their

I

mains and battery operation, and

I

LEARN MORSE CODE the Candler way.
See advertisement on page 122,
RADIOLOCATION.-Students of both
Sexes trained for important War -time
Appointments. Also for Peace -time Careers
in all branches of Radio and Television.
Boarders accepted. Deferment of calling -up
armanged. Male Students accepted for
Merchant Navy Course up to 18th Birthday.
Low inclusive fees. College .in ideal
peaceful surroundings. 2d. stamp for
prospectus..- 'Wireless College, Colwyn

of Instructional Text may be obtained. post
free, from the Secretary, Bush House.
Walton Avenue, Henley-on-Thames, Oxon.

ranCA1

MOre Radio Sets

those areas most urgently in need
of sets, but substantial quantities

THE Tuitionary Board of the Institute of
Practical Radio Engineers have available
Home Study Courses covering elementary.
theoretical, mathematical, practical and
laboratory tuition in radio and television
engineering : the text is suitable coaching
matter for I.P.R.E. Service entry and
prose essive exams ; tuitionary fees -at
pre-war rates -are moderate. The Syllabus

]i
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THE Radio Manufacturers' Association has issued a good working order. Whilst it is pleasing news, we do

makers. They will be sets for A.C.

Radiocerts (3) W.C.1.

11

89

COMMENTS OF THE MONTH

Unique Poetal course
for 1st or 2nd class Certitkilltes with
occasional optional attendance. North
London, 2 minutes station. - BCM/

RADIO Operators.

BaY.

LONDE XAnerley
LTD.
Road,
Analey Works.
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AMPLION twin H.F. binocular chokes, 1/9.

distribution will be through normal
trade channels, with preference to
are not likely to be available before
June, i.944: The prices of these
wartime sets and the imported

sets will be covered by maximum
price orders.
The annual peacetime output or
the radio industry was in the
neighbourhood of 1,250,000 sets.
Few have been made since the

war began, and the numbers now
planned will not provide for the

replacement of those sets which are
still in good working order. They

are intended for members of the
public without means of listening,
and existing sets should receive
careful treatment to keep them in

;
I

The Bator will be pleased to consider
waits of a practical nature suitable for
publication in PRACTICAL *WIRELESS.

Such

in the U.S.A., it is apparent that

naelodirrldof the sender.

families own more than one radio

ewes

Whilst the Lehrer does

if a
',iron': 0:Z it reborn O'em
enclosed.

stamped and addressed ""4"'
..471Lierzsmtz inehntled for the Editor

e bailor, PRACTICAL

I
I
!
:

tiouthantplon Street, Strand, w.e.2.

Owing to the rapid progress 10 the design of

wireless apparatus and to our efforts to keep
our readers in touch with the latest develop-

assets, we gice no warranty that apparatus
described in our eoi,trnns is not the 'subject
of letters pedant.
Copyright in all drawing., phonographs and
articles publieked its PRACTICAL WIRELESS is

:

!

every two inhabitants. Since there
are only about 31,000,000 families

articles should be ,written on one side of the
paper only, and should rontain the name and

specifically reserved thrbughout the countries
signatory to the Berne Conrention and the
U.S.A. Reproductions or imitations of any
'of these are therefore expressly forbidden.

PRACTICAL WIRELESS incorporates "Amateur
Wireless."

The fact that goods mode of rare materials
in short guppy outing to tear conditions are
adurtised in this paper should not be taken
a as indication that they are nwessartly

eraikak for report.

a

goodly

number of American

with which to listen to the goo

standard broadcast stations almost
continuously radiating programmes.
As in this country, so in America,
many domestic receiving sets are
deteriorating from age and lack of
adequate service, the grdatest
difficifity at the present time being
the shortage of valves.
In this country we need an
immediate modification of the
Board of Trade licensing system,
which is operating against the
interests of the public.
It is
grossly unfair that local traders

should be allowed power of veto
Over other traders who may wish
to

service

apparatus.

or

sell

wireless

Practical Wireless

PREMIER RADIO

NEW PREMIER S.W. COILS
4- and 6 -pin types now have octal pin spacing and
will fit International Octal valve -holders,
4 -pin Type
6 -Pin Type
Price
Type Range
Price
Type Range
04

04A
04B
04C
04D
04E

04F

04G
0411

9.15 m.
12.26 m.
22.47 rn.
41.94 m.
76.170 m.
150-350 m.
215-550 m.
490-1,000 m.
1,000-2,000 m.

2;6
2;6
2;6

9.15 rn.
06A 12.26 m.

26
2/6
313041-

06

2/6

06B 22.47 m.
06C 41.94 m.
06D 76.170 m.

2i6
2'6

Chassis Mounting
Octal Holders
101d. each.

4'-

New Premier 3 -Rand S.W. Coil, 11-25,
38-86 m., 4,9.
Rotary Wave Change to suit above. ye.

25-33,

I.F.
TRANSFORMERS
Iron -cored 450-470

CONDENSERS
.0001 Inf., 1,8,

.0003 rat,

.0003 mf., Differential,
21.1.

Binocular,

F.,

1/6.

10/6 each.

Celestion 810. P.M. Speaker. 29/6.
Celestion 10in. P.M. Speaker, 49/6.

High-grade large

Output unit. Response 45-7,500 cycles. Low hiss
Level. 23/-.

Premier Super -Moving Coil hike, Permanent
Magnet model requiring no energising. Sensi-

tivity 56db. Impedance 15 ohms. Excellent
reproduction of speech and music, 25/5/-.
Microphone Transformers. 10/6 each.
Crystal :Mike. Response Is flat from 50-5,500 cycles
with a slightly rising characteristic to 8,000
Output level is minus Stklb. Price 39:6.

52/6.

MOVING -COIL SPEAKERS

Pentode Output Transformers, al watts, price

PREMIER MICROPHONES

cycles.

SWITCHES

QMB. panel mounting, split knob type 2 -point
on,off, 2/- each. DP on/off, 3;6.

Valve Screens, for International and U.S.A. types,
Resin -cored d So/der. 73d. per coil.

The above speakers are fitted with output trans-

VOLUME

Push-Racl Connecting Wire, 21d. per yard.

Systollex Sleeving, 2mm., 2/6 per doz. yards.
Screened Braided Cable. Single, 1;3 per yard.
Twin, 1:6 per yard.
30 amps. charge, discharge Bakelite case. 19;6 each.
-Pin Ceramic Chassis Mtg. English Type Valve Morse. The Premier Oscillator supplied complete 3/9 each. Carbon type, 7 holders,
1/6 each.
with valve, on steel chassis, price 27/6. Practice 5 000 10,000, 4/8 each.
key, 3;3. TX key, 510. Super Hey, 11 6. 3 -Henry Wire wound type, 5.000 Amphenol Octal Chassis Mounting Valve holders. International type, 111; each. English
Chokes (as used in Oscillator), 10'- High-pitched and 10,000 ohms, 5,6
each.
type, 1 2 each.
Buzzer, adjustable note, 3,'- each.
formers.

ROTAX METERS

Send for details of other radio

All en-

accessories available.

quiries must be accompanied by
a 2...a. stamp.

CONTROLS
Carbon type, 20,000,
1
meg., and 2 sang.,

ALL POST ORDERS TO : JUBILF.E WORKS, 167, LOWER CLAPTON ROAD,
LONDON, E.5. (.1 ////n/e,f 4723)
CALLERS TO : Jubilee Works, or 169, Fleet Street, E.C.4. (Central 2837)

Blueprints, Ca. each.
1937 Crystal Receiver
..
The " Junior Crystal Set
STRAIGHT SETS.

-

Blueprints, ls. each.

One -valve

All -Wave 17nipen (Pentode)

Beginners' One-valver

..

The " Pyramid " One-valver (HF

Two -valve : Blueprint, Is.

The Signet Two (D & I F)
Three -valve : Blueprints, is. eaoh

Selo:tone Battery Three (1), 2LF
(Trans))

Summit Three (SF Pen, D. Pen)
Pentode Three (HP Pen, D
(Pen), Pen)
..
Hall Mark Cadet (D, LF, Pen (Be'.))
F. J. Canon'. Oliver Souvenir (MT
Pen, D (Pen), Pen) (All -Wave

Cameo Midget Three (D, 2 LF
Three)

.

(Trans))

1936 Sonotone Three-FOUr (HF
Pen, HE Pen, Westeetor, Pen)
Battery All -Wave Three (D, 2 LF

(R))

The Monitor (DE Pen, D, Pen) ..
The Tutor Three (HP Pen, D, Pen)
The Centaur Three (SG, D,
..

The " Colt " All -Wave Three (13,
2 LF (RC & Trans))

The " Rapids " Straight 3

(D,

2 LF (RC a Trans))
F. J. Camm's Oracle All -Wave
Three (11F, Det, Pen) ..
1938 " Triband " All -Wave Three
(11F Pert, It, peal

ChB)

TESTING INSTRUMENTS

and high accuracy, make pos-

Electrical
A

Measuring

high-grade

Instrument

I3 -range

D.C.

meter providing direct readings
of voltage, current and resist-

test prods and crocodile

Universal

that economy of time

clips.

AvoMinor

Electrical Measuring Instrument

can now only be accepted which
bear a Government Contract Number and
Priority Rating.
Orders

Winder House, Douglas Street, London, S.W.1

PW76.
PW10
PW37
PW39
PW48

Push Button 4, Battery Model ..
Push Button 4, A.C. Mains Model

SHORT-WAVE SETS.
One -valve : Blueprint, Is.

PW51

PW53

The " Fleet " Short-wave Two
(I) (BF Pen), Pen)
Blueprints, is
L. emir..
Experimenter's Short-wave Three
(SG, D, Pow)
Trans))

PW78

PW84

The -index letters which precede the
Blueprint Number indicates the periodical in which the description appears:
Thus P.W. refers to PRACTICAL
WIRELESS, A.W. to Amateur Wireless,
W.M. to Wireless Magazine.
Send (preferably) a postal order to
cover the cost of the Blueprint
(stamps over 6d. unacceptable) to
PRACTICAL
WIRELESS Blueprint

PW88*

PW38A.

Dept., George Newnes. Ltd., Tower
House. Southampton Street. Strand,

PW91*

- PW30A.

.

roves'

The Band -Spread S.W. Three
(HF Pen, Is (Pen). Pen)
Blueprints, ls. each.

Portable (HF Pen. D, Pen)
Perm Flyweight Midget Portable
(s(1, D, Pen)
Four -valve : Blueprint, Is.
" Imp " Portable 4 (D,
LF
(Pen))

-

-

W.C.2.

SUPERHETS

PWCS

PORTABLES

F. J. C,amm'a ELF Three-valvei

-

-

1?00e0

-

Blueprint, Is.
S. W. Converter -Adapter (1 valve)

Mains Sets : Blueprints, le. each.
tiepin& Super Three A.C.

rW77.
PWSO.

Holiday Portable (SG, D, LP,
Claes B)
Family Portable (HF, D, RO,
Trans)

..

B.B.C. Speeia I One-valver

11V92.

Melody Ranger Two (D, Trans)..
Full -volume Two (SG det. Pen)..
A Modern Two-valver
Three-ralve : Blueprints, Is. each,
£s 5s. S.G. 3 (SG, I), Trans) ..
Lucerne Ranger (SG, D, Trans)..

PWI7
PW:34B

A.C. Twin (D (Pen), Pen)

Double -Diode -Triode Three (11F
Pen, DDT, Pen)
D.C. Ace (SG, I), Pen)
A.O. Three (SO, I), Pen) ..

A.0 Leader (AF Pen, D, Pow)
1):C. Premier (HF Pen, 0, Pen) ..
IThique GIF Pen, D (Pen), Pen) ..

F. J. Camm's A.C. All -Wave Silver
Souvenir Three (HP Pen, D, Pen)

"All -Wave," A.C. Three (D, 2

£5 5s. Three De Luxe Version

PW46

Transportable Three (SO. b, Pen)
Simple -Tune Three (SG, D, Pen)
Economy Pentode Three (SG, D,

PW83
PWSO.

A.C. Fury Four Super (SO, 50,
11, Pen) A.C. Hall -Mark (HF Pen, D.,
Push -Pull)

Universal Ball -Mark (HF Pen, D,
Push -Pull)

..

F. J. Carnm*s " Limit " All -Wave
Four (HP Pen, D, LF, P)
SOTERHETS,
Battery Seta : Blueprints Is. each.
,
P5 Superhet (Three, a
F. J. Canon's 2 -valve Superhet
Mains Sets : Blueprints Is. each.
A.C. £5 Superhet (Three -valve)

D.C. £5 Superhet (Three -valve) .

(SCI. D, Trans)

.

" W.M." (1934 Standard Three
Pen)

..

(SG, D, Pen)) ..
ra 3e. Three (SG, D, Trans)

...

1935 Ea 6s. Battery Three (SG,

PW18.
PW19.

PW23'
PW25.
PVV29

PIV:ifies
P1V3511.

PW30a

PIV50*

PW70

hfains Record Ali-1Vave 3 (Hi

Two -valve : Blueprints, Is. each.

PW340

Maine Operated

Two -valve : Blueprints, ls. each,

_

PW89

PIV56

P11'20*

D, Pen) .
.
PTP Three (Pen, 1), Pen)
Certainty Three (SO, D, Pen) ...
Minttube Three (SG. I), Trans) .
All -wave Winning Three (SG, D;

AW427
AW444
AW450*

65s. Four (SG, D, RC. Trans)

Self-contained Four (SG, D, LF,
Cl. B)

Lucerne Straight Four (SG,
LF, Trans)

Five -valve : Blueprints, le. ed. each.
Super-quallty Five (2 MP, 1), RQ,
Trans) ..
.
.
Class B Quadradyne (2 SO, D, LF
Class B)

New Class B Five (2 SG, D, LP
Clam B(

PW34D

Two -valve : Blueprints, ls. each.

PW 47

Economy A.C. Two (ID, Trans) A.O.

Consoelecigic Two (D, Pen) A.C.

Three -valve : Blueprints, ls. each.

Home Lover's New All-Electrio
Three (SG, D. Trans) A.C.
Mantovani A.C. Three (B.F. Pen,

PW-lo

pW43*
PW42

- 0011331
Tyfru3a

- 0011384
- W1.1404.

- W31320

--

£15

ISs. 19.36

A:a. Radiogrant

D, Pen)
Four -valve : Blueprints, Is. ed. each..
All Metal Four (2 SG, 0, Pen) -.

Harris' Jubilee Radiogram (HF,
Pen D,LF,

WM344.

- W111340

.

Mains Operated.

P W45-

PW67

- AW370

;,4

£5 Is. Battery Four (HF, D, 2L.,
The H.R. Four (SG, SG, D, Pen)
The Auto Straight Four (HF, Pen,
HF, Pen, DDT, Pen) ..
.

- AW452

Herne -made Coil Two (D, Pen) ...
Three -valve : Blueprints, le. each.

- AW440

Two -valve Maim Short -saver (D,
Pen) A.C.
..
.. ..
Three -valve : Blueprints, I,.

.

Standard Four -valve A.C. Short.
waver (SG, D, RC, Trans)
..
S.W. One -valve Converter (Price
64.)

Enthusiast's Power Amplifier (1/6)

Listener's 5 -watt AC. Amplifier
(1/6)

Radio.Unit (2v.) for 00.M392 (1/-).

Harris Electrogram battery am plater (1/-)

De Luxe Concert A.G. Mali*.
New Style Short-wave Adapter
Short-wave Adapter (1/.)
E.L.D.L.C. Short-wave Converter
Wilson Tone Master (1/-)
The W.111. AA). Short-wave Con-

- 19M397.

- AW483.

-

W31352

- 0011391'

I FREE

BA uD

iCE

EAU

-- Awno
wmmr

-- wmae
wmae
- worm;
- WM403*

- Wholes
- AW450

-- WY4408
wmoe
- WM4087

verter (1/-)

-

COUPON

I

This coupon is available until February
7th, 1944, and must accompany all
Queries and Hints.

I

PRACTICAL

WMS74

- WM401
- 0031329
- W12388

- AW438
- W11350

MISCELLANEOUS

- AW403
- AW383,

tvaltea

(HP, Pen, D, RC, Trans)
..
Standard Four-valver Short -waver

...
..
(SO, D, LF, P) ..
- AW43.5*
: Blueprint, Is. ed.
- Wid271 Superhet
- W16327 Simplified Short-wave Super Mains Operated
- W51337 Two -valve . Blueprints,
ls. each.

- WM371
- WM389
- WM393
- WM3964

AW447

Four -valve : Blueprints, ls. Bd. each.
A.W. Short-wave World-beater

- AW422.

WM354

AW393

Roma Short -W -aver
Two -valve : Blueprints, Sr. each.

Experimenter's 5 -Metre Set (/),
Trans, Super-regen)
The Carrier Short -waver (SG,

- WM409*
- AW41.21

- WM351.

--

Ultra -short Battery TWO (SG, det

- AW387
- AW388
- AW392

W31400

Four -valve : Blnepriats,

.

0011367
Tyers Portable (SG, D, 2.Trans)
SHORT-WAVE SETS. Battery Operated
One -valve : Blueprints, le. each.
S.W. One-valver for America ..
AW429*

MAGAZINE
CRYSTAL SETS.

One -valve : Blueprint, is.

- WM359*

Four -valve : Blueprints, ls. ed. rash.

AMATEUR WIRELESS AND WIRELESS

150 -mile Crystal Bet .-

WM395.

PORTABLES

- PW48A

Blueprints, 6d. each.
Four -station Crystal Set ..
1934 Crystal Set

-W1d407

Battery Sets : Blueprints, Is. ad, each.
'Varsity Four
The Request All -Waver

MISCELLANEOUS

PW72*
PW-82.

structional details are available, free
with the blueprint.

PVir95.

..

The Prefect 3 (D, 2 LF (RC and

PIV61
P1VO4

-

full

of print, but an asterisk beside the
blueprint number denotes that con-

PW60

Three -valve

PW55

PW62

PWar

--

Battery Operated.

Two -valve : Blueprints, is. each.

Three -valve
MiV49*

-

blueprints are drawn

The issues
containing
descriptions of these sets are now out

PW73'
" Qualitone " Universal Four
Four -valve.: Double -sided Blueprint, Is. ed.

Midget Short-wave Two (D, Pen)

Pen, D, Pen)
Four -valve . Blueprints le. each.
A.C. Fury Four (SG, SG, D. Pen)

AUTOMATIC COIL WINDER & ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT CO., LTD

-

PW93.

maintenance.

Sole Proprietors and Manufacturers :-

..

Simple S.W. One-valver.

which is the essential feature
of profitable servicing and

resistance. Supplied with leads,

test prods and crocodile clips.

-

bet 4

PW135.

PW545

dustry, they set a recognised
standard of accuracy and fine
workmanship by which other
instruments are judged.

A 22 -range A.C.ID.C. moving
coil precision meter providing
direct readings of A.G. voltage,
D.C.
voltage, current and

PW31A

LF (RC))
A.C. 1938 Sonotone DTP Pen, 11F
Pen, Westector. Pen) ..

Extensively used by radio
enmanufacturers, service
gineers and throughout in-

ance. Supplied in cas<with leads,

HF Pen. I), Pen (RC))

A.C. Radh.grant Two
(0, Pow)
Three -valve : Blueprints, ls. each.

" Avo " Instruments by their
simplicity, extreme versatility

The D.C. AvoMinor.

(SG), LF, Cl. 11)
Fury Four Super (SG, SG, I), Pm)
Battery Hall -Mark 4 (11F Pen,
D, Push -Pull)
" Acme " All -Wave 4 (111, Pen, i5
(Pen), LF, Cl. B)
The " Admiral " Four (HF Pen,

Selectone.

Regd. Trade Mark.

PIV34.

F. J. Camm's A.C. Superhet 4
P. J. Carom's Universal £4 Super -

SPECIAL NOTICE
THESE
size.

STRAIGHT SETS. Battery Operated.

Nucleon Class B Four (SG, D

PRECISION

PW71*

Battery Operated.

The fltforvicane" AllWave Three
(SG, D (Pen), Pen)
F. J. Canines " Push -Button "
Three (HE Pen, D (Pen), Tet)
Four -valve : Blueprints, Is. each
Beta Universal Four (SG, I), LF,

sible

Blueprint.

CRYSTAL SETS

Chromium Collapsible Type Microphone Standi

Goodman's 3lin. P.M. Speaker, 15 o hms Voice Coil
H.F. CHOKES
30/Roles. 611n. P.M. Speaker, 3. ohms Voice Colt, 25!... S.W. H.F.1/3.10-100 m.,

Rola 8in. P.M. Speaker, 3 ohms Voice Coil. 25:-.
Above speakers are less output transformer.

SOO. 800. 704, 600, 500 ohms. 5.5.

Transverse Current Mike.

No of

PRACTICAL WIRELESS

180 60+60 ohrrfs, 5/6 1.000 ohms, .2A, tapped at

plain and with
flying lead, 7/6 each.

.0005 rot, 2/9 earl).

2 -gang .0005 in:f. Condensers, with trimmers, 7/6.
Brass Shaft. Couplers, tin. bore, 7311. each,
Flexible Couplers, lin. bore, 1:2 each.

Mains Resistances, 660 ohms .3A, tapped 360 +

kern,

BAKELITE.
DIELECTRIC
REACTION

BLUEPRINT SERVICE

I

WIRELESS,

FEB.

1944

'Phone : VICtoria 3404-3

All applications respecting Advertising in this PublicItion should be addressed to the ADVERTISEMENT DIRECTOR.
GEORGE NEWTIES, LTD., Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand, London, W.C.2. Telephone : Temple Bar 4363,

-
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AN ECONOMY HIGH-FIDELITY RECEIVER

la Di DI

HAVE YOU HAD YOUR COPY OF "ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES"?
Whatever your age or experience-whether you are one of the " old school
or p newcomer
to Engineering anxious to hold your position in the more difficult cla4s of p-eacE-you must
read this highly informative guide to the best paid Engineering posts.

The Handbook contains among other intensely interesting matter, paiticulats of B.Sc.,

A.M.I.Mech.E., A.M.I.E.E., A.M.I.A.E., A.M.LP.E., A.M.Brit.I.R.E.,
CITY & GUILDS, CIVIL SERVICE, and other important Engineering Examinations.
outlines courses in all branches of CIVIL, MECHANICAL, ELECTRICAL,
AUTOMOBILE,, RADIO, TELEVISION, AERONAUTICAL and PRODUCTION
ENGINEERING,
BUILDING (the

DRAUGHTSMANSHIP,
great

after -war

career),

GOVERNMENT

rei es S

EMPLOYMENT,

R.A.F. MATHEMATICS, MATRICU-

LATION, etc., -and explains the unique advantages of our Employment Department.

WE DEFINITELY GUARANTEE

Pis C tie a

NO PASS - NO FEE'

Vol.' 20.

No. 452

NEW SERIES

FEBRUARY; 1944

If you are earning less than £.10 a week you cannot afford to miss reading " ENGINEERING
OPPORTUNITIES " ; it tells you everything you want to know to make your future secure and describes many chances you are now missing.
In your own interest we advise you to
write for your copy of this enlightening guidee/to well -paid posts NOW - FREE and without
obligation.

BRITISH INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
409, SHAKESPEARE HOUSE, 17, 18 & 19, STRATFORD PLACE, LONDON, W.I.

THE B.I.E.T. -IS THE LEADING INSTITUTE OF ITS KIND IN THE WORLD

\.
1-1-11S

new and

improved

N's.

generator operates from A.C.
Mains and covers a total
range from 100 Kilocycles to
46 Megacycles in six wavebands, the
dial being directly calibrated in
S147011.
^

...... \

frequency. The output is smoothly
variable up to approximately
100,000
Microvolts, and either
internal modulation at 400 Cycles
or external modulation can be
used. Iron cored coils are used on
all bands. The instrument is thoroughly screened and a mains filter
is

fitted, reducing radiation to a

minimum. A screened output lead
is supplied with every instrument
together with a book of instructions.
Price £14 14s. Od. complete.
range

of

complete and Radio
We , also manusacturea
m easuringinstruments
instrument,
electrical
.C.
n4;surini
10
test equipment. Range volt AC. and
Model 83a

is ii4

ohms

and is 4,000 up

el-

Poo voits

and up to

t:55 d. D C, and
It measuresA.G.
'batteries.
Amperes with internal
Od.
MS ISs.
Megohms
Price

u to

10

Write far technical brochure.

.TAYLOR ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENTS, LTD.
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The Wh.ys and,.
Wherefores of Distortion,
are Discussq in this Issue
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